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PREFACE

About three years ago I had the honour to lay before

the Royal Society a paper on Molecular Mechanics, con-

taining the outlines of the work which I now present to

the public. The subject was considered one of great

interest, but at the same time of such difficulty, that a

scientific man of high reputation expressed his doubt of

the possibility of carrying out the scheme in the present

state of science. He was not then aware that I had

already half carried out the scheme before I presented

it to the Royal Society. As for myself, taught by ex-

perience that the greatest difficulties sooner or later yield

to labour, and countenanced by the warm encourage-

ments of distinguished men, who had taken a favourable

view of the matter, I continued my work patiently, and

succeeded at last in completing my Elements of Mole-

cular Mechanics.

What these Elements are may be learned in detail by

a glance at the table of contents, or at the Introduction,

which explains the nature, aim, and use of the work.
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vi PREFACE.

Here it suffices to say in general that my intention has

been to open a path into a region of science hitherto

deemed inaccessible, to the exploration of which scientific

men of the present day are anxiously looking forward.

May I entertain the hope that my readers, consider-

ing the difficulty of the task before me, will receive this

volume with indulgence, and be disposed to judge of it

by the amount of useful matter it actually contains rather

than by any deficiency in the development of the subject.

J. BAYMA, S. J.

Stonyhurst College,

November 9, 1866.
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THE ELEMENTS
OF

MOLECULAR MECHANICS.

INTRODUCTION.

The theory of universal gravitation, though so immense a dis-

covery and so decisive a step towards a correct view of material

agencies, has hitherto failed to give an explanation of molecular

phenomena. Not, indeed, that such phenomena are not brought

about by some kind of gravitation (for we know the contrary),

but simply because molecular attraction has refused up to this

day to reveal the secret of its nature, and the laws of its mani-

fold causation. This I considered to be an unfortunate fact, and

often put myself the question : Must we for ever remain igno-

rant of the laws of molecular action, and their relations, and the

practical inferences from them ? If not, may we begin at once,

and try to find out at least a part of the secret ? or must we
wait till we are furnished with a greater supply of scientific

materials ?—-To this I thought there was one answer only, that is,

We may try. Accordingly, I tried : and found a fresh verification

of the truth of the saying, that difficulties are not to be looked

upon as a source of discouragement, but as a stimulus to ex-

ertion.

Thus this work is the result of a first endeavour towards as-

certaining the laws of molecular action : an endeavour which, from

the nature of the subject, might well have proved fruitless, but

which in fact has resulted, if I am not mistaken, in the esta-

blishment of a body of principles, which may form the groundwork

of a new branch of Science.

The first thing the reader will be prepared to look for in

M. M. 1



2 INTRODUCTION.

opening this volume is, I imagine, the fundamental hypothesis,

from which this new branch of science has sprung up. I think,

I can truly answer with Newton : Hypotheses non jingo. Quid-

quid enim ex phcenomenis non deducitur hypothesis vocanda est:

et hypotheses seu metaphysicce, seu physicce, seu qualitatum occul-

tarum, sen mechanicce, in philpsophia experimentali locum non

habent*. Reasoning based on assumption may have its advantages

in many abstruse questions of natural philosophy: still there is

no doubt that assumptions are made use of only for want of some-

thing better. On the other hand, it is evident that a work of

such a nature as the present, which was intended to lay down
the very first foundation of a molecular theory, could not possi-

bly rest on hypothetical ground. Hence the reader will find no

fundamental hypotheses : he will only find what I call ' principles
y

in the strict meaning of the word, i.e. truths about which I think

that no reasonable doubt can be raised, and which accordingly

may be safely employed as premisses for the demonstration of

other less tangible truths. Of course, the ' principles ' of natural

philosophy, those at least which are not self-evident, are proved

from the laws of nature, as the laws of nature are inferred from

natural facts. Hence I have embodied in this work, as princi-

ples of molecular mechanics, those propositions only which are

evident, or which I thought I had the power of rigorously de-

monstrating from known laws of nature.

So far, then, I have tried to follow Newton's steps. Still, as

the line of thought which the mind follows in the investigation

of scientific truth is not always the best to follow in its expo-

sition, the reader will find in these pages scarcely a trace of the

analytic process by which I was enabled to discover the truth

of many of my propositions. For, upon careful examination, I

acquired the conviction that the process which would best suit

the purpose of showing clearly, briefly, and logically, what I had
to show, was exactly the reverse of that which I had followed

in my earlier investigations. Thus the form of exposition which

I have adopted gives to the work that character of rigour which

we are accustomed to find, almost exclusively, in mathematical

treatises, though we should be glad to find it also in other scien-

* Principia, Lib. III. Scholium generate.



INTRODUCTION. 3

tific writings. The work is divided into Books; and the Books

into Propositions, Theorems, Problems, &c, according to the old

style of geometrical writers. Thus each point of discussion comes

distinctly before the reader, who is enabled to see at once what

he has to deal with, and to concentrate his attention upon each

separate proposition on which he wishes to form a judgment.

This, in a book which gives the elements of a new branch of

knowledge, was so great an advantage, that, to secure it, I did

not hesitate to expose myself to the adverse criticism of those

modern thinkers who despise the deductive method as a useless

relic of the past. For myself, I am of quite a different opinion

:

I believe that deductive reasoning possesses among other advant-

ages this one most especially, of being the proper test, or touch-

stone, of the inductive process, which then only I consider to

be conclusive and unobjectionable, when its results, by an in-

version of the process, can be transformed into legitimate de-

ductions. But, whatever be the relative merits of the two

processes, it cannot be denied, that a method of exposition,

the difficulty of which discourages its adoption on the part of

so many scientific writers, and which has been kept up only

among those, who, like mathematicians, profess to prove rigor*

ously what they assert, is a method calculated to give the reader

more satisfaction and relish than might be drawn from simple

induction, as it gives both the results of induction and the pro-

cess by which those results are verified.

Of the twelve Books into which the present treatise is divided,

the first and second give the demonstration of the principles

which bear directly on the constitution and the properties of

matter. The next three Books contain a series of theorems and

of problems on the laws of motion of elementary substances. In

the sixth and seventh the mechanical constitution of molecules

is investigated and determined : and by it the general properties

of bodies are explained. The eighth Book treats of luminiferous

aether. The ninth explains some special properties of bodies.

The tenth and eleventh contain a radical and lengthy investiga-

tion of chemical principles and relations, which may lead to prac-

tical results of high importance. The twelfth and last Book treats

of molecular masses, distances, and powers.

1—2



INTRODUCTION.

Such is, in short, the substance of the whole treatise. It may

be reduced to four principal points : I. Leading principles ;
II.

Mathematical application of them ; III. Their application to the

constitution and physical properties of bodies ; IV. Their appli-

cation to chemical properties.

Among the leading principles of which I give the demonstra-

tion, the following may here deserve a special mention.

1. Bodies do not act by mathematical contact, however much

our prejudices incline us to think the contrary.

2. There is no such thing existing as matter materially and

mathematically continuous, that is to say, such that its parts

touch each other with true and perfect contact; and therefore

all bodies ultimately consist of simple, i.e. unextended elements,

the sum of which constitutes the absolute mass of the body.

3. No other powers exist -in the elements of matter, except

locomotive or mechanical powers ; so that we need have no anxiety

about the vires occultce of the ancients, nor need we make search

after any other kind of primitive powers besides such as are

mechanical. Hence chemical, electric, magnetic, calorific, and

other such actions are all to be reduced to mechanical actions,

complex indeed, but all following certain definite laws, and capa-

ble of being expressed by mathematical formula?, as in general

mechanics.

4. There are not only attractive, but also repulsive elements
;

and this is the reason why the molecules of bodies, as being made

up of both sorts, can at certain distances attract, and at others

repel each other.

5. Simple elements* cannot be at once attractive at greater

and repulsive at less distances. If then a given element is at-

tractive at any distance, it will be so at all distances : and if

it be repulsive at any distance, it will be repulsive at all dis-

tances.

6. Simple elements must not be confounded with the 'atoms'

of the chemists, nor with the molecules of which bodies are com-

posed. Molecules are, according to their name, small extended

masses, i.e. they imply volume. Elements are indivisible points

* Throughout the work the word simple is used in the mathematical sense of unex-

tended, not in any metaphysical sense.
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without material extension. Again, molecules of every kind, even

those of primitive bodies, are so many systems resulting from

elements acting on each other; consequently, elements differ

from molecules as parts differ from the whole; so that much

may be said about separate elements which cannot be said of

separate molecules or chemical ' atoms,' and vice versa. Element,

molecule, body, have the same relation to each other in the physi-

cal order, that individual, family, state, bear to each other in

the social order; for a body results from molecules, and mole-

cules from elements holding together mechanically in a similar

way to that in which a state results from families, and families

from individuals bound together by social ties.

7. Simple elements have a sphere of activity, and throughout

the whole sphere, even at molecular distances, act according to

the inverse ratio of the square of the distances. This proposition,

which is true of elementary, not of molecular, actions, not only

does not contradict certain known laws, e.g. of cohesion, molecular

reaction, chemical affinity, &c, but supplies the only means of

accounting for these and other molecular relations. This truth is*

as all must see, of the utmost importance, since it is the founda-

tion of molecular analysis, of which it would be impossible to treat

at all, unless the law of elementary actions at infinitesimal dis-

tances were known. This theorem universalizes Newton's law of

celestial attraction by extending it to all elementary actions whether

attractive or repulsive : and makes it applicable not only to tele-

scopic but also to microscopic distances.

These and such like conclusions of capital importance I was

bound to prove most irrefragably, lest my molecular mechanics

should be raised on an insecure foundation. I therefore was not

satisfied with direct and, as I think, peremptory physical proofs,

but added a great number of Scholia calculated to dispel old

popular and philosophical prejudices. It is not, indeed, the custom

of scientific writers to answer metaphysical objections :
but there

are cases in which the opposite coarse seems to be preferable

;

and it is when the objection presents itself under the aspect of

undeniable truth. In such cases, I think, we must solve the ob-

jection if we can. Accordingly, as far as the nature of this work

permitted it, I have examined and solved a great number of
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philosophical difficulties, which otherwise might have embarrassed

some of my readers. On the other hand, it was necessary to take

care that these polemical digressions should not interfere with

the rest of the work : and for this reason I gave room to them

in separate scholia to be printed in a smaller type, lest the reader

should mistake them for the substance of the work, and engage

unawares in the awful mysteries of philosophical speculation.

With regard to the mathematical part of the theory, I have

little to say. After establishing in the third Book the law of

motion for the most rudimentary systems of material elements, I

begin to treat of those regular systems which may be assumed to

play a part in the constitution of molecules. The molecules of

primitive bodies, such as hydrogen, nitrogen, &c, cannot be sup-

posed to be irregular in form : a conclusion which I prove in

another place (Book VI. Prop. vi.). Consequently, while treating

of primitive systems, I was entitled to confine myself to the con-

sideration of regular polyhedrons.

Hence I divided these regular systems into different classes,

according to their geometrical figure, as tetrahedric, octahedric,

hexahedric, &c.

The several parts, of which any regular compound system of

elements can consist, are reduced by me to a centre, nuclei to any
number, and an external envelope. Thus I obtained not only a
method of nomenclature for the different systems (a most impor-

tant point), but also a method of exhibiting each system under
brief and intelligible symbols. The reader by a glance at the

table of contents (Book v.) will see what these symbols are.

I then subdivided the above classes of systems into different

species, which I called uninuclear, binuclear, trinuclear ... poly-

nuclear.

Lastly, besides classes and species, I pointed out the distinct

varieties which may lie under each species. And by this means
I completed the classification of primitive molecules.

As to the determination of the dynamical conditions of such
elementary systems, I have nothing peculiar to say : only I am
afraid, many will think that this part of the work is too

extensive, though others might equally say that it is too limited.

My own impression is that the subject deserved indeed a more
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extensive mathematical development : but, on the one hand, it

was not, nor could it be, my intention to come forward with a

full and exhaustive treatise on a matter which now for the first

time was to be reduced to a scientific form : on the other hand,

I considered that a great number of students and other scientific

readers, who are less acquainted with mathematics, and to whom
these elements of molecular mechanics may be of some use in

their practical, no less than speculative investigations, would not

thank me for purposely spreading thorns and stumbling-blocks on

their path with too profuse a liberality. Hence, instead of making

additions, I suppressed many mathematical theorems and problems

which I had already prepared, and, moreover, strove to develope

the matters contained in the remaining Books as independently of

mathematical processes as I could. Thus it seems to me that

both those who are fond of mathematical working, and those who

are not, may feel satisfied : the first will find the mine fairly

opened and ready to be worked to whatever depth they choose

:

the others will remain free to turn aside, or jump over to the

sixth Book directly and without any great inconvenience
;

since,

even so, they will be able to understand enough and turn into use

everything that follows.

The third thing I had in view was to determine the constitu-

tion of molecules and the physical properties of bodies in general.

From what I show in the sixth Book, the definition of a molecule

of a primitive body, as hydrogen, would be this 4 A molecule is

a system of simple elements, or material points, constituted by a

centre, a number of regular concentric polyhedric nuclei, arid a

regular polyhedric repulsive envelope, all indissolubly bound with

one another by dynamical ties, and subject to a kind of palpitatory

motion by which they constantly contract and dilate with a sur-

prising rapidity. All the parts of this definition are carefully

demonstrated in so many separate propositions.

The general constitution and properties of a molecule being

known, only a few additional considerations were wanted to lay

open the general constitution and properties of the body formed

of molecules. Accordingly, the conclusions presented in Book vii.

are scarcely anything more than corollaries of pre-established facts.

Yet these corollaries are of the greatest importance, as they give
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for the first time the radical explanation of many points of physics

which have always been treated with a remarkable incompleteness

and want of accuracy. The reader will be amazed to hear, e.g.

that the action of a body A on a body B is not necessarily equal

to the action of the body B on the body A. He will wonder how
the proposition affirming that two heavenly bodies attract one

another proportionally to their masses is ambiguous, and may be

as false in one sense as true in another. So also with regard to

the force of inertia, of which men (from Newton inclusively down
to us) are wont to speak very inaccurately, and which is not a

new causality, but only a mode of exertion of the ordinary powers

of matter, dependent on inertia not as a cause, but as a condition

sine qua non. These and such like interesting topics are dis-

cussed in Book vii.

As to the special properties of bodies, they should have come

immediately after the general, had it not been for the necessity

of premising some considerations on luminiferous aether as a

preparation for what I intended to say on the colour of bodies.

The whole Book VIII. is on aether. I establish therein, that

aether is a special substance, wholly attractive, unresisting, and
elastic, but whose elasticity differs in kind from that of known
ponderable fluids as negative from positive.

The explanation, which next comes, of the special properties

of bodies, is made to depend on the curve of molecular actions.

The idea, of course, is not original ; but I may be allowed to say

that, with the knowledge we have now gained of the constitution

of molecules, the curve of actions seems to have more meaning
and to be more suggestive than ever before. The reader will

see also how I account for the change of liquids into vapours,

and vice versa. I show that the obvious explanation of such a
change is to be found in a transposition of .molecular nuclei.

The law of the calorific capacities of primitive bodies I have traced

to its origin, and discovered that for the said bodies, and for equal

weights of them, the calorific capacities are directly proportional

to the numbers of discrete molecules that are heated. Thus the

enunciation of the law takes a form exceedingly simple and in-

telligible, and the law itself leads us more directly to other con-

sequences of great importance : it, namely, enables us to under-
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stand very easily why in compound substances the law of calorific

capacities ceases to be uniform, and why it so widely differs from

that observed in primitive bodies.

The last point I had in view was to ascertain what use could

be made of the principles and conclusions already established for

the promotion and improvement of chemical science. I had, then,

to find out in what the difference between physical and chemical

action consists: to determine the causes of affinity: to show
how intimate a relation exists between the geometrical figure of

molecules and the number of combining equivalents : to examine
in detail the numbers of equivalents that can combine with mole-

cules of given forms: and lastly, to draw from this investigation

general rules for binary combinations. This I have done in

Book x., which, accordingly, contains the rules and principles by
which chemists will be able to account for a number of facts

hitherto wrapt up in a dark impenetrable veil of mystery. If I

am not mistaken, the results of this investigation, which cost me
a very great deal of labour, constitute a great step towards the

foundation and establishment of a rational chemistry, which will

ere long supply or suggest new means of fostering experimental

discoveries. " A right method/' says Dr Mayer, " is the most im-
portant condition for the successful prosecution of scientific in-

quiry ;" and a right method in chemistry is the first fruit of a
rational view of chemical relations.

What follows in Book xi. is a first application of the general

rules to concrete examples. Of course, the evidence, by which
the results of such an application are supported, is not sufficient

of itself to exclude all possibility of doubt to the contrary. Not
that its ground is hypothetical, but because we may suspect that

the view we have taken of the subject is, as yet, too incomplete

to become the only foundation of peremptory conclusions. But,

though these conclusions must be considered as simply provisional

until they are confirmed by some other kind of proof, I hope the

reader will not fail to be struck by the fact that they afford a

most natural and unexpected explanation of many chemical com-
pounds, the complexity of which would seem hitherto to have

defied the utmost efforts of scientific ingenuity. But let this be
as it may : my object has been not so much to resolve these great
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problems at once, as to call the attention of chemists to them

:

and I shall be happy, whatever be the result of their future in-

vestigations, to have contributed even by a simple suggestion to

the development of so useful a branch of knowledge.

To conclude, a sound theory of molecular mechanics is, in a

manner, a scientific necessity of the day. Competent men have

ere now begun to feel this necessity : and though the difficulty of

the task has prevented them from carrying out the arduous under-

taking, yet some of them at least have not ceased to work in that

direction, well knowing that the time is at hand when toil, skill,

and perseverance cannot fail to meet with their due reward. Pro-

fessor Tyndall's interesting contributions to molecular physics would

suffice to bear me out in this assertion. I hope, then, that this

work, in spite of its unavoidable imperfection, will be welcomed

by all who take an interest in the promotion of science. The

subject of which I have treated was of such a nature as to require

on my part a great deal of mathematical and metaphysical labour

:

still such labour will be unnecessary on the part of my readers,

who, accordingly, are not required to possess any great knowledge

of either mathematics or metaphysics. The young student and

the 'amateur/ no less than the natural philosopher and the ac-
«

complished professor, will, I am sure, understand and master the

subject sufficiently to be able to form a correct idea of the sound-

ness, importance, and practical use of molecular science.

As the employment of the geometrical method may have given

to the work an air of dogmatism in questions regarding which

there are great differences of opinion among philosophers, I beg to

say once for all that I have merely stated my own views without

pretending to render further discussion unnecessary.



BOOK I

FUNDAMENTAL NOTIONS ON MATERIAL SUBSTANCE.

The first basis of scientific inquiry is fact. Facts duly ascer-

tained, well analyzed, carefully discussed and compared with one

another, reveal the laws of nature, and unfold the divers pro-

perties of natural things. Such properties, though so numerous,

complex, and various in kind, yet, as far as material substance is

concerned, may ultimately be reduced to three only, viz. motive

power, mobility, and inertia. This, of course, we must prove, if

we wish to give the reader an exact idea of material substance.

For, as the only means of determining the constitution of any

given substance is supplied by a full consideration of its properties,

we cannot give a correct and reliable view of material substance

in general, unless we satisfactorily determine the properties with-

out which no material substance can be conceived. This is the

object to which the following propositions are devoted.

Proposition I.

Every material substance is endowed with active power, pas-

sivity, and inertia, for causing, receiving and conserving local

motion.

Demonstration. That which is wholly destitute of active

power cannot make any impression on our senses, nor show its

own existence and properties; and, consequently, no one can know
what it is, or even whether it exists at all. But we all (without

even excepting the idealist, who by his practice refutes his own
theory) know that material substance exists, and, to a certain

extent at least, we know what it is. Therefore material substance

is endowed with active power. As to the fact, that the exertion

of such a power is naturally connected with local motion, it is too
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well known from experience and observation, to need any special

proof.

Again, that which is without passivity is not capable of re-

ceiving motion ; for passivity means capability of being acted

upon and of being determined to motion. Now, all matter can

be acted upon and be determined to motion ; since we see that

everything in this material world can receive local motion. There-

fore, material substance has a passivity, on account of which it can

receive local motion.

Thirdly, inertia is the incapability of changing its own state

:

so that an inert substance, if it be determined to motion of any

intensity and direction, must move with that intensity and in that

direction until it receive some other determination from without

;

in the same manner, if it be at rest, it must remain at rest until

it receive a determination to motion from without. Now, this is

the case with material substance, as a universal and constant ex-

perience proves. Therefore, material substance is inert. Q.E.D.

Corollary I. Therefore there is something in material sub-

stance, on account of which it possesses the power of imparting

motion to other material substances. This is ordinarily called

the " principle of activity" {virtus activa) : but inasmuch as it is

a constituent part of substance, it is called by philosophers the

substantial act or the substantial form.

Corollary II. Therefore there is something in material sub-

stance, on account of which it can receive motion of any intensity

and direction: and this is wont to be called the "principle of

passivity ;" but inasmuch as it is a constituent part of substance,

is called by philosophers the matter, or the potentia passiva.

Corollary III. Therefore, in material substance, the form

and the matter are so .related to each other, that the matter,

although capable of receiving the action of any exterior cause,

cannot receive any action which proceeds from its own intrinsic

principle of activity. For, if it could receive it, matter would move

of itself, and cease to be inert.

Scholium. Ordinarily the word "matter" signifies material sub-

stance : but amongst philosophers material substance is that in which
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one of the constituents is the matter. Physicists too take the word
" matter " in the sense of one of the constituents of material substance,

whenever they distinguish the matter from the active power of matter.

It is very desirable that this distinction, which is of great importance

for guarding against the sophisms of the ignorant, should be clearly

pointed out by all writers on this subject. Then all would style that

the matter on account of which material substance can receive the de-

termination to motion, and would style that the power on account of

which material substance can give the determination to motion; finally,

they would call that material substance which can both give and receive

the determination to motion. This method of speaking is very reason-

able, because it distinguishes between those things which cannot be

confounded without danger, and does away with ambiguous expressions

:

in addition to this it opens the way for understanding those primary

principles of the ancients : Omne agens agit in quantum est in actu:

Omne patiens patitur in quantum est in potentia : Quo aliquid est, eo

agit : Forma est id quo agens agit, etc. All these principles are very

philosophical and absolutely true, as is clear from the above corollaries

;

although the ancients, limited as they were in experimental knowledge,

had the misfortune of being often deceived in the application of these

same principles to particular cases.

Proposition II.

iVo natural cause can communicate a finite velocity to a body in

an infinitesimal unit of time.

Demonstration. If any natural cause could communicate a

finite velocity to a body in an infinitesimal unit of time dt, it

evidently could communicate to it an infinite velocity in any finite

time. For, let v be the intensity of the action of that cause for a

finite unit of time ; the intensity of the action in an infinitesimal

unit dt will be vdt. If, therefore, vdt were of a finite intensity in

order to produce finite velocity, then v itself must be of an in-

finite intensity. But it is clear that no natural cause exerts in a

finite unit of time an action of an infinite intensity ; for we never

see, nay we cannot even conceive a motion of infinite velocity as

possible. Therefore, every action v of any natural cause whatever

is of finite intensity : and consequently every action vdt is of an

infinitesimal intensity. But an action of infinitesimal intensity
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cannot communicate to a body a finite velocity. Therefore, no

natural cause can communicate finite velocity to a body in an

infinitesimal unit of time. Q. E. D.

Corollary. Therefore, rigorously speaking, there is no force

in nature, which causes motion instantaneously : and if sometimes

a force is said to produce motion instantaneously, it is only because

the finite time, in which motion is produced, is so short that it

cannot be determined by observation.

Scholium. That which physicists call Force is strictly nothing else

than the intensity of the action measured by the intensity or the

quantity of the motion which in the given circumstances it is capable of

communicating. For this reason the more accurate physicists do not

say that forces are continuous or instantaneous, but that the action is

continuous or instantaneous, according as it has a duration mensurable

or not. As for the active power itself, it is always continuous, not only

because it lasts as long as the substance of which it is a constituent, but

also because it has a natural and intrinsic determination to act, and

cannot suspend its action so long as there is a moveable body within its

reach,

Proposition III.

In the impact of bodies no communication offinite motion can

be made by means of a true and immediate contact of matter with

matter.

Demonstration. The true and immediate contact of matter

with matter would take place in the indivisible instant in which

the distance between the points which are coming into contact

becomes = 0. But finite velocity cannot be communicated in an

indivisible instant, as we have seen (Prop. II.). Therefore, there

can be no communication of finite velocity by means of a true and

immediate contact of matter with matter. Q.E.D.

Nor can the demonstration be evaded by having recourse to

the multitude of points among which the contact would be sup-

posed to take place. For, since each individual contact does not

contain the causality of each partial effect, it is evident that the

multitude of such contacts cannot contain the causality of the

total effect. And, in fact, if each individual point of matter only

acquires an infinitesimal velocity vdt, the whole multitude will
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acquire only an infinitesimal velocity : that is, there will be no

motion caused at all.

Nor can it be said that the motion is communicated by means

of a prolonged contact. A prolonged contact is impossible, unless

the velocities have become equal at the very commencement of

the contact. Therefore, if velocity were communicated by the

contact of matter with matter, it would have to be communicated

in the very first instant of the contact, not in its prolongation.

Nor can we have recourse to the elasticity of bodies ; because

elasticity is the power of reacting after compression, and cannot

be exercised till after the action, which works a change on the

body, has taken place : and, therefore, if the body is not changed

by an instantaneous contact, there can be no reaction owing to

elasticity.

Nor can we even, with some writers, have recourse to the

action of an setherial substance interposed between the agent and

the object acted upon ; both because there is nothing interposed

between two things which are supposed to touch each other truly

and immediately by material contact, as also because our argu-

ment, which is altogether universal, applies to aether no less than

to other material agents : hence, even if there were aether placed

between, and the contact made through it, still any communica-

tion of finite velocity by means of an immediate contact of matter

with matter would be absolutely impossible.

Corollary I. Therefore, distance is a necessary condition of

the action of matter upon matter.

Corollary II. Therefore, the contact between the agent and

the object acted upon is not material but virtual, inasmuch as it

is by its active power (virtus), not by its matter, that the agent

reaches the matter of the object acted upon.

Corollary III. Therefore, a material substance which is

anywhere by reason of its matter, has within itself a power pre-

pared to act where the substance itself is not present by its matter.

What the matter is, as distinguished from the power of acting, has

been explained above (Prop. I. Cor. n.), and will be more clearly

understood from what we shall say hereafter.
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Scholium. Boscovich proves this same proposition by the law of

continuity in his theory of natural philosophy, part i. n. 18. Concipiantur,

he says, duo corpora cequalia, quce moveantur in directum versus eamdem

plagam : et id, quod prcecedit, habeat gradus velocilatis 6, id vero, quod

ipsum persequitur, gradus 12. Si hoc posterius cum sua ilia velocitate

illmsa deveniat ad immediatum contactum cum illo priore, oportebit

utique, ut ipso momento temporis, quo ad contactum devenerint, illud

posterius minuat velocitatem suam, et illud prius suam augeat, utrumque

per saltum, abeunte hoc a 12 ad 9, illo a 6 ad 9, sine ullo transitu per

gradus intermedios. And hence he justly concludes that no communi-

cation of motion can take place, unless there be actually a distance

between the bodies impinging and impinged upon.

To those who somehow or other retain the prejudices of infancy,

our proposition with its corollaries may appear absurd indeed. But

this comes only from want of reflection : and, if they admit attraction

and repulsion, it is very easy to prove that they are not consistent with

themselves, unless they admit also our proposition with its corollaries.

And, with regard to attraction; when a stone is thrown up into the

air, we see that its velocity is gradually destroyed, and replaced by a

contrary and increasing velocity causing the fall of the body : and the

same thing takes place in an oscillating pendulum. Now, no cause can

be conceived which, by means of an immediate contact of matter with

matter, produces such an increasing velocity. Moreover, attraction

tends to bring bodies nearer to one another; and no body which touches

immediately and materially another body can be brought nearer to it.

We must, therefore, conclude that attraction admits of no material

contact, and proves the existence of a natural power residing in matter,

which is ready to act there where the substance of the agent is not

present with its own matter. Now, with regard to repulsion. When

a jar is full of gas, suppose hydrogen, an outward pressure is exerted

against the sides of the jar, whether the jar be large or small, as com-

pared with the mass of the fluid. This too cannot be explained by any

immediate contact of the molecules of the fluid; for these molecules

can become nearer than they are for greater and greater pressures.

Consequently, the action by which the molecules repel one another is

not exerted by means of an immediate contact of matter with matter,

but only, as the ancients would say, in contactu virtutis, with intervening

distance. These two examples show how really true it is that the

power, with which matter is endowed, acts independently of any material

contact, whatever vulgar prejudices may urge to the contrary.
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With regard to our third corollary, Prof. Faraday expresses it in the

following terms : "Each atom extends, so to say, throughout the whole

of the solar system [at least), yet always retaining its own centre of

force*." Many other illustrious physicists have held this same opi-

nion, and many more hold it in our own time. Metaphysicians, how-

ever, object, that JVo cause can act where it is not. We answer, that

this objection is based on a false supposition, which metaphysicians

ought to be able to get rid of. Material substance has indeed aformal

ubication in space by reason of its matter, from which it directs its

exertion, but not by reason of its active power. This is evident by the

fact that distances are always measured from the matter to the matter,

and never from the matter to the active power, nor vice versd. The

matter alone marks out a point in space, and from this point we can

take the direction of the action. But the power, as distinguished from

the matter, is not a point in space, and does not mark out a point in

space. Hence it is that, in speaking of material substance, it may

indeed be said, that it has a formal ubication from which it directs its

action, but it is absurd to seek the formal ubication in which the active

power is situated. Such a power is not capable of situation, and is not

confined to what we call place, but is altogether above place : and for

this very reason also it cannot be placed under geometric dimensions,

nor does it come under any kind of figure whatever, as every one knows.

Hence also it is, that, in the movement of a material thing, the direction

indeed, which extends from the matter to the matter, can be traced in

space, while nothing similar can be said of the intensity, which proceeds

from the active power of matter. We cannot in this place explain all

these things at greater length ; for we do not write especially for meta-

physicians, but for physicists : still what we have said is sufficient, we

trust, to show that the aforesaid objection is only grounded on a false

supposition. A further answer wili be found below, Book II. Prop. viii.

Proposition IV.

An increase or decrease of intensity in motion is always due

to a real production or extinction of velocity.

Demonstration. If the velocity acquired by a body is not

a velocity preexisting in other bodies, then motion is in a strict

* A Speculation touching Electric Conduction arid the Nature of Matter. Phil.

Mag. 1844, Vol. xxiv. p. 136.

M. M. 2
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sense produced ; and if the velocity lost by a body totally ceases

to exist in the world, then motion is in a strict sense extin-

guished. Now, this is always the case whenever a body receives

an increase or a decrease of velocity. And, in fact, since motion

cannot be communicated by means of a true and immediate con-

tact of matter with matter (Prop, in.), the velocity of a body A
will not pass into another body B either totally or partially, un-

less it be possible for it to leave the body A, to which it belongs,

and traverse an interval of space between A and B. Now this pro-

cess is utterly impossible and absurd. Velocity is a mode of

being, and a mode of being cannot leave the subject of which
it is a mode : a fortiori it cannot travel out of any subject

whatever. Consequently, the velocity of the body A cannot be
identically transmitted to the body B. Therefore, the velocity

acquired by the body B is not the velocity pre-existing in the

body A, but a velocity really produced by A acting upon B.

To prove the real extinction of velocity, a few more words will

suffice. A decrease in motion does not take place of itself, but
only by the exertion of a power which tends to communicate
motion in an opposite direction. Now, the exertion of power
produces velocity, as stated : and, if the velocity produced by a
body A happens to be opposite to the velocity existing in an-
other body B

} the motion of B must totally or partially cease to

be. This inference is evident
;

for, the same body B cannot move
at one and the same time in two opposite directions, and, there-

fore, the two opposite velocities must actually destroy each other,

it being impossible to have two actual velocities without two
actual motions. Therefore, an increase or a decrease of intensity

in motion is always due to a real production or extinction of
velocity, q.e.d.

Corollary I. Therefore, every acceleration, retardation and
extinction of motion is the effect of actual production of velo-
city, not the effect of a velocity preexisting in any body what-
ever.

Corollary II. Therefore motion is not indestructible.

Corollary III. Therefore material substances act as efficient

causes not by exerting their velocities (an expression unheard of,
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though unfortunately the opinion which it expresses is by no

means uncommon), but by exerting their active powers. Velo-

city itself is not the efficient cause or the causality, but simply

the variable condition on the existence of which the various

modes of application of the active power depend. And, accord-

ingly, a body is in no need of velocity to be able to attract or

to repel ; to do this, it is sufficiently enabled by its natural

powers
;

and, therefore, simple attraction or repulsion does not

imply velocity as a necessary condition : but an immense num-

ber of other phenomena, those especially which imply vibrations,

and those which can be reduced to the theory of impact, de-

pend upon velocity as an essential condition, as we shall explain

further on.

Scholium. The above proved proposition might be illustrated and

confirmed by other reasons, which I omit for the sake of brevity. Still,

I am obliged to dwell a little more on this same subject, to show what

may be answered to those philosophers who have asserted that Motion

is the product of motion, and of motion alone. These philosophers

think that they are able to explain natural facts, even though all active

powers, properly so called, be taken away from material substance.

Their arguments may be reduced to the following allegations.

I. There is an old axiom Nihil movet nisi motum, meaning that a

body which is at rest has no power of imparting motion. This axiom

seems to be confirmed by observation and science ; for, that which ex-

perience hitherto has shown as force in inorganic matter, is mass ani-

mated by velocity: and a force, which is not reducible to such terms,

seems to be a product of mere* imagination.

This first argument has no weight at all. The assertion Nihil movet

nisi motum, as a general proposition, lost the dignity of an axiom the

very moment the fact of universal attraction was satisfactorily esta-

blished. There have been philosophers, as far back as two centuries

ago (Suarez, for example, in his great metaphysical work), who already

rejected such an axiom : and to refute it peremptorily a scientific glance

at the oscillation of a pendulum would now suffice. For, where is

there a body to be found that by its motion communicates motion to

the pendulum ? Old philosophers, who, as we have said, were ignorant

of universal attraction, in speaking of the cause of motion referred only

to that causation of motion which was observed to take place in the

impact of bodies
;
they had by no means the intention of applying the

2—2
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same theory to the falling of bodies ; since they considered gravity as a

quality proceeding from the natural constitution of the body itself; nor

had they the least intention of applying the same theory to the motion

of heavenly bodies ; since for these they had provided already by

assuming that astronomical revolutions were the work of intellectual

beings. So, then, the axiom in question was necessarily limited by

them to the causality of motion through impact. What was, then, the

meaning of the axiom ] That no impact is possible without motion

:

and that motion is, for this very reason, a necessary condition for every

communication of motion due to impact. The old saying, therefore,

holds good only as far as impact is concerned : and yet we are not en-

titled to conclude that motion, even in the case of impact, is the " effi-

cient cause" of motion.

Still less can we conclude that all power of matter is " mass ani-

mated by velocity." This conclusion is wrong not only in the theory

of gravitation, but even in that of impact, from which it has been

deduced without sufficient consideration. Let us take a mass m ani-

mated by a velocity 2u and impinging directly on a body having an

equal mass m, which is at rest. After the impact, both will move with

a velocity u. Now, where is here the "mass animated by velocity" that

diminishes the velocity of the impinging body? For, it must be re-

membered that, just as velocity cannot be increased, so also it cannot be

diminished, except by exertion of power. Now, the mass which causes

a diminution of velocity in the impinging body is at rest. It is clear,

therefore, that a mass can act, even if it be "not animated by velocity."

As for those philosophers who teach the contrary, it is evident that

they mistook the quantity of motion (which is the adopted measure of

the intensity of the action) for the action itself. Such a mistake, as

remarked by M. Him*, implies nothing less than the assumption of

the absolute identity of the effect with its cause : an assumption which
is too openly untrue to need further refutation.

II. A second argument, in which many a modern philosopher has
been entangled, tends to prove that material substance cannot be active.

The argument is this : Activity is not consistent with inertia. Matter
is inert. Therefore matter is not active.

The answer is very simple. The inertia, as admitted by all physi-

cists, does not exclude all active power, but only such an active power
as would make matter capable of imparting motion to itself. As long,

* Exposition Anahjtique et Experimentale de la Theorie de la Chaleur. Paris, 1862.
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then, as a particle of matter is incapable of imparting motion to itself,

it is inert, whatever be its power of imparting motion to other particles.

III. A third argument is drawn from the principle of conservation

of vis viva. This principle, according to some philosophers, would

imply that there is always in the world the same amount of motion.

If, then, the quantity of motion is constant, motion is neither extin-

guished nor produced. Whence they further infer, that motion must

pass identically from one body to another, almost, we would say, as

wine passes from the bottle to the glass.

We think that nothing like these last inferences really follows from

the principle of conservation of vis viva. The vis viva of a system of

bodies is not an arithmetical, but an algebraical sum of the vires vivce

of those bodies : and, since this algebraical sum can remain unaltered

whether motion can be extinguished or not, no argument can possibly

be drawn from the conservation of vis viva to prove that motion is

neither extinguished nor produced. Let us conceive two bodies having

equal masses m, and equal, but opposite, velocities u and - u : the sum

of the vires vivce both before and after the impact will be

mu2 — mu2 = 0 ;

and yet before the impact they had a velocity of translation, which after

the impact has disappeared. Is it not obvious, then, that the vis viva

is not the measure of the motion actually existing in a system of

bodies ?

Some will say, that the translatory motion has not disappeared, but

has only been transformed into vibratory, and is to be found, even after

the impact, in the very molecules of the two bodies. We reply, that,

true though it is that after the impact there must be a greater amount

of vibratory motion in the molecules, nevertheless this increase of

motion is by no means the result of any distribution or appropriation of

the preexisting velocities, but an eifect of mutual action, by which the

molecules strive to restore their equilibrium which has been disturbed.

This is a matter of fact. And indeed, in vibratory motion each vibra-

tion has a limited amplitude, and for each vibrating particle the velocity

at the limit of the excursion changes sign, and consequently becomes

= 0. Therefore, the velocity of the vibrating particles is a velocity

which is alternately extinguished and reproduced : or, in other words,

is not the preexisting velocity, as the objection assumes. Hence it suf-

ficiently appears that the principle of conservation of vis viva affords no

ground to prove the indestructibility of motion.
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IV. A fourth argument, extensively circulated among speculative

philosophers, is drawn from the supposed impossibility of actio in

distans.

We have proved (Prop. in. CoroL n.) that actio in distans, far from

being an impossibility, is the only action of which material substance

is capable. Those who wish to prove the impossibility of such an

action, start from a false supposition which radically vitiates their argu-

ment ; viz. that the active power is one of the two termini between

which distance is to be measured. This we have shown above (Prop. III.

SchoL).

Y. The fifth reason consists in the remark that no one can tell

what active power is.

This reason is most futile. Let us suppose for a moment that no

one can tell what active power is; would it be lawful to deny active

power? We do not know what the causality is, on which a given effect

depends ; are we bound to conclude that such a causality has no exist-

ence 1 The writer, who makes the present objection, admits the exist-

ence of matter: and yet is he able to say " what matter is" ? Most
certainly not

;
for, since he conceives material substance as totally de-

prived of power, he takes away, in fact, that by which alone matter can
act on his senses and show its existence and properties. If, then,

his argument had any strength, it would avail only against him as

against every one who, like him, suppresses active power. As for us,

we dare to say we know what active power is; and consequently we
know also what the matter is, since the one cannot be conceived without
reference to the other. Philosophers have taught for centuries that the
active power of a substance is nothing else but its substantial act, viz.

one of its own essential constituents : quo res est, eo agit. This doctrine,

for all who know the first principles of real philosophy, is a tangible
truth

:
it can be ignored, but has never been shaken. It is not exact,

then, that "no one can tell what active power is." We do not intend,
of course, to write a dissertation on the notion in question. We only
state that those who assert mankind to be ignorant of what power is,

wrongly argue from the singular to the universal.

VI. A sixth reason, alleged by some writers, consists in affirming
that active forces are mere abstractions, to which we give an undue
reality.

It is astonishing how easily scientific men have allowed themselves
to be subdued by this little sophism. Surely, to judge after this test
alone, philosophy must have sunk very low in our own times. It is a
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fact that this utterance There are no abstract forces, has become quite

fashionable: and yet no one knows why our scientific men should insist

on this point. No one is so ignorant as to deny that abstractions, as

such, do not exist, except in the intellect. But many speak as if they

were totally ignorant that what we conceive abstractedly exists con-

cretely in the object from which it is abstracted. Humanity is an

abstraction; and yet is to be found in every living man : man also is an

abstraction; and yet is to be found in all of our contemporaries:

quantity is an abstraction; and nevertheless is to be found not only in

abstract geometry, as might have been anticipated, but in all real masses

and volumes: velocity is an abstraction; and yet accompanies real

motion. Hence abstract things and abstract forces do not cease to be

real in nature, though they are abstract in our conception. These are

commonplace remarks. It is deplorable that we should be obliged to

make them. "We boast of our extensive knowledge : but posterity will

laugh at our inexplicable ignorance. Yet the most striking feature of

the case is the open self-contradiction of these new philosophers. The

very same men, who banish forces from this real world on account of

their being abstractions, are so blind as to build their system of mechanics

on motion and velocity : as if velocity and motion were not abstractions

no less to be relegated, according to their principle, out of the real

world. And these remarks will suffice to show the degree of philosophi-

cal accuracy employed by many a modern celebrity in writing scientific

works.

VII. A seventh objection is, that active powers are neither spirit

nor matter ; whence it is concluded that they are nothing at all.

We could say as well : Velocity, motion, time, etc. are neither spirit

nor matter : if, however, they were nothing at all, mechanical treatises

would be theories based on nothing and treating of nothing: for, in

fact, they are based on the consideration of nothing but velocity, time

and motion, which would be nothing. The truth is, that substance

alone, and not its attributes and properties, is capable of being divided

into spirit and matter; and yet there are things which are spiritual,

without being spirits (as the faculty of reasoning and willing), and

things which are material, without being matter, as the activity and

the passivity of material substance. And so, we are satisfied that a

power is to be called spiritual when it resides in a spirit, material when

it belongs to matter : and that a power may consequently be a reality

either spiritual or material without being either spirit or matter, pro-

vided it be a real constituent either of the one or of the other.
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VIII. The eighth and last reason which is adduced to prove the

inadmissibility of active powers capable of producing and extinguishing

motion is drawn from the absurdity inherent in an uninterrupted

creation and annihilation of motion. Motion must have been created

with matter, and be indestructible : motion is the only active principle

of matter.

This reasoning is grounded on the assumption that the production

of motion is a creation, and the extinction of motion an annihilation.

Now, no supposition can be more false than this. No accident is, or

can be, created, because it is the property of substance alone to come

out of nothing. Motion is an accident. Therefore motion is not created,

and cannot be created. And the same reasoning holds good with regard

to annihilation. It is most true, then, that an uninterrupted creation

and annihilation of motion is absurd, as the objection says : but it by

no means follows that production and extinction of motion is also

absurd. This last assertion would be not only gratuitous, but in

flagrant opposition to the evidence afforded by all natural facts. We
conclude that the proposition "Motion must have been created with

matter" is not a suggestion of reason, but the consequence of an abuse

of words: also that the assertion "Motion is indestructible" cannot be

admitted in natural philosophy, as being contrary to fact: lastly, that

the assumption "Motion is the only active principle of matter" is

condemned by reason, inasmuch as reason shows unmistakeably that

activity and motion are two most distinct and opposite things.

The Author who makes use of this last argument seems to have

taken his notion of the principle of activity and its indestructibility

from the Philosophical Magazine, Vol. xxv. p. 378, and Vol. xxvu.

pp. 81, 82, where we find the passages, which he quotes, of the German
Dr. Mayer, and of the English Mr. Graham, Master of the Mint, who
both hold motion to be indestructible. We dare to say that these two

men are no authority. Surely, they make wondrous assertions; but

the more wondrous the assertions, the more we are entitled to be

favoured with reasons in their support. Now, Mr. Graham asserts

simply what he cannot prove; and, in fact, he does not pretend to have

proved his assumption : whilst, on the other hand, Dr. Mayer makes

indeed a great show of reasoning, which, however, when carefully

analysed, has but one merit, viz. that of holding the inattentive reader

under the false impression that the Doctor has demonstrated what he

. has only reasserted in other words, without the least exhibition of real

proof. Of course, Dr. Mayer being a German, we might not im-
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prudently suspect his reasoning to be of the same kind with that of

many of his fellow-countrymen, who became pantheists. A sprinkling

of pantheistic doctrine, for the time we live in, is a kind of recommen-

dation and entitles to celebrity. "Forces," says he, "are different

forms, under which one and the same object makes its appearance*."

And a little before he had reduced all being to Deity and phenomena^

by a thorough exclusion or elimination of all created causes. "The

exact sciences," says he, "are concerned with phenomena and measurable

quantities. The first cause of things is Deity, a being ever inscrutable

by the intellect of man ; while higher causes, supersensuous forces, and

the rest, with all their consequences, belong to the delusive middle

region of naturalistic philosophy and mysticism t." To refute these

philosophical errors would require a long digression which would

scarcely harmonize with the character of the present work : the

important thing for us is to state only that these errors are at the

bottom of every dynamical system which denies the existence of active

power, properly so called, in material things.

Proposition V.

Material substance acts, cceteris paribus, with different intensity

on bodies placed at different distances.

Demonstration. The observation of natural facts, physical,

chemical, astronomical, electrical, &c. affords a permanent proof of

this proposition, which is found true whether the distances in

question be great or small, whether astronomical or molecular. It

is superfluous to dwell any longer on this point ; for among men
of science there is not the least doubt on the subject.

Proposition VI.

Material substance is not prevented by intervening bodies from
acting on other bodies placed at a greater distance^.

Demonstration. This proposition asserts a matter of fact.

For example, a mass m is equally attracted by the earth whether

* Phil. Mag. Vol. xxv. p. 515. f Ibid. p. 511.

J This proposition may appear somewhat ludicrous to those who are wont to con-

sider the intervening matter as a medium for transmitting action. On this question,

see what we say Book 11. Prop. ix.
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it be alone or hidden in the middle of a solid mass M. In like

manner, a mass m which has a weight wig undergoes no diminution

of weight from any interposition, between it and the earth, of

another mass m'; though this second mass is also attracted by the

earth, as is evident by its weight m'g. The earth, accordingly,

multiplies its action exactly as the material particles are multiplied

in the objects all around it : which truth is commonly expressed

by saying that the action of the earth on an object placed at

a given distance, however much or little of matter be interposed,

is always proportional to the mass acted upon. Hence no material

object placed nearer the earth can prevent its active power from

exerting itself on other material objects placed at a greater dis-

tance : and, consequently, intervening matter does not interfere

with the exertion of power on more distant matter, or, in other

words, the active power of material substance is by no means

obstructed by intervening matter. Q. E. D.

Corollary I. Therefore the active power of material sub-

stance is not subject to diminution, debilitation or exhaustion,

however much it be exerted.

Corollary II. Therefore a power, which is actually applied

to a given moveable body, is still applicable to any other, even at

the same instant.

Corollary III. Therefore the multiplicity of the effects does

not necessarily imply a multitude of powers, but only a multiplicity

of applications of one permanent power. So that if, in this very

instant, two or three or ten new planets were created, the sun

would not be in need of receiving new powers to be able to attract

them all
;
nay, the very same power already possessed by the sun

would be applied to these new bodies without any loss whatever

of gravitation being sustained by the now existing planets. In

like manner, if a hundred millions of drops of rain were now

created, the earth would apply its attractive power to each and

all of them without any loss of acceleration for the other millions

of drops which may be actually falling.

Scholium. ISTo cause is weakened precisely on account of its

natural exertion and production of any number of effects/ but only by
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reason of the circumstance, that the cause, whilst acting, is exposed to

reaction, and reaction can be such as will alter and impair the nature

of the substance. Now a substance can suffer alteration and corruption

then only, when it is a result of material composition : and a cause can

be impaired then only, when its causality lies in a complex power

resultant from the coexistence and concurrence of a multitude of simple

powers. In this case, if the composition is changed, the resultant will

be changed, though the simple powers remain unchanged. We shall

prove presently that bodies and their molecules are made up of simple

elements, or simple substances having a simple power: this power
cannot be weakened or impaired. In combustion, for instance, wood
loses its organic structure, and the substance of wood is resolved into

carbon, hydrogen, etc. : but the first elements lose nothing at all, and
still remain in carbon, hydrogen, etc. what they were in wood, without

the least degree of substantial alteration. Wood is burnt, its elements

are not burnt. So then, primitive or elementary substance is never

weakened. This fact might be confirmed by the remark, that nothing

is impaired but by its contrary. Now, the active power of primitive

substance has no contrary in nature. For the only thing in nature,

which might appear contrary to active power, would be an opposite

power. Now, powers do not act on one another, but only on the matter

of each respectively ; which is evident from reason as well as from fact.

From reason, because the matter alone, as such, is passive : from fact,

because the exertion of power gives rise to motion alone : and every

one knows that motion is not destruction of active power. Consequently,

though matter subjected to opposite actions can remain at rest, i. e.

though two opposite actions received in the same subject can be such

as to neutralize each other, nevertheless the active powers have not

the same opposition to each other, cannot be exhausted by any amount

of exertion, and, though finite, are applicable indefinitely to the pro-

duction of motion. This much I wished to state in order to show the

ambiguity inherent in the terminology of those physicists, who use the

words action, power, force as synonymous. Actions can and do destroy

one another; powers never do, since they never can; forces can, or

cannot, according as they are meant to express measures of action or of

power.

Peoposition VII.

The hypothesis that bodies are made up of particles materially

continuous, viz. intrinsically extended and filling with their matter
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all the space occupied by them, leads to an absolute impossibility of
communication of motion.

Demonstkation. Let us imagine two such particles or globules

of continuous matter, and suppose that the one impinges on the

other. Whatever the circumstances and the conditions of the

impact, one thing is sure, viz. motion will not be communicated by
means of a true and immediate contact of matter with matter

(Prop. in.). It remains, then, that motion be communicated by
virtual contact, i. e. by the contact of power with matter, as

explained above, according to some law dependent on the distance

of the two particles. Now, the matter of these particles being

extended, by the hypothesis, it is evident that different points

of one particle must be at different distances from any given point

of the other ; hence such different points will be acted upon in a

different manner and acquire different velocities (Prop. v.).

Now, this being the case, since it is certain that one and the

same piece of matter cannot move onward with different velocities,

let us inquire whether there be a possibility of reducing all the

different velocities, which are imparted to different points, to a

mean one, which would be the common velocity of the mass

acted upon. A little reflexion will enable us to understand that

such a reduction is by no means possible. In a piece of con-

tinuous matter, any point which can be designated is so invariably

united with the other points, that no impact and no mutual

reaction is conceivable : the obvious consequence of which is that

no wrork can be done within the continuous particle in order to

equalize the unequal velocities impressed from without. More-

over, in our case the reduction ought to be rigorously instant-

aneous : which is another impossibility. In fact, if distinct points

of a continuous piece of matter were for any short duration of time

animated by different velocities, the continuum would evidently

undergo immediate and unavoidable resolution; which is against

the hypothesis. Since, then, the said reduction cannot be made
instantaneously, as we have proved above (Prop. II.), nor indeed

in any other way, and on the other hand our continuous particle

cannot move onward before the different velocities are reduced to

one of mean intensity, it is quite evident that the same continuous

particle will never be capable of moving, whatever be the con-
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ditions of the impact. And since what is true of one particle on

account of its supposed continuity, is true also of each of the

other particles equally continuous, we must conclude that bodies

made up of particles materially continuous are totally incapable

of receiving any communication of motion *. Q. E. D.

Corollary I. Therefore, all bodies being moveable, no body

is made up of particles materially continuous, however small they

might be conceived.

Corollary II. Therefore, the primitive material particles of

bodies are unextended elements.

Corollary III. Therefore, what is usually called an " atom"

in chemistry, is a molecule, or a system of unextended elements,

or material points, mechanically connected with one another : as

is shown also by the difference of the atomic weight for different

substances. For the atomic weights must be proportional to the

absolute numbers of elements constituting the respective a atoms"

or molecules.

Scholium. We have proved that no actual continuity of matter is

to be found in nature : still a time-honoured and deeply-rooted prejudice

in favour of an opposite view makes it difficult for many to receive our

conclusion with perfect confidence. To help this class of men to dispel

all doubts on this point, we intend to prove here that, even by sup-

posing that motion could be communicated by material contact, it yet

would not be possible to impart motion to continuous matter.

And, indeed, since contact takes place only at some points of the

surface, the velocity, which by hypothesis would be communicated to

continuous matter, would be immediately imparted to those superficial

points, and from these points would have to be communicated to all

the other inner points, which are of course innumerable, and in fact

infinite; for, continuum cannot be exhausted but by endless division.

The velocity, then, of those exterior points ought to be communicated

or distributed without any new impact (which is impossible between

the parts of a perfect continuum) amongst an infinite multitude of

* I have not seen this point examined by those philosophers who hold a different

opinion. I should be glad if this proposition with its corollaries were to be the cause

of the question being ventilated by them. They will see, I hope, that my conclusion

is by no means gratuitous.
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distinct points. Now, this is simply absurd : firstly, on account of the

absence of any new impact : secondly, because a finite quantity of

motion distributed amongst an infinite multitude of distinct material

points would become infinitesimal for each of them : and so the con-

tinuous matter would in any length of time go through but infinitesimal

space ; that is, would not move at all. And, therefore, there is no

gain in supposing the possibility of imparting motion by means of

material contact.

To give to the same class of men still greater satisfaction, we will

now try to show that matter not only is not, but cannot be continuous.

Out of many conclusive philosophical reasons, which might be alleged,

I choose the one which is most intelligible, even to ordinary people.

A compound which has no first components is a sheer impossibility.

Continuous matter, if admitted, would be a compound which has no

first components. Therefore continuous matter is a sheer impossibility.

In this argument the first proposition is self-evident ; for the compo-

nents are the material constituents of the compound; and, therefore, a

compound which has no first components is a thing which is constituted

without its first constituents, or a pure contradiction. The second pro-

position is also undeniable. And, first, there can be no doubt that con-

tinuous matter would be a compound; for, continuous matter would be

extended, and would have, accordingly, parts distinct from parts : which

is the exclusive property of compounds. Now, that this compound

would be without first components, can be proved as follows. If con-

tinuous matter has any first components, these components will either

be extended or unextended. If they are supposed to be extended, then

they are by no means the first components ; since it is clear that in this

case they have distinct parts, and therefore are themselves made up of

other components. If they are supposed to be unextended, then they

are by no means the components of continuum; since all know and

admit that no continuum can be made up of unextended points. And,

indeed, unextended points have no parts, and therefore cannot touch

one another partially; whence it follows that either they touch each

other totally, or they do not touch at all. If they do not touch at all,

they do not make a continuum, as is evident. If they touch totally,

the one will occupy exactly the same place which is occupied by the

other, and no material extension will arise. And for this reason geo-

metrical writers consider that a mathematical line cannot be conceived

as made up of points, but only as the track of a single point in motion.

We see, then, that a material continuum is a compound, of which the
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first components cannot be extended and cannot be unextended. And
since it is impossible to think of a third sort of first components which

would be neither extended nor unextended, we must needs conclude

that continuous matter is a compound which has no first components.

And, therefore, continuous matter is a mere absurdity.

Proposition VIII.

In a material element, the matter is a point, from which the

action of the element is directed towards other points in space,

and to which the actions of other material points in space are

directed.

Demonstration. An action productive of local motion must
have both intensity and direction. Now, direction can only be
taken from a point to a point in space ; and the matter alone

marks out a point in space, as is evident from our preceding con-

siderations. Therefore, locomotive action must be directed from
the matter of one element to the matter of some other. Q.E.D.

Scholium. From the fact that a single direction can only be taken
from a mathematical point to a mathematical point, and that a single

action has a single direction, we might prove again that in a primitive

substance the matter cannot be extended, but must be a mathematical

point, as already shown in Prop. vn. For, if the matter in the

primitive substance were extended, the action of such a substance upon
any point in space would have many directions : which means, that

such an action would be a multitude of distinct actions. Now, a mul-
titude of distinct actions directed towards the same point, and at the

same time, from different points in space, would evidently require

distinct principles of activity : that is to say, distinct substantial acts

(Prop. i. Coroll. I.), and, therefore, distinct substances. Therefore, a

primitive substance cannot be materially extended.

Proposition IX.

Each material element acts in every direction with equal in-

tensityfor equal distances.

Demonstration. It is known that terrestrial gravitation causes

equal accelerations, all around the earth, in the motion of bodies

equally distant from the centre. It is likewise known that the
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action of the sun is felt by planets, whatever be their relative

position in space, and that such an action tends to impart to them
a degree of centripetal velocity, which depends on their distance

from the sun, so that a planet, though in distinct positions, will

always be equally attracted, provided its distance from the sun

remain unaltered. And the same is to be said of satellites with

regard to their planets. These facts are certain. Nor can there

be any doubt that such actions as we attribute to the earth, sun,

and planets respectively, proceed really from these very bodies.

For, since the cause of motion is the source both of the velocity

and of the direction imparted to the body moved, locomotive ac-

tions thence proceed, whence both the direction and the intensity

of motion proceed. Now, the direction of the motion follows

a line, which can be drawn from the centre of the earth to the

falling body, v. gr. to the drop of rain, from the centre of the

sun to the planet, from the centre of the planet to the satellite :

and, in like manner, the intensity of the motion varies only

for a change of distance between the earth and the drop, be-

tween the sun and the planet, between the planet and the

satellite. We are certain, therefore, that those actions which we
attribute to these bodies really proceed from them : a truth on
which men of science agree. Now, it is manifest that, if a great

body, like the earth, or the sun, acts in every direction and with

equal intensity for equal distances, every single element of matter

contained in such a body must also act in every direction and
with equal intensity for equal distances. For, it is evident that

the total action of the earth, sun, etc. is a resultant, and must
follow the nature of its components; hence the action of the

whole mass cannot be equal on every side for equal distances,

unless the component actions, viz. the actions of simple elements,

be also equal on every side for equal distances. Q. e. d.

Corollary I. Therefore, material substance has a sphere of

activity : and to admit such a sphere is not to indulge in a me-
taphor or to speak from fancy, bat to express in proper and exact

terms an important reality.

Corollary II. Therefore polarity is not a property of sim-
ple elements, but of molecules only. Crystals, for instance, have
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different cohesion for different planes ; and this only proves that

the crystalline molecules are not simple elements, but compound

systems so constituted and shaped that they can approach nearer

to each other by some faces than by others.

Scholium. The proposition which we have proved is very generally

admitted. Still speculative philosophers, who, in matters like this,

become easily perplexed, and are always difficult to content, might be

glad perhaps to find some other proof, or at least illustration of it,

drawn from the arsenal of metaphysics. We shall try to show, then,

how far metaphysical reasoning can support what we have already

proved by facts. Philosophers very generally agree that the constituent

principles of substance, viz. the act and the potentia, or, in scientific

language, the principle of activity and that of passivity, must have with

one another a perfect correspondence ; otherwise the substance would

not have a perfect unity of essence. Hence, whatever we can say

in the active voice of the substance by reason of its principle of activity,

can be said in the passive of the same substance by reason of its

principle of passivity : and vice versa. How, of the substance, by reason

of its principle of passivity, we can say in the passive that it can

be acted upon from any point around it, and is ready to receive motion

in any direction whatever. Therefore, of the same substance, by reason

of its principle of activity, we ought to say in the active that it can

act on any of the points around it, and is ready to give motion in

any direction whatever. This means, in other words, that material

substance acts in a sphere. This argument, which is drawn from the

very essence of substance, might be strengthened again by a reason

which metaphysicians will not contest.

Things having been created by God, clearly not without an inten-

tion, and decidedly for the manifestation of His own perfections, it w^as

necessary that every created substance should have an intrinsic capa-

bility of attaining such an end per se, and, therefore, independently of

any accidental condition*. And, since manifestation is action, the

substance is per se capable of attaining its end so far only as it is

endowed with an active power independent (for its applicability) of any

* It does not follow, of course, that the intensity of the actions will also be inde-

pendent of any accidental condition. The action and its intensity are accidents, and

therefore can and must depend on accidental conditions, viz. on distances : but the

active power far from being an accident, is an essential attribute of the substance ; and

thus the case is quite different.

M. M. 3
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accidental condition. Now, if matter were not able to act in every direc-

tion, its active power would not be independent (for its applicability)

of any accidental condition ; for it would be necessary that the object

to be acted on should first take an accidental position in that part

of space to which such power would exclusively be applicable. There-

fore, if matter cannot act in every direction, it cannot attain its end

per se, but only per accidens. And, since this would imply imper-

fection in the Creator himself, it is to be concluded that matter must

have the power of acting in any direction whatever.

This point being established, it remains to show that the actions

ought to be equal for equal distances. Actions must be equal when the

agent and the object acted on are to one another in the same relation.

Now, they will be to each other in the same relation whenever their

distance is the same, whatever we may say with regard to direction.

And, indeed, the direction between two points is said to change only

in this sense, that, if we take a third point in space as a term of

comparison, the line joining the first two points may change position

with regard to the third point : but, if no third point existed in space,

it would not be possible to conceive of any change of direction between

two points only, whatever the absolute position of the points in space.

Hence, no cbange of direction can be admitted between two points

as simply related to each other. If then the distance between the two

points remains the same, all things remain the same, as far as the same

points are concerned ; and, therefore, the same points, whenever they

are equally distant, will act with equal intensity.

The speculation just made shows the agreement of metaphysical with

physical philosophy with regard to the necessity of admitting a sphere

of activity around each existing material point. Of course, in any

matter of fact, the proper arguments are those which arise from the

consideration of facts themselves : the others, which are drawn from

higher sources, are useful only inasmuch as they prove the consistency

of principles with facts.

Proposition X.

All material elements are equally inert

Demonstration. When we say that matter is inert, we sim-

ply express the fact that material substance is absolutely in-

capable of imparting motion to itself. Now, absolute incapability

is perfect incapability, and does not admit of degrees. There-
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fore, inertia does not admit of degrees. And, accordingly, no

element can have more or less inertia : or, in other words, all

elements are equally inert. Q. E. D.

Corollary I. Therefore, all bodies also are equally inert.

A mass weighing a hundred pounds is not more inert than a mass

weighing only one pound. The two weights contain, of course,

different quantities of matter, but their matter is equally inca-

pable of imparting motion to itself. This truth is very exactly

formulated by Professor Challis. " There may be," he says, " more

or less of inert matter, but not more or less of inertia*."

Corollary II. Therefore, the vis inertice is not the same as

the inertia of matter. And, in fact, the vis inertice (to say nothing

else) admits of degrees ; which is not the case with inertia.

Scholium. The inertia of matter may he admitted simply as a

fact : and so we did at the beginning of this Book, Prop. I. But, since

inertia is also admitted to be an essential property of matter, it will

not be useless to illustrate this truth by showing in few words how

it is that inertia necessarily results from the constitution of an ele-

ment of matter.

Let there be a motive power which is ready of its own nature to

exert itself in an indefinite sphere ; which is the case with matter.

A power of this sort must necessarily have a definite centre, from which

it directs its action on every side indefinitely. Now, amongst all the

points that can be marked out in indefinite space, none can be desig-

nated upon which this power cannot exert itself, but that om from

which it directs its exertion on all others. And the reason is on the

one hand, because no direction can exist from a point to itself,

and on the other, that no motive action can exist without direction.

The power, therefore, that we are considering, is ready to exert itself

upon all other imaginable points, but not upon the centre of its own

direction; and from this it follows that a material element, in spite

of all the power it possesses of moving any other material element,

cannot use it to move itself. No one will fail to see, how simple,

natural, and complete is this explanation, and how intimately and

necessarily connected with the simplicity of elements. For it seems that

if elements of matter had more than one point, they would not be

* Phil Mag. 1863, p. 283.

3—2
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necessarily inert ; because between point and point there would be a

definite direction, and then the action of a material substance upon

itself would be possible. Hence, what we have remarked regarding the

source of inertia confirms the simplicity of material elements. That

inertia is an essential property of matter can be established also by the

following consideration. Matter is inert not only when it is at rest,

but also when it is in motion, nay even when acting upon other matter.

But that which is found always in a substance, and depends in no way

upon accidental changes, but is to be presupposed in the substance

itself before we can conceive any accidental change, is essential to such

a substance. And, indeed, all unanimously acknowledge that inertia

is an essential property of matter : though some speculative philosophers

who did not know the definition of inertia, have entertained doubts

about this subject. Had they known that the inertia is a mere in-

capability of imparting motion to itself, no doubt on their part would

have been possible.



BOOK II.

ON THE NATURE OF ELEMENTARY POWERS.

The propositions, which we have proved in the preceding

Book, contain the more fundamental principles respecting the

mechanical constitution of matter : those, which we shall explain

presently, will help us to form an adequate idea of the same

constitution by calling our attention to the nature of the powers

with which matter is endowed. What we wish to inquire in this

Book is, first, how many kinds of active powers ought to be

admitted in material substance; and, secondly, whether there is

a general law ruling the exertion of those powers, and what

it is.

Proposition I.

Both attractive and repulsive powers must be admitted as ex-

isting in this material world.

Demonstration. If the elements of matter were all exclu-

sively attractive, no natural body would be found to possess ex-

pansivity, elasticity, impenetrability. Air and gases would not

be expansive, if their molecules w^ere not actually repelling each

other : a stone would not resist pressure or react against an im-

pinging body, had it not repulsive powers. The reason of this is,

that to resist is to act, and action supposes activity
;
and, there-

fore, in the case of impact no resistance can be admitted, unless

a power be granted which by its exertion produces a quantity

of motion contrary to that of the impinging body; this being

necessary in order to resist, i. e. in order to extinguish or diminish

the motion of the impinging body. Now, since the motion of

the impinging body causes it to approach the body impinged

upon, it is clear that the quantity of motion which this second
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body communicates to the first in the opposite direction must

be of such a nature as would cause an increase of distance. Now,

such an action is called repulsion: and the power, of which it is

the exertion, is called repulsive power.

On the other hand, if all the elements of matter were exclu-

sively repulsive, solid and liquid bodies would not exist ; because

all matter would expand indefinitely through the immensity of

space, and no compound would be possible. We conclude that

the very existence of solid, liquid, and expansive bodies is a proof

of attraction and repulsion being real actions of matter. There-

fore, attractive and repulsive powers are real powers in nature.

Q.E.D.

Scholium. To resist is to act. This proposition is so evident that

it would seem superfluous to say a word in its support. Still in matters

of this sort we cannot make a step in our way without encountering

prejudice. Many a modern philosopher assumes that that, by which a

particle of matter is enabled to resist the motion of another particle, is

the inert matter itself, which stands in the way, and by its materiality

and impenetrability offers an invincible obstacle and a passive resistance

to the continuation of motion. This is assumed, of course, not proved

;

and men believe that it is a principle too evident to deserve proof.

We beg pardon of these men of science, if we venture to remind them

that to act, and to be acted upon, are not the same thing. In order to

act, activity is necessary: to be acted on, passivity. That, therefore,

by means of which a substance can act, is not that on account of which

the same substance can be acted on. Now, the matter (see Book i. Prop,

i. Corol. ii.) is not that by means of which a substance can act, but that

on account of which the substance can be acted on. Therefore, if re-

sistance is action, resistance is owing to the active power of material

substance, not to its matter. But resistance is action ; for nothing but

action produces a quantity of motion contrary to that of the impinging

body. Therefore, resistance is not passive, and is not owing to the

inert matter standing in the way of the moving body, but is active and

owing to the active power of which the inert matter is the centre.

True it is, that the word matter is commonly used as synonymous

with material substance : and in this sense matter involves both activity

and passivity ; hence we can say " Matter acts," and again " Matter is

acted on." But the philosophers of whom we are speaking, attribute

resistance to something especially material which stands in the way
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and obstructs the passage by its materiality and inertia : and mean to

say that the very matter as contradistinguished from its active power

is the obstacle. Now, this view is not calculated to promote science,

but to bring it back to its infancy. From the remotest times down to

our own all great philosophers knew and taught with universal approba-

tion and without the slightest opposition that Corpus agit in quantum

est in actu in aliud corpus in quantum est in potential it would not do

for our scientific reputation to ignore this very first principle of natural

science. The mistake of those who attribute resistance to the inert

matter originated probably in the consideration that inertia is a necessary

condition of resistance: so necessary, that physicists call resistance

itself vis inertim. But we must be aware that the power of resisting is

called vis inertia, not on account of inertia being a force or a power,

but only because the exertion of power in the impact of bodies depends

on the fact that the body impinged upon, on account of its inertia,

cannot retire till it has received a suitable velocity from without ;
and,

therefore, during all the time which is necessary for the reception of

such a velocity remains exposed to the action of the impinging body.

For the same reason, the impinging body also is all along exposed to

the action of the body impinged upon : and there results mutual com-

pression and mutual communication of motion. Hence it is evident

that the inertia is a necessary condition of the collision :
but it is equally

evident that the quantity of motion acquired by the conflicting bodies

is efficiently produced by the powers, not by the inertia. This is what

all physicists know ;
though we must confess that they often use words

which seem scarcely proper to convey to others a correct idea of the

doctrine. It is not astonishing, then, if the doctrine is sometimes

misunderstood. On inertia we shall have more to say in Book vn.

Prop. Vii.

Proposition II.

Attractive and repulsive powers cannot be replaced by molecu-

lar vortices.

Demonstration. A writer, who has recourse to molecular

vortices to get rid of attractive and repulsive powers, imagines

those vortices to be caused by the revolution of a ponderable

atom around its axis. The atom by its centrifugal force is sup-

posed to dilate the asther by which it is immediately surrounded

:

this first stratum of aather is supposed to acquire a centrifugal
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tendency, which is communicated to the following stratum, hence

to a third, a fourth, and so on, with an intensity inversely pro-

portional to the squares of the distances from the centre. A
vortex, therefore,., is a sphere of concentric strata of aether hav-

ing a density directly proportional to the square of their distance

from a central revolving atom. In the theory which adopts this

sort of molecular vortices, expansion is considered as being a con-

sequence of centrifugal force communicated to the successive

strata of aether : and so repulsive powers are superseded by cen-

trifugal force. On the other hand, attraction is considered as

being the result of a difference of pressures exercised by the

aether on the opposite sides of a body situated within the vortex.

For, since the greater the distance of the strata from the cen-

tral atom, the greater, by the hypothesis, is their density, the

pressures exerted on different sides of the body cannot be equal

:

and those parts of the body which are more remote must bear
a greater pressure. The body must, accordingly, approach that

centre with a quantity of motion proportional to the excess of

the one pressure over the other : and thus, attractive powers also

would be excluded.

This theory, as every one will see, assumes the existence of

a central atom materially extended; for, an unextended point

has no axis, and cannot describe a circumference on itself. And
this first assumption is false, as we have demonstrated in the
preceding Book, Prop. vn. The same theory assumes also that

motion is communicated by means of material contact : and this

second assumption also is false, as we have proved above, Prop.
III. The same theory is in direct opposition to the law of com-
munication of motion in the impact of bodies, which requires

that the quantity of motion gained by one body be equal to

that lost by the other. And, in fact, if this law is observed,

the central atom by communicating motion to the surrounding

aether must lose its velocity of rotation, and come to a state of rest,

which entails the cessation of the vortex. Therefore the assumed
conservation of the vortex is a third false supposition. Since
these reasons suffice for our purpose, we may stop here, though
many other remarks might be added.

According to the inventor of this theory, the motion of the
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ultimate atoms of matter necessarily takes place in an absolute

vacuum : hence they find no resistance and suffer no diminution

of vis viva. This is true so long as an atom has nothing to do

with a medium : yet, if the surrounding medium comes into ma-
terial contact with the central atom, as it is the case with this

new theory, it matters very little whether motion takes place

in an absolute vacuum, or not. For the central atom will always

be deprived of its velocity by the surrounding medium, to which

it is supposed to impart motion : and this would suffice to destroy

both the vortices and the theory. Whilst, if the surrounding

medium does not come into material contact with the central

atom, then all the theory is again reduced to nothing, since

there will be actio in distans, which requires those active powers

which the theory is intended to get rid of. Hence it appears,

how difficult it is even for acute men to avoid contradictions,

when they build their theories, not on principles, but on arbi-

trary assumptions : and, at the same time, it remains demonstrated

that attractive and repulsive powers cannot be replaced by these

molecular vortices. Q. E. T>.

Scholium. Mr T. Graham proposes another theory of molecular

vortices. " Let us imagine," he says, "one kind of substance only to

exist, ponderable matter : and further, that matter is divisible into

ultimate atoms, uniform in size and weight. We shall have one sub-

stance, and a common atom. With the atom at rest, the uniformity of

matter would be perfect. But the atom possesses always more or less

motion, due, it must be assumed, to a primordial impulse. This motion

gives rise to volume. The more rapid the movement, the greater the

space occupied by the atom, somewhat as the orbit of a planet widens

with the degree of projectile velocity. Matter is thus made to differ

only in being lighter or denser matter. The specific motion of an

atom being inalienable, light matter is no longer convertible into

heavy matter'V' &c. I do not see, by what mechanical principles

Mr Graham would be able to account for the motion of his atoms.

Is their motion progressive or vibratory 1 Is it curvilinear or recti-

linear ? If simply rectilinear, how can it give rise to volume ? and

how is it compared with the orbits of planets % If curvilinear, what

and where is the cause of its curvature? Are we to suppose that

* Phil. Mag. 1864, p. 61.
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curvilinear motion can be the effect of a simple " primordial impulse"

which is essentially rectilinear ? We must therefore assume that there

is an agent which urges each atom to abandon its rectilinear path.

Mr Graham has neglected to inform us what this agent is : and wisely

too. For the motion of his atoms being "inalienable" and "incon-

vertible," it would have been improper to suppose that there is a cause

capable of working that change. If, lastly, the motion is assumed to be

vibratory, the velocity of each atom will become =0 at the limit of

each vibration. Now is there anything that checks a motion "inalien-

able" and "inconvertible," and reduces it to zero 1 -And, when motion

has been reduced to zero, how is it restored 1 We think it evident,

that Mr Graham's view cannot be reconciled with the known principles

of mechanics ; and, therefore, any ulterior remark, on our part, is quite

superfluous.

Another kind of molecular vortices has been invented by Mr Samuel

Brown for chemical purposes, and applied by others to the explanation

of expansivity and elasticity. These vortices are supposed to be formed

of material points revolving around a material centre, each vortex with

its centre constituting a molecule : so that molecules, according to this

view, would be so many planetary systems under microscopic dimensions.

"Whether a molecule can or cannot be conceived such as this theory

assumes, we shall examine later. What we are here concerned with,

is the use which has been made of this theory to the end of sup-

pressing repulsive powers. It has been said, that the material points, of

which the vortex is formed, by revolving around the centre must ac-

quire a centrifugal force, and consequently a tendency towards ex-

pansion. This centrifugal tendency has been considered as being the

cause of expansivity and resistance : and the phenomena ordinarily

ascribed to repulsive powers have been considered as having their origin

in a centrifugal force, which is not a power of matter, but a conse-

quence of curvilinear motion. This theory, we must say, is a blunder

from the beginning to the end. Its origin is a mistake : its evolution

a sophism: its bearing an impossibility. Physicists, indeed, admit of

something which is styled centrifugal force : but scientific men are

supposed to know, that, in spite of the name, centrifugal force is by

no means an efficient power, but only a quantity of motion, i. e. the one

of the two components into which the actual quantity of motion ani-

mating a body at any point of its orbit is usually resolved. Hence,

the centrifugal force of a point in motion is called force only because

the velocity of the point in motion is the measure of the effort which
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would have been necessary to produce it, or which would be neces-

sary to destroy it. Now, if a molecule is supposed to consist of ele-

ments revolving around a centre, the first consequence will be, that

such a molecule cannot possibly be expansive. Those who consider

centrifugal force as a source of expansivity, did not take into account

the fact that the centre of attraction must communicate to a body

moving in an orbit such a centripetal velocity as is exactly necessary

to retain it in its orbit, in spite of centrifugal force. So centrifugal

force cannot prevail
;
and, therefore, the system cannot be expansive.

To make it expansive, one of two things would be indispensable : either

to impress on the system an increasing velocity of revolution, or to

weaken the intensity of central attraction. The first condition would

require an amount of exertion of extrinsic power : which is not the

case with expansive substances ;
for, they expand of themselves by

spontaneous work : the second condition cannot be accepted, because

the active power of a primitive substance is as unchangeable as the

substance of which it is the actual constituent. Nor is it less obvious,

that centrifugal force cannot be a source of reaction. Let us take a

bladder full of air, and reduce it by pressure to half its volume. What

can the supposed centrifugal force of the molecular systems do towards

reacting? The orbits, in each system, are reduced by pressure to a

smaller dimension ; and it is clear that they cannot dilate anew, unless

each point, which is now describing a smaller orbit, can fly off in the

direction of the tangent of the same orbit. Now, this is impossible

;

for, after the orbit has been reduced to smaller dimensions, the centri-

fugal force must have become such as is suitable for the new orbit,

viz. equal and opposite to the centripetal force : and, this being the

case, it is evident, that centrifugal force after the compression has

ceased, cannot draw the element out of its new orbit, in order to

dilate again the molecular system. Therefore, in this theory gases

would indeed be liable to indefinite compression, but would never

expand again. In other words, centrifugal force is wrongly assumed as

a substitute for repulsive powers.

I shall end by a remark which, in my opinion, is most important.

Scientific men would lose nothing, and gain not a little, by speaking

more correctly than they often do. In any branch whatever of science,

a terminology, which of its own nature leaves room for ambiguity, can

only multiply the chances of error. The word force (vis) both in its

vulgar and philosophical sense means either the efficient cause, or the

power of acting, or, lastly, and frequently, the intensity of the action.
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Now, it is certain that the quantity of motion of a moving body is not

the efficient cause of motion, nor the active power, nor the intensity of

the action, but only the intensity of the effect. Why, then, should we

give the name of force to motion 1 Of course, there is always a reason

(good or bad) for everything : and one might say that we are not the

inventors of this expression. But it is strange that, while we enjoy the

advantage of a more exact scientific knowledge than our forefathers had,

we should not try to improve their terminology by giving up those

expressions in which the vagueness of the terms is a perpetual cause of

blunders. When we find, for instance, that a man like M. Moigno has

been so far misled by incorrect expressions as to say that " centrifugal

force is a force of reaction'"," we may well be sure that men of less

scientific ability will be exposed to mistakes of still greater moment.

It would be easy to make a catalogue of errors of this sort, which inter-

fere more or less with a clear conception of things : but this is not the

object of the present work. I shall only add that the correct expression

of mechanical facts requires a well-marked distinction between cause

and powers between power and its exertion and the conditions of its

exertion, between action and force, betweenforce and motion or quantity

of motion.

The cause of motion is the substance itself, which by exertion of

power produces motion. The power is that by which the cause is able

to act : it is its activity and its causality. Such a power is simple in

a simple element, whilst in a compound system of elements it is a result

of simple powers, and depends on the disposition of the components and

on the constitution of the compound. The exertion of power is the

formal application of the activity of the agent to the passivity of the

object acted upon. The force is not the action, but the intensity of the

action : and is measured, either by its dynamical effect, i. e. by the space

which a mass is obliged to go through in a given time, if no obstacle

intervenes ; or by its statical effect, i. e. by the pressure exercised on

another mass. Lastly, the quantity of motion is not a force, though it

is so called, but only a representative or a measure of force, viz. the

result of an action of a given intensity, and the test by which we judge

of the intensity of the action. And the same is to be said of pressure,

* I give his own words ; "Lorsqu' une cause quelconque en agissant sur un corps

1'oblige a changer de direction ou de vitesse, le corps en vertu de son inertie re"agit

contre cette cause avec une energie egale et contraire dans une direction de'termine'e :

cette force de reaction, dont la force centrifuge est un cas particulier, a regu d'Ampere

le nom de force dpimenique." Manuel de la Science, an. I. p. 234.
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as is evident. But as a body in motion and a body at rest are in a

different condition for acting, and consequently a body in motion and

a body at rest exert their powers in a different way, and give rise to

different phenomena, so we are exposed to the temptation of considering

motion as a kind of power modifying the ordinary powers of the body,

whilst it modifies only their actual application. Thus scientific men
and philosophers in general are wront to say that " Heat is force,"

though they have learned also that heat is only " a mode of motion."

Now, these two propositions are irreconcilable, as Professor Challis

observes*. The truth is that heat is really a mode of motion only, and

not a force; and, hence, the argument of Professor Challis against

Professor Tyndall is based on a false assumption. The force, in the

case of heat, is the intensity of calorific action ; now, this action with its

intensity comes not efficiently from the heat, but from the active powers

of the hot body : and the hot body has these powers, not because it is

hot, but because it is constituted of molecules, each of which has power,

whatever be their state and temperature; though for different states

and temperatures those powers may have a very different mode of ap-

plication : on which circumstance it depends that the action of a body,

when heated, differs very sensibly from the action of the same, when

cool. Since motion entails a change of distances, and distance is one of

the conditions on which the intensity of actions depends, it is obvious

that molecules in motion will exert their permanent powers with dif-

ferent intensity according to the nature and mode of their motion.

To conclude, I think that, when a mass m has the velocity r, the

product mv ought not to be called a force, much less a power, but only

a quantity of motion, or an imjietus or a dynamic momentum. So also,

when a mass m is subjected to an action capable of developing a velocity

v in the unit of time, but is prevented from moving, the product mv

ought to be called a pressure, or a static momentum^ and not a force.

Centripetal force is not the centripetal action, but only its intensity or

its quantity: centrifugal force is neither action, nor the intensity of

action, but only the quantity and intensity of centrifugal tendency.

Bead force and living force (as distinguished from vis viva according to

Dr Mayer) are names which we can totally suppress, since they are

only metaphors, and say nothing more than pressure and impetus. Vis

viva itself is another useless word, although it has so great a sway in

mechanics. Vis viva is not a force; for no force can be measured by

the product of the mass into the square of its velocity. Work, indeed,

* Phil. Mag. 1863, p. 290.
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is measured by half the product of the mass into the square of its

velocity ; but work, either done, or accumulated, is not a force; for it

can be easily proved that a mass m having the velocity v, in doing its

work %mv2
, exerts an action, the intensity of which is only mv\

whence it follows that the force employed in the work is measured by

the impetus mv, and not by the work ±mv2
. But let us stop here.

Proposition III.

Attractive and repulsive powers are the only powers of matter

:

so that we need not look for any other occult agency.

Demonstration. An occult power is to be admitted then only,

when a phenomenon occurs which cannot proceed from the powers

already known. This is evident
;

for, when phenomena can be

accounted for by known powers, there is no ground for any in-

quiry about occult causes ; in other words, to look for occult causes

without data, or indications, on which to ground the induction,

is to propose to one's self a problem without conditions : which

no man in his senses would do. Now no phenomenon has been

observed anywhere in material things, which cannot proceed from

the known powers of attraction and repulsion : nay, it is posi-

tively certain that all phenomena proceed from the same powers.

For each material point, when acted on, can only change its

place ;
and, therefore, the effect of the action of matter upon

matter is only local motion, one element approaching to, or re-

tiring from the other. And this is precisely what attractive and

repulsive powers are especially competent to do.

The proposition, that a material element, when acted upon,

can only receive a determination to local motion, can be proved

very clearly. In a simple element of matter, the passivity, or

the matter
9

is limited to a simple mathematical point, as we have

already shown. Now, a mathematical point cannot suffer any

intrinsic change, since it has nothing with regard to which it

could be possibly modified. Whence it follows, that the same

point is only capable of being determined to an extrinsic change,

which can be only a change of extrinsic relations. Now this

change of extrinsic relations is brought about by local motion.

Therefore, the element of matter can be subjected to nothing
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but local motion. Hence we further infer, that, if there were

in matter any secret non-locomotive power, this power would be

absolutely useless, as absolutely inapplicable to any other ma-
terial thing, and would remain in this absurd condition for ever.

Therefore, no phenomenon exists, or can exist, in nature, which

shows the existence of any occult power in matter. Q.E.D.

Scholium. The ancient philosophers admitted occult qualities and

dccult powers : some admit them even now. And, indeed, many
molecular phenomena depending on chemical affinity, cohesion, capillarity,

electricity, and magnetism, may easily lead men to suspect that there is

something in matter besides mechanical powers. Moreover, the very

distinction admitted between chemical and physical phenomena,

between universal and molecular attraction, &c. seems to show

that even scientific men are still of opinion, that there are powers

in matter, which are not simply mechanical. But the fact is, that

physicists, in accounting for phenomena, do not trace them as yet

to their primitive causes, i.e. to the simple elements, but only to

their proximate causes, which are complex, and, as such, follow different

laws of causality corresponding to the different mode of their constitution.

The reason of this is, because no one, as yet, has gone beyond the

chemical analysis of bodies, whilst, before we are able (if we ever shall

be) to trace phenomena to their simple and primitive causes, it would

be necessary to make also a mechanical analysis of chemical atoms, in

order to ascertain and determine the intrinsic constitution of primitive

molecules. Now, since this has not been done, it is obvious that

scientific men ought to retain the distinctions above mentioned, not

indeed in order to insinuate the existence of occult powers in the

primitive substance, but to keep up the necessary distinction between

complex powers of different kinds, and exerted according to different

laws. This distinction of names was absolutely necessary when it was

first introduced ; because it was then a received opinion that phenomena

of so very different kinds could not but be owing to agencies radically

different in species. In our days, chemical actions have been ac-

knowledged to be mechanical actions: yet no one would think it

practicable to suppress the distinction made between chemical and

mechanical forces. Chemical phenomena present themselves to our

appreciation under a form too remote from that which characterises

the ordinary mechanical phenomena, to be possibly confounded with

them under one and the same denomination.
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This much with regard to the different names, by which forces of

different kinds are designated. As to the thing itself, it is known that

the distinction between universal and molecular attraction is not

calculated to point out any secret non-mechanical power. And, in

fact, both molecular and non-molecular actions give rise to nothing but

local motion; and local motion is a mechanical effect. The only

suspicion entertained by philosophers bore on the radical difference

of these actions with regard to the law of their intensities; and the doubt

originated from the assumption that the law which holds for astronomical

distances, did not hold good for molecular. We shall show further on

that the assumption has no ground whatever. The Newtonian law

holds as well for molecular distances as for astronomical : and, if

philosophers have been unable to make the application of that law to

molecular' distances, it is only because they have neglected some

necessary considerations concerning the intrinsic constitution of

molecules. When these considerations are presented to the reader, he

will find that molecular action not only proceeds from the same kind of

powers, to which the astronomical phenomena are due, but also is a

resultant of elementary actions, which follow the Newtonian law, though

the resultant itself (the molecular action) follows another law dependent

on the molecular constitution.

Proposition IV.

One and the same element A cannot attract the element B and

repel another element C, whejiB and C are equally distantfrom A.

Demonstration. Attraction and repulsion are actions of an

opposite nature, which, accordingly, cannot proceed from one and

the same simple principle of activity. This, I think, is self-evident,

at least for the case which we are now considering, viz. when the

elements B and G are equidistant from J.*. Therefore the element

A cannot have two contrary determinations, the one to attract B,

the other to repel Cf

.

On the other hand, A cannot be determined by any element B
to act on it by attraction, nor by any element C to act on it by
repulsion. And for this we may allege many reasons. First,

because the nature of the element A, as also of any other substance

* Though the reader will not fail to see clearly the truth of this principle as far as

simple and primitive substance is concerned, we will add some explanation of it in the
next proposition and scholium.
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whatever, is intrinsic to it; since nature is nothing but the sub-

stance itself as capable of acting. Accordingly, the nature of A
cannot depend on anything which is extrinsic and accidental, such

as the presence or the action of B or C. Secondly, because the

actions of B and C are received in A only inasmuch as A is pas-

sive, viz. capable of being determined to motion ;
therefore, the

actions of B and G can indeed impart to A a motion of a certain

intensity, but not give to A the property of attracting rather than

that of repelling; or vice versa. Thirdly, because, if the element

B had the power of determining A to act on it by attraction, and

the element G had the power of determining A to act on it by

repulsion, then matter would not be perfectly inert, viz. indifferent

to be acted upon by any power whatever, whether attractive or

repulsive. Therefore, inert elements cannot be the cause of their

being attracted or repelled. Therefore the element B cannot

determine A to act on it by attraction, nor can the element G
determine A to act on it by repulsion. And, since the elements

B and G are also supposed to be equally distant from A, it is

evident that the element A neither by an intrinsic determina-

tion, nor by reason of any exterior circumstance can at the same

time attract an element B and repel another element C.

Proposition V.

One and the same element of matter cannot be attractive for

one distance and repidsive for another.

Demonstration. Actions of opposite nature, such as attrac-

tion and repulsion, cannot proceed from one simple principle of

activity. Therefore, one simple element either is only attractive

for all distances, or is only repulsive for all distances. Opposite

powers can evidently be admitted in compound substances, which,

on account of their composition, may involve distinct and opposite

principles. In this case the action is a resultant: and may be

attractive or repulsive according to circumstances. But, with

regard to a simple element, no opposite principles are conceivable;

because one simple element is one simple and primitive nature,

and consequently one simple principle of activity. Therefore one

and the same element of matter is either wholly attractive or

wholly repulsive, whether the distances are great or small. Q.E.D.

M. m. 4
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Another Demonstration. If ever the elementary action

from attractive becomes repulsive, this change must depend (ac-

cording to the hypothesis) on a change of distance. Now, this

cannot be. A change of distance can lead, and leads really, to a

change of intensity in the action : but the nature of the action

must always remain unchanged. The intensity of the action is

an accidental thing, and, accordingly, can vary for accidental changes,

the nature of the agent still remaining the same. But the nature

of the actions depends only on the nature of the substance which

acts : and it is absurd to suppose that the nature of a primitive

substance can depend on any accident whatever, much more if this

accident is only an extrinsic relation, such as distance is. For, if

the determination of an element A to attract, or to repel, comes
from without, viz. from an extrinsic circumstance, then such a

determination is accidental and adventitious. What would then

be the nature of this element, which, of itself, is neither of an
attractive nature, nor of a repulsive \ This manifest absurdity, i. e.

a substance having no definite nature of its own, shows the impos-

sibility of the hypothesis, q.e.d.

A third Demonstration. Let us suppose that an element
of matter is repulsive to a small distance from its centre, and that

for all greater distances it is attractive. Let d be the distance for

which the change of repulsion into attraction takes place. Then the

element, at the distance d from its centre, has no powers ; d being
the limit, where repulsion ends and attraction begins, i.e. where
the intensity of its action becomes = 0. Now, since from the
centre to the distance d there is no attraction, let us ask whence
does that power of attracting emanate, which is to be felt at all

greater distances? Does 'it emanate from the spherical surface
virtually described with the radius d ? But how is this possible,

since the element, as we have just said, at this surface has no
power whatever ? The attractive power must, therefore, emanate
from the centre itself. But, then, it is clear that attraction must
prevail all throughout even to the centre. Hence an element
which is attractive at any distance is such for all distances: and,
for the same reasons, an element which is repulsive at any distance
is such for all distances, q.e.d.
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Scholium. Boscovich, whose opinion we have refuted in this pro-

position, contends that attraction and repulsion are not actions of a

different nature. Utraque vis, says he, ad eamdem pertinet speciem, quum

altera respectu alterius negativa sit, et negativa a positivis specie non

differant. Alteram negativam esse respectu alterius patet inde quod

tantummodo differant in directione Quod autem negativum et posi-

tivum ad eamdem pertineant speciem, id sane patet vel ex eo principio

:

Magis et minus non differunt specie. Nam a positivo per continuam

subtractionem, nimirum diminutionem, habentur prius minora positiva,

turn zero, ac demum negativa, continuando subtractionem eamdem* This

way of reasoning is not calculated to cause conviction ; since it is not

lawful to predicate of actions, as Boscovich does, whatever can be pre-

dicated of motion. Two points A and B being given, there is only one

direction from A to B, whether A be attractive or repulsive. Hence

the action of A on B, whether attractive or repulsive has always one

and the same direction from A to B; and, therefore, the diversity of

direction is not predicable of the action of A, but only of the motion of

B
; for, it is B itself that will go towards A , if attracted, or recede from

A, if repelled: and these two motions will evidently have opposite

directions. Consequently, the fact that the action of A causes B to

take this or that direction does not show that A acts in this or that

direction, but only that A exerts, in one and the same direction, a

power which is of this or that nature, according as it attracts or repels.

True it is, that writers on mechanics speak indifferently of direction

of forces, direction of actions, direction of motion, as if these expressions

were equivalent to one another. They speak so, because men are only

too much accustomed to attribute to the cause that reality which is to

be found only in the effect. But we must take notice, that mechanical

writers, in admitting a positive and a negative direction in motion, are

supported by a special reason, which does not hold for actions as such.

This reason is, that motion can be extinguished by degrees, and become

= 0, and then gradually reappear with an opposite tendency, though

the action be not subjected to the same changes. Thus, when a

pendulum reaches the highest point of its course, its velocity at that

point becomes = 0, and, since zero is the limit of positive and negative

quantities, if the velocity of ascent has been taken as negative, the

velocity of descent must be taken as positive. Still, this does not

imply that the action of the earth, which first produced retardation,

* Thcoria Phil Nat. Part. I. n. to8.

4—2
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has changed its nature or direction when it began to produce acceleration;

for, it is evident, that the action remains attractive as before, and

directed vertically as before. Hence it appears, that opposite directions

are possible in motion, which can pass through zero, though not in

powers, which can meanwhile remain constant in intensity as well as

direction. We may add, that, if Boscovich's assertion were true, that

negative and positive do not differ in kind, but only in quantity, then

also to be creditor for £1000, or debtor for £1000, would differ in

quantity, and not in kind: a conclusion, which might be admitted

indeed by a debtor, but not by his creditor. Again, it is evident, that

attraction and repulsion are both positive exertions; they cannot,

accordingly, differ from one another as positive and negative. Lastly,

every direction is taken from a point to a point; and, consequently,

whatever the power be, the direction must remain the same, if the

points remain at the same place; and, therefore, it is evidently impossible

to admit that a difference of power constitutes a difference of direction.

Some might ask, what reasons can have determined Boscovich to

admit in one and the same element both attractive and repulsive power.

Boscovich's only reason was that, if bodies were made up of attractive

elements remaining attractive even to their centre, then bodies would

not be impenetrable. Now, this reason may be solved by a very simple

remark. For, true though it is that the impenetrability of bodies

demonstrates the existence of repulsive powers, it nevertheless does not

demonstrate, nor even suggest, that the repulsive power ought to

coexist in one and the same simple element together with the attractive.

And this is what Boscovich supposed without the shadow of a proof.

Proposition VI.

The existence of repulsive elements is not opposed to the fact of
universal attraction.

Demonstration. If all matter were repulsive, we should have

evidently universal repulsion: but, if bodies are composed of

elements, some of which are attractive and others repulsive, then

we shall have either universal repulsion or universal attraction,

according as the number and the intensity of the repulsive or of

the attractive powers prevails. And, therefore, from the fact that

it is attraction that prevails all throughout the world, it only

follows that in the universe the number or intensity of the attrac-
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tive powers is greater than that of the repulsive. Therefore, the

existence of repulsive elements is not in opposition with the fact of

universal attraction. Nor is it opposed to the law of attraction.

The attraction which is known to prevail between celestial bodies,

varies according to the law of the inverse square of the distance:

now, this same law remains true, even though the heavenly bodies

contain a great number of repulsive elements. And, indeed, the

distances, for which the law of universal attraction is applicable,

are such that the total action of one body on another may be con-

sidered as the algebraical sum of a multitude of parallel actions.

Hence, if each elementary action is inversely proportional to the

square of the distance, so also will be the total action. Therefore,

the existence of repulsive elements does not interfere with universal

attraction. Q. E. D.

Proposition VII.

Simple elements act on one another with an intensity inversely

proportional to the square of the distance, whether the distance be

telescopic or microscopic, astronomical or molecular.

Remark. Let the reader observe that this proposition regards

the action of simple elements, not the action of molecules. That

molecular actions are not inversely proportional to the square of

the distance, is a known fact. Molecular cohesion, for instance,

is immensely greater than it .could possibly be by the Newtonian

law: so also molecular repulsion. Yet, since a molecule, though

often called an atom, is a system of elements, and elements acting

according to the Newtonian law can give rise to molecular systems,

which, at very small distances, will act according to any other law

that may be indicated by molecular phenomena, it follows that

simple elements may really act on one another, at molecular dis-

tances, according to the Newtonian law, however different be the

law of action of the molecules for the same distances.

Demonstration. Celestial bodies, as is shown by astronomers,

act on one another according to the Newtonian law, i.e. with

intensities inversely proportional to the square of the dis-

tances. And, since the action of one body on another is the

algebraical sum of the actions proceeding from each element of the
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body, we must admit that each element, at least when acting from

a great distance, obeys the Newtonian law. Now, this being ad-

mitted, it can be proved that ea,ch element will always obey the

same law, even though the distance has become molecular. For,

the natural determination to act follows the essential consti-

tution of the agent, so that no agent which has no more than

one essential principle of activity can have more than one natural

determination to act. Now, a simple element has but one essen-

tial principle of activity; since a simple being has a simple

essential act. Therefore, a simple element has only one natural

determination to act, and this, of course, essential to it, and con-

sequently immutable. Now, it is obvious, that a substance which

has but one determination to act, cannot obey in its actions two

different laws. For, the law which rules the actions is a result

of an intrinsic determination of the agent; and, therefore, two

different laws of acting are two formal results, which imply two

formal principles and two natural determinations to act. And,

since a simple element has but one formal principle, and but one

natural determination to act, as already shown, it is evident that an

element cannot possibly obey two different laws of action. Hence

the law which elements obey when acting from a certain distance,

must be obeyed by the same elements when acting from any other

distance whatever. But for certain distances they obey the New-

tonian law; therefore, for all distances, however molecular, they

obey the Newtonian law. Q. e. d.

Another Demonstration. Since scientific men naturally

prefer mathematical to metaphysical reasoning, I shall give here a

second demonstration drawn from mathematical considerations.

Matter, as we have already proved, exerts its power in a sphere,

i. e. with equal intensity for equal distances. Let us, then, imagine

a spherical surface, of which the centre is a given material point,

and the radius r. Let vdt be the action, in the instant dt, of the

material centre on a material point situated on that surface, and

Vdt the action of the same centre, in the same instant, on the

whole of that surface when this is conceived to be thoroughly

filled with material points. The mass formed by all these ma-

terial points is 4airr% h being its density, which here is to be con-
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sidered as infinite, because in the unit of surface (when it is

supposed to be thoroughly filled with matter) an infinite multi-

tude of points is designable. Therefore, the total action of the

central element, in the instant dt, at the distance r will be

Vdt = vdt . kirr
2

. Jc.

If we imagine another spherical surface, having the same centre,

and the radius r, and call vdt the action of the central element on

a given material point situated on this surface, Vdt being the action

of the same element on the whole of the same surface, we shall

have also

Vdt = vdt . ^ttt'
2

. k

From these two equations we obtain

: V :: vr : vr
;

but, for those distances, for which the Newtonian law is known to

hold good, we have

vr2 _ 2
?
anc[ consequently V = V ;

therefore, the whole exertion of a central element on a spherical

surface is constant ; at least when the radii of the spheres have a

certain magnitude. This restriction, however, if we only under-

stand what Ave are saying, must be rejected as useless and absurd.

And, indeed, if the whole possible exertion is the same for two

great distances, it will be the same for all imaginable distances,

however small. For, that total exertion, being the total effort of

which an element is capable at a given distance, is the measure of

the whole activity of the agent as related to such a distance. And

since the agent is a simple element, and has but one simple ac-

tivity all throughout, and this as unchangeable as the simple sub-

stance itself, it is quite impossible to admit that the same activity,

for some sphere of a smaller radius, can be different from itself.

Therefore the equation

V = V
will be true for the smallest imaginable distances, as well as for the

greatest ; and consequently also the equation
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which expresses the Newtonian law, will be true for all distances,

however small, q.e.d.

A third Demonstration, ex absurdo. The only ground for

repudiating the Newtonian law, in the case of molecular distances,

would be this, viz. .because in the expression of the law of mole-

cular actions the squares of the distances ought to be replaced

by some higher power of the same distances. This was, in fact,

the course followed hypothetically by Newton, Boscovich, and
others, with regard to molecular actions. Now, it cannot be as-

sumed without absurdity, that the law of elementary actions, in

the case of molecular distances, requires* such higher powers.

And, in fact, let us take the eouation

Vdt — vdt . 47rr
2

. k,

which, independently of any hypothesis whatever, expresses the
total elementary action exerted, in the duration dt, on a given
spherical surface. The hypothesis of actions proportional to a
power of the distances higher than the square would lead us to

the proportion

v : a :: 1 : r
2H

\

v being the action at the distance r, a the action at the unit of

distance, and n a positive number, either an integer or a frac-

tion. Hence we should have

a

and this value of v being substituted in the preceding equation,

gives

Vdt =^ . 47r . h.

Now, this result (in which h = oo ) is inadmissible
;

because,

by taking r infinitesimal, it gives Vdt = oo : in other words, be-
cause the element would possess a power capable of exerting itself

with infinite intensity in a single instant of time. This would
imply that the element possesses an activity of infinite actual

intensity. Since, then, this is altogether absurd, and natural facts

themselves show that material activity is not infinite, we con-
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elude that the law of actions inversely proportional to a power

of the distances higher than the square, cannot be true with

regard to simple elements. Q. E. D.

A fourth Demonstration. No new law of action is to be

admitted without a sufficient reason. Therefore, if the Newtonian
law, which manifestly is a law existing in nature, is adequately

sufficient to account for all phenomena, even molecular, without

exception, no other law is to be admitted. Now, the Newtonian
law is adequately sufficient to account for all phenomena, even

molecular, without exception. For, the propeilyy of acting accord-

ing to the Newtonian law, as possessed by simple elements, is

perfectly consistent wTith the existence of molecules acting ac-

cording to any other law, which may be required in the case

of molecular phenomena, as we have already observed, and will

be most evident from what we shall say hereafter on the pro-

perties of molecular systems. Therefore, there is no sufficient

reason for admitting, or even suspecting, that elements, when
acting at molecular distances, follow any new law different from

the Newtonian law. Q.E.D.

Proposition VIII.

The sphere of action of material elements extends beyond any

assignable limit.

Demonstration. Let v be the intensity of the action at the

unit of distance, v that of the action at the distance r. The law of

aotion gives the relation

r

in which v cannot become = 0, unless r becomes = 00. q.e.d.

Scholium. Those, who are reluctant to admit action at a distance,

will be the more so with regard to this proposition. Still, many things

are true, which are difficult to be understood : and it would be against

reason to deny truths sufficiently inferred from facts, only on account

of the difficulty which we experience in giving an intelligible explana-

tion of them. Those, who, to avoid objections of a serious appearance,

deny this action at a distance, expose themselves to real difficulties,
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which admit of no possible solution : if they reject action at a distance,

because its explanation appears to be difficult, they are also bound to

reject even more decidedly action by material contact, which indeed

admits of no explanation whatever. But let us try to discover the

source of such difficulties. To understand and explain how material

elements can act at any distance whatever, is difficult for this one

radical reason, that our intellectual work is never purely intellectual,

but always accompanied by the working of that other power, which we
call imagination, and that, when we are considering something that

transcends imagination, and of which no sensible image can be formed,

our intellect finds itself under the necessity of working without the

assistance of suitable sensible representations. Nay, since fancy cannot

remain inactive, and strives continually to supply the intellect with

new images (which unhappily are not calculated to afford any exact

representation of a thing which is not sensibly representable), from this

it happens, that the intellect instead of receiving help from imagination,

is rather led astray by it, with the chance of following a wrong direction.

Such is the case with regard to the difficulty of understanding that

which transcends imagination. On the other hand, if we suppose that

this difficulty has been successfully overcome, and the truth clearly

understood, there remains another great difficulty, that of properly ex-

pressing what we have clearly understood. The words, which we are

obliged generally to make use of in speaking of intellectual objects, are

more or less immediately drawn from sensible things, and have still,

even in their figurative or derivative sense, a peculiar connection with

the sensible images of which their roots are the representatives. With
such words, our explanations must, of course, be metaphorical in a high

degree : and there are circumstances, in which they will fail to express

unobjectionably our most unobjectionable thoughts. Had we succeeded

in expressing most exactly what we have in our minds, there would

remain another formidable chance of failure. For, the greater our

scrupulousness and exactness is, the more strange and absurd our style

will appear to those (and they are very many), who know of no other

language than that of their senses, their imagination, and popular

prejudice.

With regard to our subject, the whole difficulty seems to arise from

the assertion that a cause cannot act where it is not This proposition,

though it is to be ranked among those which popular prejudice, incom-

pleteness of conception and imperfection of language cause to be received

as axiomatic, has its origin in a false supposition, as we have already
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shown (Book I. Prop. in. Schol.). But, as the objection is presented in

popular terms, and our answer has no such advantage, the chance is

that the objection will keep its ground. For this reason, Professor

Faraday, without denying (as he could) the pretended axiomatic asser-

tion, preferred to say that the atom of matter " is everywhere present,"

and, therefore, could act everywhere. By this answer the learned writer

trying to avoid Scylla fell into Charybdis. If the element of matter is

everywhere present, then Westminster Abbey, for example, is every-

where present. Yet we are certain that, in the opinion of Professor

Faraday, Westminster Abbey is neither present in California nor in the

moon, but in London exclusively. In fact, the word " present" cannot

be used conveniently when we speak of active power. We are accus-

tomed to say, that a body is present, not in that place in which its

action is felt, but in that from which the direction of the action pro-

ceeds ; and since such direction proceeds from the centres of power, to

these centres alone we refer, when we point out the place occupied by

a body. Professor Faraday, on the contrary, refers to the active powers,

when he says that matter is everywhere present; and this way of speak-

ing is irreconcilable with the notions we have of determinate places,

distances, volumes, &c, and creates a chaotic confusion in all our ideas

of material things. The learned professor speaks more correctly when

stating that "each atom (element) extends, so to say, throughout the

whole of the solar system, yet always retaining its own centre of force."

Here the words so to say tell us clearly that the author, having found

no proper terms to express himself, makes use of a metaphor, and at-

tributes extension to material elements in a sense which is not commonly

adopted. He doubtless wishes to say that " each element extends vir-

tually throughout space, though it materially occupies only the central

point from which its action is directed." This answer is very good.

But people are not likely to fully realise its meaning. For, in speaking

of material substance men often confound that which belongs to it by

reason of its matter with that which belongs to it by reason of its form.

If the substance had no matter, it would not mark out a point in space

;

it is, therefore, on account of its matter that a substance is ubicated.

As for the form (which is the same thing as active power), although it

is said to have a kind of ubication on account of the matter by which

it is terminated, nevertheless, of itself, it has no capability of formal

ubication, as we have already shown in another place. Hence the

assertion "No cause can act where it is not" cannot have any reasonable

meaning, unless it be limited as follows: "No cause can act where it is
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not virtually by its power;" which implies that C<A cause can act where

it is not formally ubicated with its own matter."

Some will say that we may be right in making this distinction, but

that we ought not to assume that the active power can be there where

there is no matter to support it. We answer that this objection

implies an hypothesis which is not true. The matter, in fact, does not

support its form in the same manner in which the substance supports

the accidents. The accidental act requires a subject already existing:

the substantial act requires only a terminus to which it gives existence.

This is evident; because if the substantial act ought to be supported by

a real subject, this real subject would be a substance before receiving

the same substantial act : which is a contradiction in terms. Therefore,

the form is not really supported by the matter, but only terminated by

it. To understand this more clearly, take a sheet of paper and make a

hole in it. Such a hole has a form, say circular. Now, is it not clear

that this circular form causes to exist a geometrical centre, by which it

is terminated, though not supported? Is not the circular area altogether

out of this centre, though essentially terminated by the same centre %

In the same way the form is terminated, though not supported by its

matter; and, therefore, there is no necessity of merging, so to say, the

form in the matter in order to have it supported, as the objection

supposes.

The image, to which we have had recourse to explain this point, is

not a parity, but an imperfect likeness. Its defect lies chiefly in this,

that the circular form, though not supported by the hole nor by its

centre, is nevertheless supported by the paper in which it has been

made : and this must be so, because a circumference is not a substantial

form, and, therefore, is in need of being supported. The best means of

conceiving the actual relation of the substantial form to its matter is

furnished by the consideration of an indefinite sphere. I call an

"indefinite sphere" that in which the density decreases continually in

the same ratio as the squared distances from a given point increase, so

that its indefinite sphericity is constituted by the density itself decreas-

ing gradually and equally all around the given point or centre. But

such a sphere, of course, is not of matter, but of power : and what we

have called its density ought to mean intensity, because it has to be

measured not by the frequency of material points, but only by the

intensity of the exertions of which it is capable* at any given distance

from its centre. If such a sphere were of matter, no one would say

that he cannot conceive it. Now, a sphere of power is a thing which
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can be conceived with the same facility, if not greater. For, continuous

decreasing intensity is at least as easily conceivable as continuous

decreasing density. Here, then, we have a centre, the existence of

which essentially depends on the existence of a power of a decreasing

intensity and constituting an indefinite virtual sphere. Take away

this power, this spherical form; the centre will be no more. On the

contrary, let such a spherical form be created; the centre will be

immediately called into existence, as the essential and intrinsic terminus

of sphericity ; it being impossible to have a real sphericity not traced

to a real centre. Now, this sphericity, although absolutely inseparable

from its centre, is not in the centre, but all around it : is not supported

by the centre, but actuates it and gives to it an existence : and although

this same spherical form possesses an intensity decreasing as the squared

distances increase, still it has at all distances the same property of

giving existence to its centre, since it has at all distauces a spherical

character essentially connected with a central point as its terminus.

That this is the case with a material element, appears from all our

preceding demonstrations, especially from Prop. ix. Book I. We are

entitled to conclude, therefore, that the power of a material element

constitutes a virtual indefinite sphere : that the matter is the geometrical

centre of this sphere : that it is not the matter that supports the

power, but the power itself, or the form, that gives existence to what

we call the matter : that the matter is a point in space ; and accordingly

an element is ubicated only by reason of its matter : that the power

is all virtually without the matter, though it is intrinsically terminated

by it, and cannot be apart from it : that there is no insuperable

difficulty in conceiving how a virtual sphericity may be all virtually

out of its centre, in the same way as we conceive a material sphericity

to be all materially out of its centre : that the active power, of itself,

has no formal ubication, but is reduced to this predicament only on

account of the ubication of its matter, which is the formal ubication of

the substance, and the centre from which its action is directed. Hence,

it is obvious that the proposed objection, viz. that " the power would

virtually be there where there is no matter to support it" is not

an objection, but a simple statement of a fact, which admits of a very

natural explanation grounded on the intellectual analysis of the sub-

stance itself: though our opponents will certainly fail to understand

it so long as they, in such an intellectual process, trust imagination

more than intellect.

A last objection remains. If a material element has an indefinite
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sphere of activity, its active power will possess a virtual ubiquity. Now,

virtual ubiquity is an infinite perfection, an attribute which belongs

to God alone, on account of His immensity. To this we answer, that

virtual ubiquity may have two meanings. First it may mean that

which is the primary source of all possibility of ubications, i.e. that

which eminently contains in itself all ubications that can be : and in

this sense God alone, on account of His immensity, has an absolute and

substantial ubiquity. But virtual ubiquity may mean also something

which is not the primary source of all possible ubications, but only

the property of a being that reaches by its action an object having any

ubication whatever : and in this sense the power of a material element

may be said to have virtual ubiquity. By this alone everyone will

see, that there is no danger of confounding the virtual ubiquity of

created power with the immensity of God. Divine immensity has been

ingeniously defined by a philosopher " A sphere of which the centre

is everywhere:" the power of a material element is "a sphere of which

the centre is in a single point/' This remark might suffice to show the

insignificance of the objection. We might add that, whilst Divine

Substance is to be found whole and infinite in every possible ubication,

without any imaginable loss, gradual diminution, or successive at-

tenuation, a material element on the contrary, besides being present

substantially only in one point, has a power which loses continually

in intensity as its virtual ubications are increased, till millions of

millions of them are required to produce the least sensible effect. In

other words, the virtuality or intensity of such a power tends con-

tinually towards zero as its limit, although it never reaches it. And,

as a decreasing series, though implying an infinity of terms, may have

a finite value, so the virtuality of material powers, though extending

after its own manner beyond any finite limit, represents only a finite

property of a finite being.

The objection could be answered also by means of another con-

sideration. The virtual ubiquity of material power, as compared with

relative space (which is conceived through sensible representations)

seems quite an incredible thing in a creature : but, when compared with

absolute space as it is apprehended by the intellect, loses so much

of its mysterious aspect, that it seems almost to sink into a non-

entity. I shall not develope this consideration, because it would lead

us into a series of abstractions of too metaphysical a nature.
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Proposition IX.

A material element attracts or repels any distant element in-

dependently of any material medium of communication.

Demonstration. If material substance acts at a distance

without its power or its action being transmitted from place to

place, then the action of a material element does not depend on

any medium of communication. But material substance acts at

a distance without its power or its action being transmitted from

place to place. Therefore, a material element acts independently

of any material medium. The major of this argument is self-

evident. The minor can be proved in two different ways. First,

because the power and the action of an element are, of their

own nature, intransmissible
;
secondly, because, were they trans-

missible, no medium of transmission is to be found. As to the

first, we know that whatever is transmitted from place to place,

is transmitted by local motion : but power and action cannot

receive local motion, as is evident
;

for, capability of receiving

local motion is the exclusive property of the matter. Therefore,

neither power nor action can travel, and neither power nor action

can be transmitted from place to place or from matter to mat-

ter. With regard to the second reason : if a medium were to

be found for transmitting power or the exertion of power, it would

be a material one, as is admitted by our opponents ; otherwise it

would not move from place to place, as is necessary for commu-
nicating the exertion. But matter is not a fit medium for such a

transmission. For, that which is taken as a medium for trans-

mitting power or action must acquire a transient activity ; but

matter is not capable of receiving activity as such, but only its

accidental act, or the momentum of motion, which constitutes

the quantity of its motion; and, therefore, matter is not a fit

medium for transmitting action or power. Therefore the action

of matter is independent of any material medium of communi-

cation. Q.E.D.

Corollary I. Therefore, all bodies act, by attracting or re-

pelling, with equal promptitude and without loss of time, whe-

ther the distance of the object acted upon be great or small.
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And, in fact, time follows motion
;
now, the active power of bodies

and their action does not reach the distant body through motion,

i.e. by successive transmission; on the contrary, each element is

of its own nature prepared to affect immediately every other ma-

terial element existing in its indefinite sphere of activity. Hence

a body will indeed act with greater intensity at a less distance, but

not sooner than at a greater distance.

Corollary II. Therefore, the opinion of those who assume

that solar attraction wants time for reaching the earth or any

other planet, is wholly without foundation, nay, quite inadmis-

sible.

Corollary III. Therefore, though we are wont to say that

actions are transmitted, yet this is not true of the actions

themselves, but only expresses the fact of a progressive develop-

ment in the series of effects resulting from those actions. In

the same way, we say often that actions are conveyed through

a material medium : but the meaning of this expression is simply

this, that a material medium is indispensable for the progressive

development of the aforesaid series of effects. Thus, if, a mass

of air being at rest, a string is stretched in order to elicit sound,

the vibrations of the string will be communicated to the neigh-

bouring molecules of air by the action (not by the motion) of the

string itself : these first molecules being thrust out of their position

of equilibrium will by their action (viz. by the exertion of a power

residing in each of their own elements, not of a power coming

from the string, nor by their motion, nor by transmitted action) put

in motion a following set of molecules ; and so on indefinitely

:

so that in the whole series of molecular vibrations each pre-

ceding molecule causes the motion of the following, and causes

it by the exertion of its own powers, not of any power trans-

mitted. It is evident, that the string cannot give activity to the

molecules of air. These molecules, whether the string vibrates

or not, have already their own activity and their own mutual

action : only their actions balance each other so long as the mass

of air is at rest. But, when the string begins to vibrate, the

equilibrium being broken near it, those molecules of air which

first cease to be in equilibrium begin to act on the following
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molecules with a different intensity due to the change of dis^-

tances. What we say of air and sound, is to be said of any other

such medium, as v. gr. aether and its vibrations either luminous

or calorific. The molecules of aether have their own powers and

exert them, whether there exists a flame determining a series

of vibrations or not : but with the flame, the first molecules of

aether which are displaced from their position of equilibrium

will acquire a new local relation with regard to the following,

and their actions will be of a new intensity, sufficient to cause

the displacement of the next set of molecules, and so on. The

flame, then, causes the displacement of the first set of mole-

cules : the first set displaced causes the displacement of the

second : the second displaced causes the displacement of the third,

&c. ; each set producing its own effect by its own powers, not

by the exertion of any power communicated to them by the

flame, and their displacement being not a cause, but only a con-

dition, on which the intensity of their exertion depends. Hence
it appears that in this sort of phenomena it is not the action,

much less the power, that is transmitted, but only the motion

or the perturbation of equilibrium : and even motion is not

properly transmitted, but only 'propagated; because the motion

of each following molecule is not the identical motion of each

preceding one, but is a motion really produced in the very im-

pact of the one on the other, as we have proved above (Book I.

Prop. iv). And, therefore, one motion succeeds another indefi-

nitely, the one being a condition for the existence of the other

:

which constitutes propagation, not properly transmission.

M. M.



BOOK III.

ON THE MOTION OE SIMPLE ELEMENTS.

We have established that bodies are ultimately composed of

simple elements or material unextended points: that elements are

all equally inert : that these elements are of two kinds only, i. e.

either attractive or repulsive: that an attractive element attracts

always and at all distances, as also a repulsive element always and

at all distances repels : that all the elements act with intensities

inversely proportional to the squared distances, whether such dis-

tances be astronomical or molecular. We know, then, what is

material substance as such, and what its dynamical constitution.

We may now proceed to a first application of these general princi-

ples, by trying to determine the laws of motion and equilibrium of

a system of material points. This we shall do in a series of

theorems and problems. The simplest systems of elements con-

sist of two material points : from these we shall begin.

Theorem I.

Two attractive elements A and B (fig. 1) of equal power, being

originally at rest, will, in consequence of mutual action, make vi-

brations of an equal and constant amplitude AB through the point

C taken in the middle of AB.

Demonstration. The action of A upon B being equal, by the

hypothesis, to that of B upon A, the two elements must approach

each other with equal velocities till they meet at the- point G,

which will be in the middle of AB. Now, when the two elements

meet in G, the velocity, which they have acquired in the whole

time employed by them in approaching, is not extinguished. For,

no velocity can be extinguished except by an exertion of power
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producing an equal and opposite velocity : but, in our case, there

is no possibility of any such exertion ;
first, because the encounter-

ing of the two elements takes place in a single instant of time ; a

circumstance which excludes all possibility of producing finite

velocity (Book I. Prop. Ii)
;
then, because distance is an indispen-

sable condition of the action of matter upon matter (Book I. Prop,

in) : now, in our case, the elements A and B have already reached

the point C, and therefore no distance remains between them.

Since, then, the velocity with which A and B meet is by no means

destroyed in their meeting, and two elements having their velocity

perfectly intact cannot possibly remain at rest, we must needs con-

clude, that A and B will, after their meeting, continue their course

in the direction of their actual velocities, till the same velocities

become extinct. Such an extinction will take place by degrees, in

the same way as also the velocities have been imparted, but in an

inverse order. And, indeed, the mutual attraction, which before

the meeting of A with B produced mutual acceleration, after their

meeting must produce a mutual retardation, the action being now

directly opposite to the actual velocities. Hence the element A
will continue its course till it reaches the place By

where its velocity

becomes = 0 : and in the same manner the element B will con-

tinue its course till it reaches the place A }
where its velocity also

will be exhausted. After this excursion, the elements A and B
will be, with regard to one another, in the same condition as they

were at the beginning. Their mutual attraction will cause a new

approach, a new meeting in C, a new retardation, &c. ; and so there

will be a second excursion, then a third, a fourth, and so on
:
the

amplitude of each excursion being always AB. Q.E.D.

Scholium. In the demonstration of this theorem we have stated

that in the meeting of two attractive elements their velocities cannot

be destroyed. Those who are wont to believe the contrary ought to

remember, that the matter of the element A cannot resist the motion of

the element B, whatever our prejudices may suggest to the contrary.

Every resistance is action : every element acts by reason of its power,

not of its matter, which is only a geometric centre of activity, or a

terminus of direction, having no other reality than that of the power

of which it is the centre. See what we have said on this subject in the

5—2
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preceding books. Again, the power, by which the motion of the two

elements could be stopped, ought to be repulsive; otherwise it would

not be able to extinguish the velocities with which they meet. Now,

in our case, no repulsive powers exist, since A and B are both attractive.

Therefore, the velocities of A and B cannot possibly be extinguished in

the meeting of the two elements.

Perhaps, some will say, that equal and opposite velocities must

destroy each other. But this is not the case. Equal and opposite

velocities, when impressed on one and the same material point, must

undoubtedly neutralise each other, for this reason, that a single point

cannot move at the same time in two opposite directions. But our

theorem regards two distinct material points having their own distinct

velocities, and perfectly capable of following two distinct directions.

We might add, that, properly speaking, it is not even true that two

equal and opposite velocities do destroy each other, but only that two

actions, which either simultaneously or successively communicate two

equal and opposite velocities to the same material point, neutralise the

effect of each other, by the impossibility in which the material point is

of moving in two directions. Velocity does not act, as we have proved

(Book i. Prop, iv); and, therefore, one velocity cannot efficiently

destroy another, though the one cannot coexist with the other.

Theorem II.

Two attractive elements A and B (fig. 2) of unequal power, being

originally at rest, will, in consequence of mutual action, make vibra-

tions of constant, but unequal, amplitude through a point C taken

between A and B, but nearer to A or to B according as A or B is the

more powerful of the two.

Demonstration. If the element A has a greater power than

the element B, then B will be more attracted by A than A can be

attracted by B. Accordingly, B will acquire a greater velocity

than A. Hence the two elements will not meet at the middle of

the distance AB, but at a point C, which will be nearer to A in

proportion as the power of A is greater than that of B. When
they meet, their velocities are not altered, as we have just shown;

and so they will continue to move in their respective directions,

but with retarded motion on account of their mutual action being
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now opposed to their actual velocities. Hence the element A will

go on from 0 towards A', and the element B from G towards

B'\ so that, when they have respectively measured the spaces

CA' = CA and CB = CB, their velocities will be exhausted. After

this first excursion, the elements A and B will be, with regard to

each other, in the same condition as they were at the beginning.

Their mutual attraction will produce a new approach, a new en-

counter in C, and then a new retardation, &c. The amplitude of

the excursions will be constantly AA! for the element A, and BB
for the element B. Q.E.D.

Scholium. One might ask : Is there any material element possessing

a greater power than any other? This question cannot be answered in

the present state of science. Still, it would be rashness, on our part, to

assume, without necessity or indication of any kind, that all elements

have equal power: and consequently, in a general treatise like this,

we must admit as possible a difference in the degree of power for

different elements. If, in the application of the general formulas of

dynamics to the molecular phenomena, we were to find out that all

elements have powers of equal intensity, such a discovery (which I deem

highly improbable) would indeed simplify our mechanical results : but

we have no right meanwhile to assume what is not demonstrated, and

probably never will be.

Theorem III.

In any system of two attractive elements of equal power, the

vibrations due to mutual actions are such, that the cube of their

amplitude is directly as the square of the time employed, and

inversely as the power.

Demonstration. Let t be the time employed by A in mea-

suring the space AD (fig. 1), and by B in measuring the space

BE. Let AC=BC= a, AD = BE = x. Let v be the action of

each element at the unit of distance and for the unit of time. The

mutual acceleration, after the time t, will be

d2x vdt vdt

~dt
== DE2 ~4<(a--xy'
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• • dec
This equation, being first multiplied by -j- , then integrated,

(to

gives

1 A&y_
2\dt) 4 (a -a?)

If the time £ is reckoned from the beginning of motion, then

dx
for t = 0 we shall have ce = 0, and == 0. Therefore

at

Hence the preceding equation will give, after reduction,

dx

~di

vx

2a (a — x)
'

The second member is taken as positive, because both x and t

increase together, and therefore dx and dt are of the same sign.

From the last equation we obtain

dt — dx
2a

v

a — x
x

and this, by making \J = - , will be transformed into
V X z

2adz

(1 + zj

which, being integrated, gives

/2a

V?

or

/2a { z ,
)

Jx(a — x)+a. tan"
1 ~- +0[.

In order to determine G, we may remark that for t = 0, we have
x = 0 ; and therefore

0 = a. tan
-1 0+C;
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now, the arcs, whose tangent is = 0, are without number, viz.

0, ±77-, ±2tt, ±3tt,

both positive and negative. The negative, if introduced into our

equation, would tend to diminish, and the positive to augment,

the value of t by constant quantities. The negative imply the

hypothesis that the time t begins after a number of excursions of

the elements : the positive imply the hypothesis that the time t

extends to a number of excursions made before that one, which is

actually under consideration, and of which x is a portion. Since,

then, we take the beginning of our excursion as the beginning of

the time t, we must neither diminish, nor augment the time t by

those constant quantities. In other words, we must take (7=0.

We have then

t =

When the elements meet in C, we have x = a. Let t' be what

t becomes at that instant ; it will be

, /2a
,

air /2a

hence, if T be the time employed in the whole excursion fromA to

B, we shall have

T /2a3

V v

For another couple of oscillating elements, we shall have evi-

dently

V v

whence, in general,

a3
a'

3

T 2
: T'2

Q.E.D.
v v

Corollaey I. If v = v\ then T 2
: T'2

:: a3
: a s

; i.e. for two

couples of elements of equal powers, the cubes of the amplitudes

are directly as the squares of the times employed.
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COROLLABY II. If T= T', then a3
: a 3

:: v : v ; i.e. for two

couples making isochronous oscillations, the intensities of the

powers are directly as the cubes of the amplitudes.

Corollary III. If a = a', then T 2
: T'2

:: v' : v ; i.e. for

two couples which oscillate through equal amplitudes, the inten-

sities of the powers are inversely as the squares of the times

employed.

Theorem IV.

Two attractive elements of unequal power, in consequence of
mutual action, make oscillations, the amplitudes of which are di-

rectly as the powers by which they are determined.

Demonstration. Let A and B (fig. 2) be the two elements,

v and w their respective powers, or rather their measures, i.e.

their actions at the unit of distance and for the unit of time. Let

A G = a, BG = b, and thus AB = a+b; and let x and y be the

spaces measured by A and B respectively in the time t The
equations of motion will be

d2x wdt d2
y vdt

It ~ (a+b~x-y)2>
(a + b-x-y) 2 '

hence

d 2x
dt w 7 (dx\ , (dy\

= v>
0rV ' d{W= W ' d

{dt)>c£y

dt

whence, by integrating, we shall obtain

vdx wdy ~ n ^=
~dt

+ '
vx = wy + Ct + G\

But, since for x = 0 it is also y = 0, = 0, ^ = 0, we shall

have (7=0, <7' = 0; and consequently

x : y :: w : v.

And as a is a particular value of x, and b a. particular value of

y, we shall have also

a : b :: w : v ; Q. E. D.
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EemaeK. From the two last proportions we obtain

, ay bx
x : y :: a : b, x =

-f,
# = —

;

hence, by substituting these values of x and of y in the equations

of motion respectively, we shall have, after reduction,

d*x _ a2 wdt d2
y b* vdt

W~J^+b) 2
' {a-x)2> dt~~{a + by'(b-y)

2t

These equations give

dx a /2w x dy _ b /2v y
dt^ a + b V ~a ' a-x* ~di~~a + b V T'b—y'

whence, by the same method of integration made use of in Theorem

III., we obtain

) + a. tan"
1 ij \ >

' V a — x)

Let t' be what t becomes when the elements meet in C ; in that

instant we have x = a, y = b ; hence

= + a/^, and *={a +l)\J^

and therefore the time I
7
of a whole excursion from A to A r

and

from B to B' will be

r=(a + &)7r x/^=(a + J)7r

Theokem V.

Two elements A and R (fig. 3) of an equal degree of power, but

the first attractive, the second repulsive, will, under mutual action,

move with uniformly accelerated velocity on the side of the attractive

element A, and remain, in the whole of their course, equally distant

from one another.
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Demonstration. Let v be the intensity of the action of A at

the unit of distance and for the unit of time. The action of A
upon B in the instant dt will be

d2x _ vdt

dt
=
AB2 '

So also the action of B upon A will be

d2x vdt

dt AB2 ?

and consequently B is as much urged to approach A, as A to re-

cede from B. Therefore the distance AB will remain constant.

Let AB = a ; we shall have

d2x vdt i
1 /dx\

2 vx
^-=-?> whence

§ (jj

and then

e?£ =
adX

, and £ = 2asj™

;

4%vx

and consequently

which expresses the law of uniformly accelerated motion. Q.E.D.

Theorem VI.

An attractive element A and a repulsive element R (fig. 4), ifA
is the more powerful of the two, will oscillate through one another

by constant oscillations of unequal amplitude.

Demonstration. Since attraction is here greater than re-

pulsion, by the hypothesis, the element B will approach A more

than A can recede from B. Hence the two elements will become

nearer and nearer, and at last meet at a point G, with different

velocities, since B has been acted upon more intensely than A.

The element B, therefore, when passing through the point G, will

have a greater velocity than the element A at the same moment.

After passing through G, the attractive action of A tends to

retard the advance of B towards B', and in like manner the re-
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pulsive action of R tends to retard the advance of A towards A !
And, since these retardations follow the same law as the preceding
accelerations, the space measured by R from the point G to the
point R', and the space measured by A from the point 0 to the
point A', will be respectively equal to the spaces RG and AG
measured by the same elements before meeting. When the ele-

ments R and A reach the places R and A' respectively, their
velocities will be exhausted. Hence, they will begin a second
excursion, recross C, and return to R and A respectively, whence
they will again and again make other excursions of the same
amplitudes as before. Q.E.D.

Remaek. Let A G= a, RG= b, and consequently AR = b-a-
let x and y be the spaces gone over by A and R respectively
in the time ty and v and w the actions of A and R respectively at
the unit of distance, and for the unit of time. We shall have

— — w<̂ t d 2

y vdt

dt
~"
(b-a + x-y) 2

' ~di"~ {b - a + x - yf

'

These equations, by the method employed in Theorem in., may
be transformed into

d 2x = a2 wdt <py b
2

vdt
dt (b-ay(a-x)2>

dt ~Jf^'lfiZ7^>
which by two successive integrations will give

_b — a

Let t' be what t becomes when the elements meet in G In
that instant, we have x = a, y = b; hence

, b — a la b — a lb

and, therefore, the time T of a whole excursion will be for both
the elements

2
T

=(5-a)7r>
V
/^=(S-a) Wy

/A.
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Theorem VII.

Two attractive elements A and B having an equal power v will

oscillate through a repulsive element R having a power w, placed

between them at the middle of AH (fig. 5), whenever the inequality

v > 4w subsists ; and the oscillations will have a constant ampli-

tude AB.

Demonstration. The element A is attracted by B, as B is

attracted by A ; but both are repelled by B. Therefore, the ac-

celeration will be, both for A and for B, the difference of the two

actions. Hence, if we make AB = a, AB = xt
the acceleration,

after the time t, will be

d2x vdt wdt

lit
~~
4 {a-xf ~ (a - x)

2 '

From this equation we obtain

dx x (v — 4iw)

dt~'V 2a (a-x) 9

which, being resolved and integrated, gives

t = a /— —
. \!x (a — x) -f a . tan*"

1
a

V v — 4u? [
v 1 \ a — x)

Let i be what t becomes when the elements meet in B. In

that instant we have x = a ; and consequently

, air / 4ta
5

-"2~V 4w

'

and, consequently, the time T of the whole excursion will be

V v — 4<w'

Now, when # = 4w?, then t' = oo
;
because, in fact, the elements

-4 and B would not move at all. When v < 4<w, then ( becomes

imaginary; because the elements A and B, instead of meeting,

would recede in opposite directions with an increasing velocity.

But when the inequality v > iw subsists, then the value of t' is

real and finite ; and therefore, when this inequality subsists, the
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two elements oscillate through the element E with oscillations of

a constant amplitude. Q.E.D.

Remark. If the element R were attractive instead of re-

pulsive, the law of motion of the elements A and B would be

obtained by simply changing the sign of w in the preceding

equations.

Theorem VIII.

Two repulsive elements R and R' (fig. 6) having an equal power

w will oscillate through an attractive element A having the power

v, and placed between them at the middle of RR', whenever the

inequality 4v > w subsists ; and the oscillations will have a constant

amplitude RR'.

Demonstration. In this example, which is the reverse of

the preceding, making AR = a, RE=x, the acceleration, after the

time t, will be expressed by

d 2x vdt wdt

dt (a-xf 4(a-tf)2,

whence

dx _ fx (4<v — w)

It ~ V 2a (a - x)
'

This equation, being integrated, gives

Let t' be what t becomes when the elements meet in A, or

when x = a. "We shall have

2 V 4?j - w '

&v — w

The time T of the whole excursion from R to i2' will be

rp I 4a3

v 4v — W

It is evident, that when 4<v > wf
then t' is real and finite.

Therefore, whenever this inequality subsists, the elements 22 and
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R' will meet in A, and consequently oscillate through A with

oscillations of a constant amplitude. Q.E.D.

Theorem IX.

If two repulsive elements R and E/ having an equal power v,

are moving towards one another directly and with equal and

opposite velocities, they will at length deprive one another of their

velocities, and then retrace their way back, with velocities which

at every point of their regressive course will be equal and opposite

to the velocities which they possessed at the same points when they

were approaching.

Demonstration. Let 2a be the distance of the two elements

at the moment in which the time t begins, and let u be their

velocity at that moment. If x is the space measured by each

element during the time t, the action of one element upon the

other after the time t will be

d*x vdt

dt 4 {a — x)

whence

1 fdx\
2 v

2 5

+ a
2\dt) 4 (a — a?)

The constant G will be determined from the conditions

from which we obtain

„ dx
a> = u, ^- = »;

a~d consequently

dx 12aV —(v + 2auA

) x . .

V ^ZTZ~~Z\ \V)>
dt 2a (a — x)

where we take the positive sign before the root, because dx and

dt are both of the same sign.

dx
When -T- = 0, the preceding equation gives a particular value

(XV

of so, which represents the whole space gone over by one of the
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elements in approaching the other
;
for, the last instant of their

approaching is that, for which their velocity becomes = 0. If this

peculiar value of x be called b, we shall find

* -^» »
Hence, the expression (1) may be put under the form

2aV
dx__ /hW"^ fb-x la

j
b-x

dt
~~

I 2aV a-x~~ lb (a-x)
U

' V b V a - x
V ^T+W X V au2

and consequently we shall have

7 dx lb la- x
dt= ^Sl b^~x>

which gives

t =
1 +

a — b

u
I \1 - K/ a—x

The constant G will be determined by the condition x = 0
9

which entails t = 0, and

C/= _ v
/^L^xiog

1 +
b

a

1 -

Hence, we shall find

a — b lb (\/ab — s/{a~-x) (6 — £c)

6

^ —
2^ V a | Va - b

Let be the whole time employed in approaching ; its value

will be obtained by making x = b in the preceding equation ; so

that it will be

H
lb

f
Va& ,

-
1

Va + , .
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Let us consider now the motion of the two elements after the

total extinction of their primitive velocities. From what we have

just shown, it is evident, that, when u becomes = 0, the distance

between the two elements is = 2 {a -b). Then repulsion begins

to prevail, and, accordingly, the elements begin to recede from

one another. Let us reckon the time t from this instant. If x is

the space measured by one element in the time t, we shall have

the equation
d2x vdt

which gives

2 \di) ~~4(a-i + a)

dx
And, since for x = 0 we have also -y- = 0, we shall find

(7 =

dt

v

4 (a - b)
>

hence, by substituting this value, we shall obtain

dx / vx
#

~dt~V 2(a-b)(a-b + x)'

and consequently

dt — dx\ 7^2—^ a /i

V v V x
and

a — b + x

_a — b + x) X
b

/2(a-b) ( /(a-b-\

\ta— b-\-x — Nx )

Now, since for t = 0 we have also x = 0, we shall have

C = £logl = 0;

therefore

— b + x) x

v~i~W—^b
-J- Q£

+ ilog
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Let t' be the time employed by one of the elements in mea-

suring the space b. By making x = b, we shall obtain

r^^ERy^^^ w .

This value of t' is equal to that obtained above in the equa-

tion (3). And, in fact, the equation (2) gives us

2 (a - b)

v

and this relation makes the equations (3) and (4) identical. Hence

also the velocity

dx I vx

dt^V 2{a-b) (a-b+x)'

which, in the case of x = b, becomes

dx lb I v

dt
~ V a V 2(a-b) 9

will, on account of the same relation, be reduced to

dx lb la

Therefore the two elements, after having come back through

a space b, will have again (but in an opposite direction) the ve-

locity u, which they possessed at the same point wdien they were

approaching. Q. E. D.

Theorem X.

When tivo repulsive elements R and R/ having an equal power v

are driven against one another directly and with a velocity u, as in

the above theorem, the total amount of action, by which that initial

velocity is destroyed, is precisely egual to the same initial velocity.

Demonstration. The total amount of action of the element

It upon the element E may be obtained by integrating the ex-

pression

vdt

4 (a — xf
M. M. 6
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between the limits x = 0 and x — b, as is evident from what we
have premised in the preceding theorem. Now, we have obtained

there

_ dx b It= V V aSl I

j KAJtAJ I (S I a X
at

u V a V b — x 9

therefore

dxf vdt __ v fb F

J 4t(a- x)
2 ~~4^V a J4{a-x) 2 4wV aj J(b- x)(a-xy*

Let a — x = ~
>
whence

z
2

A? — o ) ax ——
„2 >

WM/ „3 >

we shall have

J 4 (a — xY 4^{a-xf 4<u V aJ Jl-(a-b) z
2

Let the second member of this equation be multiplied and

divided by a — b
;
then, by making our integration, we obtain

f vdt v fb {Jl - (a - 5) a
2 J

1
and, replacing z

2 by

% -h) \Ja {\/-

vdt v b f /, a — S ~,
1 + m

4 (a — #)
2 2w (a — Z>) V a (V a — x

"When # = 0, then also t = 0, and the first member of the equa-

tion becomes also = 0. Hence we obtain

G
a

and consequently
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If we make now x = b, our integral will become

b vdt 1 bv

0
4 {a — xf u " 2a (a — 5)

'

but the relation (2) gives

bv o

— U,

2a {a - b)

therefore

f
b vdt _ u*

J 0 4 (a -xf ~ u

Therefore the total amount of exertion is equal to the initial

velocity. Q. E. D.

Corollary. Therefore the total amount of work, which can

be done by a material point advancing against a continuous re-

sistance, is by no means to be confounded with the total amount

of action by which it can destroy a velocity equal to its own, or by

which the resistance exhausts its velocity. In fact, the quantity

of work, as admitted in mechanical treatises, is a product of three

factors, viz. of a moving mass m, of a resistance B, and of the

space x measured by the mass under such a resistance. Hence,

the differential expression of the work W would be in general

dW— mBdx.

In our case,

m — 1, Rdt =
vdt

4i (a — x)
2 >

whence

v
2 )

4 (a — x)

and, therefore,

vdx

4 (a — x)
2 >

and consequently

W^-j-r-l—^+C.
4 [a — x)

6—2
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Now, when x = 0, then also W= 0 ; and so we obtain

° 4a'

whence

Txr v v 1

4 (a — xf 4a 4 * a (a — cc)

'

which expression, when x = b, on account of the relation (2), be-

comes

2



BOOK IV.

DYNAMICAL CONSTITUTION OF

PRIMITIVE POLYHEDRIC SYSTEMS OF ELEMENTS.

From the examples which we -have given in the preceding

Book we may have seen how material elements, by acting on one

another, can constitute a system of points connected by dynamical

ties. The systems, which we have hitherto considered, consisted

of two or three elements only ; we shall now make a step further.

We intend to resolve in this Book a series of problems regarding

.

the dynamical relations of any number of elements constituting

a regular polyhedric system. The solution of such problems will

facilitate that of others more complicated which will follow:

and thus the reader, we hope, will be enabled to understand more

clearly what we are to establish hereafter about the molecular

constitution of bodies.

Problem I.

Four repulsive elements A, B, C, D (fig. 7) having equal powers

w are so arranged as to form a regular tetrahedron around an

attractive centre O which has a power v. Find the dynamical

formula of this system.

Solution. Let us remark first, that any proposed regular

system may be represented by what I shall call a material for-

mula, as well as by a dynamical one. We can represent ma-

terially our present system by the equation m — 1 -f 4, or rather

the equation

m = A + 4lR,

in which the letter A is meant to indicate attractivity, and the

letter R repulsivity. This formula is to be read as follows : The
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mass m of the system consists of one attractive element, and of

four repulsive. This kind of notation we shall employ with great

advantage in the progress of this work to express briefly and neatly

the material composition of any regular system. Let us come now

to our problem.

Each of the elements surrounding the centre 0 is exposed to

four actions. The element A, e.g. is exposed to one attractive

action from 0, and three repulsive from B, G, D. Let us take

those actions as positive, which tend to augment the distance OA,

or the radius of the system ; and those as negative, which tend to

diminish that distance : and let OA = r. Then, the attractive ac-

tion of 0 upon A will be expressed by

v
~2 '

r

The three repulsive actions of B, 0, D on A, as being equal,

give the resultant

Let us take a point I at the middle of CD, and draw BI. Let

us mark the point h, where the prolongation of AO meets BI,

and let us draw the radius BO. We shall find

1 4?

Ah r + ~Q

cos BA0 = 6 6

AB ^AUl + Bk2 ^./4ry
+r- r

3 J ' '
V3,

hence the said resultant will be

3iv /2 Sw /S
+ AB2 \/ 3' °

r +
4? V 2'

Therefore the element A is subject to an acceleration

d2
r If Sw

or J = - I
2 (V - w . 0-91856).

This equation contains the solution of the problem.
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Problem II.

Six repulsive elements A, B, C, D, E, F (fig. 8) having equal

powers w are so arranged as to form a regular octahedron around

an attractive centre 0 having a power v. Find the dynamical

formula of the system.

Solution. Each of the elements surrounding the centre 0 is

exposed to six actions, one attractive from 0, and five repulsive

from the other material points. Let OA = r. The attractive

action of 0 upon A will be expressed by

v

the four repulsive actions proceeding from G, D, F, F} being equal,

will have a resultant expressed by

AG 2r2 r2 ?

and lastly, the fifth repulsive action proceeding from B is

w

Therefore

(Fr

df
=-i (v-w. 1-66425)

;

which equation contains the solution of the problem. The material

formula of this system is m = A + 6R, according to what we have

said in the preceding problem.

Problem III.

Fight repulsive elements A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H (fig. 9) having

equal powers w are so arranged as to form a regular hexahedron

around an attractive centre 0 having a power v. Find theformula

of the system.

Solution. Let OA = r, as usual. Each repulsive element,
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v. gr. A, is exposed to eight actions. The first is attractive, from

0, and is expressed by

v

the three repulsive from B, C, D, being equal, will have for their

resultant

Sw 7>An- ^w AE -^ m+ jpcos VAU- Alf
. AB

-
4r2 >J3 ;

the three repulsive from F, G, H, being equal, will give

,
Sw WAJ? Sw AF Sw /3

+IF C0S^=3F , ir47\/2 ;

and, lastly, the action from E will be expressed by

w
+

4r
2 '

Therefore

1
(

(SJS s /si\\

Such is the solution of the problem. The material formula of

this system is m =A + SB.

Problem IV.

Twelve repulsive elements (fig. 10) having equal powers w are

so arranged as to form an octo-hexahedron, of which the centre

is an attractive element 0 having the power v. Find the formula

of the system.

Solution. Let OA = r, as before. Each repulsive element is

exposed to twelve actions. The action of 0 upon A is attractive,

and will be expressed by

v
#

~2 >
r
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the four repulsive from 6r, 2", (7, Ky
are equal, and their re-

sultant is

+ cos GA0 = cos 60 = x
g
=^ ;

the four from D, if, if, are equal, and their resultant is

Mr+ -mm cos MAR

Let us draw MO ; the triangle MOF will be equilateral ; hence

the line Mh drawn to the middle of OF will be perpendicular to

this radius. Therefore

1

and thus, the aforesaid resultant will be

4w 1 _ 2w J

S

The two actions from B and E are equal, and their re-

sultant is

+ cos^ 0 =^ cos 4o = ZFV 2
~ 17" '

Lastly, the action from F is

4r
2

Therefore

or J = - 1(^^.411170).

Such is the solution of the problem. The material formula of

this system may be written thus, m = A + (12) R. We do not

write simply 12E, because this second way of writing will be

presently employed in the formula of the regular icosahedron.
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Problem V.

Twelve repulsive elements (fig. 11) of an equal power w are

so arranged as to form a regular icosahedron, of which the centre

O is attractive and has a power v. Find the formula of this

system.

SOLUTION. Let us determine first the edge of our polyhedron

in terms of the radius OA = r. Drawing AA', AF\ A'F\ we

shall have

AA'2 = 4r2 = AF' 2 + A'F'2
.

Now, AF' is a diagonal of the pentagon ABE'F'D, and the

triangle BAF is isosceles ; therefore

AF' x 2 cos BA F' = AB= A'F' ; whence

A'F' A'F'

2 cos BAF' 2 cos 72°

'

and consequently

4r2 = A'F' 2 (l + —too) 5

V 4 cos 727

therefore

^™ 2r 2r 2r - A , 1/IK
J. jP' = ,

= ,
= ir-r-——r = r . 10ol45.

V 1 +
4 cos

54 cos
2 72°

Such is the value of the edge of a dodecahedron in terms of r.

Let us come now to the actions. The element A is exposed to

twelve actions. The first from 0 is attractive, and will be ex-

pressed by
v
~~2

r

The five actions from B, C
}
D, E

t
F are repulsive and equal,

and their resultant is

+ jjjy
cos DA 0.

But in the triangle ADO we have

A0 = r, DO = r, AD = r. 1*05145
;
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hence, if we put AOD = a, DAO = /3, we shall obtain

AO : AD :: sin/3 : sin a :: 1 : 1*05145,

whence sin (180° - 2/3) = sin /3 . 1*05145,

or sin 2/3 = sin ft . 1*05145 = 2 sin ft cos ft,

and consequently

cos 0 =^^^ = 0-52572.
2

Therefore the resultant of those five actions will be

5^.1*05145 __ 5w
2r

2

(1 05145)
2
=
V'^lboS6 '

Five other actions from B\ C, D', E\ F repulsive and equal

give a resultant

6w
cos FAO.AF2

But, since A'FA is a right angle, we shall have

AF2 = AA2 - FA'2 = 4r2 - r
2
(1 05145)

2

,

as also

-,, Ari AF AF r. 105145 ao .a_cos m AO = —7—n — r,
—

0 =
~a

—
^ „/ww , = 0*8o0oo.AA 2r . 2 cos 72° 4r . 0 30902

Whence the resultant will be

+ tta
—

nZ-iAzyti x 0-85065 =^ .
0*293883.

r {4 — (T0ol45) 2

} t

Lastly, the action from A' will be expressed by

w

Therefore

d 2
r 1

r
— = - -

[
v _ w (2*37766 + 1*46941 + 0 25)},

or J = - *
(„ - ic . 4*09707).

This is the formula of the system. The material formula of

this same system will be m = A + 12i2.
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Problem VI.

Twenty repulsive elements of an equal power w are so arranged

as to form a regular pentagonal dodecahedron, of which the centre

is occupied by an attractive element 0 (fig. 12) having the power v.

Find the formula of this system.

Solution. Let HO = r. We shall observe first, that the lines

FE, El IL, LFy
FTJ

y
UV, ... are the edges of a cube, of which the

diameter is 2r
;
and, therefore,

Again, the side EH of a pentagon can be expressed in terms of

r
;

for, since ^ HE= EF cos FEH}
we shall have

EH = 4<r cos 72° = 4r . 0 5773 x 0 30902 = r . 0 71364

Now, the element H is exposed to twenty actions. The first

from 0 is

v
t

r

the three from E
9 (?, i", give as their resultant

+ nri 2 cos GrHO.
(jr-ti

Now, as the line HO is perpendicular to the plane of the tri-

angle GIE, which is the basis of the pyramid GIEH having the

edge

= 2r a/J,

it follows that the line Ii drawn from the point I to the middle of

the opposite edge EG will be cut by HO into two parts, of which

the one is to the other as 1 : 2. Hence

but

2 Ii 21%
sin IZO = -rm =

z^ 364
= sin GEO

;
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and consequently

sin GEO = = 0-93417.

Therefore

cos GEO = Vl - sin
2 GEO = 0-35679.

Therefore the resultant of those three actions will be

—
2
x 035679 =-2 . 210173.

(0-71364)
2

' r<

Then the six actions from F
}
L, K

}
B, D> A, all equal, will

give

+ ^=-— cos LEU.EL
And, since FL is the edge of a cube, of which the diameter is CL,

and moreover

T
LF ^r /V 3 /icosOLF=
GZ

=—2^= Vr
it follows that the resultant of those six actions will be

6w l\ = £f A -^ /lV 3~~4r2 V 3~2r2 V 3*HU V 3 3 ~ 2r

3

Then we have six other equal actions from M, N9
P, Q, B, C.

The resultant of these is

Now, since NKCH is a regular tetrahedron, TiT" will make with

the edges NH, KE, &c. angles that are all equal, and of which the

cosine is expressed by the height of the tetrahedron divided by

its edge. But the edge is EN, and the height is ENj^J^

therefore cos NHO =
/^J|

. And, since EN is the diagonal of

the square NLEA, we shall have for our resultant

6m? /2 6w /2 _ 9w l\

NE2 V 3 - "17 V 3 4r2 V 3
*
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We have then three other equal actions from U, S, V
y
of which

the resultant is

+ t
™ cos UHO.UH 2

Now, as the height of the pyramid UVST is equal to the height

of the pyramid GEIH, and this second is expressed by

HI2 -\li 2 = jsjr
2
(071364)

2 -|r2 = r . 025463,

we shall have

UHcos UHO = 2r-r. 025463 = r . 1 74536
;

whence

cos UHO = y^. 1*74536.
UH

But, the angle HUT is right ; and therefore

UH 2 = 4r2 - r
2
(071364)" = r

2
. 3 49071

;

consequently, the resultant will be

ft, 1-74536 = 3„
r\ 3-49071 " V3 49071 r

2

We have, lastly, one more action from T, and its expression is

w
+

4r2 '

Therefore

d2
r
2
=--§ ^ - W

efo
2 r

2-10173 + 171 +^1 + 0-80285 +
1)},

d2
r 1

or = - (v - w . 7*58978).

This is the dynamical formula of our present system. Its material

formula is, of course, m =A+ 20B.

Problem VII.

A number of attractive elements of equal power w are so ar-

ranged as to form a regular polyhedron, of which the centre is

occupied by a material element having a repulsive power v. Find
theformula of the system.
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Solution. It is evident, that the solution of this general

problem may be obtained by simply changing the signs of v and w
in the above found equations. Since, then, the solution of all the

preceding problems can be represented by the general equation

w— ?<?-*») a).

in which M is a constant number depending only on the form of

the polyhedron, we shall have, for our present problem, the equa-

tion

€^ = + ±(v-Mw) (2),

in which we shall take for If the number which corresponds to

the form of our polyhedron.

Problem VIII.

A number of attractive elements of an equal power w are so

arranged as to form a regular polyhedron, of which the centre has

an attractive power v. Find the formula of this system.

Solution. Evidently, it will suffice to change the sign of w
in the equation (1). We shall have, accordingly,

d2
r 1

di
= --a (v + Mw) (3),

r

where we shall take for M the number which corresponds to the

form of the given system.

Problem IX.

A number of repulsive elements of an equal power w are so

arranged as to form a regular polyhedron, of which the centre

is occupied by another repulsive element having the power v. Find

the formula of this system.

Solution. Evidently, it will suffice to change the sign of v in

the equation (1). Therefore

<ZV 1

at
= + -2 (v + Mw) (4),

r

where we shall take for M the number which suits our system.
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Problem X.

A number of elements having a power w form a regular poly-

hedron, of which the centre is occupied by another element having

the power v. Find the dynamical conditions of the system.

Solution. The general equation of motion for a regular

polyhedric system comprises the four cashes implied in the four

equations (1), (2), (3) (4) ;
and, accordingly, we shall have

d2
r 1

where different signs are to be taken according as the powers are

of a different nature. Let us come to some details.

1st. If the powers are such as to give to this general equation

the signs of the formula (1), we can make three hypotheses with

regard to the powers ; viz. either v = Mw, or v < Mw, or v > Mw.

When v = Mw, it is evident that the system will be, of itself,

in equilibrium, whatever the radius r. In this case the system

will be indifferent to all dimensions, and resist neither traction

nor pressure.

When v < Mw, then the elements forming the polyhedron will

have a tendency to recede from the centre : and the system cannot

keep together without exterior pressure.

When v > Mw, then the elements forming the polyhedron will

move actually towards the centre, and vibrate through it by con-

stant vibrations. When these vibrations take place, the system

contracts and dilates alternately, so that it might be called a

palpitating system, and for each vibration we would point out a

palpitation. In this case the equation

integrated between the limits R and r (R being the greatest value

of the variable radius r) gives

dr (v - Mw) {R-r)
dt v Rr
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where we take the root with the negative sign, because dr and dt

are of different signs. Hence

Let t' be what t becomes when the elements meet in 0 ; since

at this moment r = 0, it will be

*J2(v
, irR I It

2 V 2 (v - Mw) 7

and the time T of a whole excursion, or of a palpitation, will be

= 7T \J2(y- Mw)
*

d^x
If, instead of v — Mw, we substitute its value — r

2
> ^is

equation will give

and this being multiplied by dr, and then integrated, gives

dr 7TjR /i2 — r

* 2

This equation does not contain
;
and, since M is a factor 'de-

pendent on the special polyhedric form of the system, the equation

is applicable to systems of any regular form whatever.

2nd. If the powers are such as to give to the general equation

the signs of the formula (2), then, if v = Mw, the system will be in

equilibrium for any value whatever of r. If v > Mw, the elements

which form the polyhedron will tend to recede from the centre,

and the system, of itself, will not hold together. If v < Mw, then

the equation may be written thus

d 2
r 1

M. M. 7
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and this, being integrated, will give

^Wmhrj)y^7
) + 5 •

tan-y^};t

whence

!• (Mw - v)

'

d^v
Substituting — r

2
for Jfty — v, and working as in the preceding

case, we shall find the equation

dr _ itII IR — r

which gives the velocity of motion after the time t independently

of M, when T is known.

3rd. If the powers are such as to give to the general equation

the form (3), then the system is essentially vibratory, whatever the

relation between v and Mw. In this case, we shall find

as also

R z

2(v + Mw)
3

and lastly,

dr ttR

dt
~ ~~

8 pT^r

4th. If the powers are such as to give to the general equation

the form (4), then the .system essentially tends to its own dissolu-

tion. The equation (4) gives, in this case,

To determine C, let us suppose that, when r — R, then the ve-

locity of the elements receding from the centre of the system is

= u. Then

C=^u*+~(v + Mw),
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and consequently

and

dr
dt =

I 2 ,
2(v+ Mw) 2(v + Mw)

It r

Let us put, for brevity's sake,

it will be

dr
dt

whence

t~. j~ b
i

Jar — Jar — b nt=Jr (ar-b) + prlog-^ , - + O.
V 1 2ja Jar + Jar~b

Let us suppose that the time t begins at the moment in which

the velocity of the elements is u. The constant G will then be

determined by the conditions t = 0, r = R ; and we shall find, after

some reductions,

n 75 b
1

Ja- u
C= - uJR - ^-y, log ~r ;

^ Ja s/a + u

and consequently

'= 1VIaT~l\ uR\
1

i og
^"^ ^a + u

sjr \ar — o) —uii-r-- p^iog .— _ . ,~

2 s/a v ar + — o v a — w

And these considerations may suffice with regard to primitive

polyhedric systems.

7—2



BOOK V.

DYNAMICAL CONSTITUTION OF

COMBINED POLYHEDKIC SYSTEMS OF ELEMENTS.

The molecules of bodies, as we shall see later, cannot consist of

a single polyhedric system of elements connected with a central

point : they involve in their constitution a number of such poly-

hedric systems ; so that the law of motion of any molecule must

be the result of the actions of all such combiued systems. Let us,

then, apply to the motion and equilibrium of compound polyhedric

systems what we have already deduced for the case of simple poly-

hedrons. A compound regular system consists of any number of

polyhedric systems, having one common centre, and connected

with one another by mutual action.

A compound system may involve different polyhedric forms,

for which the number M of the above-found equations has a dif-

ferent value. This number M may be considered as a kind of

dynamical modulus, varying only with the form of the systems.

In order to distinguish the modulus of one polyhedric form* from

that of any other, we shall add to the letter M a suffix destined

to show the number of elements contained in the polyhedric forms,

for which the values of if are calculated. So, we shall write

for a tetrahedron M
A
= 091866,

for an octahedron Ma = 1 66425,

for a hexahedron Ma
= 2 46759,

for an octo-hexahedron M
iu)
= 411170,

for an icosahedron M
12
= 4 09707,

for a dodecahedron Ml>n
= 7*58978.

Amongst all the polyhedrons, of which the compound system is

made up, that which is the most remote from the centre we shall
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call the envelope of the compound system. The other polyhedrons,

which lie between the centre and the envelope, we shall call nuclei.

The whole compound system may be styled uninuclear, binuclear,

trinuclear, .... according as it possesses one, two, three, .... nuclei.

Problem I.

To find the dynamical formulas of the tetrahedric uninuclear

system m = R + 4A -f 4R', in which the central point 0 (fig. 13) is

repulsive, the nucleus ABCD attractive, and the envelope RR'R'R"'
repulsive*.

Solution. Let v be the action of the centre, v that of any

element of the nucleus, w that of any element of the envelope :

and let OA = r, OR = p. Let us consider first the action of the

envelope upon any element A of the nucleus.

The action of R upon A tending to augment the distance of A
from the centre, is evidently

+
w

(p+rr

The actions from R' , R", R'" on A, which tend to diminish the

distance of A from the centre, are equal, and their resultant is

_ Sw
,
Sw Ap _ Sw Op — AO

AR' 2 C0S p ~ AR 2 ' AM' ~"AW' AR '

But, as the centre of a tetrahedron is the point, in which its

height is divided in the ratio 3 : 1, if p is the centre of the tri-

angle Rr

R"R!", we shall have Op = \ p. Again, if i is the centre
o

of the triangle BCD, we shall have

AR2 = RD2 = Ri 2
-f iD

2 == [P~ +
9

* The meaning of the notation m = R iA + 4Rr
has been explained above

(Book iv. Probl. I.). To avoid confusion, the terms of the second member, in all

such formulas, must follow one another in this way : the centre being designated by

the first term, the nucleus which is nearer to the centre must be written the second,

and so on, following the order of distance. The envelope, therefore, is always indi-

cated by the last term.
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Hence our resultant will be

Sw r

4-
_ , 8r

s2\ 3

Let P be the total action of the envelope on any element of

the nucleus. We shall have

P= w i

J

This value of P is always positive
;

for, if we reduce the second

member to a common denominator, the numerator will be

which is always positive. And, therefore, the action of the re-

pulsive envelope tends to expand the nucleus.

The action of the centre 0 and of the other elements B, C, D,

of the nucleus upon the same point A, is expressed, according to

what we have said in the preceding Book (Probl. VII.), by

Hence the action of the whole system upon any point A of the

nucleus is

cPr v - JfV
4_ + w

df r (5).

Let us investigate now, what is the action of the whole system

upon any element R of the envelope. The action of 0 and of the

other elements E} E", E" of the envelope upon R, is expressed,

according to Problem IX. of the preceding Book, by

+ -2 0 + Mju>).
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The action of the nucleus upon R is a resultant of three equal

actions from B, C, D, and of a fourth from A. The first three

give as their resultant

Sv Sv Ei

the fourth, from A, is expressed by

v

Sv' [p
-

p
2 + r

2 - 2pr\ s 9

(p + r)
2 >

and all these actions are taken as negative, since they tend to

diminish the distance OR. Hence the action of the whole system

on any element R of the envelope is

d 2

p^ v + M,w f
1

S
{
p 3

r
)

(«)•

The equations (5) and (6) contain the solution of the problem.

The conditions of equilibrium are evidently

df ~ U
' df ~ '

or
M

4
v' - v

= v
(p + r)'

p
2 + r

5
2pry

M.w + v = v
(p + r)'

+
3 ("-r)

(7).

Examples. Our equations being rather complex, we cannot

determine directly the values of the radii r and p} for which the

system of the powers v, v, w will be in equilibrium. But we may
proceed by an inverse method. We can make any hypothesis
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with regard to r and p, and find out what the powers ought to be

in order to secure the equilibrium for that hypothesis.

1
Let us suppose first p > r ; v. gr. p = 1, r = ~. We shall

o

obtain

and, by eliminating v,

w = v. 330138.

This value of w being placed in one of the preceding equations,

we obtain

v=v. 1*28973.

Hence, in order to secure the equilibrium with the radii p = 1,

r = -
, the powers of the system must fulfil the conditions

v = v, = 1-28973, w = v . 4-25757.

The hypothesis p = 4, r = 1, would lead to

v = v, v' = v. 1 18036, w = <y . 388333.

Let us suppose now p = r. We shall find

J/y ~v = w. 1*5490, ^ +_ v = 1-5490,

whence

M
4 (v'+w) = (v' + w) x 1-5490,

and, therefore,

M
A
== 1-5490.

Now this is impossible ; for the value of M
4
is always 0'91866, as

we have found it to be (Book iv. Probl. I.). Therefore, no equi-
librium is possible in our system with p = r.

Let us suppose now p < r ; v. gr. p = | , r = 1. We shall have

M/ ~v = w. 7*82561, M
4w + v = v. 5*06250

;

whence we obtain

+ w = - v. 0-59996.
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This result with opposite signs shows the impossibility of equi-

librium with the radii p = ^ , r = 1, as long as the envelope is

repulsive.

Remark. The system tends to expand as long as — is posi-

tive, viz. as long as the inequality

subsists. Hence, our system would be indefinitely expansive, if

this inequality were to subsist for all greater and greater values

of p. And, since it is not of the nature of the system, that the

radius r should necessarily increase with p, the system will be

indefinitely expansive whenever, r remaining finite, p becomes

infinite. In this case the inequality is reduced to the simple ex-

pression

v +M4
w > 4*v';

which may be called the condition of indefinite expansivity of the

system*.

Problem II.

To find the dynamical formulas of the octahedric uninuclear

system m = R+ 8A+ 6R/, in which the central point 0 (fig. 14) is

repulsive, the nucleus is hexahedric and attractive, the envelope octa-

hedric and repulsive.

* The uninuclear tetrahedric system admits of eight varieties, viz.

m= 22 + 44 + 422',

m= 22 + 422' + 44,

m=A +44' + 422,

m=4 +422+44',

m=22+ 44 + 44',

m= 22 + 422'+ 422",

m=4 +422 + 422',

m—A +44'+ 44".

From what has been said on the first variety it is easy to see what may be said of all

the others : they differ only from one another by the signs of v
}

v', w.
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Solution. Let v be the action of the central element, v that

of any element of the nucleus, w that of any element of the en-

velope ; and let OA = r
} OR — p. Let us consider first the action

of the envelope on any point A of the nucleus. The triangle

RR'R" is equilateral, and the radius OA, when sufficiently pro-

longed, will pass through it perpendicularly at the point E, which

is its centre. Let us draw RT to the middle of the side R'R'
;

we shall have RE = 2 TE.

Now, the actions of the elements R, R\ R" on A are equal,

and their resultant is

Sw „ . „ 2 10 AE
cosRAE= —

But

and

therefore

^2 AR2
' AR'

AE= 0E~ OA = JP
2~RE2 -r,

RE 2 = ^TR 2 = ^l RRf2 = I RE2 = \ p
2

;

Hence our resultant will be

3w (pvr f
)

vr 2p

3 'J ' 3

2) 3

H +

This resultant, when p \J^ — r>§, tends to push A towards

the centre, and when p - r < 0, tends to draw it in the

opposite direction. But, in both cases, it must be taken with the

negative sign
;

for, in the second case, it will become positive of

itself on account of p sj\ < r.
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From the elements R'", Biy
, Rv

, we have three other equal

actions on A ; their resultant is

+ JZ* «» STAV- Sw AE
'

^
{p\/l + r

)

^i?'"
2 ~ AE'"2 ' AB

v {{p\Zl + r
J +

ir}

3

as is evident from the remarks above made. This resultant is

positive, because it always tends to augment the distance A 0.

Let then P be the whole action of the envelope on the point A;
we shall have

P=Sw{ ,
.1 *—^+

The value of P is always positive*; hence the action of the

envelope on the nucleus tends always to expand the nucleus, as

in the above problem.

(:

* To prove this, let P=0 ; then

> - rV3\2 ^ f (p
a + - 2pr>

<p + r sjz) \ (/>
2 + r2) ^3 + 2pr1

'

Let us suppose, for hrevity s sake, p— 1 ; the preceding equation will give

(1 + 3r2) { 8r
3 +

1

8r (1 + r2
)
2

} = 1 8r { (1 + r2)
3 + 2r2 (1 + r2) }

.

Now, this equation can be divided by 2r ; and then it may be reduced to

9r6 +6r4=7r2
.

This, again, can be divided by r3, and reduced to

3r2 + l=±2 x/2;

whence r= ± sj -
-| + or r= =fc sj - * -

The equation is thus fully resolved
;

for, we have here two real and finite roots,

two others imaginary, and two others = 0 on account of the common factor r which we
found twice, and which, if supposed to be = 0, could in two different manners satisfy

the equation. The two imaginary roots cannot, of course, be adopted, as is evident.

The real finite roots r- db \/ - -+1^/2 =±07803 represent the radii 01 and 01'
\

but, when the point A takes the place / or the condition P= 0 is not fulfilled ; and,
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Lastly, the action of the centre and of the other elements

of the nucleus upon A is, according to Problem vn. of the pre-

ceding Book,

+ * (t,-j[fsV').

Hence, the action of the whole system on any element A of

the nucleus will be

W Jit*'-
1*

V3/ v V V3

Let us determine now the action of the whole system on any

point U of the envelope. The action of the centre and of the

other elements of the envelope upon the element R is, according

to Problem IX. of the preceding Book,

1+

-

2 (v + Msw).

The action of the nucleus on R comprises, 1st, four equal actions

proceeding from A, A', A", A'", of which the resultant is

+

2nd, four other equal actions from A iy
, A y

, A", A y
", of which

the resultant is

4»' Ay1>n W BR"
v, cos AVR0 —

4>v (p + r/s/^j

A yE'
v°

a^R* AR 2r2
)

3

in fact, the actions of which P is the resultant, in this case, are all positive, i. e. tending

to make r greater. Hence those two roots r= ±07803 have nothing to do with the

condition P= 0; they have been introduced into our equation by raising it to the

square, and by thus creating the possibility of taking the terms of the equation P=0
with a double sign. From these remarks it follows, that the true root of the equation

P=0 is only r—0 ; and consequently the action of the envelope on any element of the

nucleus cannot become =0, except when the nucleus disappears. Since, then, P cannot

become negative unless it pass through zero, it follows that P remains positive for

every finite value of r.
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These two expressions are negative, because the actions repre-

sented by them tend to diminish the distance OR.

Therefore, the action of the whole system upon any element of

the envelope will be

d 2

p v -f MaW .
,—- = ~ 4<v

p -f

df

~ r s/\

2pr\
+

2pr'
• • • • (9)»

The equations (8) and (9) contain the solution of the problem.

In the case of equilibrium we have

d2

p
dt'

0,

or

MoV—v r + p r — p

r
+

v I

M6w+v

p+r+
ts)

+

...(10).

V3.
J

Examples. The complexity of these equations prevents us

from determining directly the radii r and p}
for which the system

is in equilibrium : but we may proceed by the inverse method,

as in the preceding problem, and determine the ratio of the

powers v, v, w, for which the system, under given radii, will be in

equilibrium.

1
Let us take first p = 1, r = ^ . We shall have

M,v -v = w. 0-3750, M6w + v = v'. 7'2U8

;

w = v . 3*70555, v=v'. 1-0780,

whence

and the system will be in equilibrium for the said radii, when
we have

v=v, v=v. 0*92764, w = v. 343692.
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Let us take now p = 1, r = 01. We shall find

M8v -v = w. 0-0001, M6w + v = v. 7'9983

;

whence
w=v'. 3*3235, <y 2-4672

;

and the system will be in equilibrium for the said radii, when

we have

v = v, 2/ = 0-4053, w=v. 1-3460.

Let us take p = 1, r = 0*7803 ; we shall find

MBv' -v = w. 1-2499, M6w + v = v. 5-1484

;

whence
w = v. 6-47067, v = -v\ 5*6155.

This contrariety of signs shows that-, with the said radii, the

equilibrium is impossible, unless the centre from repulsive becomes

attractive.

d2
o

Kemabk. The system tends to expand as long as ^

positive ; viz. as long as the inequality

^ T l\ j T /l

v +Mew>iv'l .

9 8
,. + ^-8-

P' V3 pi

subsists. Hence the system will be indefinitely expansive, if this

inequality subsists for any greater and greater value of p, the

radius r remaining finite. When p = oo , the inequality is re-

duced to

v +M6w > Sv'f

which is the condition of indefinite expansivity for the present

system*.

* We have in this system also eight varieties, as in the preceding problem. The

conditions of motion and rest for all such varieties may be easily deduced from

the equations (8), (9), (10), by changing the signs in a suitable manner before

v, v'f w.
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Problem III.

To find the dynamical formulas of the hexahedrio uninuclear

system m = R + 6A + 8R', in which the central element 0 (fig. 15)

is repulsive, the nucleus is octahedric and attractive, the envelope

hexahedrio and repulsive.

Solution. Let v be the action of the centre, v that of any

point of the nucleus, w that of any point of the envelope : and let

OA = r, OR = p.

The action of the centre 0 and of the other elements of the

nucleus on A is, according to Problem vil. of the preceding

Book,

The action of the envelope on the point A will be found as

follows. The elements B, B\ B", . . . are equidistant from 0 and

symmetrically arranged with regard to the nucleus ; so that each

of them is situated on the prolongation of the lines drawn from

the centre of the system to the centres of each surface of the

nucleus. Let us draw, then, the radius OB and the straight line

AT so as to divide AA" into two equal parts. The radius OB
will cut A Tin E\ and we shall have AE=2TE. Now, the ele-

ments B, B', B r

, B'" exert themselves upon A with equal actions,

of which the resultant is

~AB>
Q0* MA^-"AIF'AB 5

but

AB- OB- OA=Jp2 -BB2 -r,

and, on the other hand,

therefore

Therefore the resultant of those four actions will be
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2-\ 3

4w {p\/\ ~ r

with the negative sign; since it tends to diminish the distance

OA. The other four elements B lv

, B\ By
\ Bxn exert themselves

on A with equal actions, of which the resultant is evidently

+J™L cos B"AO= V

ABT* AB

with the positive sign; since it tends to augment the distance

OA.
If, then, the total action of the envelope on any element of the

nucleus be called P, we shall have

P= 4±w

and this value of P will be always positive, as is evident from

what we have said on the value of P in the preceding problem.

And, therefore, the action of the envelope will tend, here also, to

expand the nucleus.

The action of the whole system upon any element of the

nucleus will be

Let us now determine the action of the whole system on any

element B of the envelope. The action from 0 and from the

other elements of the envelope upon B, is, according to Problem IX.

of the preceding Book,

+ \ (v + Maw)

;

P
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The action of the nucleus upon B is a resultant 1st of the actions

proceeding from A, A', A", which give

3v ak W _ &/ EE
Atf

C0S AB1 ' AB

Sv' p

2r2

}
3

and 2nd, of the actions proceeding from A'", A", Ay
,
which

give

3v
cot A'"EE'-

SV' E 'R
a„r cosji - A"B?' A"'B

+
2r2\ 3

These actions are negative, since they tend to dimmish the dis-

tance OB. Hence the action of the whole system upon any

element of the envelope will be

d2

p v+M8w , +
2pr\'

...(12).

The equations (11) and (12) contain the solution of the pro-

blem. There will be equilibrium, when we have

d 2
r

di
* =0,

d l

at
0.

or

Mev'—v 4w
r+p v;! v I

r

p
2 + r* +

2pr
-2 ,

^

M6w+v = 3»'
P+ r V 3 P

+

.(13),

J

M. M. 8
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Examples. Let us take first p = 1, r = ~ : from the equations

(13) we obtain

M
Q
v' -v = w. 0*5000, M8w + v = v. 5*4336,

whence
3*7694 = 1*9676

;

and the system will be in equilibrium for the said radii, when

we have
v=*v, =0.1-41899, w = v. 2*71845.

Let us take now p = l, r = 01 ; we shall find

M
6
v -v = w. 0-00013, Msiv + v = v'. 7*05240,

whence
t;'. 5-38819 = w. 2-46746,

and the system will be in equilibrium for the said radii, if we have

v = v, v' = v . 0-60089, w = v. 131230.

Let us take p=l, r = 0*7803 ; we shall find

M
6
v - v = w. 2-24066, M8w + v=v'. 1'09430,

whence
+ v .0-5699 = -w. 0-22693;

and this contrariety of signs shows the impossibility of equilibrium

with the radii p = 1, r = 0*7803 in the present system.

d2

Remark. The system tends to expand as long as is posi-

tive. Hence, by the method employed in the preceding problems,

we shall find the inequality

as the condition of indefinite expansivity for the present system.

This same system admits eight varieties ; and their equations will

be drawn from (11), (12), (13), by a suitable change of signs.

Problem IV.

To find the dynamical formulas of the octahedric uninuclear

system m = R -f (12) A -f 6R', in which the centre O (fig. 16) is re-
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pulsive, the nucleus is octo-hemhedric and attractive, the envelope

octahedric and repulsive.

Solution. Let v be the action of the centre, v' that of any

element of the nucleus, w that of any element of the envelope ; and

let A 0 = r, OR = p. The action of the whole system on a point A
of the nucleus will be determined as follows. The action of

the centre and of the other elements of the nucleus is (Book IV.

Prob. vii.)

The action of the envelope uponA comprises 1st, the actions from

B and B\ which are equal, and give

^-cosliujr—

-

2w
-
AJ 2w

RA* 2 0 RA? ' BA.

for

and

AJ= 01- OA, = pj\ - r,

RA
0
=JRP + A0P =J\ p*+ (p J\ - rj

,

The resultant is taken as negative, as it tends to diminish r, at

least when OA < 01; and when OA > 01, it will change into

positive, of itself, on account of p \J^ < r,

2nd. The actions from B" and B", which are equal, and give

A 2W 2* AJ' ^(pJ\ + r

+ ™, . .. cos ~ R A„n =
R'A* 2 0 R'A* • R"A,

for AJ f = OF + OA 0
= p + r. This resultant is positive, since

it tends to augment r.

8—2
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3rd. The actions from B lv and B v
y

which are equal, and

give

+ i7^-n cos B fAnO^ °-
^ TA2

° B*A
0
>B*A

0 Jtf + ry
'

and this resultant also is positive. Hence, if P be the total action

of the envelope on any element of the nucleus, we shall have

This value of P is always positive ; and therefore, in this system

also, the action of the envelope tends always to expand the

nucleus.

The action of the whole system on any point of the nucleus

will be

/i

Let us now determine the action of the whole system on any
element B of the envelope. The action of the centre 0 and of

the other elements of the envelope is (Book IV. Prob. ix.)

r

The action of the nucleus on B comprises 1st, four actions

from the four elements of it, which are nearer to the point B
} of

which the resultant is

cosABO = —AR " AB?' AB r, 2 rS>
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2nd. Four actions from the four elements of it, which are most

remote from R, of which the resultant is

tt^ cos -4 RO = -A-*~ — AW A' R

3rd. Four actions from the four intermediate elements, of

which the resultant is

These actions are all negative, as they all tend to diminish the

radius p.

Therefore the action of the whole system upon any element

of the envelope will be

+ ,. : .j as).

The equations (14) and (15) contain the solution of the problem.

The conditions of equilibrium are, of course,

df ' df

To give an example, let us take p = 1, r = 0*5. The conditions

of equilibrium will entail

v = v, v=v. 0-26485, w = v. 1*25010.

The system cannot be indefinitely expansive, unless we have

M
9
w + v> 12v;

which inequality may be easily drawn from the equation (15) by

the method followed in the preceding problems. The system
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admits eight varieties, the formulas of which will be obtained

from (14) and (15) by simple changes of signs.

Problem V.

To find the dynamical formulas of the hexahedric uninuclear

system m = K, + (12) A + 8R', in which the centre O (fig. 17) is re-

pulsive, the nucleus is octo-hexahedric and attractive, the envelope

hexahedric and repulsive.

Solution. Let v be the action of the centre, v that of any

element of the nucleus, w that of any element of the envelope

:

and let OA = r, OR = p.

Let us find first the action of the whole system on any point A
of the nucleus. The action of the centre and of the other elements

of the nucleus upon A is (Book IV. Prob. vn.)

+ ^(v-M{l2)
v).

The action of the envelope upon A comprises 1st, the actions

from R and R\ which are equal, and give

2w _. r 2w AI ^{?s/\-r
cos RAI= —

^ii2 AR*'AR it, /„ v «
r
)
+e

s

for, AI= OI-AO = psj^-r.

This resultant must be taken as negative, since it tends to

diminish r, at least when OA < 01; and, if OA > 01, then it will

change its sign of itself.

2nd. The actions from R" and Rv
, which are equal, and give

2w (ptfi+Sj

R"A3 " ~WA2
' ~W~A

=
/2 v » 3

B
+ r

)
+ l

+ ^ec*B>AI'- 2w AI '

and this resultant is positive, as it tends to augment r.
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3rd. The actions from R"
} R"', Rv

\ Rvu
, which are equal, and

give

+ y^TT-, COS R™AF =
R™A2 R™A2 'RynA V(^Tr2

)

3
*

This resultant also is positive. Hence the total action P of the

envelope on any element of the nucleus will be

P = 2wi
2r

+

p
2 + r

2 + 2pr

and it is always positive. Hence, in this case also, the action of

the envelope tends to expand the nucleus.

The action of the whole system on any element of the nucleus

will be

P
a*r_ v-MMv' f 2r

r + P \/

3

r ~P v 1
"J
-

*
,MI''l,^^*iSI!l^WBB!!HI!*^M,™^BB!™IWIIMII^*S!5!l? ^ .......... (1

Let us now find the action of the whole system on any ele-

ment R of the envelope. The action of the centre and of the

other elements of the envelope on R is (Book IV. Prob. IX.)

+ i (v + M%w).
P
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The action of the nucleus on B comprises 1st, three actions

from the points A, A\ A" which are the nearest to B, of which
the resultant is

cos A BO =
^'I?

2 A'B2 'A'B

for, we have

ER = OB-OE=p-JOA2 -A'E2 = p--r JSJ\.

2nd. Three other actions from the three points most remote

from B; of which the resultant is drawn from the preceding,

by changing the sign before r ; and so we have

8v'(p + r a/|)

3rd. Six actions from the six intermediate points ; of which

the resultant is

-JlLcoB^O---^ MP
A'"B* ~ A"'B2

* A'"B - J(/T7?
'

All these actions are negative, as they all tend to diminish p.

The action of the whole system on any element of the envelope

will be

/2
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The equations (16) and (17) contain the solution of the problem.

The condition of indefinite expansivity will be here

M8w +v> 12v.

Problem VI.

To find the dynamical formulas of the octo-hexahedric uninuclear

system m = R + 6A+ (12) R', of which the centre O {fig. 18) is

repulsive, the nucleus is octahedric and attractive, the envelope octo-

hexahedric and repulsive.

Solution. Let v be the action of the centre, v that of any
element of the nucleus, w that of any element of the envelope :

and let OA = r, OR = p.

The action of the centre and of the other elements of the

nucleus upon the point A is (Book IV. Prob. vn.)

+ ?(v~Me
v').

The action of the envelope upon A comprises 1st, four actions

from the four elements of it, which are nearer to A, of which the

resultant is

iw 1 in 4w> AT ^Ki"'
cos ~ RARARi 2 ABP * AR J(p' + r» - 2pr

for we have AI-OI- OA

2nd. Four actions from the four elements of it, which are

most remote from It ; of which the resultant differs from the pre-

ceding only by the sign of r, and is

+
IT. " " 7r
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3rd. Four actions from the four intermediate elements; of

which the resultant is

+ -rtt cosRAO
AM" AM' 2 ' AE J(p

2 + r
2

)

3
'

Of these three expressions, the last two are positive, as tending to

augment r. The action of the envelope on any point of the nucleus

is, accordingly,

which is always positive, and tends, therefore, to expand the

nucleus. And the action of the whole system on any point of the

nucleus will be

d2
r v -Ma

v
,

,— — 2—u 4<w

r

+ , =--} . (18).

Let us find now the action of the whole system on any point R
x

of the envelope. The action of the centre and of the other ele-

ments of the envelope R
x
is (Book IV. Prob. IX.)

1

r

The action of the nucleus upon R
x
comprises 1st, two actions from

A and A'", which give

2v' 1 ,„ 2v'
cos 7z ARA = —

P

AR* 2 AR? ' AR
t

2v
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2nd. Two actions from A' and A", which give

2v (p + r
*J)^

jit

3rd. Two actions from A lv and Av
, which give

A-B;
iC0S

2
M

-

n^ ~ A"it*' A*R~ V fr'+r*)*
'

These actions are all negative. Hence, the action of the whole

system on any element of the envelope will be

d'p _ v +M(K)w , [ p
P + r \/l

p~ r s/\
+ I, (19)-

The equations (18) and (19) contain the solution of the problem.

Problem VII.

To find the dynamicalformulas of the octo-hexahedric uninuclear

system m = jS + 8A + (12)jR', in which the centre 0 {fig. 19) is

repulsive, the nucleus is hexahedric and attractive, the envelope octo-

hexahedric and repulsive.

Solution. Let v be, as usual, the action of the centre, v' that

of any element of the nucleus, w that of any element of the

envelope : and let OA = r, OB = p.

The action of the centre and of the other elements of the

nucleus upon A is (Book iv. Prob. vu.)

The action of the envelope on A comprises 1st, three actions

from the three points R ; of which the resultant is
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3w AT— ^W ^ - ^ ° ^
V

Alt2
008 MAI ~ ~ AW ' AM

2nd. Three actions from the three points B f

; of which the re-

sultant is

3rd. Six actions from the six points It" ; of which the re-

sultant is

4- -r,n ,o cos J. 0 =
It"

A

2 vw v

" B"A2
' B"A JJ^Trf

'

Hence, the total action of the envelope on any element of the

nucleus will be

2r
r + Pv S

+

2

3

This value of P is always positive, and, therefore, tends always

to expand the nucleus. The action of the whole system on any

element of the nucleus is
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Let us now find the action of the whole system on any pointR
of the envelope. The action of the centre and of the other elements
of the envelope on R

1
is (Book IV. Prob. ix.)

1
+ -

2 (u + Jf
(l2)

w).
r

The action of the nucleus on R
1
comprises 1st, two actions from A

and A', which give

_ 2v' AJ)n _ 2v' P~ rJ\ 2v'{p~ r
\/l)COBAJt.V— -j^. =

2nd. Two actions from AVI and A™, which give

.s/(p
2 + r2 +2prv/|)

3

3rd. Four actions from A", A"\ A lv

,
Av

, which give

These actions are all negative. The action of the whole system

upon any element of the envelope will be

The equations (20) and (21) contain the solution of the problem.

Pkoblem VIII.

To find the dynamical formulas of the dodecahedric uninuclear

system m = R + 12A + 20R', in which the centre 0 (fig. 20) is re-
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pulsive, the nucleus is icosahedric and attractive, the envelope dode-

cahedric and repulsive.

Solution. Let v be, as usual, the action of the centre, v' that

of any element of the nucleus, w that of any element of the en-

velope : and let OA = r, OR = p.

The action of the centre and of the other elements of the

nucleus upon A is (Book iv. Prob. vil.)

The action of the envelope on A comprises 1st, five equal

actions from the five points R which are nearest to A ; of which

the resultant is

5w -n j f ow AI ow 01— OA
cos RA1 = —AR2^»"—- ABTAR AR2 ' AR '

But

07= JP* - RP = JJ^~tf? = p JT^tf,

a being a number to be determined hereafter. So also

AR2 = (p JT^tf - r)
2 + ay ;

hence our resultant will be

5w(pjl—a2 — r)

2nd. Five equal actions from the five points R' ; of which the

resultant is

+
5iv

jz COS XX j:LJL — " a t}>2 • a TV — ' '

~ *"

1 •^" AS" AS J {{p
^_ as+ ry + ayr

3rd. Five equal actions from the five points B", of which the

resultant is

hw Tf"An— ^w ^ — AO — Oi
+ AIT C0S

AIT' 'AW' ~ AIT -

AR"
''

But

oi= jP2 - it"? =^ - by = p v/r^F,
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h being a number to be determined hereafter. Hence this re-

sultant will be expressed by

5w(r-pjl-b2

)

N/{(r- P Vi-&
2

)

2 + byy'

4th. Five equal actions from the five points R"\ of which the

resultant is

dip
j
)r/f a q _ 5?/; At _ 5w (r + pjl — b

2

)+
Air*

cosM "
' AW' -

J [[r +

p

^—hy+m •

Hence, the action of the whole system on any point of the nucleus

will be

d2
r v—M

12
v

_^^ |
r + pjl — a2 ^ r — pjl — a2

+ -wp^_ +
,..,,./-«• -

... (22) .

V (p
2
-f r

2 + 2pr Vl - b
2

f s/(p
2 + r

2 - 2pr Jl - b
2

f)

Let us now determine the action of the whole system upon

any point of the envelope. The action of the centre 0' (fig. 21)

and of the other elements of the envelope on R is (Book IV.

Prob. IX.)

r

The action of the nucleus on R comprises 1st, three equal

actions from the three elements A which are nearer to jB; of

which the resultant is

Sv ATyT Sv RI p-O'I Sv
cos AMI = —

AE1 AR* ' AB ~ AR ' AR?

'

But

OP= r*~ AP= r* .% AA* = r* -\ AA* = r* - \r* (1 05145) 2
,

9 4 3 3 *
J

as is evident from the preceding Book, Problem V. where we
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determined the edge of an icosahedron in terms of its radius.

Therefore

07= r sj\ -
1
(1-05145)

2 = r Jl - c
2

;

and our resultant becomes

3v' (p-r JT^7)

s/{(p-rjl-cy + r
2
c
2¥'

2nd. Three equal actions from the three elements A\ which are

the most remote from B ; of which the resultant may be obtained

from the last expression by changing the sign of 0'I= r <Jl — c
2

;

whence

Sv' (p + r i/TT?)

J{(p + r^T^7) 2 + cVy'

3rd. Three equal actions from the three elements A"; of which

the resultant is

_ J^L cos A"R0 - ^ M - M P - 0i

But

O'i* = r
2 - .4V = - £ | = - 1 ^".4"2

.

9 4 3

Now, since A"A" is a diagonal of a pentagon, of which the side

is expressed by r x 105145, we shall have

A „ A „ r. 105145 r. 105145AA ="2^W =
0-618034

=r
'
1701103

^

therefore

»«=r^/l - i (l-70110)W N/nr^.

Hence our resultant will be
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4th. Three equal actions from the three elements A'", of which

the resultant is

Sv (p + rJT^J2

)

and differs from the preceding by the sign of rjl — d 2
. These

actions are all negative, since they all tend to diminish the radius

p. Therefore, the action of the whole system upon any point of

the envelope will be

d 2

p v+M^w _ ^, | p +rjl^
j

p-rjl-c2

dt ~~
P*

V

W(p*+r
2+2pr7^W J(p2+ r

2-2prJT^c2

)

3

p + rjl-d* p-rjl-d*
+ / ==— H ~ " ...(23).

Jtf + r* + 2pr JY~^f J(p« + r
2 - 2pr Jl - dj

The equations (22) and (23) contain the solution of the problem.

In the equation (23) we have

d 2 = 0-96458, c
2 = 0*36851.

As for the numbers a2 and V of the equation (22), they may be

determined as follows. We have (fig. 20)

RR = 2RI sin 72°, and R"R" = 2E'i sin 72°;

whence
RR r>„. 7 R"R'

But RR is the edge of a dodecahedron ; and therefore (Book IV.

Prob. vi.)

RR = 4p \/| cos 72° = p 0-71364,

as also

7?" 7? V \
C0S 72°

/l

=^4 = 2 cos 72- - 2
" >/I = P^ ->

therefore,

071364 071364 _ n.„w. 1Ra=
281572°

=
1-902113

. 1 15460 115460 n -n(7A1 .

& = ^ir^=r9wr3
=0 60701

'

M. M. 9
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whence
a2 = 013976, S

2 = 036851.

Hence we conclude that we have also V = c
2
.

Problem IX.

To find the dynamical formulas of the icosahedric uninuclear

system m = R + 20A + 12R', in which the centre O (fig. 22) is

repulsive, the nucleus dodecahedric and attractive, the envelope icosa-

hedric and repulsive.

Solution. Let v be the action of the centre, v that of any

element of the nucleus, w that of any element of the envelope :

and let OA = r, OR= p.

The action of the centre and of the other elements of the

nucleus on the element A is (Book IV. Prob. VII.)

1
+ ^ (v -M

2Q
v).

The action of the envelope upon A comprises, 1st, three equal

actions from the three elements R which are nearer to A\ of

which the resultant is

Sw
J,.

Sw AE__Sw OE- OA

But

OA = r, OE= pJl-c*,

as we have seen in the last problem. And, again,

AR2 = AE2 + ER2 =
(p JT^?-r)

2 + \rIP.\

= (p Vr^? - ry + g p
2 (l-osus)3 =

(

PJT^? - ry

+

cy.

Therefore, the said resultant will be expressed by

Sw (p a/1 — c" — r)

J{(pjl-c2 -ry + cy}3
'
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2nd, three equal actions from the three elements R' which are

the most remote from A, of which the resultant will be

Sw (pVl-c2 + r)

3rd, three equal actions from the three elements R", of which

the resultant is

Sw An _ Sio At _ Sw AO-Oi
+ RTA2

cos
R!'A2 ' R"A ~~ R"A 2 ' R''A

'

But

Oi2 = p
2 - R"i2 = p

2 - 1 iTP= p
2 -

I
. |
^"#/2 = P

2 -
J

Now, iTIT is the diagonal of a pentagon, of which the side is

p x 1 05145 ; therefore

and

Ot = p \/l -
I
(170113)

2 = P Jl-d
2

;

and so our resultant will be

Sw (r-p Jl - d1

)
+

4th, three equal actions from the three elements E", of which

the resultant is

3w(r + p Jl - d2

)

j{(r +p\/T=d*)
2 +ayY'

Therefore, the action of the whole system upon any point of the

nucleus will be

a\ = v-MJ ^ [
r-pjl=7=+ r + pJT=?

d? r
3

\j(p
1+rt-2Pr>Jl-cy Jtf+S+Zpr'JT^c'y

vV + ~ %pr Vl - dj V (p
2 + r' - 2pr Vl - dj>

9—2
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Let us now find the action of the whole system on any

element of the envelope. The action of the centre and of the

other elements of the envelope upon R
t
is (Book IV. Prob. IX.)

The action of the nucleus on R
x
comprises, 1st, five equal

actions from the points A, A', A", A"\ A xv
, which are nearest to

jBj, of which the resultant is

J 7? f) ^J1 — 5v p — Oh
""ZB/

C0S
1
u ~~~~

"JR? ' ~AR
X

~ ~~ AM? ' ~AR^ *

But Oh = Jr' — Ah\ Ah being a straight line drawn from A to

the centre of the pentagon AAA!'A!"A™
;
and, therefore, Ah = ar,

a having here the same value as in the preceding problem.

Hence our resultant will be

5v (p — r Jl — a2

)

J^p-rJl-dy + aV}5
'

2nd, five equal actions from the elements a, d> a", a'", aIV
, which

are the most remote from Rv of which the resultant will be

M (p 4- rVI^)
•J{(p + r\/l-dz

)

2 + aVy

3rd, five equal actions from the five elements m; of which
the resultant is

- j5 2 COS OR
x
m = - ^ rz . ^ 1 = - t—r. .^ .R

x
™> 1 R.m2 R

x
m Rjn2 R

t
m

But Ok = Vra — mk2
, ?nk being a straight line drawn from m to the

centre of the pentagon mmmmm
;
and, therefore, mk — br y b having

here the same value as in the preceding problem. Hence our
resultant wiJl be
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4th, five equal actions from the five elements n ; of which the

resultant will be

_ M
(p + r Vl^F)

Therefore, the action of the whole system on any element of

the envelope will be

d2

p__ y+

M

l2
w „ , ( p + r Vl - a2 p - r Vl - aa

_7 2 — 2 1

—
i — 4-

UO O I / / 2 . <2 . a . / -l . 2 v 3

+ P+wr^_ + p_wr=^_|
v

(p
2 + r

l + Vl - V (p
2 + r

z - 2pr V 1 - b
2

)

3
)

The equations (24) and (25) contain the solution of the problem.

Problem X.

To find the dynamical formulas of the tetrahedric binuclear

system m =A + 4R + 4A' + 4R', in which the centre O (fig. 23) is

attractive, the first nucleus is repulsive, the second nucleus attractive,

and the envelope repulsive.

Solution. Let v be the action of the centre, v that of any

element of the first nucleus, i?""that of any element of the second

nucleus, w that of the envelope : and let OR = r, OA = r", OR'= p.

First, the action of the whole system upon any element R
x
of

the first nucleus comprises, 1st, the action of the centre and of

the other elements of the first nucleus, which, according to Problem

I. of the preceding Book, is expressed by

2nd, the action of the second nucleus on R, which, according

to Problem I. of the present Book, is expressed by

1
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3rd, the action of the envelope, which consists of the action of

22/ upon 22, which is expressed by

w
'\2 >

(P ~ r')

and of the three actions from the other three elements, giving a

resultant

+_ cosuu
x
v- R^ . M^ .

Hence, if the total action of the envelope on B is called 8, we

shall have

, .
1

3w ^r' +

And the action of the whole system on any element of the first

nucleus will be

dfr'^MJ-v „[ 1 ,

8
(
r'~3 r

"

r'
2 + r"

2

(26).

Secondly, the action of the whole system on any point A of the

second nucleus comprises, 1st, the action of the centre and of the

other elements of the second nucleus, which is (Book iv. Prob. VHi.)

~^ (* + My").

2nd, the action of the first nucleus on A, which is (Book v.

Prob. I.)
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„ 1/

+ ,, i
3r-r
(r + r —

3rd, the action of the envelope on A, which is (ib.)

Therefore, the action of the whole system on any point of the

second nucleus will be

cPr" Mjf' + v , \ 1
3(/'-i/

^ r"
2 - (r' + r")2

/, ,„ 2r'r"V

+-^ +t|x%^ <27> -

Thirdly, the action of the whole system on any element i2/ of

the envelope comprises, 1st, the action of the centre and of the

other elements of the envelope, which is (Book IV. Prob. I.)

1- -
2 (v -M

A
w) .

2nd, the action of the first nucleus upon 12/, which may be

obtained in the same way as the expression of S
y
and is expressed

by

3rd, the action of the second nucleus upon 22/, which is

(Book V. Prob. I.)
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V
tt

(r" + p)
3 +

7
3(o-H

2pr
/;2

3 /

Therefore, the action of the whole system on any element of

the envelope will be

d'
J

p M
t
w-v ,

J
1

— V
If

+

2 ,
'2

,

3
(
p -r")

(28).

The equations (26), (27), (28) contain the solution of the

problem.

Peoblem XL

To find the dynamical formulas of the octahedric binuclear

system m = A + 6R + 8A' + 6R/, in which the centre O (fig. 24) is

attractive, the first nucleus is octahedric and repulsive, the second

nucleus hexahedric and attractive, the envelope octahedric and

repulsive.

Solution. Let v be the action of the centre, v that of any

element of the first nucleus, v" that of any element of the second

nucleus, w that of any element of the envelope : and let OR = r' 7

OA = r", OJB! = p.

First, the action of the whole system upon any element R
of the first nucleus comprises, 1st, the action of the centre

and of the other elements of the first nucleus, which is (Book IV.

Prob. II.)

1- (v -M
9
v').

2nd, the action of the second nucleus on Ry which is (Book v.

Prob. m.)
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.
,

„ /l , fl

-Wl . ....+

3rd, the action of the envelope on B, which consists of the

action of R' expressed by

w
'\2 >

(p - rj

of the action of the element RIU
expressed by

w
+ J\2 >

(p + ry

and of the other four actions from the elements R /t Rn ,
R", R'",

which give

4*w TV , 0 ~ 4>w OR 4>wr
+ 1Y> 7)2 CQS ^ RO = r,//n2 .D7rn =iTlF IT_R

2
* iJ"if V^T/2

)

3 '

Hence the action of the envelope on any element of the first

nucleus is

~ kwr , w w

and the action of the whole system on any element of the first

nucleus will be

»•'+>"
\/s

r'- rWldV MJ-v „

+whwma+^~(^ (29) '

Secondly, the action of the whole system on any element A
of the second nucleus comprises, 1st, the action of the centre and

of the other elements of the second nucleus, which is (Book IV.

Prob. viii.)
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2nd, the action of the first nucleus on A, which is (Book V.

Prob. in.)

fl ft

3rd, the action of the envelope on A, which is of the same

form, viz.

r' + PS/l r"-P\/\
+

"V(,--"'+^)'V(,---^)
Therefore, the action of the whole system upon any element of

the second nucleus will be

W v+Mav" 0 ,f
r"+ r'\/\ r"-r'^/l

Sf= 7^-+^ \ i - +

r"+P\/l r"~P\/l
+ Sw

{ j „ „ + . „ l... (30).

Thirdly, the action of the whole system on any element R' of

the envelope comprises, 1st, the action of the centre and of

the other elements of the envelope on E\ which is (Book IV.

Prob. I.)

1
-^iv-M6

w),

2nd, the action of the first nucleus on R\ which is

+Vh ,

^
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3rd, the action of the second nucleus on B', which is

- 4t>" I ,

" +
r V s

4
p + r *J 5 p-r .v 3

Therefore the action of the whole system on any element of the

envelope will be

d*p_M
<i
w-v A 4>P 1 1

d?~ P* \j(^7y (p + r'T (p-r'y l

-W{ . + . I ....(31).

The equations (29), (30), (31) contain the solution of the pro-

blem.

Eemabk. The action of the repulsive envelope on the first

nucleus tends to diminish its radius r. And, indeed, it may easily

be proved, that the expression of S is always negative, i.e. that

we have

1 1 4/

<p -
>

(p +
+
V^T+T^

'

or

4-
1

*

>-: ra +

I 9

T V
And, in fact, since — > 0 and < 1, by making — = x, the inequality

becomes

1 1 . 4a?
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whence

\i + xj (i+x2)JTTx2

Now, this inequality always subsists ; for its second member be-

comes = 1 only when x = 0, viz. when the nucleus disappears.

The same remark could be made with regard to the expression of

S in the preceding problem.

Problem XII.

To find the dynamical formulas of the dodecahedro-rhombic bi-

nuclear system m = R + 6A + 8E/ + 6R", in which the centre 0 (fig.

25) is repulsive, the first nucleus is octahedric and attractive, the

second nucleus hexahedric and repulsive, the envelope octahedric and

repulsive.

Solution. We may observe that a rhombic dodecahedron

arises from a cube, when each of the six faces of the cube is sur-

mounted by a square pyramid of the angle 45°. Then the two

faces of two pyramids, which end on the same edge of the cube,

will be in one and the same plane, and constitute a rhombus
;
and,

as the edges of the cube are twelve, the polyhedron will be a

rhombic dodecahedron. Hence the system

m = B + 6A + 8R' + 6R"

will be a rhombic dodecahedron only when the length of the

radius p of the envelope has a peculiar relation with the length of

the radius^ r" of the second nucleus. This relation will be found

to be

Now, it is evident, that the equations of this system can be
deduced from those of the preceding problem, by changing the

signs before v, v, v".
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Hence, for the action of the whole system on the first nucleus,

we shall have

dy__Mjo'-v „|
r

V3 / V V V3

+ w
4r' 1

The action of the whole system on the second nucleus will be

expressed by

d*r"_v+Mav" 0 ,(
r" + r'Vl r" ~ T' V 3

df r'"
2 V

I H <W\s+ // .. ... 2rV"\s
|

+ 3w I—, +

And the action of the whole system on the envelope will be

4p 1 1d*p _MK
w + v , f

+7T3
(p +/ )

2
(p- r>y

p + r" k/\ p-r"\/l
+ 4n>"{ . .. +

6

/i
By introducing into these equations the relation p = r" a / ^ , we

shall have the formulas of the problem.



BOOK VI.

ON THE MOLECULES OE BODIES IN GENERAL.

A GREAT number of problems might be added to those which

we have hitherto resolved : but, as their solution, after what has

been said, is only a question of material work, and on the other

hand the equations, to which such problems lead, cannot be in-

tegrated on account of their ever-increasing complexity, so we
think it better to dispense with further inquiries of this kind. Let

us come to a first application of the doctrine contained in the

preceding Books, and investigate the conditions, to which the

molecules of solid, liquid, or expansive bodies are subjected, in-

asmuch as they are made up of attractive and repulsive elements

connected by mutual action.

Proposition I.

The chemical, or specific, atoms of any ponderable substance

cannot consist of single separated elements.

Demonstration. A chemical 'atom' is the least quantity of

matter under which the specific nature of a substance can exist.

Thus, the specific 'atom' of water is theleast possible quantity of

water; so that nothing can be taken away without the nature of

water being destroyed. Hence, the parts of a specific atom are

not only integrant with regard to the quantity of the mass, but at

the same time constituent with regard to the specific substance to

which they belong. Now, we know from chemistry that the

atomic weights may be represented by proportional numbers in

the following manner, viz. if the atomic weight of hydrogen be
chosen as the unit of weight, then the atomic weights of all other
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primitive bodies will be represented by a number of such units :

e.g. nitrogen by 14, sulphur by 16, iron by 28, mercury by 100,

and so on. And, since the weights are proportional to the

quantities of matter weighed, it is obvious that the quantity of

matter existing in one atom of nitrogen, of sulphur, of iron, of

mercury, etc. is 14, 16, 28, 100,...times greater respectively than

the quantity of matter existing in one atom of hydrogen. Hence,

evidently, none of these atoms can consist of one simple element

:

and, if any primitive atom were to consist of one simple element,

it would be only the atom of hydrogen itself, which is the lightest,

and therefore the most simple of all atoms. But, the hypothesis

that the atom of hydrogen is a simple element cannot be upheld.

For, this element would be repulsive, since hydrogen is an ex-

panding fluid; hence, hydrogen would be purely and perfectly

repulsive in all circumstances, and at all distances
;
and, therefore,

it could not possess affinity for any other substance ; which con-

clusion is contradicted by facts. And again (to omit other con-

siderations) hydrogen observes Mariotte's law, i.e. a given mass of

hydrogen exercises pressures, which are inversely proportional to

the volumes which it occupies. Now, this law would not be kept

if the atom of hydrogen were a single repulsive element. This is

easily proved. Let v be the action of a repulsive element at the

unit of distance, d the actual distance from element to element, I

the edge of a cube full of such a repulsive substance, p the pressure

(or the sum of the actions) exercised on the surface P of the cube.

If n is the number of elements filling the length Z, we shall have

I = nd, and
v 2

When the same mass, or number of elements, are subjected

to another pressure p\ then let I be the side of the new cube

occupied by it, and d' the new distance of the elements ; we shall

have V = nd\ and

whence
1 1
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But the relations l=nd, V = nd' give V : V2
:: d2

: d'
2
; therefore

1 1

ir ' Jtr "
1

>Z '

l'
2 '

and, consequently, the hypothesis of atoms being simple elements

leads us to a law, according to which pressures would be inversely

proportional to the surfaces on which they are exercised. And,

since hydrogen follows another law, as we have already stated, we

must conclude that the specific atoms of hydrogen cannot be

simple elements. Q. E. D.

Corollary I. Therefore all bodies, whether solid or liquid

or expansive, are made up of specific atoms having composition, i. e.

quantity of mass. The absolute atomic mass is nothing else than

the number of simple elements of which the specific atom is con-

stituted.

Corollary II. Therefore each atom has also bulk, i. e.

quantity of volume. And, indeed, simple elements cannot act on

one another unless they are distant
;
and, therefore, no mechanical

composition of elements is possible without intervening space.

The atomic volume is the quantity of space comprised between

the geometrical surfaces of the atom; these surfaces being de-

termined by the extreme elements of the atom itself.

Corollary III. Therefore specific atoms are very justly

called molecules (i. e. parvce moles), since it is a fact that they imply

volume.

Proposition II.

A primitive molecule is a system of simple elements permanently

connected by mutual actions.

Demonstration. As no continuous matter exists (Book i.

Prop. VII.), it is evident that every bulk comes from material points

related to one another through space. Now, since the molecules

of primitive bodies are most refractory with regard to any change

of nature, it follows that the material points, of which they are

compounded, must be bound together by such ties as are sufficient

to prevent permanently any change of specific composition. The
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mutual connexion of these elements evidently arises from the

active powers with which such elements are endowed, and which

are permanently exerted according to the Newtonian law (Book 11.

Prop. vil). These exertions, then, as far as primitive molecules

are concerned, must be of such an intensity as to be sufficient

without the aid of exterior causes to keep the system together.

And, in fact, the molecules of primitive bodies, when acted upon

by any exterior cause, undergo accidental modifications, but are

never resolved, and cling invariably to their specific constitution.

Now, molecules would not have this property if their specific con-

stitution were dependent on external action; for, evidently, a

change of external action would then lead to a change of specific

composition. Hence it is evident that each primitive molecule

consists of elements whose action is amply sufficient for the per-

manent constitution of an invariable specific system. Q. E. D.

Corollary I. Therefore primitive fluids, though tending to

expand, are not made up of molecules indefinitely expansive. And,

indeed, if a molecule were indefinitely expansive, it would tend,

of itself, to its own dissolution, and consequently the fluid com-

posed of such molecules would not be one of the permanent specific

substances.

Corollary II. Therefore the molecules of primitive fluids,

when they are not altered by pressure, have their natural bulk,

beyond which they cannot expand. Thus a molecule of oxygen or

of nitrogen situated at the outer surface of the atmosphere remains

there under a certain volume, without any further tendency to

expand. True it is that this result may be partially due to

terrestrial attraction: but, even without this attraction, those

molecules would have a limit of dilatation; since permanent sub-

stances cannot tend of themselves to their own dissolution.

These two corollaries are true, of course, of primitive molecules

only; for it is known that molecules arising from chemical com-

bination may be in need of exterior pressure to keep together

without resolving, as is the case when two substances have very

little affinity.

M. M. 10
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Proposition III.

A primitive molecule cannot consist of a centre and one envelope

only, but must have also at least one nucleus.

Demonstration. A system consisting of a centre and an

envelope contains four varieties, viz.

?n = A-\- nA , m = R+ nil, m =R + nA, m=-A + nR.

Now, Ho body can be made up of molecules of any of these varieties.

The first, being purely attractive, possesses no resisting powers;

and, therefore, a body made up of such molecules would be liable

to indefinite compression without reacting; which is against the

nature of all known ponderable bodies. The second must be ex-

cluded, because it represents a system which has no ties, and tends

essentially to its own dissolution, and, therefore, cannot be found

in natural substances (preceding Prop.). The third also must be

excluded. For, if we have (Book IV. Prob. x.) v -Mw > 0, it will

be impossible to make up a mass of such molecules, without the

molecules themselves being resolved. And, indeed, the attractive

envelopes will necessarily mingle with one another (such being the

consequence of mutual attraction), and change the nature of the

system. And, moreover, with the condition v — Mw > 0 the variety

m=R + nA would be indefinitely expansive, a reason sufficient, of

itself, toexcludesuch avariety. If we have v -Mw = 0, or v -Mw < 0,

then the body made up of such molecules would be unable to resist

compression; which is not the case with known ponderable sub-
stances. The fourth variety also must be excluded; because, if

we have v -Mw > 0 or v ~Mw = 0, the system will not react against
pressure, and, therefore, cannot belong to any known ponderable
substance

: and if we have v - Mw < 0, the system will have an in-
sufficient constitution, and will tend to its own dissolution; and
therefore, cannot be admitted as existing in primitive substances
which are all permanent. Therefore no primitive substance is

formed of molecules having only a centre and an envelope, q. e. d.
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Proposition IV.

The envelope of a primitive molecule is always repulsive.

Demonstration. The hypothesis of molecules having attrac-

tive envelopes leads to consequences contrary to fact. And, first,

a system of elements, if its envelope be attractive, cannot possibly

preserve its specific constitution, when placed in proximity with

other systems of the same nature. For, the attractive elements of

the neighbouring envelopes will evidently approach one another

and constitute a number of permanent vibratory systems totally

distinct from the original systems and independent of them. Now,

all primitive bodies consist of molecules which preserve invariably

their specific constitution when uniting together in one mass.

Therefore none of the primitive bodies are made up of systems

having attractive envelopes. This proof might be developed by a

detailed examination of the different systems uninuclear, binu-

clear, &c, of which we have treated in the preceding Books
;
yet

I shall omit such a development, because otherwise I should fill

whole pages without any very great advantage ; the general argu-

ment being in its conciseness quite satisfactory.

Secondly, a system of elements, which represents a molecule of

any primitive substance, must have an intrinsic constitution which

guarantees the stability of its specific nature (Book VI. Prop. II.),

and, therefore, must be endowed with powers calculated to resist

any attempt at its dissolution. Hence, it is indispensable that in

such a system the attractive powers, under all critical circum-

stances, should be able to check the repulsive. Now, suppose that a

number of systems are placed near one another ; if their envelopes

be attractive, we shall see, that, whatever may be the geometrical

figure of such systems, they will so arrange themselves with re-

spect to each other as to form a new additional envelope around

any system intercepted by them. This additional envelope will

consist of the elements of the envelopes of the neighbouring

systems, and will be attractive, since we suppose that the enve-

lopes are attractive. The result will be that each system will

acquire a new additional attractivity. And, as each system pos-

10—2
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sesses already, of its own, the attractivity which is amply sufficient

to hold it together under a determinate volume, the additional

envelope will double, triple, or in general multiply the amount of

attraction in each system : so that each of them will be exposed

to contract its bulk, at least under external pressure, without any

possibility of resistance. And, as this would be true of all the

systems which are actually in the mass (those only excepted which

lie at its surface), it follows that a body formed of such systems

would be utterly incapable of resisting compression. And, there-

fore, ponderable bodies, which all resist compression, cannot be

formed of molecules having an attractive envelope.

Thirdly, the molecules of expansive bodies repel each other,

although attractivity must be predominant in their constitution

(Book VI. Prop. II.) ; therefore their mutual repulsion cannot arise

but from the greater vicinity of the repulsive elements. And

since the elements of the envelopes are those that come nearer to

one another, it follows that the envelopes are repulsive. The

same must be said of the molecules of the liquid and solid bodies

;

for, such molecules, if pressed against one another, refuse to ap-

proach, and react with a great intensity : and, since attractivity

must be absolutely predominant in their constitution, their reluct-

ance to approach nearer to one another cannot arise but from the

circumstance that the elements, which ought to approach more

immediately, are repulsive. Now, such elements are those of which

the envelopes are constituted. And consequently all the molecules

of all ponderable bodies have a repulsive envelope. Q.E.D.

Proposition V.

The molecules of primitive bodies are not quasi-planetary

systems.

Demonstration. A quasi-planetary system (according to those

who imagined the molecules to be so constituted) consists of a

number of material points revolving around a material centre, and

describing orbits, as planets do, though with a much greater

amount of perturbation. If a, molecule were made up of an attrac-
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tive centre and a number of other elements incapable of consti-

tuting a regular polyhedric envelope, then, certainly, a molecule

would be like a microscopic planetary system. Thus, if the ele-

ments of the molecular envelope were five, or seven, or eleven,

each of them would be acted on with a different intensity on

different sides, and each would be compelled, in its attempt at

finding a position of equilibrium which is never to be found, to

describe a sort of orbit. But it is easy to show that such systems

cannot be admitted as having any part in the molecular constitu-

tion of any known substance.

And, first, the molecules of primitive bodies have a determinate

nature, which remains always the same and retains the same

specific properties ; whilst a quasi-planetary system has not a per-

manent mode of being, but is perpetually changing ; so that it

must have in turn very different properties.

Secondly, the molecules of bodies have a determinate mass,

which remains always the same, the atomic weights being con-

stant : whilst in a quasi-planetary system, in which the elements

of the envelope are constantly running about in all directions,

after the fashion of planets or satellites, no reason can be found

why new satellites should be prevented from joining the system,

or some of the actual satellites should be prevented from with-

drawing and joining another system. Should Venus approach

sufficiently near the moon, what would prevent the moon from

abandoning its orbit and becoming a satellite of this planet ?

Should Jupiter find in its way any number of moons, what would

prevent them from becoming so many satellites of Jupiter ? On

the other hand, the molecules of bodies, in spite of all physical

and chemical operations, cannot be made to change their atomic

weights; and, therefore, molecules are not quasi-planetary systems.

Thirdly, the molecules of natural substances have their deter-

minate figure, as is evident from the constancy of crystalline forms,

and from other properties, especially chemical (as we shall see

later on), of the same substances : whilst a quasi-planetary system

has all sorts of figures in succession, and none of them regular.

Fourthly, the molecules of bodies are in possession of a nucleus
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besides the centre and the envelope (Book VI. Prop, in.) : now, the

existence of a nucleus is inconceivable in a quasi-planetary system.

For, in such a system the elements of the nucleus and of the en-

velope, while describing their orbits with mutual perturbation,

cannot but mingle with one another in a perpetual confusion,

which makes the constitution of the system altogether fortuitous

and precarious. Hence, it is evident that the molecules of primi-

tive bodies canndt be assumed to be planetary systems. Q.E.D.

Corollary. Therefore quasi-planetary systems are not a

means of accounting for the combination of different substances.

For, the reasons above alleged to prove that such systems do not

exist in primitive substances, prove as well that they do not exist

in compound substances.

Proposition VI.

The molecules of primitive substances have, in general, a re-

gular shape, i.e. they are regular polyhedrons.

Demonstration. Regular shape (tetrahedric, for instance,

hexahedric, octahedric, &c.) is one of the conditions without which

a molecular system cannot have stability. In fact, that which

prevents a system of elements from having a regular shape, is

either an inequality of power in the elements surrounding the

centre and constituting the envelope or nucleus of the molecule,

or else a number of elements not calculated to meet the geome-

trical exigency of regular figures. Now, both hypotheses are irre-

concileable with stability of molecular constitution. Therefore, as

the molecules of primitive bodies possess a very great stability of

constitution (Book VI. Prop. II.), we conclude that these molecules

are regular systems. First, then, if the elements of any nucleus

or of the envelope possess a different amount of power, the system

will evidently be in some parts less solidly built than in others

;

and consequently will offer less resistance to resolution in some

parts than in others, and will be liable to greater alteration in

some parts than in others. Hence, such a system, if acted on by

very strong chemical agencies, will be exposed to resolution : which
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is not the case with primitive substances. Secondly, if the ele-

ments surrounding the centre are not in sufficient number to form

a regular polyhedron, then, either we fall into the same incon-

venience as before, viz. a molecular constitution weaker in one

part than in others, or we shall have a quasi-planetary system,

which is inadmissible.

Moreover, we have sufficient indications of the regularity of

primitive molecules in the shape of their crystals. Many such

crystals are regular : and these cannot come from irregular mole-

cules. Those crystals also, which are called irregular, often pro-

ceed very evidently from regular forms either immediately or

mediately. A few primitive crystals, which cannot be traced to

regular polyhedric forms, seem to constitute an exception; yet

they may come from regular molecules which, in the act of crys-

tallization, have suffered an accidental change of form. Doubtless,

crystals having an invariable regular polyhedric form, like those of

silver, gold, copper, diamond, lead, mercury, &c, cannot be con-

ceived as resulting from molecules of irregular forms ; for irregu-

larity cannot be the source of constant regularity : and yet, since

regular molecules, when meeting to form a crystal, may be acci-

dentally modified, on one side only, by their mutual action, it is

quite possible that molecules in the act of crystallization should be

flattened or elongated, and that irregular crystals should be made

up of molecules, which in their free state, viz. before crystallizing,

were regular polyhedrons.

We shall not insist on this point. That a body, which is con-

sidered as a primitive substance, should be made up of molecules

not perfectly regular, is not absolutely impossible : still, such an

irregularity could not be proved from the irregularity of crystal-

line forms, and, were it demonstrated, we should then be entitled

to suspect that that substance is not primitive, and a time may

come when chemistry will be able to show its composition. How-

ever this may be, our proposition does not formally exclude all

exceptions : and, therefore, even if a.few substances, as sulphur* or

* We think that the molecules of sulphur are regular tetrahedrons, though the two

crystalline forms of this substance are very remote from the tetrahedric. See what we

say in Book XI. numb. vn. and x.
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tin, had irregular molecules, which cannot be proved, we are right

in saying that the molecules of primitive bodies have in general

a regular polyhedric form. Q. E. D.

Corollary I. Therefore, not only the envelope, but the

nucleus, or the nuclei, of primitive molecules are in general re-

gular polyhedrons
;

for, the regularity of the one depends evidently

on the regularity of the others.

Corollary II. Therefore all the elements of the same mole-

cular stratum, i. e. of the same nucleus or envelope, possess equal

power. Were it otherwise, they would be unequally distant from

the centre of the system, and from themselves ; which would
destroy regularity of form.

Corollary III. Therefore we can safely apply to primitive

molecules in general those considerations, which Ave have presented

in the preceding Books, about regular systems of elements.

Proposition VII.

The molecules of primitive bodies at certain distances attract

each other.

Demonstration. We assume as a known fact, that, as the

earth attracts bodies, so also bodies attract one another. And,
since bodies are made up either of primitive molecules, or of

molecules resulting from their combination, it follows, that, though
repulsive action may prevail, in particular cases, between mole-

cules on account of the greater proximity of their repulsive ele-

ments, yet attractivity is absolutely greater than repulsivity in

each molecular system. Consequently, every molecule, at least for

great distances in comparison with which the molecular radii may
be considered as infinitesimal quantities, and for which its total

action is equal to the algebraical sum of the actions of all itsr

elements, is attractive. Q.E.D.
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Proposition VIII.

The molecules of 'primitive bodies are systems naturally endowed

with a palpitatory motion of contraction and dilatation.

Demonstration. We have already shown that all molecules

must have one nucleus, or many, and a repulsive envelope. Now,
in the case of uninuclear molecules, the only system which can

represent them is that whose material formula is

m — R + nA + nR'
;

for, the other varieties, m = R -f nR
f + n'R

f

\ m — A + nA' + nR
and m = A + nR + nR! . are not to be found in bodies, either on

account of their incapability of reacting against pressure, or of

their repulsivity at any distance however great. Now, that a

molecule may keep permanently its own nature, it must retain its

envelope firmly connected with the other constituent parts of the

system. This connexion is obtained, of course, through the attrac-

tion exercised by the nucleus. Nor is it sufficient that this attrac-

tion should equilibrate the repulsive efforts of the centre and of the

envelope upon the nucleus
;

for, if it were so, then the molecule

would be repulsive at all great distances, as is evident from the

expressions of the conditions of equilibrium which we have found

(Book v. Prob. I. II. &c), and from the numerical examples there

given. Hence, we must admit that the attractive power of the

nucleus is greater than that which would be necessary for the

equilibrium of the nucleus : in other words, we must have

nv >v-\- nw,

according to our usual notation. And, consequently, the elements

of the nucleus, on account of their prevailing attractivity, will ap-

proach the centre, and make regular vibrations through it, after

the manner explained in Book Iv. Prob. X. Meanwhile the en-

velope, being acted upon with successively different intensities by

the nucleus, will itself contract and dilate, more or less, according

to the conditions of the case, each element moving to and fro in
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the direction of the radius, though it will never reach the centre

nor vibrate through it, on account of mutual repulsivity.

In the case of binuclear molecules, the three varieties

m = R + nR+ riA + ri'BT,

ra = A + nR + n'A
r+ ri'E,

m = A + nR + n'E + ri'R",

cannot be admitted as existing in natural bodies. The first and

second cannot be admitted, because either they would be repulsive

at any great distance, or, if they were attractive, the second

nucleus would take the place of the first, and change the system.

The third also cannot be admitted, because either it is repulsive at

any great distance, or else the attractivity of its centre must be so

great that the system would not be capable of reacting against

compression. The only varieties that deserve consideration are

the following,

m = B + nA + riA' + n"B",

m —A + nA' + riR + ri'R',

m = R + nA+nE + ri'R",

and they are all endowed with palpitatory motion. And, indeed,

they are admissible only when they give rise respectively to the

inequalities

nv
r + riv" > v + ri'w,

v + nv > riv" + ri'w,

nv > v + riv" + ri'w,

Now, by comparing these conditions with the dynamical formulas

of their respective systems, we shall see that equilibrium is im-

possible with them, on account of the prevalence of attractivity.

Hence, the system will be vibratory : and the envelopes them-

selves will have a motion of contraction and dilatation, as in the

preceding case.

Hence it is clear, that the same motion of contraction and

dilatation will be a property of all other molecules which are trinu-

clear, quadrinuclear, or, in general, polynuclear systems ;
for, in all

such molecules equilibrium is impossible when their attractivity
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absolutely prevails on their repulsivity, as is the case in natural

bodies. We conclude, then, that all molecules, by reason of their

own constitution* are endowed with a movement of contraction

and dilatation, q.e.d.

Proposition IX.

Molecules of the same constitution and figure at certain dis-

tances repel each other.

Demonstration. When a mass is formed of molecules having

the same constitution and figure, these molecules have their en-

velopes directly opposite to each other
;
hence, when the distance

of the repulsive elements which constitute the envelopes becomes

much smaller than the distance of the attractive elements which

constitute the nucleus immediately following, the repulsive actions

become much more intense than the attractive : which is a corol-

lary of the Newtonian law of actions. This proposition is evident

also from the fact that liquid, solid, and fluid bodies resist com-

pression; for, to resist mutual approach is evidently due to an

exertion of power of a repulsive nature.

Proposition X.

Molecules of the same constitution and figure can approach

each other to a certain distance only, where they remain in equi-

librium ofposition.

Demonstration. I call equilibrium of position the perman-

ence of two molecules at the same distance, such distance being

measured from the centre of the one to the centre of the other.

This sort of equilibrium is only relative, and may coexist with the

palpitation of the molecules, i. e. with the vibrations of the nuclei

* I say "by reason of their constitution", viz. considering each molecule of itself;

for, when a number of molecules are united in one mass, the action of surrounding

molecules may perhaps cause a suspension of such a palpitatory motion ; since the

elements of the surrounding molecules form around the intercepted molecules a repul-

sive additional envelope, the action of which may be sufficient to establish equilibrium

in the intercepted molecules.
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through their centre, and the consequent oscillations of the en-

velopes. Now, to prove our proposition, it suffices to remark that

molecules of the same constitution and figure at less distances

repel each other (Book VI. Prop. IX.), and at greater distances

attract each other (ib. Prop. vil). The consequence is, that at

some intermediate distance, where the action from attractive be-

comes repulsive, the expression of the action must change its

sign, and, therefore, becomes =0. At such distance, then, which

may be called the distance of relative equilibrium, attraction and

repulsion totally neutralize each other : and this is the only

distance at which any two molecules of the same constitution and

figure can and will remain in equilibrium of position. Q.E.D.



BOOK VII.

ON THE GENERAL PROPERTIES OF BODIES.

From molecules constituted as we have explained the primitive

bodies arise, whose properties we discover by means of experiment

and observation. Bodies, accordingly, must have different pro-

perties, inasmuch as the molecules of which they are composed

possess a different constitution ; and from the special properties

which are found to be inherent in different bodies, a special con-

stitution of the molecules thereof may be inferred. But there are

properties which are common to all ponderable bodies, on which

something is to be said before we come to other special consider-

ations. They result from the constitution and mutual relation of

molecules considered in a general point of view, and they are

styled "the general properties of ponderable bodies." Such ge-

neral properties may be arranged in the following order

:

1st. Quantity of mass and of volume.

2nd. Divisibility.

3rd. Porosity.

4th. Compressibility.

5th. Reactivity.

6th. Impenetrability.

7th. Capability of displaying the so called force of inertia.

8th. Vibrativity.

We do not rank among the general properties of bodies

activity, passivity and inertia, because they are the properties of

matter rather than of bodies ; as they do not belong to bodies on

account of their composition or bodily constitution, but only inas-
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much as the elements themselves of which the molecules are made

up are essentially active, passive and inert, as we have seen in

Book i.

Property I.

The quantity of mass means, as all know, the quantity of

matter which exists in a body. It is evident that the absolute

quantity of matter contained in a body must be expressed by the

absolute number of elements contained in the same body. If,

then, we were to discover that the number of elements constitut-

ing one molecule of a homogeneous body is m, and that the body

contains k such molecules, we might know the absolute mass M of

the same body by the equation

M— mk.

But, as we cannot, in the present state of science, determine

exactly the factors of the absolute mass, so we prefer to measure

the quantity of mass by comparing it to a certain other quantity,

which we arbitrarily assume as the unit of mass.

The volume is the space comprised between the material points

that form the extreme boundary of the body. As space is the

region of continuous motion, so we conceive space as continuous

:

and, since in a continuous quantity no natural unit of measure is

to be found, we cannot measure space, unless we adopt an arbi-

trary unit of extension. Hence quantity of volume is measured

only by another quantity of volume, which we consider as the

unit of volume : in the same way as we do with regard to the

quantity of mass. There is, however, a difference between the

two ;
for, the quantity of mass, though it is measured, for our con-

venience, by an arbitrary unit, is made up of simple elements,

each of which is a natural unit of measure ; whilst the quantity of

volume contains no such natural units, as we have remarked.

The masses of two or more bodies are exactly proportional to

their weights. This principle (which we have proved in Book I.

Prop. VI.) gives us the means of determining the quantity of

mass,
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The ratio of the mass to the volume is called the density. If

M, V, 8 are the mass, the volume, and the density of a given

body, we shall have

s M

and the unit of density will be the density of the body which in

the unit of volume contains that quantity of mass which is taken

as the unit of mass. From these common notions it is clear that

each body must have mass and volume, and, therefore, density

also.

Property II.

Divisibility is the capability of division or separation of parts.

The absolute divisibility of bodies is exactly as great as the quan-
tity of matter contained in the bodies. The relative divisibility is

as great as the amount of power which is applicable to execute

the division. These propositions are self-evident. It is equally

evident, that the old question regarding the intrinsic possibility of

dividing matter by an endless division, does not deserve, on our
part, the least attention ; since we know, that bodies are composed
of a finite number of molecules, and these of a finite number of

elements; and, these elements being attained, no division can
proceed further. With regard to the infinite divisibility of the
quantity of volume, physicists have nothing to say, as this is a
question of geometry or rather of metaphysics, not of physics. We
may only observe, that volume and space, like time, being con-

tinuous, must be capable of endless division : but, on the other

hand, such division is only virtual, inasmuch as it does not

separate one part of space or of time from another, but merely

marks out the distinction of the one from the other. The reason

of this is, because space and time have only virtual parts ; whilst

the quantity of matter which has material parts materially and
formally distinct, though actually connected by mutual actions, is

strictly and properly divisible, inasmuch as the dynamical con-

nexion of those material parts can be destroyed by an external

action forcing these parts asunder.
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Property III.

Porosity may be defined the capability of containing a greater

quantity of matter without an increase of volume. Porosity is

either absolute or relative. The absolute porosity of a body is the

whole space within the body unoccupied by matter. Our concep-

tion of absolute porosity will be true, if we consider the molecules

of a body and each element of them as isolated in vacuo. The

absolute pores of a body will then be those portions of space,

which are actually determined by the relative position of a num-
ber of elements being in immediate vicinity : and the sum of the

absolute pores will be equal to the volume itself of the body.

This last inference is evident
;
for, simple elements, though occupy-

ing space, cannot fill space, as they have no bulk
;
and, therefore,

the whole volume of the body is only virtually divided into smaller

volumes, without any part of it being filled with matter. Those,

who are wont to confound a space occupied with a space filled with

matter, do not reflect that nothing but continuous matter could

possibly fill any part of space ; whilst no continuous matter is re-

quired to occupy space ; since occupation does not involve exten-

sion, and material unextended points are calculated to occupy

space, as they mark out a point in space, which is their centre of

action.

The relative porosity of a body is a space between its molecules

more or less accessible to the molecules of another body, e.g. air,

oil, water, &c. The body whose molecular constitution and

arrangement permits the free access and permeation of such

molecules, is porous with regard to the same
;
and, consequently,

relative porosity means relative permeability. Relative porosity

sometimes is quite sensible, as in the case of wood, sponge, &c.

;

but in many instances it is not sensible, as in steel, marble, &c.

That porosity is a general property of all bodies is an imme-

diate corollary of their being composed of molecules, and the

molecules of elements. So we have nothing more to say about

this property.
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Property IV.

Compressibility is the capability of undergoing a diminution of

volume. From what we have said on the constitution of molecules

it is clear that bodies must be absolutely compressible; for the

distance between molecules, absolutely speaking, can be dimi-

nished, although we do not always possess a power sufficient to

overcome the resistance we encounter, so as to produce a sensible

diminution of bulk. Compressibility does not imply that the re-

duction of the bulk is durable; and, therefore, compressibility

does not exclude the power of reacting, under compression, so as

to restore the primitive bulk.

Property V,

Reactivity in general is the power of resisting an external

action that tends to modify the state <rf the body: but very often

we call reactivity more especially the power of struggling against

compression. From what has been said above on the constitution

of molecules it is evident that reactivity is a general property of

all ponderable bodies
;

for, as the molecules must naturally main-

tain in each body their position of equilibrium (Book VI. Prop. X.),

and cannot approach nearer to one another without their action

becoming repulsive, the consequence is, that pressure, by diminish-

ing the distance, puts those molecules in such a condition as is

required for mutual repulsion. Such a repulsion, as opposite to

the action by which it is occasioned, is called reaction, and the

readiness of the body to react is called reactivity.

A body will react as long as its molecules remain at a distance

less than that of relative equilibrium. There is only one case in

which an exception to this general law is to be found ; and this

is when pressure alters the molecular constitution of the body so

as to change its specific nature. In such a case the body is con-

strained to change its chemical constitution, or at least its physi-

cal state, as when vapours are condensed into liquids, or when
two gases in consequence of compression combine with each other

M. M. 11
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and dimmish in bulk. If, then, we except this one case (in which,

however, molecular reaction has a chemical or quasi-chemical

effect in promoting the constitution of molecules of a new kind,

which require a new distance of relative equilibrium) the reaction

is always, not only proportional, but perfectly equal to the action

by which the body is compressed. This proposition may be proved

thus.

Let us suppose, that a molecule whose centre is 0 (fig. 26)

is projected with a certain velocity against another molecule

whose centre is 0 ' . At the instant for which the distance of the

two molecules becomes less than that of the equilibrium of posi-

tion, the repulsive powers of the molecule 0' impinged upon

tend to retard the advance of the impinging molecule 0, whilst

the repulsive powers of the impinging molecule 0 tend to repel

the molecule 0' impinged on. These two opposite efforts are felt

more intensely by the elements a and by the elements a, which

are nearer, than by the elements b or b\ which are further apart.

And, therefore, since at the beginning of the impact the elements

a are more retarded than the elements 6, and the elements a

receive a greater velocity than the elements b\ the elements a

and b will become nearer, and so also the elements a and V :

in other words, there will be mutual compression. Now the

molecules, when so compressed, are in an abnormal state, and

tend, by reason of their own constitution, to reassume their na-

tural shape by expansion: and, as they cannot expand on the

side at which they are actually pressing one another, they will

strive to dilate by extending in the opposite directions. Accord-

ingly, the effect of mutual repulsion will be, that the molecule

O impinged on, while striving to free itself from unnatural com-
pression, acquires, by interior working, a certain velocity in the

direction O'B : and the impinging molecule 0, while striving like-

wise to free itself from compression, acquires, by interior working,

a certain velocity in the direction OP contrary to the direction

of the impulse.

Now, the maximum of compression of these two molecules

being an effect of the mutual repulsion of the elements a and a,

as we have stated, such a maximum must be absolutely equal

on both sides
;

for, were it greater on one side, its excess would
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induce a further compression, i. e. we should have a greater com-
pression than the maximum of compression ; which is impossible.

Consequently, the maximum of compression being equal on both

sides, the efforts towards restoring their own shape must be equal

in both molecules
;
and, therefore, the molecule 0' must acquire

(by its interior work of reaction) the same quantity of motion in

the direction O R, as the molecule 0 acquires (by its interior

work) in the direction OP. This fact, which is true in the case

not only of two molecules, but of any two bodies whatever, as

we shall see hereafter, is commonly expressed by saying that

action and reaction are always equal, or that the quantity of mo-

tion acquired by the mass impinged upon is equal to that lost by

the impinging body.

In the example which we have given, the two molecules are

not necessarily of the same nature. If they were so, then it is

obvious, that their compressions as produced by the exertion of

equal powers on equally constituted systems, would be in every

point of view, i.e. both materially and formally, equal. But,

when two molecules are of a different nature, then what we have

said of the equality of compression must be understood to mean

only that the amount of compression is the same, though its ma-

terial effect may be different, according to the different consti-

tution of the compressed systems. That the amount of compres-

sion must be the same, we have already proved : that its material

effect may be different, is evident from the difference of constitu-

tion, which implies a different disposition to yield or to resist.

So that, as in the impact of bodies the quantities of motion lost

and acquired are equal, though the velocities lost and acquired

be not equal, so the amount of formal compression is equal in

two molecules, even though their material compression, or change

of bulk, is unequal, on account of their having a different mass,

or, in general, a different nature.

The words action and reaction cannot be used in the case of

mutual actions, through which the structure of bodies is not

shaken, and of which the one is not provoked by the other.

Thus, the action of the sun upon the earth, and the action of the

earth upon the sun, are not action and reaction
;
for, the earth

acts upon the sun not because the sun provokes its action, but

11—2
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because the earth possesses active powers of its own : and, in the

same manner, the sun acts on the earth, not because the earth

provokes such action, but because the sun itself is endowed with

activity, and is determined to act. Therefore, the sun and the

earth do not act and react on each other, but simply act. The

idea of reaction implies in the reacting body an exertion of power

which has been awakened by violence, viz. by another exertion

causing a disturbance in the body, and putting it in an unnatural

state from which it strives to recover. Now, this occurs only

when traction or pressure or any other analogous exertion of

power constrains the molecules of a body to alter their natural

size or their distances of relative equilibrium : this is the state

of things by which reaction is called into existence, and kept up
until by it the molecules reduce themselves again to their normal

size and distance.

Those physicists who, in speaking of the mutual action of the

earth on a stone, and of the stone on the earth, use the words

action and reaction, confound* the absolute principle of the equality

of action and reaction in the impact of bodies with another prin-

ciple which is less absolute, viz. that the quantity of action of a

body A on another body B is equal to the quantity of action of

the body B on the body A. These two principles, we say, must not

be confounded. In the second, in fact, the question is one not

of action and reaction, but of mutual action only : and, moreover,

whilst the first principle is absolute and general, the second is

true only with a restriction, viz. when the bodies A and B are of

the same nature*. Many a physicist has overlooked the neces-

* This restriction is indispensable. Let M and M' be two masses of the same

nature : each molecule a of the mass M will act on each molecule a of the mass M

'

with an intensity equal to that with which each molecule a' acts on each molecule a.

For it is clear, that in masses of the same nature the molecules have the same

powers : and, since any two molecules act on one another from a common distance,

the exertion of those powers will also be equal on both sides. Now, this conclusion

would not be true, if the molecules a and a were of a different nature, if e. g. they

were constituted of a different proportion of attractive and repulsive elements.

When the two masses are of the same nature, we may conclude that the molecule

a of the mass M acts on all the molecules of the mass M' by actions equal to those

of all these molecules on a itself : so also any other molecule b of the mass M acts on

all the molecules of the mass M' as b itself is acted upon by them : and so on. Hence,
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sity of this restriction, from assuming (of course, without proof)

that the particles of matter, at least at non-molecular distances,

were all equally attractive. This, I repeat, they assumed
;

for,

there is no fact in nature and no argument in scientific reason-

ing, that can prove such an assertion. The only apparent proof

which can be brought in, would be based on the hypothesis that

all matter is homogeneous : and this hypothesis is not only gra-

tuitous, but ruinous and false, as is evident from the above given

proofs of the existence of attractive and repulsive elements.

And, indeed, if molecules are made up of attractive and repul-

sive elements, and different substances contain a different pro-

portion of them, as is evident from their having so widely different

physical and chemical properties, it is impossible not to see that

bodies of different natures are made up of molecules which are

not homogeneous, and that their actions are not necessarily equal.

And consequently we cannot admit the principle of equality of

mutual actions with regard to substances of a different species,

whilst, on the other hand, we must admit the equality of action

and reaction for all ponderable substances, however heteroge-

neous.

Let us add here a few remarks on another principle which

has a certain connexion with the same subject, and which has

been admitted without a sufficient limitation : viz. that the hea-

venly bodies attract one another proportionally to their masses. To

show the ambiguous bearing of this principle, let A, B, and G
be three heavenly bodies. Then the principle may mean, first,

that the attraction of A upon B and G is proportional to the

masses of the bodies B and (7, which are acted on. It might mean

also, that the attractions of A and of B upon G are proportional

to the masses of the bodies A and B, which act Now the prin-

ciple is absolutely true in the first sense only : it cannot be true

in the second, unless we make the restriction that the bodies A

by making the sum of all the actions of all the molecules contained in if, we shall be

satisfied that the total action of M upon M' is equal to the total action of M' upon M.

Therefore, for masses of the same nature, the quantities of mutual action are equal:

but with regard to masses of a different nature, the conclusion cannot be true, be-

cause molecules of a different kind may possess different powers.
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and B are of the same specific constitution, and differ only in

quantity of mass. Let us illustrate this by an example. The
mass of the earth attracts an element of matter, which is

placed at its surface, with an action of the intensity g. If, then,

two bodies have the masses M and M' respectively, the action of

the earth upon them will be respectively Mg and M'g: and we
shall express this fact by saying that the weights are proportional

to the masses weighed. So far the principle is self-evident ; for

weight is nothing but the sum of the earth's actions received in

the body, and by which the body is pressed against the obstacle

that prevents it from falling : and it is obvious that the number
of such actions is equal to the number of the elements that are

acted on. But, what if the mass of the earth were to become
greater? would $ also become greater? It is evident, that the

mass of the earth might be augmented by addition of repulsive

as well as of attractive elements. In the second case g would

become greater, of course; but, in the first, it would become
smaller. Again, the mass of the earth could be diminished by
a subtraction of repulsive elements : and in this case the diminu-

tion of the mass would entail an increase of intensity in terres-

trial attraction. In other words, gravity is the result of actions

of different signs; and, therefore, it is not represented by the

arithmetical, but by the algebraical, sum of the actions proceed-

ing from each element of matter contained in the earth : whilst,

on the contrary, the mass of the earth is always represented by
an arithmetical, not by an algebraical, sum of its elements. We
conclude, therefore, that the weights are proportional to the masses
of the bodies which are weighed, but they are not necessarily

proportional to the masses by which the bodies weighed are at-

tracted. And thus, if it were possible to transfer a body from
the earth to the moon, its weight would not necessarily change
in the ratio of the earth's mass to the mass of the moon, un-
less we make the hypothesis that the moon and the earth con-

tain the same proportion of attractive and repulsive elements
having the same quantity of power respectively : but this hypo-
thesis would have no foundation at all. Planets, likewise, are

attracted by the sun proportionally to their own absolute masses
;

and yet they do not necessarily attract the sun with attractions
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proportional to their own masses, but proportional to the excess

of their attractivity on their repulsivity. And, indeed, to allow

themselves to be attracted is the property of material elements

on account of their matter or passivity, which is of the same kind

in each and all of them ; and therefore, each and all are, or can

be attracted. On the contrary, to attract is a property of ele-

ments by reason of their form or activity, which is not of the

same kind in all the elements, since some are attractive, and

others repulsive. Therefore, if a planet contains a number m of

attractive and a number m of repulsive elements, each of equal

intensity, it will indeed be attracted proportionally to the whole

mass m + m', but will attract only by an action proportional to

the difference m — m.

Property VI.

Impenetrability is the result of molecular reactivity, and con-

sists in this, that one molecule does not allow another molecule

to occupy the place actually occupied by itself. Impenetrability,

as well as reactivity, arises evidently from the constitution of mole-

cular systems. Hence, it is without reason that Boscovich, as we

have already observed (Book II. Prop, v.), from the impenetrability

of bodies inferred the impenetrability of each simple element of

matter. And, indeed, if molecules possess a reactive constitution,

on account of which the one is relatively impermeable to the other,

bodies will be impenetrable, whatever we may say of simple ele-

ments in general.

Molecules, in order to be impenetrable, must have the power of

retaining a certain bulk, whatever the pressure to which they are

subjected. I say a certain bulk ; because the very same body

which is impenetrable is also compressible
;

and, therefore, the

volume of the molecules is not absolutely invariable.

Impenetrability is not essentially interfered with by chemical

affinity, although the combination of two substances, that have

mutual affinity, gives rise to a compound, whose volume is less

than that of its components. In fact, the impenetrability of bodies

is not an absolute, but a relative property, physical, not chemical

;

and, therefore, bodies are impenetrable as viewed in their own
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permanent constitution, whatever may be their relative perme-

ability when they are actually undergoing a change of constitution.

Still, the molecules of different substances, when actually com-

bining, do not strictly compenetrate one another, though the one

unites with the other so as to form a new and unique molecular

system. And, after all, even though a true penetration were un-

avoidable, wTe might turn the difficulty by answering, that im-

penetrability, being a physical property, regards only a set of

molecules either of the same nature or such as have not, or are

not actually exercising, molecular affinity ; and, therefore, no case

of chemical combination can be alleged against the impenetra-

bility of bodies.

Property VII.

The capability of displaying the so-called force of inertia is,

like impenetrability, nothing more than a particular case of re-

activity. A body by reason of its reactivity resists the passage

of another body : and by reason of the same reactivity a body

checks or diminishes the motion of another body that impinges

upon it : and it is when it produces such a diminution of motion

that it is said to display its force of inertia. Hence, the vis in-

ertice is nothing else than the intensity (Book II. Prop. II. Schol.)

of a reaction displayed by a body when its structure is altered

by exterior violence : so that, whenever a body is free from ex-

terior violence, viz. whenever its molecules remain at the dis-

tance of relative equilibrium, any display of vis inertice is

impossible.

The vis inertice might be denned as the quantity of effort by

which a body, when enduring violence from without, strives to

restore its molecules to their natural size and to their position of

relative equilibrium. From what we have already observed, it is

evident that this effort procdeds from the powers residing in the

molecules. If the exterior action, to which they are subjected,

tends to produce compression, the resistance of the body will con-

sist of an exertion of repulsive powers : if the exterior action tends

to dilate the body, the resistance of the body will consist of ex-

ertion of attractive powers (Book vi. Prop. vii. and IX.).
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Now let it be observed, that a body A> whether pushing or

drawing another body B, acts always with a much greater in-

tensity on those molecules of the body B which are closer to it,

than on those others which are more distant. The consequence

is, that the body B will be incapable of yielding its place to

the pushing body, or of following the direction of the drawing

body, till the molecules of B by mutual compression in the first

case, and by mutual traction in the second, have all acquired a

suitable velocity. Accordingly, so long as by such interior actions

and reactions the molecules of B have not acquired a common
velocity, the body A cannot freely pursue its course, but suffers

either compression or traction according as it is itself acting by

compression or traction : and in both cases the same body A,

through the internal reaction of its own molecules, acquires a

quantity of motion which is contrary to its original tendency.

Such is the fact, to account for which the vis inertice has been

had recourse to. The reason, then, why reaction received the

name of vis inertice is, because the resistance of the body acted

on is developed in that lapse of time, during which the inert body,

inasmuch as inert, i.e. incapable of leaving its place without its

mass having acquired a common velocity, stands still in need of

acquiring it, and therefore delays to quit its place. This is the

only reason why the body B, if acted on by compression, will, for

a time, cause a similar compression in the impinging body, and,

if acted on by traction, will, for a time, cause a similar traction

or tension in the body by which it is drawn : so that the com-

pression in the first case, and the traction in the second, is com-

mon both to the acting body and to the body acted upon.

Hence we see, that inertia is not the cause, but only the con-

dition sine qua non, of the resistance : that it is not anything like

an active power, or an exertion of power, but only an incapability

of moving, on the part of the resisting body, without having ac-

quired a suitable velocity. And consequently, the vis inertice also,

far from being a new causality, is only another name for quantity

of reaction, drawn from the consideration of the mode of being and

the dynamical state of the inert body.

In the impact of two bodies A and B, it is evident that

both are compressed ; hence the so-called vis inertice is awakened
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in both, and equally too, according to what we have already-

established about the equality of action and reaction amongst

molecules (Book vn. Property v.). But this last consequence, in

the case of two bodies, especially if they are of a different nature,

deserves a further explanation, which will be here in its proper

place. The compression of the bodies impinging and impinged

upon is common* and cannot be greater in A than in B, or vice

versa, as the one is the condition of the existence of the other,

whatever the nature of the bodies A and B. And as such com-

pressions have opposite tendencies, they must give rise to oppo-

site results. Now, when A begins to press B, we have mutual

action, as is evident : but, when compression has reached its maxi-

mum (and there cannot be a maximum, unless the two bodies

are under an equal degree of intensive compression, as we have

already intimated), then reaction begins : by which both A and

B free themselves from their unnatural compression. This reaction

does not take place from A to B, nor from B to A, but is

separately exercised by the molecules of A among themselves, and
by the molecules of B among themselves. Wherefore the action

which produces compression is indeed mutual, but the reaction,

though it takes place both in A and in B, is not mutual, as it

is not exercised from A to B, nor from B to A. Now let it be

remarked, that the reaction, by which the body B frees itself

from compression, must undo what has been done by the action

of the body A, by which the compression was brought about

:

and, in the same manner, the reaction, by which the body A frees

itself from compression, must undo what has been done by the

action of the body B which has been the cause of such a com-

pression. If, then, the actions of A and of B have been equal,

the reactions also will be equal. But these actions are always

equal ; since they are measured by the maximum of compression.

Therefore the reactions are also equal
;

and, consequently, the

quantity of motion acquired by the body A in freeing itself from

* What we say here on compression may easily be applied to traction. When a

body is drawn with a rope, compression is replaced by tension : and tension, like com-

pression, will be common and require equal efforts on both sides ; and consequently,

here also, action and reaction will be equal.
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compression equals that acquired by the body B in the same
circumstance.

We have said that the so-called vis inertice is brought into

existence when the equilibrium among the molecules of a body
ceases to exist. Accordingly, no vis inertice is called into existence

when an agent acts with equal intensity on each molecule of a
body; for in this case their equilibrium will not be disturbed,

and the whole of the body will simultaneously receive a common
velocity and move in.the direction of it without undergoing change
of form. Thus, when the earth acts on a body which is free to

fall, the vis inertice has no part to play, and the body cannot

react, since its interior equilibrium is not disturbed. Thus also

no sensible reaction is called forth by the action of the sun upon
the earth, because the action of the sun on each part of the

earth is sensibly of one and the same intensity. On the contrary,

the action of the moon on the earth is calculated to give rise

to a reaction on the part of the earth, because the action of the

moon on the less distant parts of the earth is approximately to

its action on the most distant parts, as 16 : 15 ; and this difference

is sensible. Hence the moon tends to cause a swelling in that

part of the earth to which it is nearest; and the effect of its

action, though inappreciable with regard to those parts which are

solid, is most sensible in the ebb and flow of the tides.

Property VIII.

Vibrativity is the capability of vibratory motion. We have

already proved, that the molecules of primitive bodies have, by
reason of their constitution, a movement of contraction and dilata-

tion : but vibrativity, as a general property of bodies, implies the

capability of making vibrations determined by an extrinsic agent.

Vibrativity may be different in different bodies. Peculiar kinds of

vibrativity correspond to peculiar classes of phenomena brought

about by vibrations, as in heat, light, sound, and other modes of

motion of periodic recurrence, to which an innumerable multi-

tude of natural phenomena are to be traced, and for which dif-
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ferent bodies have a different disposition depending on their

molecular constitution. Hence, when we see that two bodies are

differently affected by light, heat, &c, we are entitled to infer that

those bodies differ in their molecular constitution. These general

remarks may here suffice : for further details see Book IX. on the

special properties of bodies.



BOOK VIII.

ON LUMINIFEROUS AETHER *.

To give a correct notion of some of the special properties of

bodies it is indispensable to know the nature of the agency on

which the luminous and calorific phenomena depend. This obliges

us to say a few words on luminiferous aether, before we proceed

further. And since there are scientific men who deny the exist-

ence of a special substance deserving the name of luminiferous

aether, it is necessary for us to show its reality, before we determine

the nature and properties of the fluid itself.

I. uEther, a special substance.

The question is not precisely whether we must admit a medium
for the transmission of light, but whether this medium is a special

substance distinct from all substances coming under the name
of ponderable matter. Mr Grove, in his valuable book on the

correlation of physical forces, shows a great tendency to replace

luminiferous aether by common matter, or gross matter, as it is

often called. "The difference," says he, "between the view which
I am advocating and that of the setherial theory as generally

enunciated is, that the matter which in the interplanetary spaces

serves as the means of transmitting by its undulations light and
heat, I should regard as possessing the qualities of ordinary or,

as it has sometimes been called, gross matter, and particularly

weight
;
though from its extreme rarefaction it would manifest

these properties in an infinitely small degree
;

whilst, on the

surface of the earth, that matter attains a density cognisable by
our means of experiment, and the matter is itself, in great part,

the conveyer of the undulations in which these agents consist"

(page 149). As for the aetherial theory, he thinks it to be a

* I write cether, to make a distinction between the medium of transmission of

light, and those substances which are called ethers in chemistry, as nitric ether,

sulphuric ether, &c,
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gratuitous assumption : in this theory " a specific matter without

weight must be assumed, of the existence of which there is no

evidence but in the phenomena for the explanation of which its

existence is supposed. To account for the phenomena, the aether

is assumed, and to prove the existence of the aether the phenomena

are cited" (page 150).

We shall remark first, that the aetherial theory assumes by

no means the existence of
<c a specific matter without weight.

"

iEther is called an imponderable, not to express that it is without

weight, but to state the fact, that we cannot weigh it. iEther,

like all other material things is essentially subject to gravitation :

this follows from what has been demonstrated in the first and

second Books of this work. And, since weight is nothing but the

resultant of attractions applied to a mass, a mass of aether cannot

be under attraction without having weight. Yet weight in general

is not necessarily the resultant of terrestrial actions alone. The

earth itself has weight as related to the sun, and the satellites have

weight as related to their planets. In other words, the notion of

weight extends to all gravitating matter throughout the universe.

To say, then, that since we cannot ascertain the amount of ter-

restrial action on aether, aether must be without weight, would

mean, either that we admit an absurd kind of matter which cannot

be acted upon, or that we consider the earth as being the only, or

at least the most active, centre of gravitation in the world.

We may remark, moreover, that the aetherial theory does

not assume the existence of a new " specific matter," as Mr Grove

thinks. We have shown in another place that the analysis of

bodies must ultimately lead to simple elements, some attractive,

and others repulsive. A matter specifically different from attrac-

tive and repulsive elements would be a matter destitute of that

which essentially constitutes what we call matter : it would be

a sheer impossibility. Thus far, then, we agree with Mr Grove

:

we, like him, reject a new specific matter. Still, aether might be,

after all, a substance specifically different from all other known

substances, Thus, hydrogen and nitrogen, although made up of

elements of common matter, are substances of a different species,

as every one must allow, inasmuch as they have a different specific

constitution from which their different specific properties result.
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If, then, luminiferous aether possesses properties which are incom-

patible with the constitution of common ponderable bodies, we
are compelled to say that aether is endowed with a peculiar

specific constitution. In such a case, which is a real one, as we
shall presently see, luminiferous aether will be a special substance,

though by no means formed of a new specific matter.

A third remark may be, that the gross matter which "from

its extreme rarefaction would manifest its properties only in an

indefinitely small degree" cannot be a proper medium for trans-

mitting light. The rate of velocity, at which light travels, is

so enormous that it is quite impossible to account for it by a

medium consisting of a highly rarefied fluid. The rapidity of

the transmission of undulations undoubtedly depends upon the

intensity of the mutual action of the particles constituting the

transmitting medium : and this intensity again depends on the

vicinity of the same particles, according to the general law which

we have proved in a preceding Book. Now, is it possible to

admit that common matter in a state of high rarefaction is capable

of transmitting light with so prodigious a rapidity ? Air is com-

mon matter : and we know from acoustics that the waves of air

have in their propagation a velocity of about 340 metres. Now,

let air be extremely expanded and highly rarefied ; is it con-

ceivable that it will acquire just then the power of transmitting

waves of any kind with the amazing velocity of 298,000,000

metres ? If a man can conceive this, he must be ready to admit

also that in proportion as the material particles of a fluid become

more distant from one another, their mutual action must become

intenser. We trust that this new theorem will never be adopted

by mechanical writers.

This last consideration, to which others might be added, suffi-

ciently shows that common matter extremely rarefied cannot be

the medium which transmits light. Accordingly, luminiferous

aether is a special substance altogether distinct from any of the

substances ranked amongst primitive ponderable bodies and their

compounds. What we shall say hereafter concerning the properties

of aether will amply confirm our present conclusion*

* We think that Mr Grrove is quite wrong, when he points to a vicious circle on

the part of those who hold luminiferous aether to be a special substance. "Of the
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II iETHER, AN UNRESISTING MEDIUM.

Though there are scientific men, who do not admit luminiferous

aether to be an unresisting medium, yet their opinion is not gene-

rally adopted. The greater number, compelled by the examination

of facts, adhere to Newton's saying, that throughout celestial spaces

no resisting medium is to be found, for the reason that non solum

solida planetarum et cometarum corpora, sed etiam rarissimi cau-

darum vapores, rnotus suos velocissimos liberrime peragunt, et

diutissime conservant* This reason is so good and conclusive,

that, had it been sufficiently considered by those who adhere to

the opposite view, it would have brought them to a total change

of opinion. If planets move through a resisting medium, how is

it, that from centuries they have not suffered any sensible re-

tardation in their orbits? The patrons of the resisting medium

have said that the masses of planets being enormously great as

compared with the mass of the medium through which they move,

the resistance of the medium must be very small, and cause only

an imperceptible retardation. This answer, plausible though it

may have appeared to some philosophers, is utterly vain. Before

we assume that the density of the medium is incomparably smaller

than that of the celestial bodies, we must examine whether this

assumption is consistent with the nature of the light-transmitting

medium. Let us see the consequences of such an assumption.

If the aetherial particles are so far apart from one another,

that through their united actions no sensible retardation can be

existence of aether," says he, "there is no evidence, but in the phenomena for the

explanation of which its existence is supposed. To account for the phenomena the

aether is assumed, and to prove the existence of the aether the phenomena are cited."

Now, by the same way of reasoning we might show that the existence of a book does

not prove the existence of a writer. We might say with him : To account for the

book the writer is assumed, and to prove the existence of the writer the book is cited.

Is this a vicious circle ? I think not. The vicious circle would be to assume the

existence of a book in order to prove the existence of the writer, and then from the

existence of the writer to infer that of the book. " There is no evidence, in the case

of aether, but in the phenomena." This, of course, is true; still, this evidence if

real is quite sufficient : the phenomena are the book : nothing more is required. It

must have its writer.

* Principia, Vol. in. Prop. 41, Prob. 21.
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produced in the motion of planets, what will become of that pro-

digious elasticity, by which aether transmits the luminous vibra-

tions at the rate of 298,000,000 metres per second ? This fact

can be accounted for in two ways only : i. e. either by saying that
the particles of the transmitting medium are much nearer to one
another than the particles of air, hydrogen, or any other known
fluid, or by saying that those particles are indeed far apart, but
possess repulsive powers of such an incredible intensity that the
diminution of elastic reaction, which would arise from their sup-

posed enormous distance, is fully compensated. Now, the first

answer would give us the idea of a very dense medium ; so

dense, that the planets, after a short time, would infallibly stop

their course : the second answer would make aether very rare

:

but, rare as it would be, it would nevertheless extinguish the

motion of the planets as infallibly as in the first case ; since its

rarity would indeed diminish the number of the resisting parti-

cles in the ratio 700,000 : 1, according to Newton's calculation

:

but the intensity of the resistance proceeding from each particle

would increase in the ratio

490,000,000,000 : 1.

This leads us to an evident conclusion. The light-transmitting

medium, whether dense or rare, will always, and in a short time
too, stop the course of the planets, if its elasticity be owing to

any resisting powers having part in its constitution. Therefore,

since the planets have continued to move for centuries without

the least sensible retardation, the medium through which they

move cannot but be destitute of resisting powers.

Our argument rests exclusively on the undiminished motion of

planets. Newton adds the consideration of comets and cometic

tails, which may seem to lead even more easily to the same con-

clusion, on account of their masses which are relatively smaller

than those of planets, and, therefore, would be more sensibly

retarded in their revolution by a resisting medium. But, since

the orbits of comets, in spite of all astronomical calculations, are

not exactly known, I thought it better to rest the argument on

the more positive ground of planetary motion only : and, for the

same reason, I omit to argue from the unresisted motion of the

cometic tails. The nature of such tails is not sufficiently known
M. M. 12
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to base an argument upon. It may be true, that those tails are

a kind of vapour, caudarum vapores, as Newton and many others

have believed : and, if this were the case, the argument based

on cometic tails would be very good indeed. But, the assump-

tion is not proved, and might be false. One might say that the

tails are not made up of a peculiar vaporous matter especially

attached to the body of the comets : we could say as well that

a cometic tail is a pure modification of the aether itself, i.e. a

phenomenon of light accompanying some substantial or accidental

alteration of the cometic body, and depending most probably on

the high degree of heat which is experienced by comets in get-

ting nearer to the sun. This is a view, which in the present

state of astronomy might be fairly advocated, without giving rise

to positive objections of any weight, nay with the support of some

probable reasons. The very possibility of this last hypothesis

would have impaired a demonstration based on the motion of

cometic tails.

A difficulty has been often raised. Encke's comet has suf-

fered a change in its velocity : how can this change be accounted

for, unless we admit that the comet moves through a resisting

medium ? My answer is, that this is no difficulty at all : it is

only a sample of rash reasoning on the part of those who pro-

pound it. How do we know that Encke's comet cannot possi-

bly have suffered a change in its orbit, unless it moves through

a resisting medium ? Have we any evidence, or even any ground

whatever for a probable conjecture, that there is absolutely nothing

in interplanetary spaces, except the medium, and those bodies

which we have hitherto observed ? To discourage such a suppo-

sition it would suffice to mention Le Verrier's discovery. I do

not say that we shall hereafter discover any new celestial body

by whose action to account for the modification of the orbit of

Encke's comet : there are perhaps thousands of bodies in the

solar system of which we have no notion, and never shall have,

on account of their being unobservable. I say only, that with

the scanty knowledge we have of the bodies that move in hea-

venly spaces, and after the discovery of so many new planets,

the existence of which had never been suspected before, it would

be too rash on the part of a man of science to pronounce that
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no other cause exists in the heavens to which we can traqe the

change of Encke's comet's course, except a resisting medium.
The more so, since Encke's comet shows a regular acceleration

of its motion, instead of a retardation. Now acceleration does

not proclaim, but refute, the theory of a resisting medium ; and
therefore Encke's comet and all the other celestial bodies with

one loud voice proclaim, and witness in fact, the absolute non-

existence of a resisting medium.

III. ^Ether wholly attractive.

It follows from its incapability of resisting the motion

of planets, that aether is exclusively made up of attractive ele-

ments, and that its elasticity has a different source and differs in

kind from the elasticity of the known ponderable bodies. The

first part of this proposition is a simple and direct corollary of

the non-resistance of aether. For every one knows that the loss

of velocity sustained by an impinging body must be attributed

to the repulsive elements contained in the body on which it

impinges. And consequently the loss of velocity sustained by a

body on account of its moving through a medium must be at-

tributed to the action of repulsive elements contained in the

medium. Hence it is that a medium involving repulsive ele-

ments in its constitution must be a resisting medium : and, there-

fore, an unresisting medium excludes repulsive elements from its

own constitution.

As for the second part of our proposition, it may seem dif-

ficult to conceive any kind of elasticity in a fluid which excludes

repulsive elements from its constitution. This difficulty will soon

disappear. We will only remark here, that elasticity is not ex-

actly expansivity, although expansivity is never to be' found

without elasticity. Both elasticity and expansivity, when they

coexist, arise from molecular repulsion : and such is the case

with regard to ponderable substances : but, if a substance be

elastic without being expansive, its elasticity will be owing to

molecular attraction alone. That this is the case with luminiferous

aether, it may be very easily proved. For, if the elasticity of

aether were due to repulsive, or expansive powers, the amount

12—2
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of repulsivity would be proportional to the amount of elasticity:

and thus an immense elasticity would be the result of an im-

mense repulsivity. But such an immense repulsivity would have

shown its existence ere now by stopping, or at least modifying

very , sensibly, the course of planets: which is not the case.

Therefore the elasticity of aether is not due to repulsive ele-

ments.

This same truth might be confirmed by another consideration.

If the elasticity of aether were due to its containing repulsive

elements, a beam of light admitted through a small hole into

a dark room would not occupy a conical space exclusively, but

would dilate in every direction. This is evident; for, when the

elasticity of a fluid is owing to mutual molecular repulsion, the

pressure which each molecule exercises on each of its neigh-

bouring molecules must be felt all around, and be transmitted

in all directions, as it is the case with a sound emitted from a

pipe, which, though directed towards a given spot, is neverthe-

less heard directly and distinctly from other places which are out

of the cone determined by the direction of the pipe. The trans-

mission of sound is, then, due to a medium whose elasticity finds

its explanation in molecular repulsivity : but the transmission of

light is owing to a medium the elasticity of which cannot be

explained by any hypothesis of molecular repulsion.

The consequences of this statement are very numerous, and
affect very materially the whole theory of light. Still we have
no intention of coming to particulars on this subject. Details

would lead us too far : and we must not abandon the line which

we have proposed to follow in the present work.

IV. The other's elasticity of transmission.

Let us inquire now, whether it is possible or not for a fluid to

be elastic without being repulsive. We may anticipate that it

is possible ; for we have already seen that the immense velocity

of transmission of light demonstrates the immense elasticity of

the transmitting medium, whilst the total absence of retardation

with regard to the motion of planets demonstrates an absence of

repulsivity in the medium of motion. It is therefore a fact, and
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not a mere possible conjecture, that elasticity does not always

imply repulsivity.

Now, to give an idea of this new kind of elasticity, let us

imagine an indefinite series of attractive elements placed at equal

distances and forming a straight line. Let the elements a> b, c,

d, ... (fig. 27) possess equal attractive powers, and be in equili-

brium under the equal attractions exercised on them from each

side of the indefinite line. If any cause whatever compels a to

move towards b, all the other elements on each side of the line

will immediately begin to vibrate, two and two together, viz. b

with a, c with d, e with /, &c. ; and this kind of vibratory motion

will be propagated to any great distance with a surprising rapidity

and an undiminished energy. And, in fact, when a begins to ap-

proach b, the attraction to which b is subjected becomes greater

on the side of a than on the side of c ; and accordingly b must

immediately move towards a. But when b begins to move towards

a, then c becomes less attracted by b than by d\ and accordingly

c must immediately begin to move towards d\ and thus d also

is obliged to move towards c. When d is going towards c, then

e must yield to the prevailing action of /; and so on indefinitely

through all the line, and on each side of the line*.

It is evident, that the property of so transmitting or propa-

gating motion implies elasticity, though not the common elasticity.

For this reason we call it a new kind of elasticity, or, if preferable,

elasticity of transmission. We might call it also negative elasticity,

since it arises from attractive powers whose exertion tends to

diminish distances : then the common elasticity, as arising from

repulsivity and tending to augment the distances, should be called

positive.

Such a negative elasticity is the only one that aether must

possess in a high degree, to be a suitable medium of quick trans-

mission : and is the only one that will not interfere with the

motion of celestial bodies. Of course, we do not intend to say,

that aether consists of separate points or elements of matter, nor

that luminiferous waves are propagated precisely according to the

* By examining this kind of propagation of motion in a system of parallel lines, it

will be easy to prove, that their vibratory motions are also propagated perpendicularly

to the direction of their transmission.
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example presented in our figure. Our intention has been only to

point out a new principle of elasticity, of which we find no ex-

ample in the ponderable substances, and which explains the pos-

sibility of a quick propagation of motion through a medium which

is destitute of resisting power. If sether is nothing but separate

attractive elements, then our figure gives a true idea of the real

mode of propagation of light : and, if sother is made up of attrac-

tive elements grouped into molecules, then the real mode of pro-

pagation of light will imply also molecular palpitation, according

to Book iv. Prob. X.

V. TWO POPULAR OBJECTIONS.

The existence of a fluid exclusively attractive and occupying

all the celestial regions gives rise to a plausible objection. The
particles of this fluid will gravitate towards the centre of the whole

mass, and finally meet in that common centre. But, if this be

true, then our interstellar medium ought to have soon disap-

peared from space by collecting itself in a dense mass around

a point.

To show that this objection contains no real difficulty, it might

suffice to remind the reader of what has been proved in Book in.

Theor. I. about the vibrations of two attractive elements. What
has been said there of two elements, may be said here of any great

multitude. In fact, let us conceive a very large sphere full of

attractive particles of equal power, and equally distributed through-

out it, wTith exclusion of any other substance. It is obvious that

the particles will all gravitate towards the centre of figure. But

any particle whatever, when moving towards such a centre, ac-

quires a velocity, which is »a maximum when the same particle

reaches the centre, and cannot be exhausted until the same par-

ticle, in continuing its course, has been subjected to a retardation

equal to the previous acceleration which has produced such maxi-

mum of velocity. This shows very plainly, that each particle will

always recede from the centre on the one side as much as it has

approached to it from the other: and thus it is evident, that,

although the density of the fluid is greater and greater in pro-

portion as we come nearer to the centre of figure, still there is
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no chance of a general and permanent condensation, which would
leave a vacuum in any part of the primitive sphere.

It must be observed, however, that if the sphere, besides being

filled with the fluid under consideration, contains other bodies of

a different nature, then the action of such bodies must be felt by
the fluid. Hence the centre of figure will be no more the point

in which the density of the fluid reaches its maximum. If those

bodies were to possess a very great power of attraction, the motion

of the fluid might be so affected as to take another direction

altogether, and each body might become a separate centre of

setherial condensation. In such a case, the fluid would move to-

wards each body in streams of greater or less thickness according

to circumstances. Of course, if a body were endowed with a great

power of repulsion, the motion of the fluid might also be turned

in an opposite direction : but this is not the case ; for every solid

body owes its solidity to the absolute prevalence of attractivity in

its constitution : and consequently all the solid bodies existing in

the heavenly spaces must be attractive.

Another objection remains. How can the celestial bodies pre-

serve their relative distances, if they are continually attracted

towards a point, viz. towards the centre of the universe ? This

objection was very popular, when the doctrine of universal attrac-

tion was first brought to play a part in astronomical discussions.

The answers then given were different, according to the systems

adopted by philosophers. The Cartesians, by admitting that the

world has no limit, evaded the objection : other philosophers had

recourse to angelic intervention: the true scientific answer was

drawn from the theory of central, i. e. centripetal and centrifugal

forces, and assumed only that, as the moon revolves around the

earth, and the earth and other planets around the sun, so the sun

moves around another centre of attraction, and this centre around

another, till we come to a first centre, which is the centre of the

universe. Such an assumption was very reasonable, as suggested

by analogy, and containing, not a new arbitrary invention, but the

mere application to the universe of the laws observed in the solar

system : accordingly the answer has been held satisfactory. Now,

with regard to the attractive medium and the point towards which

the heavenly bodies would have to converge, the very same answer
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is applicable. If celestial bodies, while describing their orbits

around their immediate centres, revolve at the same time with a

suitable velocity around the centre of aetherial attraction, nothing

more is required to prevent them from meeting at that centre.

And, indeed, our case is exactly identical with the preceding one :

only, instead of considering the centre of "the universe as occupied

by a particular celestial body surrounded by aether, we consider

aether itself with its immense bulk enveloping all the heavenly

spaces as that very body the centre of which is to be regarded as

the centre of the universe. We have, of course, no means of

thoroughly ascertaining the fact : He alone knows all about it, to

whose infinite power and wisdom the universe owes its existence

and harmony. But those who make the objection must be satis-

fied that our answer is quite sufficient ; since we have shown the

possibility of what they consider as impossible.

VI. Density of luminiferous .ether.

Newton conjectured that the density of a3ther is to that of the

air as 1 to 700,000 ; and all physical philosophers have been wont

to say that aether is extremely rare. Their reason was, because a

dense aether would have resisted the planetary motion. We have

already proved, that, if aether were repulsive, even by making it

extremely rare, the planets would not be freed from sensible re-

tardation. On the other hand, if the medium is all attractive, be

it extremely rare or extremely dense, the motion of planets remains

unaltered. Hence, the proper test for judging of the density of

luminiferous aether is to be sought for, not in the motion of planets,

but in the motion of aether itself.

Luminiferous aether vibrates very freely through atmospheric

air : let us see whether from this fact we can draw any inference

about its density at the surface of the earth. Taking for granted

that air is the result of a mixture, not of a combination, of oxygen

and nitrogen, the number of molecules which are necessary to fill

up, at sea level, the length of a single millimetre is not less, and

possibly greater, than 281,740, as we shall see further on. And,

since a beam of red light in going over the same length of a milli-

metre makes 1550 vibrations, we may conclude, that the length of
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one vibration of red light extends through a line occupied by at

least 181 molecules of air. Now it seems but reasonable to think

that the vibratory motion of aether, which is actually advancing

through such a number of obstacles without a sensible loss of in-

tensity, would not be able to triumph over those obstacles again

and again, were it not for the mass of aether being much more

considerable than that against which it impinges.

This conclusion receives an additional confirmation, if we ob-

serve that a ray of solar light, when coming in an almost hori-

zontal direction, is not sensibly altered by traversing some 1000

metres more through atmospheric air. Now, in 1000 metres the

ray finds on its path not less than 281,740,000,000 molecules of

air, against which it has to struggle without intermission. Yet it

passes undisturbed. I do not see how such a fact can be accounted

for if aether is not immensely denser than atmospheric air*.

I abstain from further considerations on this point. Every one

sees that a very great density perfectly agrees with the notion of

a mass which is all attractive : but the positive determination

of that density at the surface of the earth is extremely difficult,

since it regards a problem of which the data are not fully known,

and of which the solution depends on the conditions of mutual

actions of ponderable and imponderable masses : conditions whose

determination requires a perfect knowledge of the phenomena of

light, heat, electricity and magnetism. Modern science has yet

much to learn before any very conclusive statement about the con-

stitution of aether can be arrived at. It is obvious, however, by

what we have said up to this point, that we are not of the opinion

of Mr Grove when he says :
" aether is a most convenient medium

for hypothesis : thus, if to account for a given phenomenon the

hypothesis requires that aether be more elastic, it is said to be

more elastic : if more dense, it is said to be more dense : if it

be required by hypothesis to be less elastic, it is pronounced to be

* With this great density aether possesses also a very great subtlety. The one

does not exclude the other. A great density comes from a great proximity of mole-

cules or particles : subtlety comes from the small number of elements contained in

each molecule. If aether were a mass of simple elements not tied up into mole-

cules, it would reach the highest possible degree of subtlety, however great its

density.
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less elastic ; and so on. The advocates of the setherial hypothesis

certainly have this advantage, that the aether, being hypothetical,

can have its characters modified or changed without any possi-

bility of disproof either of its existence or modifications*." Our

answer to Mr Grove is, 1st, that the existence of a medium for the

transmission of light is not an hypothesis, but a fact: 2nd, that

the distinction of such a medium from any ponderable substance

is not an hypothesis, but a necessary inference drawn from ob-

served facts : 3rd, that to admit in such a medium now a greater,

now a less density or elasticity, may be perfectly scientific, not

less indeed than to admit that steam or gases may be, under

different conditions, more or less dense, and react with more or

less of energy. Hence, in our opinion, the advantage which the

advocates of the setherial medium certainly have, does not consist

in that which the writer imagines, but in this, that they are able

to prove that the a3therial medium is not a dream.

VII. iETHER, AND PONDERABLE MATTER.

A great number of scientific men, to give an explanation of

calorific, electric, and luminous phenomena, assume that aether

pervades all ponderable bodies : whence many of them have come

to the conclusion, that every molecule of a body is surrounded

by an aatherial atmosphere, the action of which is considered to

be the source of those phenomena. Professor W. A. Norton, in a

series of interesting articles published in Silliman's American

Journal, gives a theory of molecular physics, of which the funda-

mental principle is, that each molecule is formed by an atom of

ponderable matter surrounded by two setherial atmospheres of a

different kind. I give his words :

"The established truths and generally received ideas, which

form the basis of the theory, are as follows :

" 1st. All the phenomena of material nature result from the

action of force upon matter,

" 2nd. All the forces in operation in nature are traceable to

two primary forces, viz. attraction and repulsion.

* Correlation of Physical Forces, p. 142.
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e<
3rd. All bodies of matter consist of separate indivisible parts,

called atoms, each of which is conceived to be spherical in

form.

4th. Matter exists in three different forms essentially dif-

ferent from each other. These are 1st, ordinary or gross matter,

of which all bodies of matter directly detected by our senses either

wholly or chiefly consist. 2nd. A subtile fluid, or aether, associated

with ordinary matter, by the intervention of which all electrical

phenomena originate or are produced. This electric cether, as it

may be termed, is attracted by ordinary matter, while its indi-

vidual atoms repel each other. 3rd. A still more subtile form

of aether, which pervades all space and the insterstices between

the atoms of bodies. This is the medium by which light is pro-

pagated, and is called the luminiferous cether, or the universal

cether. The atoms, or 'atomettes/ of this aether mutually repel

each other; and it is attracted by ordinary matter, and is con-

sequently more dense in the interior of bodies, than in free

space.

" 5th. Heat in all its recognized actions upon matter manifests

itself as a force of repulsion.

" The corner stone of a physical theory of molecular phenomena

must consist in the conception that is formed of the essential

constitution of a single molecule, understanding by a molecule an

atom of ordinary matter endued with the properties and in-

vested with the arrangements which enable it to exert forces of

attraction and repulsion upon other molecules. In seeking for this,

the most philosophical course that can be pursued is to follow

out to their legitimate conclusions the general principles already

laid down The conception here formed of a molecule involves

the idea of the operation of the two forces of attraction and

repulsion : a force of attraction is exerted by the atom upon each

of the two atmospheres surrounding it : and a force of mutual

repulsion between the atoms of each atmosphere. These we regard

as the primary forces of nature, from which all known forces are

derived*/'

These are the capital points of Prof. Norton's ingenious theory.

* Phil. Mag. September, 1864, p. 193.
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But we think that such a theory contains a great deal of arbitrary

assumption. And indeed, on what evidence are we to grant that

matter exists in three different forms essentially different from

each other ? Then, how can we know the existence of atoms of

gross matter having a spherical form, and therefore extended,

though indivisible? Why should we admit two aetherial fluids,

which are both repulsive and only differ in subtlety ? All this

the learned Professor assumes without proof, apparently because

it consists of "established truths and generally received ideas."

But we say that no one has up to this day established the truth

of such propositions. As for " received ideas," every one knows

how often questionable notions have been, and are received with-

out serious examination, especially when expressed by Professors

in a very dogmatic style. Are not a thousand hypotheses received ?

and do they cease to be hypotheses, although he who makes use

of them for building a theory adorns them with the high name of

principles ?

But let us come to a second remark. The atoms of gross

matter being " indivisible" cannot be extended, and cannot be

" conceived to be spherical in form ;" for if they were extended

and indivisible, they would be so many pieces of continuous

matter, which we have already proved (Book I. Prop. VII.) to be

impossible. Again, aetherial substance, according to the author,

is repulsive : now this is inconsistent with astronomical facts, as

we have sufficiently shown. Moreover, the writer, after having

assumed that the electric and the luminiferous aethers are both

made up of atoms that repel each other, assumes also that electric

aether attracts luminiferous aether ; for he admits that a molecule

is formed of an atom of gross matter with two atmospheres, of

which the first consisting of condensed luminiferous sether is at-

tracted by the other which consists of electric aether. Now, if

the atoms of electric aether are repulsive, how can they attract ?

So then we must conclude that Prof. Norton's theory as presented

by him, in spite of the talent and learning of its author, cannot be

adopted in science.

As for the examples, by which he illustrates the theory, they

consist of a series of phenomena of different kinds, the explanation

of which does not show that the theory is not at fault. For it
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must be remarked, that those explanations do not imply the

existence of extended atoms or of two distinct cetherial substances;

and, therefore, the theory assumes more than is necessary for,

or guaranteed by, the explanation of phenomena. What we have

said (Book vi. Prop, iv.) on the constitution of molecules demon-

strates indeed the necessity of granting to each molecule of

ponderable matter a repulsive atmosphere, which we have called

the molecular envelope. But this envelope is not of aether, since

aether is not repulsive. Had Prof. Norton known the impossibility

of continuous matter, he would have found out that what he

calls an "atom of gross matter" comprises already not only the

central element of a molecule, but its nuclei and its envelope : and

consequently is already " endued with the properties and invested

with the arrangements which enable it to exert forces of attrac-

tion and repulsion upon other molecules," without requiring any

new and special atmosphere of electric or luminiferous aether.

To come now to a more general point of view, it may be

asked whether ponderable bodies are at all permeated by the

aetherial fluid. Mr Grove, by denying the existence of any special

aetherial substance, evidently answers in the negative: on the

other hand, the great majority answer in the affirmative, though

they give no sufficient proof of their opinion, at least with regard

to solid bodies, as iron, diamond, &c. And indeed their affirma-

tion is based only on the phenomena of heat, light, electricity and

magnetism. Now, these phenomena can be explained in the

opposite hypothesis. And in fact, electricity and magnetism play

only at the surface of bodies, and nothing compels us to say

that an electric fluid has its habitual residence between the mole-

cules of iron, zinc, or copper. As to calorific vibrations, they

may be assumed to be the vibrations of the molecules of a hot

body : and the contrary opinion may be accounted for by the fact

that in former days heat was considered as a peculiar substance,

and men have been long accustomed to think that a body could

not become hot without something substantial being received in

it. This something was an imponderable fluid. In our own time

this theory has been abandoned, but the old expressions "latent

heat," " accumulated heat," and others of the same kind, remain

in use, and it is difficult to get rid of them. Hence it is that
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scientific men are still inclined to say that bodies become hot,

if not because a new substance finds its way into it, at least be-

cause a substance which is permanently residing between its mole-

cules is compelled to make vibrations of a certain period. Even
Prof. Tyndall himself, whose lectures on heat are so instructive

and interesting, has been unable to resist the temptation, as he

assumes all throughout that heat is the motion of a fluid residing

between the molecules of bodies. What we say of heat, might

be said of light, especially by those who assume aether to be

a very rare and very repulsive fluid. And, indeed, a transparent

body, e.g. a crystal, transmits the ray of light not only in the

direction in which the molecular interstices leave the way open

in a straight line, but also in all other directions. Now, though

we were willing to admit that aether can move freely in the

direction of the interstices, yet it would be difficult to understand

how it could move as freely in the other oblique directions, where

it finds obstacles upon obstacles. Diamond, for instance, offers

2700 obstacles (molecules) at least in the length of a single undu-

lation of red light. Is it possible to conceive that the pencil of

rays which passes through so many obstacles will not differ

sensibly from another pencil that is supposed to pass without

obstacle in the direction of the interstices ? This, I say, would be

evidently inadmissible, were aether a substance extremely rare, as

the common theory supposes. And, therefore, those who follow

the common theory cannot explain how the transmission of light

through a crystal can be due to the undulations of aether residing

in the crystal : they would be more consistent by saying that the

motion, which the luminous ray impresses on the molecules first

encountered at the surface of the crystal, is propagated to the

opposite surface through the vibrations of the molecules them-

selves, and that this last surface again communicates its motion to

the free neighbouring aether and determines in it those undulations

which constitute the so-called emergent ray.

If, however, we admit that aether is all attractive, as we have

already shown, and that, instead of being extremely rare, is ex-

tremely dense, and at the same time extremely subtile, then the

existence of aether between the molecules of solid bodies may
perhaps be considered as a tolerably scientific hypothesis. Still,
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there is no argument, I think, even in this case, by which to

prove that the hypothesis is the enunciation of a fact : and in

this I agree with Mr Grove, who sees no necessity of admitting

a new substance within the bodies. But, as for the transmission

of light through transparent bodies, I am convinced that it can-

not be owing to aether existing between the molecules of the

bodies. Water is transparent : snow is not transparent. Now,
if the transparency of water is owing to the undulations of lumi-

niferous aether residing between the molecules of water, why is

not snow equally transparent ? The molecules of snow are doubt-

less more distant from one another than the molecules of water

;

and therefore, if aether was free to make its undulations between

the molecules of water, it ought to be at least equally free to

make its undulations between the molecules of snow. Again,

glass is transparent : but if we reduce it to a fine powder, this

powder will not be transparent. Here then we have the same

result as in water and snow. The molecules of the glass are

certainly nearer to each other when the glass is unbroken, than

when it has been reduced to powder. If, then, aether had been the

agent which transmitted the ray of light through the unbroken

glass, it is evident that it would transmit it through the powder

with still greater facility. We might ask moreover, why should

not a sponge be transparent? It is evident that the aether can

move more freely through the sponge than through the glass.

An objection against this reasoning may be that transpa-

rency requires a regular arrangement of molecules : such an

arrangement exists in the glass and not in its powder ; and there-

fore it is that the powder, and so also the sponge, does not transmit

the luminous ray. To this we answer, that the regular arrange-

ment of the molecules is necessary, because they cannot vibrate

in regular periods if they are not regularly arranged ; whence

we infer that light is transmitted by the motion of these same

molecules : whilst, in the hypothesis that the ray is transmitted

by the motion of the aether intercepted between the molecules,

the regular arrangement would not explain the fact of the trans-

mission of a ray in any other direction than that determined by

molecular interstices in a straight line. Now the ray is in fact

transmitted in all other directions. Accordingly, we maintain
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that the transparent bodies transmit the rays of light by the

motion of their own molecules, not by the motion of intercepted

sether: a conclusion which might be confirmed by other facts

and reasons, if necessary. See Grove, Correlation of Physical

Forces (pp. 129—142).



BOOK IX

ON SOME SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF BODIES.

The special properties of bodies are those which are not com-

mon to all bodies. A few of such properties connotate the actual

mode of being of the bodies with regard to themselves : the

far greater number connotate various dispositions of bodies with

regard to other bodies.

The properties which connotate the mode of being of a body

constitute its intrinsic state, as solidity, liquidity, expansivity, or

its extrinsic shape, as the crystalline form. The properties,

which connotate a peculiar disposition of a body with regard to

another body, are of different kinds, according as they are cal-

culated to give rise to phenomena of a different class, e.g. mechan-

ical, chemical, &c.

In the present Book we shall limit ourselves to a few remarks

on solidity, liquidity, expansivity, elasticity, hardness, softness,

capability of changing state, calorific capacity, and colour of

bodies. Chemical affinity and other conditions of chemical com-

bination will form the subject of the following Book.

I. The three states of bodies.

We have shown (Book VI. Prop, x.) that in any ponderable

body whatever the action between molecules is either attractive

or repulsive, according as the actual distance of the molecules is

greater or less than the distance of relative equilibrium. Hence

the action between two neighbouring molecules is a function of

their distance. If we take the distances on a line OX (fig. 28)

and represent the intensity of the corresponding actions by the

lengths of so many ordinates drawn perpendicularly to OX from

the end of each distance, then the series of all the actions, by

which one molecule can successively affect the other, will be

M. M. 13
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represented by the series of the ordinates which determine the

curve PNAM. In this curve the branch ANP
y

of which the

ordinates are negative, corresponds to the distances at which the

molecules attract each other ; and the branch AM, of which the

ordinates are positive, corresponds to the distances at which the

molecules repel each other. This manner of representing oppo-

site actions agrees with the law which we have adopted in Book

IV. and v, where we took repulsion as positive and attraction as

negative, on account of the tendency of the first to augment,

and of the second to lessen the distances.

The curve MANP is asymptotic on both sides. With regard

to the negative branch ANP the proposition is evident ; since

the molecular attraction extends, though with an ever decreas-

ing intensity, to all great distances. As for the positive branch

AM, the proposition is made manifest by the fact that molecules

of regular shape and of the same kind (such as are here sup-

posed, since we treat of the molecules of one and the same body)

must arrange themselves regularly in such a manner as to have

their repulsive envelopes directly opposite to each other ; so that

the more they approach, the greater will be their mutual repul-

sion ; and consequently the branch AM also is asymptotic*

If PN is the greatest of the negative ordinates, OB will be

the distance at which the two molecules exert the greatest at-

traction. On the contrary, the distance OA for which the ordi-

nate is =0, is the distance of relative equilibrium or of the

equilibrium of position (Book vi. Prop. X.).

After these remarks, it is easy to understand that a body will

be solid, when, its molecules being in the position of relative

equilibrium, from a small increase of their distance an attrac-

tive action results which does not allow of the molecules being

easily separated or arranged in a different order around one an-

other.

A body will be liquid when, its molecules being in the posi-

tion of relative equilibrium, from a small increase of their distance

a weak attractive action results, which allows of the molecules

being easily separated or easily arranged in a different order

around one another.

* An exception, however, may occur in the case of tetrahedric molecules.
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A body will be expansive and fluid, when its molecules are

at a distance sensibly less than that of relative equilibrium, and

therefore repel each other, and are in need of exterior pressure

to be kept at such a distance.

Hence it is clear that the state of the body depends on the

magnitude of the ordinate BN
}

i.e. of the maximum of attrac-

tion. The intrinsic difference between a liquid and an expansive

fluid consists only in a different degree of compressibility. The

liquid is composed of molecules which, when placed at the dis-

tance of relative equilibrium, resist compression very powerfully:

the fluid is composed of molecules which allow themselves to be

urged to a distance much less than that of relative equilibrium,

without showing any very great resistance. If hydrogen, or any

other gas, were freed from pressure, it would expand as much

as its constitution requires, viz. to a certain determinate bulk

only ; for there must be a limit of expansivity for all permanent

substances (Book vi. Prop. II.) : then it would remain at rest in

the same manner as if it were a liquid. Its molecules would

then be at the distance of relative equilibrium, and its difference

from known liquids would only be that, whilst other liquids do

not allow themselves to be sensibly reduced in bulk, hydrogen

would allow of a very sensible reduction.

It is evident, that the greater or less compressibility of a body

depends on the angle a at wdiich the curve of the actions cuts the

axis OX. If the angle a is very nearly = 90°, the ordinates will

become enormously great for a very small change in the distance

of relative equilibrium ; and so, a small compression may develope

an enormous resistance. This is the case with, liquids. If on the

contrary the angle a is small, the ordinates will not become very

great except for a great change in the distance of relative equi-

librium ; and then, a great compression may be required to deve-

lope a great resistance. This is the ease with gases.

Hence, as the difference between a solid and a liquid is mainly

drawn from the value of the greatest negative ordinate ^BiV, so

the difference between a liquid and an expansive fluid is drawn

from the value of the angle a at which the curve cuts the axis

of the abscissas. Of course, the smaller the angle, the greater,

as a rule, will be the distance of relative equilibrium.

13—2
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II. Elasticity.

Elasticity is the power of reacting in order to restore the

relative state of equilibrium between the molecules, when it has

been sensibly altered by mechanical action. If the body reacts

after allowing itself to be sensibly altered, its elasticity is called

sensible or relative, and constitutes a special property of the body.

If a body reacts before it can be sensibly altered, its elasticity is

called absolute, and is nothing more than its reactivity, which is

not a special property, as it is found in all ponderable bodies.

Accordingly, sensible or relative elasticity implies 1st, that the

body which is called elastic can undergo a sensible change

through mechanical action : and 2nd, that the body can recover

itself more or less quickly and completely from the effects of such

an action, and restore itself to its primitive state.

A body may be altered by mechanical action in four distinct

ways, viz. by compression, traction, flexion, and torsion. Hence
four kinds of elasticity can be admitted.

The elasticity of compression, which is a property of expansive

fluids and of solid bodies, is to be found in those bodies, in

which the distance of relative molecular equilibrium OA (fig. 28)

is sufficiently great, and for which the curve of the molecular

actions cuts the axis at a small angle. The compressibility of a

body will be greater and greater in proportion as the angle a is

smaller and the distance A 0 greater; for, that the body should allow

itself to be appreciably compressed, it is necessary that, when the

molecular distance becomes < OA, the molecules should not imme-
diately develope a great repulsion on each other. In the liquids,

where a very great repulsion is immediately developed, the exer-

tion of pressure does not cause any sensible diminution of volume;

and it is for this reason that liquids are not ranked amongst
elastic bodies, although their absolute elasticity is very great.

The elasticity of traction is to be found in those bodies, for

which the curve of the molecular actions cuts the axis at a small

angle, and in which the maximum of attraction BN corresponds to

a point B which is at a considerable distance from the position of

equilibrium A, and indeed, the elasticity of traction requires that,

when the distance between the molecules is augmented, attraction

should be weak at the beginning in order to allow the body to
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yield sensibly to traction, and that the same attraction should be-

come and remain sufficiently great when the distance continues

to increase, that it may prevent the molecules from total separa-

tion, and restore the body, after the traction has ceased, to its pri-

mitive shape. This kind of elasticity is to be found in liquids and

solids ; not in gases, as is evident.

The elasticity of flexion is a result of both elasticity of com-

pression and elasticity of traction. For, the body that allows itself

to be inflected, suffers compression on the one side, and traction

on the other ; and therefore, in reacting for the restoration of its

primitive figure, it must exert repulsion on the side which has

been compressed, and attraction on the side which has been elon-

gated. In other words, the body reacts on the one side by its

elasticity of compression, on the other by its elasticity of traction.

It is evident, that this kind of elasticity cannot be found in gases,

in which there is no elasticity of traction, nor in liquids, in which

there is no elasticity of compression. Still, as it is not absolutely

necessary for the elasticity of flexion that the amount of com-

pression on the one side of the body should be as great as the

amount of traction on the other, we may conceive an imper-

fect elasticity of flexion, by which a body, without allowing itself

to be sensibly compressed on the one side, should allow itself to

be sensibly elongated on the other. Such a body would be liable

to inflexion : and in this sense some liquids may be said to possess

a certain elasticity of flexion.

The elasticity of torsion consists in this, that the molecules of

a body, when obliged to deflect laterally from their position of

equilibrium, are able to restore themselves to their normal posi-

tion. This they will be able to do, provided the increase of dis-

tance occasioned by their deflection be followed by a development

of attractive actions of an intensity sufficient both to prevent any

break of the structure, and restore the body, after the torsion has

ceased, to its normal state. This kind of elasticity is to be found

in solid bodies, and, to some extent, also in some gluish liquids.

III. Hardness and softness.

Solid bodies, which do not allow their form to be sensibly

altered by pressure, are called hard bodies. If they resist inflexion
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and torsion,, they are called rigid bodies. If they resist traction,

they are styled tenacious. Hence hardness is the opposite of elas-

ticity of compression, tenacity the opposite of elasticity of traction,

rigidity the opposite of elasticity of flexion and of torsion. Of

course, no body is perfectly hard, or rigid, or tenacious : they are

so called only in a relative sense, inasmuch as they possess in a

high degree the power of resisting pressure, traction, flexion, and

torsion.

Hardness requires that the curve of the molecular actions

should cut the axis OX (fig. 28) at an angle approaching 90°. For

rigidity the angle must again approach 90°, and moreover the

distance AB must be very small, i. e. the maximum of attraction

must follow close upon a small increase of the distance of relative

equilibrium. Tenacity requires something more, viz. that the

absolute value of the attraction, which is developed for a small

increase of the distance, should have a considerable magnitude.

Hardness admits of three contraries besides elasticity: and

first- softness. A body is called soft which allows itself to be com-

pressed without reacting very sensibly for the restoration of its

form. A soft body may possess slight elasticity, as the sponge, or

scarcely any, as; lead* Softness requires that the angle, at which

the curve of the actions cuts the axis, be small. A soft body may

also be clammy if, in the curve of the actions, AB is great as com-

pared with OA.

Secondly, friability. A body is said to be friable, which allows

of its particles being easily separated by friction. Friability re-

quires that the maximum of attraction be sufficiently small, though

not so small as in liquids. Another condition of friability is that

the maximum of attraction should come immediately after a little

increase of the molecular distance.

Thirdly, fragility or brittleness. A body is said to be fragile

or brittle, which allows of its particles being easily separated by

percussion or flexion. Brittleness differs from friability in this,

that the molecules of a brittle body cling to one another more

firmly than those of a friable body ; and for this reason, percussion

or flexion is necessary to produce the fracture.

When a body has been broken, it would seem that its parts,

if drawn sufficiently near to each other, ought to display anew
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their cohesive power and unite again as firmly as before. And
yet this is not the case. When the body is being broken, those

of its molecules which lie in the fracture undergo a change in their

mode of being, since they become free to adapt themselves one

way or another, as the circumstances require, to the new conditions

of equilibrium which are brought about. Hence the curve of the

actions, for these molecules, will be changed : and consequently

the molecules lying all along the fracture will not be able to dis-

play the same amount of power after the fracture as before. It is

to be observed, moreover, that at the surface of the fracture the

molecules are free to expand, and the elements of their envelopes

may arrange themselves in such a manner as to fill the intervals

which, before the fracture, were occupied by the other, now sepa-

rated, molecules. Hence, when the two parts of the body are

drawn near again and pressed, there is no chance of restoring

them to their primitive place : and, accordingly, they will not be

able to exert the same cohesive power as before the fracture. Still

there are cases, in which the conditions necessary for the exertion

of cohesive power can be restored by calorific action. The motion

resulting from calorific action disturbs the new state of the mole-

cules at the surface of the fracture, and changes their mode of

being : and, if the two parts of the body are meanwhile held toge-

ther or pressed on each other, the molecules will be obliged to

partake of the same kind of calorific motion, and there will be a

chance of their finding their way into a fitting place and of their

becoming connected again with one another as firmly as before.

A hard, body is said to be malleable, when it allows its shape

to be changed under the action of the hammer, without breaking.

Hence malleability is the reverse of friability and brittleness, and

implies softness to a certain degree. Malleability is to be found

only in those bodies, which under the action of the hammer allow

the intrusion of a molecule through other molecules, and are at

the same time tenacious enough not to cleave. For such bodies,

then, the curve of the actions must give both BN and a sufficiently

great.

A hard body is said to be ductile, when it allows its shape to

be changed by united compression and traction, so as to receive,

without cleaving, the form of a lamina or of a wire. Ductility
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requires almost the same conditions as malleability. What in the

one case is done by the strokes of a hammer, in the other is done

in a different way by compression : and for this reason the degree

of ductility is not necessarily equal to the degree of malleability.

The properties hitherto explained, as far as they are connected

with the curve of the molecular actions, depend on the magnitude

of the quantities a, BN, AB, and OA, as is shown in the following

table.

Table of some properties of bodies as connected with the curve

of molecular actions.

Properties.
Angle

a

Solidity

Liquidity

Expansivity

Elasticity of compression

„ of traction

of flexion

of torsion

Hardness
Higidity

Tenacity

Softness

Friability

Brittleness

Malleability

Ductility

great

great

small

small

small

small

any
great

great

great

small

great

great

great

great

Maximum Length
AB

Distance

OA

mean any any
small mean any
any any very great

great any any
great great any
great great any
great great any
great any small

great small small

very great small small

mean mean great

mean small any
great small any
great mean any
great great any

IV. Changeableness of state.

Solid bodies often can be changed into liquid and even into

expansive fluids : expansive fluids can be changed into liquids and
solids : so also liquids can be reduced to solid bodies or to elastic

fluids. Hence we infer that the molecules of a large class of bodies

admit of a considerable, though accidental, change in their mode
of existence, and consequently in their mode of acting on the

neighbouring molecules.

The ordinary means employed in changing the state of a body
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is heat, or calorific motion. When a body is raised, or reduced, to

a certain temperature, its molecules are constrained to make vibra-

tions of a certain extent : and as the temperature increases or

decreases, the molecular envelopes gradually expand or contract.

Now, the expansion of the envelopes tends to lessen molecular

attraction ; and therefore a solid body by being raised to a higher

temperature, may possibly be changed into a liquid. Again, the

contraction of the envelopes tends to augment molecular attraction

;

and therefore a liquid body by being reduced to a lower tempera-
ture may possibly be changed into a solid.

The change from the liquid to the expansive state may be ac-

counted for in an analogous manner. If a liquid is subjected to

an increase of temperature, or is freed from the pressure under
which it naturally maintains its liquidity, the molecular envelopes
will gradually dilate: and thus the molecular attraction of the
liquid will gradually disappear and be replaced by repulsion;
i. e. the liquid will become an expansive fluid. This change, how-
ever, requires more than a simple dilatation of the molecular en-
velopes

; for it implies as a necessary condition a change of order
in the nuclei, or what we shall call transposition of nuclei. Let,

for instance, the molecule of the liquid be represented by the
formula m = A + nA + n'R + n'R'.

As long as the body remains liquid, the attractive powers of the
centre and of the first nucleus will not allow the second nucleus
and the envelope to expand freely. But when the molecules by
a diminution of pressure or by an increase of temperature are
allowed, or obliged, to make vibrations of a greater amplitude, the
agitation of the system may become such as to actually bring the
oscillating elements of the second nucleus n'R nearer to the centre
than the elements of the first nucleus nA. And, this being the
case, the elements of the nucleus nA by the repulsive exertions of
the invading enemy may be compelled to recede from the centre,

and cease to form the first nucleus by taking the place of the
second. Then the system will be changed into

m = A + n'R + nA + n'R'.

After this transposition, the molecules will necessarily tend to
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dilate; for the attractive elements nAl are in a less favourable

condition for counteracting the repulsive elements n'R and n'R!

after the transposition, than before -it: and, on the other hand,

the repulsive elements n'R, after the transposition, are in a more

favourable condition for nullifying the efforts of the attractive

elements A and nA\ than they were before it. And thus it is

easy to conceive how a liquid can be changed into an expansive

fluid. Vice versa, an expansive fluid may be reduced to the liquid

state by causing the transposition to cease : and this can be ob-

tained either by a reduction of temperature or by an increase of

pressure.

It follows from this explanation, that the change of a liquid

into an expansive fluid is accompanied by a specific change of

molecular constitution. And, indeed, the dynamical formulas of

the system after the transposition (which leads to a partial

change of signs) are not of the same form as before; and con-

sequently the elastic vapours, of water, e.g. are, in a dynamical

point of view, a substance specifically different from liquid water,

though materially they are identical. We might assimilate such

a change of species to that which is brought about in the ellipse

by changing only the sign of one term in its equation. Every

one knows that this change transforms the equation of the ellipse

into that of an hyperbola : and whilst the ellipse, like the liquid,

holds a determinate place, the hyperbola, like the expansive fluid,

is of such a nature as to demand indefinite extension.

When a solid is melted, no specific change is required; for

no transposition is necessary. And indeed, in the melting of a

solid, the law of the actions is modified only so as to diminish

cohesion to a certain degree, without however destroying it

totally, and a fortiori without fostering expansivity. Yet, if the

molecules of a body are so constituted as to allow the transposition

of a nucleus without becoming expansive, the transposition might

be admitted as possible in liquefaction also ; and, in such a case,

the liquid would be a substance specifically different from the

solid with which it is materially identical.

In the melting of a solid, the expansion of the molecular

envelopes causes an increase of molecular bulk. Hence it is that

a body in the liquid state ordinarily fills a greater volume than
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in the solid. Still, it is not absolutely necessary that the volume

of the liquid should be greater than that of the solid. For, even

though each molecule has become greater in bulk, the volume

of the body cannot become greater unless the distance of the

molecules, measured from their respective centres, is also greater.

Now the molecules of a body may be so constituted, that the

curve of the actions will cut the axis of the abscissas in the same

point A (fig. 28), whether the molecular envelope has been ex-

panded or not. So the system

m = A + nA + riB + n"B!

is so constituted that, when the envelope n".R' expands, the

nucleus nR must contract, and at the same time the attractive

nucleus nA' expands. Accordingly, the increase of repulsion due

to the dilatation of the envelopes can be compensated by the de-

crease of repulsion due to the contraction of the nucleus n'R>

and by the increase of attraction due to the dilatation of the nu-

cleus nA. More than this ; it may happen that, for a given

molecular system, the curve of the actions in the case of lique-

faction should cut the axis of the abscissas in a point A less

distant from 0 than that which corresponds to the state of

solidity \ and in such a case, the distance of relative equilibrium

being less, the liquid will have less volume than the solid. Of

this an instance is to be found in the melting of ice ; since the

water so obtained occupies a less volume than the ice from

which it comes, Hence also, when a liquid solidifies, it is not

necessary that its volume should diminish
;
though, in fact, the

far greater number of known substances diminish in bulk when
solidifying.

Different bodies require a different degree of heat, that they

may melt into liquids or expand into vapours. This is an obvious

consequence of a different molecular constitution.

V. Calorific capacity.

Bodies are said to have a greater or less calorific capacity,

according as they require a greater or less quantity of calorific

action to be raised from a given temperature to another higher
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temperature. Physicists have proved that heat is not a substance,

but a mode of motion ; and thus the capacity for heat corresponds

to the quantity of action by which a certain quantity of motion

is to be communicated to the body. If the quantity of calorific

action, which is necessary to raise a mass of water from 0° C to

1°C* be taken as the unit of action, then the quantity of action

which is necessary to raise an equal mass of another substance

from 0°G to 1°G can be expressed by a number which will re-

present the calorific capacity of this second substance as com-

pared to that of water. The calorific capacity is often called

specific heat, and can be determined for equal volumes as well

as for equal masses.

Now, let it be observed that the quantity of calorific action

which is necessary to raise the temperature of a body in a given

ratio, is exactly proportional to the amount of resistance offered

by the body to the causation of the calorific vibrations that con-

stitute its new temperature. Such a resistance increases, cceteris

paribus, with the number of molecules contained in the body:

and, even cceteris imparibus, though with a little less exactness,

as we shall presently see.

It has been remarked long ago by physicists, that the calorific

capacities of the primitive bodies are inversely proportional to the

chemical equivalents of the same bodies. This law was believed

to admit of a few exceptions : but the exceptions themselves, in

the present state of science, have almost totally disappeared, for

reasons which we shall explain further on (Book x. § n.) ; so that

the aforesaid law may now be considered as general. Let us then

call c and c the calorific capacities of two equal masses of dif-

ferent substances, whose atomic (molecular) weights are p and p
respectively. The law which we have enunciated will give

c : c :: p : p.

But, if n and n be the numbers of molecules contained in

the two masses respectively, the weight of the first mass will

* I adopt the French measures for heat, as well as for weight, &c, because the

French s}7stem is becoming daily more common. Scientific men, even in England,

seem to have a strong tendency to take it up. I think that such a tendency will lead

to beneficial results.
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be np, and the weight of the second rip ; and since equal masses

must have an equal weight, we shall have np = rip, or

n : ri :: p : p ;

and consequently

c : c :: n : ri
;

or calorific capacities are, for equal masses, directly proportional

to the numbers of molecules.

This general result is remarkable for its simplicity
;
yet it

is only sensibly, not rigorously, true, as we have already inti-

mated. But it is very easy to account for the little discrepancy

existing between the theoretical and the experimental results

;

nay, when we consider how greatly one substance differs from

another, we might well be surprised at the fact, that substances

of such opposite natures do not give rise to discrepancies capable

of making the law of calorific capacities quite unrecognisable.

The discrepancies just mentioned arise evidently from the

different molecular constitution of different substances. The calo-

rific motion is communicated from molecule to molecule mainly

through their respective envelopes, which are in the best con-

dition for strongly influencing one another. The rest of the

molecular masses, i.e. the nuclei, move in consequence of the

motion to which the respective envelopes have been subjected,

according to the nature of the molecular constitution ; and there-

fore the difficulty of communicating calorific motion to a body

does not depend, except in a very secondary degree, on the inner

part of the molecules. Hence, whether the mass lying under

the envelope be greater or smaller, the calorific capacity must

remain sensibly proportional to the number of the molecules

whose envelopes are to be put in motion. That this is the case,

is proved, as already observed, by the small discrepancy of the

real from the theoretical capacities. Yet the different mass of

the nuclei, and still more the different number of elements that

constitute the molecular envelopes of different substances, do

really alter to a small extent the law of calorific capacities : and

moreover, as heat ordinarily expands the bodies, and augments

also the molecular distances, the calorific action is partially em-

ployed in mechanical work, which constitutes a loss with regard

to calorific motion. Now this work is not equal when the mole-
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cules are unequal. For these reasons it ought to be expected

that the law of calorific capacities would not be rigorously true

for bodies of a different nature.

The difference which is found to exist between the theo-

retical and the experimental calorific capacities might become a

means, or instrument, of discovery. For two substances being

given, that, for which the theoretical law is altered by defect,

must have molecules possessing envelopes more ready to receive

calorific motion : and that, for which the theoretical law is altered

by excess, must have molecules possessing envelopes less ready

to receive calorific motion. This leads us to admit, that in the

first case the envelopes are lighter or more simple or more in-

dependent, in their motion, of the rest of the molecular mass,

and in the second heavier or more complex or more dependent,

in their motion, on the rest of the molecular mass. Thus, the

equivalent of zinc being 32*53, and the equivalent of iron 28,

and the real calorific capacity of zinc 0*09555, the theoretical

capacity x of iron will be drawn from the proportion

28 : 32*53 :: 009555 : a; = 0111008.

Now the real capacity of iron is x = 011379; therefore, the

law is altered by excess when iron is compared with zinc
;
and,

accordingly, in iron the molecular envelope is heavier or more

complex or more dependent on the rest of the molecular mass

than in zinc. Again, the equivalent of oxygen being 16 (as we

shall see hereafter), that of hydrogen 1, and the real capacity of

oxygen 0*2182, the theoretical capacity x of -hydrogen will be

drawn from the proportion

1 : 16 :: 0*2182 : #=3*4912.

Now the real capacity of hydrogen k at = 3*4046 ; therefore

the law is altered by defect when hydrogen is compared with

oxygen; and, accordingly, in hydrogen the molecular envelope

is either less complex or less dependent, in its motion, on the

rest of the molecular mass than in oxygen.

The calorific capacities being, for equal weights, proportional

to the numbers of molecules, it follows that the diversity of the

molecular masses exercises a very small influence on calorific
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vibrations. Whence we must conclude that the molecules of

primitive bodies are so constituted that, when their envelopes are

compelled to vibrate, the nuclei and the centre of the molecules

do not oppose a resistance proportional to their masses. Of this

we can give a good reason ; for the inner part of the molecules

is neither totally attractive nor totally repulsive
;
and, therefore,

the resultant of the actions of the centre and of the nuclei is not

proportional to the mass ; and consequently a considerable diver-

sity of masses does not entail a considerable diversity of action.

What we have said up to this concerns the primitive bodies.

In compound bodies the calorific capacities follow a more complex
law, dependent on their mode of combination. And, in fact,

chemical combination alters more or less the state of the combin-

ing molecules, and such an alteration must be ordinarily greater

with regard to the molecular envelopes, on which, as we have

stated, the calorific capacities mainly depend. Of the different

kinds of combination we shall speak further on (Book x. § in. &c).

Bodies are good or bad conductors of heat, according as they

transmit calorific motion quickly or slowly. It would seem that

conductivity ought to be inversely proportional to calorific capa-

city
;

for, the greater the calorific capacity, the greater is the

difficulty of the communication of motion from molecule to

molecule : and the greater this difficulty, the less the conduc-

tivity. But the reverse is true in many instances. Thus, the

calorific capacities of silver and gold are 0*05701 and 0*03244

respectively: and their conductivities are 100 and 53 respec-

tively. To account for this fact, that the conductivity is not

inversely proportional to the capacity for heat, it must be ob-

served that the capacities for heat, as above considered, are reck-

oned for equal masses, whilst the conductivities are reckoned for

equal volumes : and, again, radiation influences conductivity, inas-

much as the heat which is radiated cannot be conducted ; whilst

the calorific capacities are independent of radiated heat. We
may also remark that bodies of different molecular constitution

have a different calorific motion, though they be at the same
temperature as measured by the thermometer. The flute and the

trumpet, though playing the same note, and consequently causing

the same number of vibrations in the same time, nevertheless
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do not emit the same kind of sound : so two bodies, though raised

to the same temperature, have a different kind of heat. Now,

one kind of heat may consist of a vibratory motion easily trans-

missible, whatever be its intensity, and another kind may consist

of a motion which cannot be easily transmitted unless when it has

reached a given intensity. From these remarks it sufficiently

appears that conductivity and calorific capacity do not follow

necessarily one and the same law.

VI. Colour.

Bodies, with regard to light, are divided into luminous, trans-

parent, and opaque. A luminous body, as a flame, is that whose

molecules by making spontaneous vibrations of a certain period

are able to communicate to the neighbouring aether a motion of

the same period, calculated to affect our eye. A transparent body,

as water, is that whose molecules are so constituted and arranged

that the luminous vibrations of aether can be taken up by them

and continued through the mass of the body. See in Book VIII.

§ VII, the principle on wmich this explanation, and others which

follow, are grounded. An opaque body, as iron, is that whose

molecules are so constituted or arranged as to be unable to take

up the luminous vibrations of aether, or to propagate an analogous

motion through the mass of the body. Opaque bodies reflect or

absorb, instead of transmitting light : and, hence, they have colour,

as we shall presently explain.

From the velocity of propagation of light, which, according to

M. Foucault, is of 298,000,000,000 millimetres in a second, and

from other known optical data first determined by Newton, we

can find the numbers of vibrations made in a second of time by

different rays of the solar spectrum. They are as in the following

table *

vibrations 462,015,500,000,000,

510,806,190,000,000,

540,834,840,000,000,

582,031,200,000,000,

649,237,300,000,000,

663,690,000,000,000,

733,990,100,000,000.

Extreme red

Red orange

Yellow

Green

Liorht blue

Deep blue .

.

Extreme violet
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The length of one undulation may be obtained for each

coloured ray by dividing the whole line travelled over by light in

a second by the number of undulations made by each coloured

ray in the same time* Hence the length of the undulations in

each ray of the spectrum will be as follows

:

Extreme red fraction of millimetre 0*0006450,

Eed orange „ 0-0005807,

Yellow „ 0-0005510,

Green „ 00005120,

Light blue „ 0-0004590,

Deep blue „ 0-0004490,

Extreme violet ... „ 0*0004060.

And, consequently, the numbers of undulations contained in

the length of a millimetre will be the following :

Extreme red .

.

Red orange

Yellow

Green

Light blue

Deep blue

Extreme violet

number of vibrations 1550,

1722,

1814,

1953,

2178,

2227,

2463.

These numbers show how great a velocity is that which ani-

mates molecular vibrations. As for luminous bodies, it is evident

that they cannot excite luminous undulations of a certain period

in the surrounding aether, unless they themselves move at the

same period and make as many undulations. With regard to non-

luminous bodies, they either transmit or reflect light ;
and there-

fore although they are incapable of setting themselves into spon-

taneous vibrations suitable to make a sensible impression on our

organ of vision, yet they are prepared, when acted upon by im-

pinging rays, to take up the same kind of vibratory motion, at

their surface at least, if they are opaque.

An opaque body is a body that does not allow light to pass

M. M.
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through it. Perfect opacity would consist in the molecules of the

body being so constituted and united with one another that they

are not prepared to propagate among themselves any kind of

luminous undulations. A body perfectly opaque would, then,

either reflect or absorb all the rays impinging on its surface. But
bodies have very often only an imperfect opacity : which arises

from their molecules being so constituted and connected with each

other, that they are prepared to propagate amongst themselves the

vibratory motions which correspond to some kind of light, though
not those corresponding to other kinds. Thus, the reason why
a piece of green glass is opaque for all the rays, except the green,

is, that in the green glass the molecules are so constituted and
connected with one another, that the length of their undulations

must be = 0^0005120, which is the length of the undulation of

a green ray: and so the green ray is transmitted whilst the

others are necessarily reflected or absorbed at the surface of in-

cidence*.

* Professor Tyndall says: "All ordinary transparent and colourless substances

owe their transparency to the discord which exists between the oscillating periods of

their molecules and those of the waves of the whole visible spectrum. The general

discord of the vibrating periods of the molecules of compound bodies with the light-

giving waves of the spectrum may be inferred from the prevalence of the property of

transparency in compounds, solid, liquid, and gaseous ; while their greater harmony
with extra-red periods is to be inferred from their opacity to the extra-red rays" (Pro-
ceedings of the Royal Society, 1864, p. 160). I am very much inclined to think that
the reverse is true. A body is opaque with regard to light or heat, when the period of
the molecular vibrations cannot coincide with the period of the luminous or calorific

waves
:
and a body is transparent with regard to light or heat, when the period of the

molecular vibrations coincides with the period of the luminous or calorific waves. To
prove this, it would suffice to observe that discord implies opposition: now, opposition
is calculated to quench, not to propagate, motion. How then can waves of any period
be conveyed or propagated by, or through, molecules which cannot vibrate in those
periods ? On the other hand, if the molecules move in periods harmonizing with the
periods of the luminous or of the calorific waves, how can this motion interfere with
the propagation or transmission of those waves ? My firm conviction is, that mole-
cular vibrations of a given period constitute the actual propagation of light or heat of
the same period through the transparent solid body. Mr Tyndall, of course, admits
with most others, that aetherial, not molecular, vibrations constitute the actual propa-
gation of light and heat through the transparent bodies : but, even in this hypothesis,
how could we say, that the aether intercepted between the molecules can easily con-
tinue its vibrations when it finds resistance, and cannot when no resistance is to be
found ? Moreover, from Prof. Tyndall's theory it would follow, as he explicitly states,
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It is obvious, that a body imperfectly opaque is also imperfectly

transparent ; and therefore its opacity as well as its transparency

is only relative.

A body is white, when its molecules are so constituted that

they can move in any period of luminous vibrations, but are so

arranged that such a kind of motion cannot be regularly com-

municated from molecule to molecule, and consequently is not

propagated throughout the body. In such a case, the molecules

which lie at the surface of the body, and those perhaps which

come immediately after them, will vibrate in periods like those

of the incident rays (which are white, of course, if they consist

of solar light) ; and those molecules, when once set in motion,

will communicate the same kind of motion to the neighbouring

aether, according to the laws of impact of elastic bodies. In other

words, the beams of white light will be either reflected or dis-

persed (according as the surface of the body is polished or not)

from the surface of the body into the eyes of the spectators,

that the flame of hydrogen burning in oxygen would consist of vibrations of an extra-

red period. Now, surely, that flame has a visible hue ; and therefore its period is one

of those contained in the visible spectrum ; and consequently is not extra-red. Hence,

we cannot adopt Prof. Tyndall's view on this subject. The more so, because the author,

who is wont to prove fairly all his assertions, has not thought proper to give us the

proof of this one, nor of the existence of aether between the molecules of solid or liquid

transparent bodies. He says, indeed, that aether "surrounds the very atoms of solid

and liquid substances;" that "transparent bodies are such, because the aether and their

atoms (molecules) are so related to each other, that the waves which excite light can

pass through them, without transferring the motion to the atoms" (Heat as a mode of

motion, Lect. IX. p. 293). But no reason is given for the assumption. In a lecture

(Jan. 1866) at the Royal Institution, Prof. Tyndall observed that, if light communi-

cated the motion of its undulations to the ice, the ice would be melted ; whence he

concluded that ice possesses periods of vibrations which are discordant from the

periods of light. But every one will see that this is not a proof. If light communi-

cated the calorific motion to the ice, the ice would be melted ; but if light communi-

cates the luminous motion to the ice, it does not follow that ice will be melted. The

only conclusion which can be drawn is, that luminous rays and calorific rays are dis-

tinct, and that, therefore, the motion of light through ice is not competent to produce

the heat necessary for the melting of ice. It appears, then, that the assumption of

aether vibrating in the transparent bodies, and being the instrument of transmission,

is not proved. This would probably show that the view advocated by Professor

Tyndall is admitted by him only on account of its having been admitted by others

before him. If this be the case, the learned Professor cannot fail to see the propriety

of treating anew this important point of science.

14—2
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An instance of this is to be found in pounded glass and snow,

which are both white. Their molecules are undoubtedly prepared

to make luminous vibrations of any period ; since glass and water

are transparent bodies : but the same molecules, in pounded glass

and in snow, have ceased to have the regular and homogeneous

arrangement indispensable for the continuation of the regular

periods of vibrations throughout the mass ; and therefore it is,

that those periods are broken, and the motion is not propagated

through the body, or, if any motion be propagated, it is riot

luminous.

A body is black, when its molecules are so constituted, that

they cannot vibrate according to any of the periods of the lu-

minous rays of the solar spectrum. In such a case, the luminous

ray is absorbed, that is, the action, of the impinging luminiferous

aether exhausts itself in communicating to those molecules a kind

of motion which does not consist of periods calculated to make any

appreciable impression on our organ of vision. This is evident

;

for the action of a luminous ray of a certain period would oblige

the molecules of the body to vibrate at the same period, if they

were able to take up such a kind of vibrations ; and, accordingly,

the extinction of the luminous ray must be the consequence of an

incompatibility of its periods with the nature of the molecules

acted upon. A molecule is, in this respect, like a pendulum,

the vibrations of which are of a certain rapidity according to given

dynamical relations : and it is as impossible for the molecules of

lamp-black to synchronize with the spectral luminous vibrations,

as it is impossible for a pendulum of one foot in length to syn-

chronize with a pendulum of an inch.

Some will say, that if this be true, then a black body would

be perfectly invisible. This, I think, would only prove that no

visible body is perfectly black. Still, the molecules which lie at

the surface of a black bod^y, while acted upon by the luminous

rays, must react on the impinging aether ; hence the black body
gives back to the surrounding aether a certain amount of motion

of which a portion may still preserve in some degree the pro-

perties of visible ray.

A body is red, or yellow, or green, &c, when its molecules

are so constituted that they can vibrate according to the periods
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of the luminous rays known under the names of these colours

;

but they are so arranged and united, that the respective vibrations

cannot be propagated throughout the body. We speak of opaque

bodies, of course
;

for, when the body is transparent for a certain

ray, then its molecules must be so arranged and united that the

interior propagation of the corresponding periods of vibrations

should be possible.

A body may present a colour different from any of those of

the solar spectrum. This happens in two cases : first, when the

molecules of the body are so constituted that they can vibrate

in periods of some kinds without being able to vibrate in the

intermediate periods, as when the molecules can move in the

periods of blue and in the periods of red, but cannot move in the

periods of orange, of yellow and of green. Secondly, when the

body is composed of molecules of a different nature. If, e.g. some

molecules can vibrate in the periods of red, and others in the

periods of green, the body will have a mixed colour, which is not

to be seen in the solar spectrum.

There are bodies which are opaque in the solid, and trans-

parent in the liquid state, as wax, butter, oil, sugar, &c. The

fact is accounted for by observing that, when a body is melting,

its molecules change their mutual relations, and modify their

intrinsic constitution.

We will here close these remarks, or rather hints, on colours.

What we have said suffices to show that the colours of bodies

are intimately connected with their molecular constitution and

arrangement ; and, therefore, the phenomena of light are each

and all to be looked upon* as a very valuable and indispensable

means for ascertaining the true nature of the same bodies.



BOOK X.

ON CHEMICAL PROPERTIES IN GENERAL.

Chemistry is considered only as an experimental science : and

chemists in general, when they have succeeded in determining

experimentally the laws, conditions, and results of combination

and resolution, are satisfied that they have done the whole of

their duty. Yet natural philosophers are well aware, that a great

deal of work remains to be done, if we wish to raise chemistry

to its proper perfection. Laws have been established; but the

principles on which such laws repose have not been established at

all : and a science cannot but be very imperfect, which has yet

to find out what are its own higher principles. Hence, scientific

men, whilst continuing to develope material knowledge, as they

do, by experimental research, ought not to forget that chemistry

is expected to rise, sooner or later, to a higher region, whence

the principles are to be seen by which the laws experimentally

known are to be accounted for. In a word, they might well con-

sider, that besides the experimental, we want a rational science

of chemistry. The first elements of a rational chemistry constitute

a part of the science of which I am treating under the name

of Molecular Mechanics. Unhappily, every science has its infancy

;

so we must for the present content ourselves with a few generalities

and still fewer details. We shall treat in this Book of chemical

affinity, of chemical equivalents, and of the disposition of bodies

to combine in different definite proportions.

I. Chemical affinity.

Two substances are said to be endowed with chemical affinity,

when the molecules of the one can unite with the molecules of

the other so as to constitute a new molecular system. Thus, when

nitrogen and hydrogen unite to form ammoniacal gas, the mole-

cules of the two substances not only mix, but combine with one

another, i.e. affect and modify each other intrinsically as much

as is necessary to form a single molecular system.
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Chemical affinity is not to be found between molecules of

the same kind. For molecules of the same nature, on account of

the direct opposition of their repulsive envelopes, cannot have any

tendency to fuse themselves into a single molecular system*.

Thus, in a mass of hexahedric molecules of the same nature, any

two molecules 0 and 0' (fig. 29) will repel each other at all dis-

tances less than the distance of relative equilibrium, on account of

the direct opposition of the elements R to the elements R'.

On the contrary, chemical affinity is to be found between

molecules of a different kind. And, in fact, in molecules of a

different nature, the repulsive envelopes are not necessarily situ-

ated in direct opposition ; and therefore it is not necessary that

repulsion should prevail between them at all distances less than

the distance of relative equilibrium. Thus, if an hexahedric mole-

cule is surrounded by tetrahedric molecules, there will be no direct

opposition of the envelopes. A tetrahedric molecule will present

its vertex R' (fig. 30) to the surface RRRR of the hexahedric

one : and it is evident, that if the distance of the two molecules is

sufficiently lessened, the attraction exercised by the element A
upon R! can prevail over the repulsions exercised by the elements

R upon the same R\ For, the nearer R f

approaches, the greater

will become the attraction of A upon R\ whilst the resultant of

the four repulsions exercised from the points R evidently is

lessened on account of the increasing obliquity of their direction.

Hence, when two molecules of a different nature are constrained

to approach to a distance less than that of relative equilibrium,

the repulsion which is immediately developed may, after it has

reached a maximum, by a further decrease of the distance become

weaker and weaker till it vanishes, and is replaced again by

attraction. This new attraction may be called the chemical attrac-

tion ; for it is in fact the immediate causality of combination.

From the preceding remarks it follows, that the curve of mole-

cular actions, which we have found above for molecules of the

same nature, does not hold for molecules of a different nature

having chemical affinity. In this last -case, the positive branch

AM (fig. 31) of the curve, which represents the repulsive actions

* Tetrahedric molecules may, in some cases, be excepted, as the opposition of

their envelopes is not direct.
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corresponding to distances less than OA, i.e. less than the distance

of relative equilibrium, is not asymptotic, but, after having reached

its maximum in M, cuts again the axis of the abscissas in A, and

then describes a new arc AN'A", whose ordinates correspond to

the chemical attractions causing the molecule A to combine with

the molecule 0. The distance OA", at which the molecules will

remain after their combination, might be called the distance of

chemical equilibrium: and then the distance OA would have to

be called the distance of physical equilibrium.

Here, then, we have a very neat representation of the radical

distinction existing between chemical and physical actions. The

physical are those by which the generally called physical pheno-

mena are produced ; and are represented by the branches PJSFA

and AMA' of the curve : the chemical are those on which the

affinity and the combination depend ; and are represented by the

branches A'N'A" and A"M'. The point A' marks the end of the

physical, and the beginning of the chemical actions; so that,

whilst two molecules can act on each other by physical action at

all distances from OA' to infinity, their chemical action cannot

extend farther than OA'.

The mere inspection of the curve will enable us to understand,

1st, that a mixture of two substances is not the same as their

combination, but quite a different thing
;

for, when two substances

are mixed, their molecules rest at the distance OA, and when they

combine, their molecules rest at the distance OA'. Mixture

means juxtaposition, whilst combination implies partial introsus-

ception or something of that kind. 2nd, that, when for two sub-

stances the repulsion represented by the ordinate of the point M
is not very great, a mean pressure will be sufficient of itself, if

continued, to determine the combination. In this case, the two

substances may be said to have a considerable affinity. But, if

the said repulsion is very great, their combination will require a

very great exertion, and the two substances might be said to have

little affinity. Still, pressure is not the only, nor the principal

standard by which we judge of the degree of affinity existing

betwreen two substances. 3rd, that molecules, which have little or

no affinity in one state and temperature, may acquire or intensify

it, as the case may be, by a change of state or of temperature.
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For, it is evident from the reasons above given (Book IX, § iv.),

that a change of state or of temperature causes a change in the

molecular radii, and alters very materially the form of the curve

of molecular actions. We will not lose time in giving instances of

this fact
;
every one knows that this is the most common case in

chemistry. 4th, that the degree of affinity is the degree of

facility with wThich two substances combine; so that affinity in-

creases in the inverse ratio of the ordinate of the point M. But a

substance A may have in certain circumstances a greater affinity

for a second substance B than for a third 0, whilst by a change of

circumstances, or conditions, it may acquire a greater affinity for

the substance G than for the substance B. This also is one of the

most ordinary facts in chemistry, and the key to all chemical

analyses. 5th, that the greater the ordinate of the point N' in

the curve of actions, the greater will be the firmness of the combi-

nation and the stability of the compound. 6th, that when two

substances combine, the volume of the compound will very often

be smaller than the united volumes of the components. This

is evident from the difference existing between the distance of

physical and of chemical equilibrium. Thus, one volume of nitro-

gen and two of oxygen are reduced by combination to two volumes

of hyponitric acid : so also one volume of nitrogen and three of

hydrogen contract into two volumes of ammoniacal gas. But

there are numerous exceptions. A volume of carbon, e.g. and

a volume of oxygen give two volumes of oxide of carbon without

sensible reduction : one volume of hydrogen and one of chlorine

give two volumes of hydrochloric acid without reduction, &c.

These exceptions may be easily accounted for by two obvious

remarks. The first is, that the difference between the distance of

physical equilibrium and that of chemical equilibrium, in the case

of two given substances, may be small ; hence the reduction of the

volume, on this ground, might be small. The second is, that when

molecules of a different nature actually combine, the molecules of

one kind cannot reach their position of chemical equilibrium with-

out causing an amount of expansion in the envelopes of the mole-

cules of the other kind ; and, in fact, wThen the vertex B! (fig. 30)

is about to reach the plane RRRR, it is evident that the elements

R are removed farther apart, and the volume of the molecule 0
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augmented. Such an increase of volume may be sufficient to

compensate the diminution due to the greater proximity of the

combining molecules ; and consequently, the result of combination

is not necessarily a reduction of volume.

II. Chemical equivalents.

Substances of a different kind combine only in definite propor-

tions. A substance being given, and the least mass of it that is

capable of entering into combination being taken as a unit, the

least masses of other substances that are capable of entering into

combination will be represented by numbers which are called

Proportionals. The masses represented by such numbers are called

Chemical equivalents or Chemical atoms. This last name, as well

as that of atomic weighty atomic doctrine, &c. is extensively em-

ployed in chemical works, in England at least ; but we shall ex-

clusively retain the name of chemical equivalents. " The word

atom" says Prof. Faraday, " which can never be used without

involving much that is purely hypothetical, is often intended to

be used to express a simple fact : but good as the intention is, I

have not yet found a mind that did habitually separate it from

its accompanying temptations: and there can be no doubt that

the words Definite proportions, Equivalents, Primes, &c. which

did and do express fully all the facts of what is usually called the

' atomic' theory in chemistry, were dismissed because they were

not expressive enough, and did not say all that was in the mind

of him who used the word f atom' in their stead : they did not

express the hypothesis as well as the fact*."

The chemical equivalents of different substances, if properly

determined, must be proportional to their molecular masses respec-

tively ; but the absolute molecular masses cannot be known until

the common factor is found by which the numbers representing

the equivalents should be multiplied. The determination of this

common factor would require the determination of the absolute

mass of one at least of those substances.

I have said that the equivalents are proportional to the mole-

cular masses if they have been properly determined. The reason of

• A speculation touching electric conduction and the nature of matter.—Phil. Mag.

1844, Vol xxiv.
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this reserve is, that about the equivalents of some substances, as

they are generally given in elementary works, a suspicion has

arisen that they are faulty. The suspicion originated chiefly from

the fact, that, whilst for the far greater number of primitive sub-

stances the equivalents are inversely proportional to their calorific

capacities, a few primitive bodies, on the contrary, had equivalents

which could not tolerably agree with the same law, unless they

were either divided or multiplied by 2.

I shall give here the equivalents of some substances from

M. Regnault's Chemistry, adding in separate columns the calorific

capacities of the same, and the products of those capacities into

the equivalents.

Substance. Symbol. Equivalent. Capacity. Product.

H 1-00 3-4046 3-4046
Oxygen ... U 8-00 0-2182 1-6376

C 6-00 0-1469 0-8914
N 14-00 0-2440 3-4160
CI 0-1214 4-3000

Bromine (vapour) Br 7826 0-0552 4-4608
Sulphur S 16-12 0-2026 3-2759

I 125-33 0*0541 6-7803
Phosphorus P 3200 0-1895 60640

As 75-00 0-0814 6-1050
F 28-00 0-1138 3-1864

Cobalt Co 2,9-52 0-1069 3-1556
Ni 2957 0-1086 3-2113
Cd 55-74 0-0567 3-1604
Zn 32-53 0-0955 3-2042
Sn 58-82 0-0562 3-3056
Pb 103-56 0-0314 32499
Bl 106-40 0-0308 3-2771
Sb 64-52 0-0508 3-2776
Cu 31 65 0-0951 3-0099
Hg 10000 0-0333 3-3320
Ag 108-00 0-0570 6-1560
Pd 53-22 0-0593 3-1559

Gold Au 98-22 0-0324 3*1823
Pt 98*56 0*0324 3*1913

* The calorific capacity of carbon is different in diamond, graphite, charcoal, &c.

We here give to carbon the capacity of diamond, though we think, for reasons that

will be adduced further on, that carbon vapour has twice the same capacity.
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From the last column of this table we see that the products of

the equivalents into the calorific capacities are sensibly constant,

with a few exceptions. Silver, arsenic, phosphorus, iodine, if their

equivalents were divided by 2, would cease to be exceptional. In

like manner, oxygen would be reduced to the general law by mul-

tiplying its equivalent by 2. And so on.

Now, are these corrections to be admitted ? Of course, it would

not have been prudent to <adopt them, when they rested on this

ground only : but in our own days eminent chemists have shown

that there are other reasons, besides the law of calorific capacities,

which make such corrections indispensable. M. Regnault proves

the necessity of dividing by 2 the equivalents of silver, sodium,

and potassium, from the known law of isomorphism*. Mr Rose

establishes that "the atomic weights of the five alkaline metals

* Here is one of his proofs : "Si nous adoptons ces equivalents (theraiiques), les

composes que nous formulions K0t
NaO, AgO, KCl, NaCl, AgCI, prendront les

formules K'20, Na 2
0, Ag2

0, K'2Cl, Na-Cl\ Ag2CP, Nous allons chercher a montrer,

que ee sont en effet ces dernieres formules qu'il faut adopter, si Ton veut satisfaire

non seulement aux lois des combinaisons, que nous avons de'veloppe'es, mais encore a

la loi de l'isomorphisme. Nous connaissons deux me'taux, le cuivre et le mercure,

qui forment chacun deux oxydes basiques, dont les formules Cu2
0, CuO, ffg2

0, HgO,

sont veVifie'es par la constitution des sels neutres, qu'ils forment avec des acides puis-

sants. Comparons les sels, que forment ces oxydes, ou les composes binaires qui leur

correspondent, avec les sels analogues, ou aux composes binaires correspondents,

forme's par le potassium, le sodium, et l'argent. On trouve dans la nature, a l'e'tat

crystallise^ le sulfure de cuivre Cu2S et le sulfure d'argent : ces deux mine'raux pre-

senter^ exactement la meme forme crystalline. On y rencontre, en outre, des mine-

raux pr^sentant la m§me forme crystalline, et renfermant a la fois le sulfure de

cuivre Ou?S et le sulfure d'argent en des quantity relatives variables & 1'infini. De

sorte, que Ton est conduit a admettre que ces corps peuvent se remplacer en propor-

tions quelconques, sans changer la forme crystalline du compost. Le sulfure d'ar-

gent et le sulfure de cuivre Cu2S pre'sentent done tous les characteres de l'isomor-

phisme. On est en droit d'en conclure que le sulfure d'argent doit avoir le m6me

mode de constitution que le sulfure de cuivre Cu2S ; et que la formule du sulfure

d'argent doit §tre Ag2S. Mais, si la formule du sulfure d'argent est Ag2S, celle de

l'oxyde d'argent doit etre Ag2
0.

" Maintenant, l'observation demontre que le sulfate d'argent est isomorphe avec

le sulfate de soude anhydre. Pour satisfaire a la loi de 1 isomorphisme il faudra done

ecrire la formule du sulfate de soude Na?0 . SO*, si Ton (Sent celle du sulfate d'argent

Ag^O . S0Z
. Mais les composes de potassium sont isomorphes avec ceux de sodium

;

on ne peut done pas Ecrire leur formules de deux manieres diffe'rentes ; la formule de

la potasse doit done Stre ecrite i£20."—Eegnault, Chimie, Vol. III. § 1240. See also

Vol. 111. pp. 350, 351.
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(as well as that of thallium) must be divided by two*." That the

equivalent of oxygen must be doubled, is already the prevalent

opinion among scientific men. Hence Prof. Odling decidedly

asserts that the molecule of water " contains not, as was formerly

held, the same amount of hydrogen, but double the amount of

hydrogen contained in the molecule of muriatic acid (HCl). Or,

in other words, the molecular weight of water, muriatic acid, and

hydrogen, are to one another as 18 : 36'5 : 2, or as 9 : 1825 : It"

As for chlorine and iodine, we have also special reasons for

dividing their equivalents by 2. The compounds ordinarily ex-

pressed by the formulas CIO7

, I07 would now (on account of

0 = 16) be expressed by CV2
0\ F07

\ but we shall see (Book XI.

§ in.) that these last formulas cannot be accounted for, as two

molecules of one substance and seven molecules of another cannot

arrange themselves, as is necessary for combination. On the con-

trary, if we take Cl= 17*71, and 7=62 77, those formulas will

become Cl 407

,
I 4 07

}
which admit of a very natural explanation.

And moreover, as the equivalent of sodium is now admitted to be

Na = 11*49 instead of Na = 22'98, sulphate of soda will be ex-

pressed by Na4 0 . $2 0s
. Now, assuming with all chemists that

chloride of sodium contains one equivalent of sodium and one of

chlorine, we know that four equivalents of chloride of sodium with

one equivalent of water and one of sulphuric acid give rise to the

following reaction

:

Chloride of sodium (Chlorine
• -. lo. t a tv7 I

chloric acid.
4 equivalents (bodmm 4iVa\^^

'Hydrogen H 2

Water 1 equivalent n ^
q i

i

lOxygen U
(Na4

0. S*0*sul-
Jbulphunc acid ,. S ir —^=H i > /» ir (phate oi soda.

And therefore, hydrochloric acid contains not one, but two

equivalents of chlorine with one of hydrogen : and the common
formula CIH must become Cl 2

ff. In other words chlorine has for

its equivalent 17*71.

The equivalent of phosphorus must also be divided by 2.

Though this is very clearly indicated by its calorific capacity, we

* Phil. Mag. 1863, Vol. xxvi. p. 366.

t Phil. Mag. 1863, Vol. xxvi. p. 382.
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can prove it from the relation of phosphorus to chlorine. Thus,

we know that chloride of phosphorus dissolves in water and yields

phosphorous acid and hydrochloric acid. The reaction is as fol-

lows :

Chloride of phosphorus jChlorine 4 CP — QHCl2
,

4 equivalents [Phosphorus 4P

Water 3 equivalents ^
and, since the formula of hydrochloric acid is really HCP, as we
have seen, it follows that the formula of phosphorous acid is really

P4
{?

3
, not P203

; and therefore the equivalent of phosphorus is not

32 but 16.

So also perchloride of phosphorus dissolves in water, and gives

the reaction

Perchloride of phosphorus fChlorine 4C7 5 —10HC1 2

,

4 equivalents (Phosphorus 4P.
2 ^

5

-r-r-r , „ . , (Hydrogen 5H
Water o equivalents K ^ ^ T,.~(Oxygen 5 0 -^P4 0

,

the last product P*05 representing phosphoric acid; whence we
come again to the same conclusion P = 16.

With regard to arsenic, we shall also divide its equivalent

by 2, as is suggested by its calorific capacity, and required by its

relation to phosphorus. For, arsenic combines with metallic and

non-metallic substances in the same manner as phosphorus, which

it resembles in many respects. Thus, we have the following com-

pounds of phosphorus

:

Usual formula. New formula.

Phosphorous acid PO3 P4
*?

3

,

Phosphoric acid PO5 P*(?y

Phosphuretted hydrogen PH 3 P2H 3

,

Chloride of phosphorus PCI 3 PCP,
Iodide of phosphorus PI 3

... PZ 3

;

and we have in the same manner

Arsenious acid AsO* AsA Oz

,

Arsenic acid As 05 As*0\

Arseniuretted hydrogen AsH* As2H s
,

Chloride of arsenic AsCP As CP,
Iodide of arsenic AsP Asl 3

.
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These examples of parallelism between arsenic and phosphorus

show that, the equivalent of phosphorus having been divided by 2,

that of arsenic also must be divided bv 2.

With regard to carbon, as its equivalent has been determined

from that of oxygen, the change adopted for oxygen obliges us to

take .12 instead of 6 for the equivalent of carbon. But the calorific

capacity of diamond might tempt us to go further, and to take 24

for equivalent. The more so, because the determination of the

equivalent of carbon has been made under a great disadvantage,

as it has never been possible to obtain the> vapour of carbon in its

pure state, and to weigh it separately. An equivalent thus de-

termined might well be erroneous, in this sense at least, that it

might require to be multiplied by 2, as the law of calorific capa-

cities seems to suggest. But carbon in different states shows dif-

ferent calorific capacities. In diamond its capacity is only 01469;

but in plumbago it is 0 2020, and in charcoal 0*2420 ; and there-

fore the capacity increases for a decrease of density. Hence we
may well hold that carbon in its gaseous state will have a still

greater capacity than in charcoal. And, since the capacity 0*2420

of charcoal multiplied by the number 12 gives 2*9040, which nearly

agrees with the general law, a still greater capacity will give a

product even more satisfactory. And, therefore, the law of calo-

rific capacities is quite safe with carbon = 12 : and, as we find no

other reasons for a change, we shall retain 12 for the equivalent of

carbon.

Bromine resembles iodine and chlorine in many* respects.

Hydrobromic acid bears the strongest resemblance in every par-

ticular to hydriodic acid : it has the same constitution by volume,

very nearly the same properties, and may be prepared by means
exactly similar, substituting the one body for the other. So also

bromic acid closely resembles chloric acid. Hence, the equiva-

lents of chlorine and iodine having been divided by 2, that of

bromine also must be divided by 2.

We may, then, safely conclude that the corrections more or

less clearly suggested by the law of calorific capacities are to be ad-

mitted : and consequently we shall adopt the following equivalents.

Oxygen 16 00 Carbon 12*00

Phosphorus 1600 Arsenic 37*50
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Iodine . .

,

Chlorine

Bromine

Silver . .

.

6277
1771

3913

5400

Sodium ...

Lithium...

Potassium

11-49

3*22

19-60

III. Relative numbers of combining equivalents as

DEPENDENT ON THE GEOMETRICAL FORM OF MOLECULES.

Chemical combination is the annexation of one or many

molecules of a certain substance to one or many of another sub-

stance, giving rise to a new molecular system.

"When a given number of molecules of one substance A are

annexed to, or bound up with, one of another substance B, the

compound will consist of a number of compounded molecules

equal to that contained in the substance B. Fqr example, if

the substance B contains n tetrahedric molecules, each of which

unites to itself, at its four faces, four molecules of the substance

A y
the compound will evidently consist of n new molecules. In

this case, the constitution of the compound can be discrete; and,

therefore, its equivalent will represent one of its real molecules

in the same manner as the equivalent of each component repre-

sents one of its molecules.

When a molecule of a given substance A is annexed to, or

bound up with, a number of molecules of another substance B,

the compound may consist of a number of discrete molecules

equal to «that contained in the substance A, Thus, if the sub-

stance A contains n tetrahedric molecules, each of which is laid

hold of by four molecules of the substance By
n groups will be

formed, and the constitution of the compound will be discrete,

as in the preceding example. The only difference between the

two cases lies in this, that in the first the molecule situated in

the centre of the group is considered as that which actively an-

nexes the four others to itself, and in the second is considered

as being itself passively annexed to the four others. It is evi-

dent, that the equivalent of the compound will again correspond

to one of its molecules.

But, whether a molecule actively annexes many others to it-

self, or is passively annexed to them, the compound will not be
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discrete, but continuous, whenever the combining molecules are

on both sides connected with one another. In such a case, it

is obvious that the chemical equivalent of the compound will

not represent any distinct molecule existing in it, but only the

smallest possible mass, under which the compound can be con-

ceived, viz. a virtual or intentional molecule. The reader will find

below many examples of this kind of continuous combination.

The molecules of primitive bodies being regular polyhedric

systems of elements (Book vi. Prop, vi.), and having faces, edges,

and vertices, the combiDation may be conceived to be possible

inasmuch as molecules can be annexed to molecules either by

their faces, or by their edges, or by their vertices. This means,

that one molecule will draw to itself a molecule (or many) of

another kind, and bind it either to one of its own faces or to

one of its own edges : the drawn molecule (or molecules) at the

same time offering itself to that annexation by one of its own

vertices, or of its own edges, or of its own faces, as the case

may be. It is evident, however, that two molecules cannot di-

rectly unite through their vertices, the vertices being always re-

pulsive (Book VI. Prop. IV.).

After these general statements, we must now inquire how

many molecules of any given regular polyhedric form can be

chemically united to a molecule, or to a number of molecules,

of a different nature, and of any regular polyhedric form what-

ever. The general principle, on which this inquiry will be based,

is, that the combination cannot take place except between those

numbers of molecules for which there is a possibility of a geo-

metrical arrangement ;
for, it is evident, that molecules cannot

combine, if they cannot approach to one another. Hence any geo-

metrical exigency which prevents the approaching of molecules

in a given number makes the combination impossible for such

a number. Let us come to particulars.

IV. Numbers of molecules that can combine with

TETRAHEDRIC MOLECULES.

First, then, a tetrahedric molecule, by reason of its four faces

and of the attractive elements which, in the neighbouring nu-

cleus, may correspond to each of them, is geometrically prepared

M. M. 15
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to admit around itself four molecules of another substance : and,

if its power be sufficient, to annex them to itself by the action

of the said attractive elements. In this case the numbers of the

combining molecules will be in the ratio 1 : 4, and the molecules

of the compound will be discrete and tetrahedric.

Again, a tetrahedric molecule has six edges, and, therefore,

is geometrically disposed to admit around itself six molecules of

another substance, and to unite them to itself by the action of

the elements lying under its own envelope. In this case the

number of the combining molecules will be in the ratio 1 : 6,

and the molecules of the compound will be regular octahedrons.

Consequently, a tetrahedric molecule can also admit around

itself ten molecules of another substance, viz. four on its faces

and six on its edges, and unite them all to itself, as before, at

least when the volume" of these molecules is considerably less

than that of the said tetrahedric molecule. In this case, the

molecules of the. compound will be tetrahedrons or octahedrons,

according as the molecules which unite through the faces, or those

which unite through the edges, are most prominent.

In these three cases the compound consists of discrete mole-

cules.

Let us now conceive 4n tetrahedric molecules of the same
kind, which are free to arrange themselves in space according

to their own nature and exigency. They will arrange themselves

in the following manner : n out of them will occupy the places

a, a, a, ... (fig. 82), so disposed as to form the common vertices

of a number 2n of tetrahedrons and of a number n of octahedrons,

regularly distributed : n other molecules will occupy the centres
0' of those octahedrons, and the remaining 2n the centres 0 of

the tetrahedrons.

Now, let us suppose that, instead of having 4n molecules of

the same kind, we have Sn molecules of one substance, and n
of another. Either these n molecules will occupy the vertices a,

and the remaining 3^ the centres of the octahedrons and of

the /tetrahedrons, or the n molecules will occupy the centres 0'

of the octahedrons, and the remaining Sn the vertices a and the
centres 0 of the tetrahedrons. These arrangements, by allowing

each of the Sn molecules of one substance to approach to the
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n molecules of the other substance, favour the combination of

them
;
and, therefore, tetrahedric molecules (if no other obstacle

is to be found) can combine in numbers that are in the ratio

1 : 3. In this case the compound will not consist of discrete

compounded molecules, as is evident, and its constitution may
be called continuous. When the n molecules of the one substance

have a predominant power of annexation, and occupy the places

a, a, a, then the form of the compound will be tetrahedric,

or traceable to the tetrahedron : but, if those n molecules occupy

the centres of the octahedrons, then the form of the compound

will be octahedric or traceable to the octahedron.

The above ratio 1 : 3 does not require that the molecules

be all tetrahedric. If 3n molecules were tetrahedric, and the re-

maining n hexahedric, or octahedric, or octohexahedric, or rhombo-

dodecahedric, the geometrical arrangement would still be favour-

able to the combination. The n molecules would, in fact, occupy

the centres of the octahedrons above mentioned, and could annex

to themselves, or be annexed to, the Sn molecules of the other

substance. But, in this case, those amongst the 3n molecules

which occupy the places a, a, a, ... would possibly be more inti-

mately united with the centres of the octahedrons, than those

others which occupy the centres of the tetrahedrons : nay, these

last, by reason of their greater distance from the molecules of

the other substance, may be materially included in the com-

pound without any chemical union.

Let us now suppose, that among the 4<n tetrahedric molecules

2n are of one kind and 2n of another. The combination will

be possible again; for the 2n of the one kind will occupy the

centres of the above-mentioned tetrahedrons, whilst the 2n of the

other kind will occupy the centres and vertices of the octahe-

drons. The numbers of the combining molecules will be in the

ratio 2 : 2 or 1 : 1. This ratio requires that 2n molecules at

least should be tetrahedric: the other 2n may be hexahedric,

octahedric or octohexahedric. The constitution of the compound

will be continuous, and its form will be traceable to the tetra-

hedron or to the octahedron, according as the molecules which

possess a greater power of annexation
^
occupy the centres of

the tetrahedrons or the centres and vertices of the octahedrons.

15—2
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Let us suppress the n molecules, which occupy the centres

of the octahedrons. There will remain 2n molecules of one kind

in the centres 0 of the tetrahedrons, and n of the other kind

in the vertices a, a, a,... They will be suitably arranged for

combination. Hence, we must admit that tetrahedric molecules

can combine in the ratio 2 : 1. The compound will be con-

tinuous, and its form will be tetrahedric, or traceable to the te-

trahedron.

The ratio 2 : 1 is also admissible when, 2n molecules being*

tetrahedric, the others n are hexahedric or octahedric. With n
hexahedric, each vertex of a hexahedric molecule will be connected

with the neighbouring face of a tetrahedric one. With n octa-

hedric, each vertex of a tetrahedric molecule would be connected

with the neighbouring face of an octahedric one. The compound
will be continuous, as is evident, and its form will be traceable

to the octahedron or to the tetrahedron.

These are the only definite ratios which I find to be admissible

for tetrahedric molecules.

V. Number of molecules which can combine with
OCTAHEDRIC MOLECULES.

An octahedric molecule, by reason of its eight faces, and of the
attractive elements corresponding, in the neighbouring nucleus,

to each of them, has a special capability of combination with eight

surrounding molecules of another substance : and, by reason of

its twelve edges, with twelve such molecules: and consequently,

by reason both of edges and faces, with twenty such molecules

;

under the same conditions and limitations as we have mentioned
in the case of tetrahedric molecules. The compounds, in these
three cases, will consist of discrete molecules.

Again, n octahedric molecules can combine with 2n tetrahedric,

as we have already shown ; and the compound will be continuous.

Moreover, n octahedric molecules can unite with 4<n of another
kind having two vertices diametrically opposite, whether hexa-
hedric, octahedric, octohexahedric, icosahedric, or rhombo-dode-
cahedric. In this case, each of the 4n molecules will turn one
vertex towards the neighbouring face of one, and the opposite

vertex towards the neighbouring face of another of the n octa-
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hedric molecules, between which it lies : and thus the in mole-

cules can be connected, each by two vertices, with the n others.

In the compound the n octahedric molecules will constitute the

vertices and the centres of a continuous system of cubical spaces,

and the in will find their place between each vertex and centre,

as in figure 33.

By adding n other molecules of the second kind (for which
there is a suitable space between each four molecules of the first

substance) we shall obtain also the ratio 1 : 5.

Moreover, n octahedric molecules can be arranged alternately

in straight parallel lines with n others hexahedric or octohexa-

hedric. Then, the six vertices of each octahedric molecule will

be turned towards the neighbouring faces of six hexahedric or

octohexahedric molecules, and can be united with them. If the
n octahedric molecules were arranged alternately with n others

not hexahedric nor octohexahedric, but having two opposite vertices,

then either these last would turn their opposite vertices to the
faces of two neighbouring octahedric molecules, or each of the
octahedric molecules would turn its opposite vertices to the faces

of the two neighbouring molecules of the other substance. In
each case the combination is possible : and the compound may ac-

quire a laminar structure.

These are the only definite ratios which I could find to be ad-

missible for octahedric molecules.

VI. Number of molecules which can combine with

HEXAHEDRIC MOLECULES.

A hexahedric molecule, by reason of its six faces, and of the

attractive elements corresponding, in the neighbouring nucleus,

to each of them, is capable of combination with six molecules of

another substance : and, by reason of its twelve edges, with twelve

such molecules : and consequently, by reason both of edges and

faces, with eighteen such molecules, whenever the other necessary

conditions are fulfilled. The compounds in these three cases

consist of discrete molecules.

Again, n hexahedric molecules can unite with Sn of another

kind having two vertices diametrically opposite, whether octa-

hedric, hexahedric, octohexahedric, icosahedric, or rhombo-dodeca-
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hedric. In this case, each of the Sn molecules will have two

opposite vertices turned to the faces of the two hexahedric mole-

cules between which it lies : and thus the 3n molecules can be

united, each by two vertices, with the n others.

This arrangement leaves a cubic space unoccupied between

the vertices of every eight hexahedric molecules : and so there

will remain room for n other octahedric or octohexahedric mole-

cules. And, therefore, n hexahedric molecules can possibly combine

with 4<n others, if these are octahedric or octohexahedric.

Moreover, n hexahedric molecules can unite with n molecules

of another kind having two vertices diametrically opposite. In

this case, they will be arranged alternately in straight parallel

lines. If the molecules of the second kind are octahedric, the

compound will be equally connected in all directions, and its

form will be traceable to the cube or the octahedron : and if they

are not octahedric, the compound will be more firm in one

direction than in others, and may have a laminar structure.

These are the only new ratios, which, in addition to the others

already pointed out in the two preceding numbers, I find to be

admissible for hexahedric molecules.

VII. Number of molecules which can combine with

OCTOHEXAHEDRIC MOLECULES.

An octohexahedric molecule, on account of its six square

faces, has a special geometrical disposition to combine with six

surrounding molecules of another substance, and, on account of

its eight triangular faces, to combine with eight such molecules :

and consequently, on account of all its faces, to combine with

fourteen such molecules. It might also unite with twelve by its

twelve edges : as also with eighteen by its edges and square faces

:

and, lastly, with twenty-six by its twelve edges and fourteen faces,

if its volume is considerably greater than that of the molecules of

the other substance. All these compounds would consist of dis-

crete molecules.

We might think, that n octohexahedric molecules can unite

with 3n of another kind having two opposite vertices, as we have

just said with regard to hexahedric molecules : but we must

remark, that by the natural arrangement of the octohexahedric
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molecules their square faces will be parallel and opposite to each

other, and n places regularly disposed will be formed between

their triangular faces, of such a size that they will necessarily

be occupied either by some of the octohexahedric molecules them-

selves, or by molecules of the other substance admitted into com-

bination. Hence, if we add n new molecules of the first substance,

which is octohexahedric, we shall have 2n molecules ready to com-

bine with 3ft others : if, on the contrary, we add n molecules of the

second substance, we shall have n octohexahedric molecules ready

to combine with 4<n others. The compound will be continuous,

and its form will be traceable to the cube or the octahedron.

Asrain, n octohexahedric molecules can unite with n others

alternately arranged, and having at least two vertices diametrically

opposite, and, consequently, not tetrahedric. They could be ar-

ranged also in parallel lines, so that one line of octohexahedric

molecules would alternate with a line of molecules of another kind.

In this case, the octohexahedric would have their square faces

immediately opposite in all directions, and the molecules of the

other substance would each find their place between eight tri-

angular faces of eight neighbouring octohexahedric molecules.

If n octohexahedric molecules are so arranged as to form the

centre and vertices of a continuous series of cubic spaces, then

there will be room for 4m other molecules between each centre

and vertex, as we said with regard to octahedric molecules
;
and,

moreover, there will be room for Sn others between each two

vertices, as we said with regard to cubic molecules ; and thus we

shall have n octohexahedric molecules ready to unite with 7n

others having at least two vertices diametrically opposite.

These are the only ratios, besides those above noticed, which I

find to be admissible with regard to octohexahedric molecules.

VIII. Number of molecules which can combine with

ICOSAHEDRIC MOLECULES.

An ieosahedric molecule can unite with twenty molecules of

another kind by reason of its twenty faces : and with thirty on

account of its thirty edges, if its volume be considerably greater

than theirs : a hypothesis which seems scarcely admissible with

regard to primitive molecules. The compound will be discrete.
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Again, n icosahedric molecules can unite with on others of any-

kind. And, indeed, n icosahedrons can be arranged regularly

so as to present to one another their vertices
;
they will then

leave between them 5n octahedric spaces, which can be occupied

by 5n molecules. The compound will be continuous.

These are the only definite ratios, besides those already noticed,

which I find to be admissible for icosahedric molecules.

IX. Number of molecules which can combine with

DODECAHEDRO-PENTAGONAL MOLECULES.

A dodecahedro-pentagonal molecule can unite with twelve

molecules of another kind by reason of its twelve faces, and with

thirty by reason of its thirty edges, if its volume be considerably

greater than theirs (which is scarcely probable with primitive

molecules)
;
and, lastly, with forty-two by reason both of the faces

and of the edges. These compounds will be discrete.

Again, n dodecahedro-pentagonal molecules can unite with 6n

molecules of another kind having two opposite vertices, and lying

each between two parallel faces of two neighbouring dodecahedrons,

by which they may be drawn into combination. The compound

will be continuous.

I cannot find any other ratio besides these and the others al-

ready noticed, for dodecahedro-pentagonal molecules.

X. Number of molecules which can combine with

DODECAHEDRO-RHOMBIC MOLECULES.

A dodecahedro-rhombic molecule can unite with twelve of

another kind by reason of its twelve faces, and with twenty-four

by reason of its twenty-four edges : and, consequently, with thirty-

six by reason both of its faces and of its edges. These compounds

will be discrete.

Again, n dodecahedro-rhombic molecules can unite with 6n

of another kind placed each between two parallel rhombic faces

of two neighbouring dodecahedrons, to which they can be an-

nexed by their opposite vertices. The compound will be con-

tinuous, and its form will be either tetrahedric, or octahedric, or

rhombohedric (angle 60°), with six equal faces, or any modifica-

tion of these forms.
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Moreover, n dodecahedro-rhombic molecules can unite with n

others, each of these being intercepted between eight rhombic

faces. In this case, the dodecahedrons are situated face to face

in straight parallel lines, and the other molecules fill up the octahe-

clric places which by the nature of the arrangement will remain

between those lines. The molecules of the second kind must be

either hexahedric, or octohexahedric, or tetrahedric : they cannot

be octahedric
;

for, six vertices cannot meet eight surfaces.

These are the only definite ratios which I find to be admis-

sible for dodecahedro-rhombic molecules.

XI. General result.

It may be useful to give here a table of the results which

we have obtained in the preceding pages. Such a table, in

addition to other advantages, has that of showing how far the

number of molecules, which can enter into combination, depends

on their geometrical figures. The reader, however, will remem-

ber, that our inquiry has been limited to the combination of

two substances, and those primitive. The combination of two

substances which are not primitive, or that of three or more sab-

stances, depends on a greater number of conditions ; and so, in

this last case, the proportional numbers of molecules which are

apt to combine cannot be determined generally without a great

deal of additional work. Nevertheless, the results arrived at in

the preceding pages are sufficient to give a first idea of the kind

of reasoning which could be employed in making further in-

quiries, and offer the first ground for a fuller investigation of

the subject. As to the correctness of the same results I have

no doubt whatever : I have verified them, as far as I could,

by tangible methods : nay, for this special purpose I constructed

a host of solid regular polyhedrons of every kind, which, by

being arranged successively in different ways, gave me the most

sure means of ascertaining the reality of each case. Still, I am
quite willing to admit that there may be other ratios of com-

bining molecules which I have not been able to find out.

And, therefore, the following table ought to be looked upon as

provisional.
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Table of the relative numbers in which molecules of two primitive

substances admit of a possible combination.

Number and shape of

Molecules of a first

substance.

Number and shape of Molecules of a
second substance.

Constitution

of the

compound.

n tetrahedric . . . with

2ft, 3n id. ... „

ft, 2ft, 3n id. ... „
n id. ... „

,ft, 2?z, Sn tetrahedric, or octohexahe-
1* 1 11* ill*
dric, or hexahedric, or octahedric

ft octahedric, or hexahedric, or dode-

cahedro-rhombie, or octohexahe-

continuous.

continuous,

continuous,

discrete.4ft, 6ft, 10ft of any form

n octahedric ... with
n id. „

n id. ... „

ft, 4ft, 5ft octahedric, or hexahedric, or

octohexahedric, or icosahedric, or

rhombo-dodecahednc

continuous.

continuous,

discrete.

n hexahedric . . . with
n id. ...

,,

n id. •••55

n id. •••55

3ft, 4n octahedric, or octohexahedric

3ft hexahedric, or icosahedric, or do-

Oft, 12;?, 18ft oi any iorm

continuous,

continuous.

continuous*

discrete.

n octohexahedric with

2ft id. „

n id.

n id. „
n id. „

2ft, 3ft tetrahedric, or hexahedric ...

3ft octahedric, or octohexahedric, or

icosahedric, or dodecahedro-rhom-

continuous.

continuous.

continuous,

continuous.

discrete.

4ft, 7ft hexahedric, or octahedric, or

octohexahedric, or icosahedric, or

ft of any form ...

6«, 8ft, 12ft, 14ft, 18;?, 26ft of any

n icosahedric ... with

n id. •••55

5ft tetrahedric, hexahedric, &c continuous.

20ft, 30ft of any form discrete.

n dodecahedro- 1

pentag. with J

n id. „

6ft of any form having two vertices 1

continuous,

discrete.

n dodecahedro-
|

rhombic with
J

n id. „

n id. „

n tetrahedric, or hexahedric, or octo-

6ft of any form having two vertices

continuous.

continuous,

discrete.



BOOK XL

ON THE SHAPE AND ARRANGEMENT
OE MOLECULES.

A FULL knowledge of the molecular constitution of bodies

requires the solution of the following problems

:

1. How many elements are in a molecule of the given sub-

stance ?

2. What is the figure of the molecule ?

3. How many nuclei are in it ?

4. Which of the nuclei are attractive, and which repulsive ?

5. What is the relative intensity of the active powers in.

the centre, in the nuclei, and in the envelope ?

6. What is the relative length of the respective radii ?

7. What is the distance between two neighbouring mole-

cules ?

8. How are the molecules arranged ?

Though there are data in great numbers, from which we

might determine many of the conditions implied in these problems,

yet, unfortunately, the means which are at our disposal are, as

yet, most inadequate to the heavy task. The forms of crystals,

the atomic weights, the calorific capacities, the transmission,

conduction, absorption, radiation, refraction, polarization, of light

and heat, the heat of fusion and of ebullition, the degree of

hardness, or softness, or elasticity, or tenacity, the laws and con-

ditions of combination, the different degrees of affinity, the rela-

tions between mechanical and chemical work, and a great number

of other analogous matters, would, if well known, furnish precious

data for answering the questions proposed : but our present know-

ledge of them (to say nothing of the overwhelming complexity

of the conditions on which such problems depend) is evidently

too incomplete to allow the least hope of any but very partial
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success. And this is one of the reasons why I apprehend that

molecular mechanics will have a long infancy before it acquires

its natural development. Let us, then, limit ourselves to a few

hints concerning the easiest of those problems, viz. the deter-

mination of the figure of primitive molecules. Our method of

solution is grounded on the preceding table of the numbers of

molecules, which may, by reason of their figure, come into com-

bination. The use of that table seems to be very obvious : but

in certain cases it may require some precautions, as will be

evident from the examples given below. In general, the greater

the numbers of the molecules between which the combination

takes place, the greater is the chance of failure. And, accord-

ingly, it will be but prudent on our part to base our inquiry

on examples of the greatest possible simplicity.

I. The molecule of oxygen.

The form of the molecules of oxygen can be determined by
the consideration of the following compounds :

Common formula. New formula.

Hypochlorous acid OCl OCl*
Chlorous acid O" CI 0s

CI4

Hypochloric acid 04
CI 04

C14

Chloric acid 05 Cl 05
C1

4

Perchloric acid O7
CI 07

CI\

We see that in hypochlorous acid four molecules of chlorine

unite around one of oxygen : and the term Cl\ which remains

constantly the same in all the following compounds, shows that

the four molecules of chlorine united with the one of oxygen

constitute a permanent group or form, around which other mole-

cules of oxygen can be united in definite numbers. Hence, as-

suming the molecule or group OCl4
of hypochlorous acid to be

a component of the other four compounds, their formulas may
be written thus

:

Chlorous acid 0 CI4
. 0\

Hypochloric acid OCl4
. 03

,

Chloric acid OCl4
. O4

,

Perchloric acid OCl4
. 06

.

Now, from our table, the ratios 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:6 require
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that the molecule OCl4
should be discrete; and, since it is formed

by the union of four molecules of chlorine around one of oxygen, it

cannot but be tetrahedric. But OCl4 cannot be discrete and tetra-

hedric, unless the molecule 0 also is tetrahedric. Hence we con-

clude that the molecule of oxygen is a tetrahedron.

The same conclusion might be arrived at by the considera-

tion of many other compounds. Phosphorus and oxygen combine

in the proportions represented by the formulas (new style)

P4
0, P4

0\ P4

0\

which may be written thus, OP4
, OP4

. 02
, OP4

. O3
, and explained

as the above. Iodine and oxygen give the compounds (new style)

PO\ 1
4

0\

which maybe written OP. O4

, OI 4 .06
, and explained as above.

These formulas, as well as the preceding, show clearly that oxygen

is tetrahedric.

Let us remark, that, if we had taken for chlorine the usual

equivalent 35*42, our formula of perchloric acid would have

been Cl
20 7

, which cannot be explained by any reference to our

general table. And the same would have been the case with

periodic acid, had we not divided the equivalent of iodine by 2.

On the contrary, the equivalents which we have adopted ac-

count most advantageously for the composition of the said acids,

a composition that with the old equivalents would be quite un-

intelligible.

II. The molecule of nitrogen.

The form of the molecules of nitrogen can be determined by

the consideration of the following compounds :

Usual formula. New formula.

Protoxide of nitrogen NO N20
Deutoxide of nitrogen NO2 N202

Nitric acid (anhydrous) NO5 N205

Iodide of nitrogen NP 3 NP
Chloride of nitrogen NOP NCI6

Ammoniacal gas NH 3 NH3

Sulphide of nitrogen NS 3 NS3

Cyanogen NO N*C"
Phosphide of nitrogen ......... N2P N2

F*.
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Here we have between nitrogen and other substances the

ratios 2:2, 2:1, 1:3, 1:6; and our table shows that such

ratios cannot coexist, unless the molecule of nitrogen is a tetra-

hedron. We shall admit, then, that nitrogen is tetrahedric.

The conclusion is confirmed by the formula of nitric acid,

which gives between the molecules of nitrogen and of oxygen

the ratio 2 : 5. This ratio is not to be found in our table
;

but will be easily accounted for, if nitrogen is tetrahedric. For,

the formula N205
can be written NO\N. 0\ the term NO* will

then represent a molecule of nitrogen united by its four faces

with four molecules of oxygen, and constituting with them one

tetrahedric group, or form ; which is again united with the two
remaining molecules N and 0 in the ratio 1 : 2. This explana-

tion being, in my opinion, the only one which can account for

the ratio 2 : 5, would probably suffice of itself to prove that

nitrogen is really tetrahedric.

III. The molecule of carbon.

The form of the molecules of carbon may be determined by

the consideration of the following compounds

:

Usual formula. New formula.

Light carburetted hydrogen . . . OH2 GH*
Olefiant gas C2H2 OH 2

Oil of turpentine C5H4 C5H9

Carbonic acid GO2 CO2

Oxide of carbon CO CO
Cyanogen ON ON2

Sulphide of carbon CS2 OS*

Chloride of carbon C*Gl2 OCX2

Bichloride of carbon 0*01* GGl*

Perchloride of carbon G*Cl6 COI
6

(another*) C2CP COI
8

.

We have here between carbon and other substances the ratios

1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 1:6, 1:8. Now, these ratios, according to

our table, cannot be accounted for, unless carbon is octohexa-

hedric. The ratio 5 : 8 in the oil of turpentine may be very

* A volatile liquid found by M. Regnault.
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easily explained, if we write the formula thus GET8
. C4

;
for, we

shall have first a group of eight molecules of hydrogen annexed

to one of carbon and constituting a cubic form; and then, since,

according to our table, a cubic form can combine with four octo-

hexahedric forms, we shall admit that the group CH8 unites with

<7
4
or 4(7 in the ratio 1 : 4.

The octohexahedric form of carbon accounts very satisfactorily

for the crystalline form of diamond, which is octahedric, sometimes

modified by hexahedric faces, and for the. crystalline form of

graphite, which consists of hexagonal plates. In diamond the

molecules turn their square faces to each other; whilst in graphite

they turn to each other their triangular faces.

IV. The molecule of hydrogen.

The form of the molecules of hydrogen may be easily deter-

mined by the consideration of the following compounds:

Usual formula. New formula.

NH* .... .., jsts*

CH* .... CH4

C*H* .... CH2

Phosphuretted hydrogen . PH S
.... F'HZ

AsH3
.... As'H3

cur .... , cm
S'R .... S'ff.

Here we have between hydrogen and other substances the

ratios 1:2, 2:1, 3:1, 3:2, 4:1. According to our table,

the ratio 3 : 2 excludes the possibility of supposing hydrogen to

be tetrahedric. Now, if hydrogen is not tetrahedric, the ratio

2 : 1 given by the formula CH 2
proves that hydrogen is hexa-

hedric. And, in fact, carbon is octohexahedric, as we have shown:

and an octohexahedric molecule, according to our table, cannot

combine with two others, unless they are tetrahedric or hexahe-

dric. Therefore, hydrogen, which cannot be supposed to be tetra-

hedric, must be assumed to be hexahedric.

V. The molecule of phosphorus.

The molecule of phosphorus may be known from the following

compounds

:
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Usual formula. New formula.

Phosphide of nitrogen PJS72 P2
i\
T2

Phosphorous acid PO3 P4 0°

Phosphoric acid PO5 P405

Phosphuretted hydrogen PH A P°H
Chloride of phosphorus PCI3 PCI3

Perchloride of phosphorus PCI5 PCI5

Iodide of phosphorus PI 2 PI2

„ another PP PP.

We have here the ratios 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 2:3, which hy

being compared with those of our table, sufficiently show that the

molecule of phosphorus is octohexahedric.

But, how should we account for the ratio 1 : 5, which we find

in perchloride of phosphorus, and which is not to be found amongst

those given by our table for an octohexahedric molecule? This

objection seems to contain a serious difficulty. Yet, since chlorine

is tetrahedric, as we shall see hereafter, the difficulty can be got

rid of. To understand the mode of arrangement of n molecules of

phosphorus with on of chlorine, it is sufficient to consider that the

formula of the compound maybe written thus PCI8
. CI

2
. P; then

we easily conceive, by reference to fig. 32, that the molecules 2CI

will occupy the centres 0 of the tetrahedrons, and the molecules

P and the groups PCI 8 the vertices a and the centres O1
of the

octahedrons. This arrangement would tend to show that in the

molecule of phosphorus the attractive nucleus which lies under

the envelope is octahedric. But, as the difficulty arising from the

formula PCI 5 might perhaps be solved by some other considera-

tion, we shall not insist on this conclusion.

Phosphorus crystallizes in rhombic-dodecahedrons. This crys-

talline form is very easily accounted for by the union of fifteen

octohexahedric molecules in one group. One of these molecules

being in the centre of the group, eight other molecules would

unite with it by its eight triangular faces, and constitute a cubic

form, and the last six would meet this cubic form at its six faces.

This arrangement would again suggest, that the above-mentioned

nucleus of phosphorus is octahedric.
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VI. The molecule of chlorine.

Let us consider the following compounds

:

usual iormuia. il cW JLOI 1J.1UI«>.

(7/77" CPH
s~ii 1 • i _ , r* 1 , 1 m 02 S1J2Q2

CIS .... CVS
Chloride of potassium . .

.

CIK .... CPK 2

COra .... CI*Net?

CWu2
.... CPCu1

ClHg2
.... CPHg2

Chloride of magnesium . .

,

CIMg .... CPMg
Chloride of phosphorus .. CPP .... Cl

sP
CPAs .... CPAs.

Here we have between chlorine and other substances the

ratios 2:1, 3:1, 2:2. From these ratios we may immediately

infer, by a glance at our table, that chlorine is either tetrahedric

or hexahedric. On the other hand, if chlorine were hexahedric,

the formula Cl
2H would be totally inexplicable. For, as hydrogen

is itself hexahedric, this formula would lead us to admit that 2n

hexahedric molecules can combine with n others, also hexahedric.

Now this cannot be admitted, as is evident from our table. Hence

we must conclude that chlorine is not hexahedric. Accordingly,

it must be tetrahedric.

VII. The molecule of sulphur.

The form of the molecules of sulphur can be determined by

the consideration of the following compounds:
Usual formula. New formula.

.... s*ci .... S2CP

.... flPJT .... SSN

.... SCu* .... SCu2

.... BAg ... SAg*

.... S2G .... S4C
.... S2E .... S2H

Monosulphide of potassium ... K282
.... K'S*

Bisulphide of potassium .. .... K2
S* ....

Tersulphide of potassium .... K286
.... K'Se

Tetrasulphide of potassium K*S*

Pentasulphide of potassium ... K2SW .... K'S10
.

M. M. 16
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In these compounds we have between sulphur and other sub-

stances the ratios 1:2, 2:1, 2 : 2, 3 : 1, 4 : 1, &c, from
which we can conclude that sulphur is tetrahedric. And in fact

the ratio 2 : 1 in the bisulphide of hydrogen (hydrogen being
hexahedric) cannot be accounted for, unless sulphur is tetrahedric.

The same conclusion can be drawn from the compounds of sulphur
and potassium, sulphur and sodium, sulphur and oxygen, and
others. Thus, in the sulphides of potassium the invariability of

the term K4 shows that the first group resulting from the mutual
action of sulphur and potassium consists of four molecules of po-

tassium annexed to one of sulphur, and that the formulas of those

compounds are resolvable in the following manner

:

K4S2 = SK 4
. S, or 2SK 4 + 2S, uniting in the ratio 2 : 2

ICS4 = SK4
. S\ or SK4 + SS „ 1:3

K 4S6 = SK 4S 4
.S, or 2SK4S4 + 2S „ 2:2

K4S8 =SK 4S4 .S\ or SK4S4 + 3S „ 1:3
K4S10= SK4S6

. S3
, or SK4S6 +3S „ 1:3.

This interpretation of the proposed formulas is in perfect

accordance with the results of our table, and is the only one which
the same table allows us to admit. We conclude, accordingly,

that, though the crystalline form of sulphur (of which we shall say

something in the sequel) is not tetrahedric, the molecule of sul-

phur is a tetrahedron.

VIII. The molecule of arsenic.

Arsenic is of the same form as phosphorus. Many of its com-
pounds with oxygen, hydrogen, chlorine, iodine, contain the same
number of equivalents as the corresponding compounds of phos-

phorus. Let us consider the following compounds

:

Usual formula. New formula.

Arsenic acid As O5 As4 0\
Arsenious acid AsO3 As403

,

Realgar AsS2 As4S4

,

Orpiment AsS3 As4S6

,

Sulpharsenic acid AsS5 As4S10

,

Arseniuretted hydrogen AsH3 As2Hs
,

Chloride of arsenic As CI3 As CI3

,

Iodide of arsenic AsF AsP.
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The ratio 2 : 3 in As2H* suffices, according to our table, to

show that the molecules of arsenic are octohexahedric. For, hy-

drogen being hexahedric, the formula As2H3 cannot be transformed

into As4H6
so as to become similar to that of orpiment As*S6

. Of

this last, the tetrahedric form of sulphur affords us a natural

interpretation, viz. SAs*S*.S; whilst the expression As*H Q

, with

hydrogen hexahedric, admits of no interpretation. Hence the

ratio 2 : 3 in arseniuretted hydrogen does not stand for 4 : 6, but

really represents two molecules of arsenic combining with three

of hydrogen ; and consequently it really shows that arsenic is

octohexahedric.

IX. The molecule of iodine.

Let us consider the following compounds

:

Usual formula. New formula.

Iodide of arsenic PAs PAs,

Iodide of phosphorus PP PP>

„ another PP PP,

lodliydric acid IH PH.

These compounds suffice to determine the form of the mole-

cules. For the ratio 3 : 1 between iodine and arsenic, and iodine

and phosphorus, shows that iodine is either tetrahedric or hexa-

hedric. At the same time, the ratio 2 : 1 between iodine and

hydrogen shows that iodine is not hexahedric
;
for, two hexahedric

molecules cannot combine with another hexahedric. And, there-

fore, we must conclude that the molecule of iodine is tetra-

hedric.

X. Relation of crystalline forms to the shape of

THE MOLECULES.

Many primitive bodies crystallize, and it seems quite natural

to infer from the form of their crystal that of their molecules.

Thus, we should say that the molecule of potassium is a hexa-

hedron, that of mercury an octahedron, that of silver an octahedron

or a hexahedron, since it crystallizes in both forms, that of iron

a hexahedron, that of lead an octahedron, that of copper an

octahedron, that of gold a hexahedron, and so on. Yet, what

16—2
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has been said above on the molecule of phosphorus, viz. that,

though the crystal is rhombo-dodecahedric, the molecule is octo-

hexahedric, suggests the notion that it is not lawful, even in the

case of primitive bodies, to assume that the form of the molecule

is the form of the crystal. The molecule of sulphur, as we have

proved by geometrico-chemical considerations, is tetrahedric

;

whilst the two crystalline forms of sulphur are very remote from

the tetrahedron, the one being that of an octahedron with a

rhombic base, the other that of an oblique prism with a rhombic

base. In the case of phosphorus we found no difficulty ; for it is

evident that a rhombo-dodecahedric crystal can arise from the

regular arrangement of fifteen octohexaheclric molecules, and con-

sequently also from other numbers of such molecules regularly

arranged in an analogous way. But, in the case of sulphur, it

seems very difficult to show how the passage can be made from
the tetrahedric form of the molecules to the crystalline forms of

the body.

Nevertheless, if we recall to our mind the natural mode of

arrangement of a set of equal tetrahedric molecules, we shall find

a solution to this difficulty. Tetrahedric molecules, as we have seen,

arrange themselves in such a way as to form a series of tetrahe-

drons alternately intercepting a series of octahedrons. Hence a
body formed of tetrahedric molecules can crystallize in octahedrons,

if the molecules which constitute the octahedrons are actually

exerting on one another a greater cohesive power than those

which constitute the tetrahedrons. The difficulty is thus half

solved. Now, for the other half, i. e. with regard to the rhombic
base, let us remark, that the molecule O (fig. 32) which is in

the centre of the octahedron ought to present its six edges to the
respectively opposite edges of the six neighbouring molecules
a, a, a, ... ;

and thus these seven molecules come closer to one
another with their attractive elements than those which constitute

the surrounding tetrahedrons, and consequently may not only
cause the form of the crystal to be octahedric, but at the same
time disturb the regularity of the crystalline form. The reason of
this is, because the mutual action, and therefore the distance of
relative equilibrium for these molecules, is not the same when
they turn their edges to one another, as they do in the octa-
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hedrons, and when the one turns its vertex to the face of the

other, as in the tetrahedrons.

The same considerations show the possibility of oblique pris-

matic four-sided crystals being formed by regular tetrahedric mole-

cules. Only, in the case of sulphur, it seems difficult to conceive

how and why the principal axis of those prismatic crystals should

make an angle 85° 54' with the base, and why the obtuse angle

of the base should be 90° 32'. These two angles are indeed widely

different from those of the quadrilateral prisms resulting from

a regular tetrahedric arrangement: but what we have just said

of the difference between the actions of the molecules, accord-

ing as they turn their edges to one another, or not, contains

an implicit solution of this question also. For, the mass made

up of such molecules must alter its regular form in proportion

as the conjunction of the molecules in the octahedrons is more

intimate than that of the molecules constituting the tetrahe-

drons.

These remarks may be applied to other crystals arising from

tetrahedric molecules. For instance, iodine crystallizes in right

rhombic prisms, which are the result of an alteration in the

arrangement of the molecules dependent on the different degree

of mutual conjunction according as they are related to the oeta-

hedric or to the tetrahedric groups. Of course, the molecules of

iodine having a constitution different from that of sulphur, their

arrangement is altered to a different extent, and gives rise to

crystals of different form.

As for the dimorphism of sulphur, it evidently comes from

the different state of the molecules of sulphur at different tempera-

tures. For, according as the molecular envelopes are more or

less expanded, the nuclei will be in a more or less favourable

position for exerting their attractive powers ; and consequently

the intensity of the cohesive force (which chiefly depends on the

relative position of the nuclei) will in one circumstance be suffi-

cient to hold the tetrahedric groups united with the octahedric

so as to form a prism, and in other circumstances will not be

sufficient, and the crystal will then be octahedric.

We may here add a general remark about the crystals of com-

pound bodies as compared with those of their components. From
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the fact that two compounds assume similar or dissimilar crystalline

forms, we are often tempted to infer that their components also

have a similar or dissimilar crystalline form. Still this inference,

to say the least, is not always true. We know of compounds

having the same crystalline form, and yet resulting from com-

ponents having dissimilar crystalline forms. Thus, sulphide of

copper Gu282 and sulphide of mercury Hg282
yield different crys-

tals, the first being a regular octahedron, and the second a

rhombohedron of the angle 71°. And yet mercury as well as

copper crystallizes in regular octahedrons, and the two sulphides

contain the same number of equivalents. Again, chloride of

copper Cu2 Cl 2
, chloride of silver Ag2

Gl
2

, and chloride of potassium

K2 Cl2

,
crystallize, the first in tetrahedrons, the second in octa-

hedrons, the third in cubes. Hence the second and third retain

the form of silver and of potassium respectively, whilst the first,

irjstead of retaining the form of copper, takes that of chlorine.

This suffices to show that, even in the case of isomeric bodies,

it is not safe to infer the form of the compounds from that of their

components.

XI. Kemarks on the form and arrangement of

COMPOUND MOLECULES.

In the preceding pages we have considered the arrangement

of the molecules in the most simple of compound substances. Let

us now say a word on some of those compounds which involve in

their constitution a very great number of equivalents of primitive

substances. We give a few examples.

Usual formula. New formula.

Ether G4H 50 C4HlQ
0,

Alcohol C4H6 02 C 4H12
0\

Nitric ether G 4H 50 . NO5 C4H10ON2 0 \

Sulphurous ether C4H50 . SO2 C4H 10OS2 O2

>

Cane-sugar, crystallized. .G24H22 022 C12H22 0l

\
Gum arabic G24H22 022 G l2H 22 Ol

\

Starch C24H20 O20 C 12H20Ow
,

Albumen q**h*ioN*>q™PS 2
. . . C100E155N25030PS.

Though, of course, we do not presume to determine the real
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form or molecular arrangement of any of these compounds, we can

nevertheless throw a little light on the subject, by considering

the peculiar aptitude inherent in every component for constituting

compounds of a determinate form.

Oxygen being tetrahedric, the formula of ether may be ex-

plained by saying that a molecule of oxygen unites with four of

carbon, and that the tetrahedric compound OC4 unites to itself

the ten molecules of hydrogen, the ratio 1 : 10 being one of those

which we find in our table for tetrahedric molecules. And so

ether would consist of discrete molecules 0C4H 10
.

The formula of alcohol may be written thus OG4H10+H-{-H+O>

and contains no apparent difficulty. The discrete molecules

OG4H 10 (which are tetrahedric or octahedric, according as 4 out

of the 10 molecules H are more or less prominent than the other

6) would occupy the centres 0' (fig. 32) of the octahedric spaces,

the molecules 0 the vertices a, a, ... and the remaining molecules

2H the centres 0 of the tetrahedric spaces. This explanation is

so natural and spontaneous, that we are tempted to say that

it cannot but be true. The constitution of alcohol would then be

continuous.

The formula of nitric ether may be written thus,

OC4H 1Q + N04 + N+0.
This expression may be supposed to represent the arrangement

of the different components. The groups NO4 would occupy the

vertices a (fig. 32), the groups 00 4H10 the centres of the octa-

hedrons, and the remaining molecules 0 and N would occupy

alternately the centres of the tetrahedrons.

The formula of sulphurous ether may be doubled and written

in the following manner, OC 4H 10S4+ OC4II 10O4
. This expression

would show that an equivalent of sulphurous ether consists of two

discrete molecules, both tetrahedric.

The formula of cane-sugar C l2H22On is exactly identical with

that of gum arabic. Hence two different arrangements of the

same equivalents must be admitted as possible. The formula may

be written thus, OH4C4H 10 + 20C404H4
; then the molecules of

the first group would unite with those of the second in the ratio

1 : % the first being tetrahedric or octahedric, the second tetra-

hedric.
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The same formula might also be written thus,

OH4C4H 10 + 2OC4H4O4
>

or thus, OH4 C4H 10 + 2OH 4C4 O 4
; and the molecules of the first

groups would again unite with those of the second in the ratio

1 : 2. These arrangements may be assumed to correspond to the

two substances represented by the formula C 12H 22Ou
.

The formula of starch may be written thus,

OC4O6 + 2OC4H 10+ 0;

then the molecules of the first group would occupy the centres of

the octahedrons (fig. 32), those of the second group the centres of

the tetrahedrons, and the last 0 the vertices a, a, ...

The formula of albumen, in spite of its prodigious complexity,

may be reduced to the following expression,

5 (OC4N4H10 + OC40 4H10 + NC4H10 + HC8

) +P+ 8;

and thus the equivalent of albumen would be made up of two and
twenty discrete groups or molecules, the arrangement of which
we are not tempted to waste time about.

We shall end this Book by giving a table of the arrangements
which, according to the preceding views, might best account for

the constitution of some ordinary compounds. We give in the
first column the name of the substance, in the following its for-

mula, and in the three next the mode of arrangement of the
groups or molecules in the compound. These last three columns
are headed a, 0, 0' with reference to fig. 32, a indicating the
vertices of the tetrahedric and of the octahedric spaces, 0 the
centres of the tetrahedric, 0' the centres of the octahedric.
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Table of Molecular Arrangements accounting for the formation

ofcompound substances.

Arrangement of molecules.

Substance. Formula.
a 0 a

Water HH) U 2H
—

.

Binoxide of hydrogen ... H202 U r\ TT2H 0
Carbonic oxide C20* 0 %c 0

CO2 u 2C —
Protoxide of nitrogen ... N'O u AT2N
Deutoxide of nitrogen . .

.

N 202 0 2N 0
N'20> lV(>r

AT /~lN + 0
NH* AT r% TT2H H

Hypochlorous acid

CN* C si AT2N •

OCl 4

Chlorous acid 03C14 OCl 4 20 —

—

Chloric acid 0 CI* —

—

Perchloric acid 07C1 4 OCl 404 20 •—
Hyposulphurous acid ... S20 r\U 2o

0 2S 0
Hyposulphuric acid

„ sulphuretted 0S404 2S —
„ bisulphuretted S*05 —
„ trisulphuretted $10O> OSWS4 2S

#o3 0 20S404 0
Hydrosulphuric acid ... S2H* s 2H s
Bisulphide of hydrogen .. S2H 2S H
Arsenious acid As40* OAs4 20 ~-—

As40*

Chloride of arsenic AsC? CI 2 CI As
As2S 2As s

Sulpharsenic acid As2S5 s 2S SAs4S*
-Hypophosphorous acid .. OP 1 —

-

—
OP 4 20 —

O'P4

Phosphide of nitrogen ... N2P2 ~KTN 2P N
Chloride of phosphorus .. PCP CI 2CI P

Concentrated sulph. acid

NS* N 2S S
S*0\ H20 OSWH4 20 0

Hypochloric acid Cl 40" +cw OCl4 20 OCl'O4

Crystallized iodic acid... I 405 + H20 OJ 40 4 2H 0
Phosphoric acid monohy. P405 + H*0 OP 404 2H 0

„ bihydrated P40> + 2H 20 OP lO'H 4 20
„ terhydrated P405 + sH 20 20 OPWH 6

OK
Peroxide of potassium... O'K4 OK4 20
Monohydrated potash . .

.

OK4 .H 0 OK4 2H 0
Carbonate of potash OK4

. CO 1 OK* 20 C
Chlorate of potash . OK4

. Cl40* 0K*0 [C14 20 OK 40" CI4
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In this table, hypoehlorous acid, chloric acid, hyposulphuric

acid, arsenic acid, hypophosphorous acid, phosphoric acid, potash,

are shown to consist of discrete molecules OCl 4

,
OGl4 04

,
OS404

,

OAs4

0\ OP\ OP 4 04
y
OK\ and so also bisulphuretted hypo-

sulphuric acid, whose formula gives the discrete molecule 0S 404S\

And, for this reason, nothing is to be found in the last three

columns regarding these substances.

I do not affirm, of course, that the results presented in this

table contain the true interpretation of natural facts : I know

that my conclusions are provisional as the table of the propor-

tional numbers of combining molecules which I have given in

Book X. My intention has been only to show how intimately the

theory of combination is connected with that of the geometric

form of molecules. This subject deserves a profound investigation,

as it may lead to important practical results ; and I am satisfied

that the few hints above given will sooner or later be taken up

by natural philosophers, and become in their hands a valuable

instrument for the promotion of science.



BOOK XII.

ON THE MASSES, DISTANCES, AND POWERS OF
MOLECULES.

Though I am not prepared to solve those problems which
I have mentioned at the beginning of the preceding Book, I

think that it will not be improper to say a few words on the

masses of molecules, their distances in different bodies, and their

active powers. I shall say very little : and everyone who knows
the present state of molecular science will excuse me for not

saying more.

I. Absolute masses of molecules.

The absolute mass of a molecule is the number of simple

elements of which the molecule consists. Chemical equivalents,

as we have above observed, do not express absolute, but only rela-

tive molecular masses. Thus, for hydrogen and oxygen we have

the proportion H : 0 :: 1 : 16; whence 0= 16H; and therefore

we cannot know the absolute mass 0 without knowing the abso-

lute mass H.

Now, since hydrogen is hexahedric, and must have at least

a centre B, a nucleus 6A and an envelope 8i2', as we have

proved (Book vi. Prop, in.), the least possible mass of the molecule

of hydrogen is 15. Hence the least possible mass of the molecule

of oxygen is 15x16=240. So also the least possible mass of

carbon is 15 x 12 = 180, of iron 15 x 28 = 420, of mercury

15 x 100 = 1500 ; and so on.

And, if the molecule of hydrogen had more than one nucleus,

if e.g. its formula were m = A -f 822 -f QA' + SB', then, its absolute

mass being = 23, the mass of oxygen would be 368, that of carbon

276, that of iron 644, that of mercury 2300 ; and so on.

All these numbers are so great, that, were it possible, we would

endeavour to make them smaller : and yet, the real numbers may
be even greater.

As the absolute mass of each molecule of a given substance
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is the product of its equivalent by a constant factor, i. e. by the

absolute mass of a hydrogen molecule, and as such a product

represents a multitude of elements, and therefore cannot be

fractional, one might think that the determination of the absolute

mass of a molecule may be reduced to a problem of arithmetic,

and can be easily effected by finding the factor which transforms

all the equivalents into whole numbers. But, as the equivalents

themselves are known but approximately, the thing is im-

practicable. On the other hand, were we able to find out the

true number of elements contained in any molecule, so as to know
with certainty that oxygen e.g. contains 240 and mercury 1500

of them, what could we do with such numbers ? It is evident

that a system of 240 material points transcends in complexity

every means at our disposal for the determination of its dynamical

conditions and properties. Here then we find an impassable

barrier, and nothing remains for us, when we have come to these

real pillars of Hercules, but to humbly admire the infinite wisdom

of the Creator in the least of his works, and to meditate that

inspired sentence :
" He hath made all things good in their time,

and hath delivered the world to their consideration, so that man
cannot find out the work which God hath made from the beginning

to the end*."

II. Molecular distances.

The data, from which we can form an idea of molecular dis-

tances, are much of the same value as those from which the

astronomers infer the distance of the stars from the earth. They

have grounds for saying that the distance of any star from us

is at least 2000 times greater than that of the earth from the

sun ; but they cannot guarantee that it is not immensely greater :

and we, on our own side, can prove that the distance of two

neighbouring molecules in a body is not greater than 0*0000036

of a millimetre, though we cannot assume that it is not much
smaller.

Several metals, as nickel, cobalt, iron, are reduced from their

oxides at a very low temperature by means of a current of hydro-

gen gas. Each particle of metal slowly evolving its oxygen forms

a powder which may be considered as composed of primitive

* Ecclesiastes iii. it.
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molecules, or ultimate atoms, as they are called. They are in

1
every case less than

100 000 000
of an incn in diameter*. In

other words, we can state that 4,000,000 molecules of iron would
fill up only the length of a millimetre, or even less. From this

fact we can easily infer what is the greatest distance of two neigh-

bouring molecules of any known body.

Let us conceive two equal volumes, the first of iron, the

second of hydrogen existing under the ordinary barometric pressure

and at the temperature 0° G. The numbers of the molecules will

be proportional directly to the densities of the substances, and
inversely to the masses of the molecules. For, let a and o! be
the absolute masses of two molecules, the one of hydrogen, the

other of iron, n
3 and n'

3 the numbers of molecules of the two
substances filling equal cubic volumes V, and p and p the densities

of the fluid and of the metal. The mass of hydrogen contained
in the volume V will be Vp = an3

; and the mass of iron contained

in an equal volume will be Vp = an 3
. Therefore

o ,3 p a
n : n :: :

—
p a

whence

, y p a

p a

Now, since the absolute molecular masses of different substances

are proportional to their chemical equivalents, we have here

a'__28

a~T ;

and on the other hand, if the density of hydrogen is chosen as a

unit, we shall have also

P. 1
.

p 80129

'

hence, by substituting these numbers, and making ri = 4,000,000

according to the preceding statement, we shall have for the num-
ber of molecules of hydrogen in the linear millimetre

n = 4,000,000 ^ = 281,740.

t

Since the ratio — in our preceding equation is the ratio of

* Golding Bird, Elements of Natural Philosophy, n. 5.
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the chemical equivalents of the two substances that are compared,

we can take a — 1 as the equivalent of hydrogen, and p = 1 as its

density, and substitute 281,740 for ri ; and so we shall have

n = 281,740

for the number of molecules of any substance which are required

to fill up the length of a millimetre, a being the chemical equiva-

lent, and p the density (related to hydrogen) of that substance.

The distance d between two adjacent molecules, the millimetre

being taken as the unit of distance, will be

, 1 1
~ n

~~
281,740

To enable the reader to form a comparative judgment on the

distances of molecules in different bodies, I have prepared the fol-

lowing table, in which I have added also the number of molecules

of each substance contained in the length of a red luminous wave :

this addition will perhaps be found of great use in many questions

of optics, as we already observed in Book VIII. when speaking

of the density of luminiferous aether.

Table of Molecular Distances, &c.

Substance.

Hydrogen
Oxygen
Nitrogen

Carbon (vapour) ...

Chlorine

Sulphur (vapour) . .

.

Bromine (vapour) . .

.

Iodine (vapour)

Phosphorus (vapour)
Arsenic (vapour) . .

Mercury (vapour)...

Sulphur (solid) ,

Chlorine (liquid) ...

Bromine (liquid) ...

Iodine

Phosphorus
Arsenic

Number ofmolecules

Equi-
valent.

Density.

Molecular dis-

tances in fractions

of millimetre.

in 1 millim.
in a red

wave.

roo 1- 0-0000035494 281,740 181
16-00 16- 0-0000035494 281,740 181

1400 14- 0-0000035494 281,740 181

12-00 12- 0*0000035494 261,740 181

1772 35-44 0-0000028171 354,970 229
16*00 9600 0000001O533 511,956 330
39*18 77*98 0-0000028171 354,970 229
62-66 12600 0 0000028171 354,970 229
16-00 64- 0-0000022359 447,233 288
37*50 150- 0 0000023359 447,233 288
10000 100- 0 0000035399 282,490 182
16-00 22,603-00 00000003250 3,076,970 1985
1772 14,784-00 0-0000003770 2,652,530 1711

3913 33,002- 0-0000003757 2,661,900 1717
62-66 55,004- 0 0000003707 2,697,635 1740
16-00 20,334-

64,449*

0*0000002601 3,844,880

3,374,760

2481
37:50 0-0000002963 2127
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Substance.

Diamond ,

Potassium

,

Sodium ....

Iron

Cobalt ....

Nickel ....

Zinc

Cadmium .

Tin
Lead . ,

Manganese
Bismuth .

Antimony.
Copper
Mercury .

Silver

Gold
Platinum .

Equiva-
lent.

12-00

19-60

11-49

28-00
29*52

29-57
82-53

55-74

58-82

103.56

27*57
106-40
6*4-52

31-65

10000
54.00

98 22

98.56

Density.

39,258*

9,617-3

10J78-5
80,129*

94,507-

97,842-

76,282-

96,732-

78,417'

126,214-

88,948-

109,203-

74,625-

99,707'
151,186-

116,452-

214,115'

245,363*

Molecular dis-

tances in fractions

of millimetre.

Number ofmolecules

in a red
in 1 millim.

0-0000002396
0 0000004500
0-0000003626
0-0000002500
0-0000002408
0-0000002382
0-0000002672
00000002953
0-0000003225
0-0000003323
0-0000002402

0-000000351

S

0 0000003381
00000002438
0-0000003093
0 0000002747
0-0000002737
0-0000002619

4,182,447

2,222,190

2,758,002

4,000,000

4,152,400

4.198,300

3,743,070

3,385,715
3,100,834

3,009,454

4,

1

63,090
2,841,955

2,957,420
4,102,353

3,233,600

3,639,990
3,653,143

3,818,300

wave.

2700
1434

1779
2580
2679
2708
2415
2184
2000
1941
2686
1833
1908
2647
2086
2348
2357
2462

III. Molecular actions.

The intensity of mutual action between the molecules of some
substances can be determined with sufficient approximation, when
their distance is known.

Wires of different metals are capable of resisting different

tractions, i.e. break under the traction of different weights. M.
Eegnault gives for wires of two millimetres in diameter the fol-

lowing data

:

Iron wire breaks for 250 kilogrammes,

Copper
>> 137 >>

Platinum 125
>>

Silver 85
)j

Gold 68
>>

Zinc 50
)>

Tin
>> 16

>>

Lead 12
>»

These wires having a diameter = 2 millim., the area of their

circular section will be tt x 1 = 314159. Hence, if the number of
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molecules occupying one square millimetre is n\ the number of

molecules occupying that circular section will be x = n2
7r. If then

x molecules of the iron wire by their united actions are capable

of resisting traction and preventing the fracture of the same wire

till the weight has become = 250 kiL, the greatest attractive or

cohesive action of each molecule on each neighbouring molecule

will be
^J^' ; the same may be said proportionately of

copper, &c. ; so that, the weight for which the wire breaks being
called P

} the greatest cohesive exertion of each molecule will be

in general

P

As for gases, we know that their tendency to expand is

measured by the pressure by which such a tendency is neutralized.

Hence, when a gas is in equilibrium under the barometric

pressure 0m,76, the total exertion of the molecules which press

the area of a square millimetre will be equal to the weight of

a mercurial column having 1 millim. of base and 760 millim. of

height. And, since 1 cubic decimetre (1,000,000 cubic milli-

metres) of water weighs 1 kilogramme, and the density of

mercury is 13-596, hence 1,000,000 cubic millimetres of mercury
weigh 13 Kil-'596; and consequently 760 cubic millim. of mercury
will weigh

1,000,000
U UlUodA

Let then n2 be the number of gaseous molecules which are

contained in a square millimetre; their united effort against

pressure will be measured by the weight 0 Kil-

'010333, by which
they are kept in equilibrium : and the action of each molecule

will be

0 Kil -010333

n2

If d is the distance of two neighbouring molecules, since we have

n2
d?' = 1, the preceding expression may be changed into

0 Kil- '010333 xd2

;
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from which we infer that, when two gases are under equal pressure,

their molecular actions are directly proportional to the squares

of the molecular distances.

Taking the values of n from the preceding table, we find

for the molecular actions of some gases the following results :

Substance.
Number of molecules
in a square millimetre.

Amount of repulsion

from molecule to molecule.

Sulphur „
Chlorine „
Bromine „
Iodine „
Phosphorus „
Arsenic „
Mercury „

79,337,403,000

79,337,403,000

79,337,403,000

79,337,403,000
262,099,000,000
126,038,000,000

126,038,000,000

126,038,000,000

200,017,300,000
200,017,300,000

79,800,620,000

Kil.

0*00000000000013017
o-ooooooooooooi 3017
0-00000000000013017
0-00000000000013017
0-00000000000003942
0-00000000000008200
0-00000000000008200
0-00000000000008200
0-00000000000005 1 65

0 00000000000005165
0-00000000000012947

It is to be observed that, although some substances, as hy-

drogen, oxygen, nitrogen, &c, exert equal repulsive powers from

molecule to molecule for equal molecular distances, it by no means

follows that they are endowed with equal absolute powers. This

remark is important. For the distance of two molecules is

measured from the centre of the one to the centre of the other

:

whilst, on the contrary, the action of the one upon the other

depends chiefly on the distance of the elements which constitute

the molecular envelopes. These elements can be more or less

distant, according as the molecular radii in different substances

are smaller or greater, the distance of the molecules themselves

being the same. Thus, these equal actions proceed from different

powers exerting themselves under different conditions.

With regard to solids, limiting ourselves to the molecular

actions of the eight above-named metals, we shall find the follow-

ing values

:

M. M. 17
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Substance.
Number of molecules

in the square millimetre.

Molecular resistance developed

by traction.

Gold

Tin

16,000,000,000,000

16,829,300,000,000

14,579,590,000,000

13,249,533,000,000

13,284,150,000,000

14,010,506,000,000

9,615,182,000,000

9,056,816,000,000

Kil.

0-00000000000497356
000000000000259121
0-00000000000272910
0-00000000000204205 -

0 00000000000162931
0-00000000000113595
0-00000000000052967
0 00000000000042175

I do not give any table of the molecular actions of liquids,

because this would require a series of delicate experiments which

I have not the means of making with sufficient accuracy.

IV. Law of molecular actions in the expansion

OF FLUIDS.

In a given mass of fluid, which by diminution of pressure is

supposed to expand, and of which the volumes are inversely pro-

portional to the pressures, according to Mariotte's law, the mole-

cular actions are inversely proportional to the cubes of the

distances. This is easily shown.

Let V be a cubic recipient containing ns molecules of gas,

let d be the distance of the neighbouring molecules, p the pressure

sustained by one face of the cube, ta- the action of one molecule.

We shall have
V= n*d\ p = «V.

Let V be another cubic recipient containing the same number

na of molecules, let d f

be their distance, p the pressure sustained

by one face of the cube, tsf the action of one molecule : we shall

have also
Ft 3 7'3 t 2 '= net

, p =n .

By Mariotte's law we have

V : V' :: p : p;
therefore

zt : is :: p : p :: d'
z

: d3 '

}
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and, consequently, the actions of neighbouring molecules, within

the limits in which Mariottes law is applicable, are for the same

substance inversely proportional to the cubes of the molecular dis-

tances.

This theorem is remarkable both on account of its simplicity,

and because it proves the reality of a law which many modern

philosophers* have surmised and even endeavoured to substitute

for the general law of action of matter at molecular distances.

Their conjecture is now a demonstrated truth, if applied to the

molecules of an expansive fluid dilating according to Mariottes

law : but this is not a reason for concluding that the Newtonian

law ought to cease to be true at molecular distances ; for as the

law of the inverse cubic distances is true, in the case just con-

sidered, for the actions of molecules, so also the Newtonian law

remains true, in this case as in others, for the actions of the simple

elements of matter, of which the molecules consist.

From this theorem and from other general notions given in the

preceding Books, it follows that the molecules of a gas, when their

distance is changed, suffer a change in their radii. And, indeed,

the action of one molecule on another is the resultant of the

actions of its centre, nuclei, and envelope: and each of these

component actions is a function of the distance and of the radii.

Now, let p, ap, ft>,
...be the molecular radii (a, ft . . . being nu-

merical fractions), d = Np the molecular distance, v, v, v", ... w the

actions of each element of the centre, nuclei, and envelope re-

spectively; and let ff>f", ...be any indices of functions. The

aforesaid component actions will be capable of being expressed by

terms of the form

/ (v, a, ft ... N) f (v', a, ft . . . N) f" (v", a, ft ...iV)

d 2 '
'

2" ' d*

* See in Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, Vol. vn. part 1, a paper, where it

is proved that, if the particles of an elastic medium act on each other according to an

inverse power of the distance, that power must be greater than 2. This, of course, is

an obvious truth. But it is inferred that, since it is hardly accordant with the sim-

plieity of nature to suppose the power fractional, the simplest and therefore the most

likely power is 3. "My investigation," says Mr Earnshaw (Phil. Mag. Vol. xxvu.

p. 99),
" led me to the same result." Our readers will have seen, that this result,

when true, rests on more certain grounds than those alleged by these writers
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whence we conclude, that their resultant tar will be of the form

F(v, v, v" &...N)

If the distance d = Np becomes d' = N'p\ the resultant -or will be

of the form

, F(v,v',v",...a',P,...N')™=
3* ;

and since xsr : w ' : : d'
3

: d 3
, we shall find

F(v, v, v" , ... a, /3, ... N) _
t/, v", ... a, /3'

?
...^')

=
"

This relation requires that, when d is changed into d', the

numbers a,fi,...N, be changed into a
r

,
/3', . . . N' ;

or, in other words,

a change of distance is accompanied by a change of molecular

radii.

V. Molecular poweks as compared with terrestrial

GRAVITATION.

A kilogramme is the weight of a cubic decimetre of water

at its maximum of density. If we were able to ascertain the

number of simple elements contained in a cubic decimetre of

water, we should immediately find also the weight of one element

at the surface of the earth. Now, let us observe that the number
of molecules contained in a cubic millimetre of hydrogen under

the usual pressure 0m-76 is (281740)
3 = 22,363,769,000,000,000 at

least. And the same will be the number of the molecules of

oxygen contained in an equal volume. But, on the one hand, water

contains 2 volumes of hydrogen and 1 of oxygen
;
therefore, a

cubic millimetre of the mixture of oxygen and hydrogen will con-

tain in hydrogen f of the said number of molecules, and in

oxygen £ of the same number. On the other hand, if we assume
that the molecule of hydrogen is made up of 15 simple elements

(this being, as we have seen above, the least number possible),

that of oxygen will be made up of 240 simple elements, as we
have already stated. Hence the least number of elements con-
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tained in a cubic millimetre of the said mixture will be found

by multiplying the number (281740)
3
, first by fx 15 = 10, and

then by ^ x 240 = 80, and by adding the products together. The

result will be
2,012,739,210,000,000,000.

Hence the absolute mass of a cubic decimetre of the same mixture

will be
2,012,739,210,000,000,000,000,000.

Now the density of this mixture at the usual barometric pressure

is to that of water as 6 : 11112. Hence the last number multiplied

11112
by —-— will give for the absolute mass of a cubic decimetre of

water
3,727,593,016,920,000,000,000,000,000.

Such is the least possible number of simple elements contained in

a cubic decimetre of water, and weighing 1 kilogramme. And,

since the weight is expressed by the action of gravity g multiplied

by the mass, we shall have
J

Kil.

g x 3,727,593,016,920,000,000,000,000,000 = 1

;

and the weight of a single element would accordingly be

Kil

g = 0000000000000000000000000000268269.

By means of the relation just found we can express molecular

actions in terms of terrestrial gravitation. Thus, the action be-

tween the neighbouring molecules of iron being, according to one

of our preceding tables,

Kil.

000000000000497356,

we may substitute for it this other expression

g x 37275930169 x 497356,

or nearly

gx 185,377,350,000,000;

and similar expressions may be obtained for the molecular actions

of other substances.
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VI. Variation of molecular actions with the

TEMPERATURE.

Let us consider molecular actions as influenced by heat. A
fluid expansive mass, which at the temperature 0°C (32°F) and

under the ordinary pressure 0m*76 occupies a volume V
f
when

brought to the temperature t° will occupy a volume V determined

by the equation

h being the coefficient of expansion, which is different for different

substances.

Let us suppose that, when the fluid mass has reached the

temperature t\ we augment the pressure so as to reduce it again

to its primitive volume V; if the ordinary pressure 0m,76 is re-

presented by p, the new pressure p', which is necessary for reducing

the heated mass from the volume V to the volume V, will be,

according to Mariottes law,

By this equation we can easily calculate the changes which any

given degree of heat causes in the molecular actions of a fluid, at

least between those limits, within which the coefficient k remains

constant.

Let us take for example a mass of hydrogen, for which we

have
h = 0-0036678.

Let <ct and -or' be the pressures sustained by a molecule of the gas

at the temperatures 0° and t° respectively, the volume V remaining

unaltered. As w
a
«r =p, and nV = p\ we shall have

(1 + 0*0036678 x f).

Now for hydrogen we have found already (Book XII. § in.)

Kil.

^ = 000000000000013017

;

therefore, by making successively t = l, =2, =3, ...we shall ob-

tain the following series of values :
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Kil.

t = 0° zr' = 000000000000013017,

t = 1° = 0-00000000000013529,

t = 2° zt' = 0-00000000000014040,

t = 3° - 000000000000014552,

t = 4° 1jS = 0-00000000000015064,

t = 5° TJj' = 000000000000015576,

t = 6° '37

'

= 0-00000000000016088,

t = 7° -Si' = 000000000000016600,

t = 8° UJ = 000000000000017112,

t = 9° vr' = 0-00000000000017623,

t = 10° us' = 000000000000018135,

t = 20° w' = 000000000000023247,

t = 40° zt' = 0-00000000000033477,

t = 60° vt' = 000000000000043707,

t = 80° zr' = 000000000000053937,

t = 100° zu' = 000000000000064167.

We see by these values that each molecule of hydrogen in

passing from the temperature 0°C to the temperature 100°C be-

comes at 100°, capable of exerting a power about five times greater

than that which it displays at 0°; and this, too, without any change

of molecular distances.

Now it is obvious, that two molecules, whilst remaining at

the same distance, cannot act upon one another with different in-

tensities, unless some change intervenes in their mechanical

conditions, i.e. in the relative magnitude of the molecular radii, or,

which comes to the same, in the amplitude of molecular vibrations.

Hence it follows, that heat modifies the radii of the molecules that

are heated. The radius of the molecular envelope becomes

greater; for the increase of molecular repulsion cannot be ac-

counted for, except by admitting that the envelopes (which are

always repulsive) have come nearer to one another, while the

centres of the molecules remain at the primitive distance. On
the other hand, the more the repulsive envelopes expand, the

more the nuclei become free to move towards the centre, as it has

been shown in another place. So then, heat, or rather the cause

which communicates heat to a molecule, has the capability of

changing the mutual relations of the molecular radii, or the
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amplitude of molecular vibrations. The cause, which communicates

heat to a molecule, is, of course, another molecule already hot, and

therefore subject to a certain kind of vibratory motion, which it

communicates through the exertion of its ordinary powers.

The first cause of calorific motion is to be found in the very

constitution of molecules, as we have seen (Book vii. Prop. vin.

and Book vi. Prop, vin.), where we have shown that the molecules

of any body whatever are always subject to vibratory motion.

And this is the reason why we find no substance absolutely cold,

or which could not be colder than it is. Cold, then, is nothing but

a quantity of heat less than the quantity from which we start in

counting the degrees of heat. There is no absolute cold, because

there is no absolute molecular rest : and, when we say that a

molecule is heated, we cannot mean that calorific motion is then

first imparted to it, but only that the preexisting calorific motion

is increased : and when we say that a molecule becomes cold, we

do not mean that calorific motion is extinguished, but only that it

is diminished.

Heat, by altering the relations which exist between the radii

of amolecule, can produce a characteristic change in the constitution

of it, by causing a transposition of nuclei. This transposition is

the necessary condition of vaporization and volatilization, as we

have already shown (Book IX. § iv). In order to explain how a

fluid, by cooling, or by being subjected to pressure, or both,

resumes the liquid state, Ave have only to suppress the condition of

expansivity, viz. we have to give back to the nuclei the place

which they had before the transposition. In fact, pressure tends

to reduce the volume of the molecular envelopes : so also cooling

allows the envelopes to contract; and in both cases these envelopes

will act with a new vigour on the nuclei, and recall them, so to say,

to their natural places, and thus cause the transposition to cease.

Since the act of vaporization and of volatilization consists

precisely in the transposition of the nuclei, it follows that the

facility or difficulty of changing a body into vapour is measured

by the facility or difficulty of producing the transposition of the

nuclei. This facility or difficulty depends evidently on the nature,

number, proportion, and arrangement of the simple elements of

which the molecule is constituted.
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When a liquid is changed into vapour, heat, according to the

common expression, becomes latent: and when the vapour is

again reduced to the liquid state, heat is emitted and becomes

sensible. So also heat becomes sensible when a liquid solidifies,

and becomes latent when a solid melts into a liquid. These facts

may be very easily accounted for. Vaporization and liquefaction

alter very materially the molecular constitution. The mechanical

conditions on which calorific vibrations depend, are changed in

the act of vaporization; and other conditions are brought in by

nuclear transposition, under which the molecules must lay out in

tension an amount of energy which otherwise would have been

spent in vibration. And so also with regard to the melting of

solids : heat, in this case also, is spent in tension of a certain kind,

i.e. in keeping up a state of molecular independence by counter-

acting the natural tendency of the molecules towards cohesion.

Since heat is communicated from molecule to molecule through

the envelopes, as we have proved in treating of the law of calorific

capacities (Book IX. § v), we may perhaps say that heat becomes

latent, when the mutual action of the envelopes ceases to increase

their vibratory motion, or, in other words, when the molecules are

already in such a state, that the vibrations of the envelopes are

ruled and controlled by the vibrations of the inner nuclei. On the

contrary, heat would become sensible, when the inner nuclei are

again ruled in their vibrations by the vibrations of the envelope.

Conclusion.

And here I stop. My object in writing these pages has been

to give a definite scientific form to the first elements of Molecular

Mechanics; a science, which, if properly developed, cannot fail to

lead to practical results of great moment. I have established the

principles of this new science, and endeavoured to show by a few

applications what use can be made of them in scientific research.

The whole work presents, as it were, the first map of a world little

known : I have found its poles, drawn its meridians and parallels,

and marked some coasts of unexplored land. Towns and villages,

rivers and lakes, and the rest, remain in blank. Still I hope that

this outline of molecular science, such as it is, will not be -eom-

M. M. ]

8
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pletely useless. My reason for so thinking is simply that this

first step of mine is calculated to call the attention of more com-

petent men to this most important subject. I may be allowed to

add, that the truths which I have demonstrated (especially in the

first Books) will help natural philosophers to discard vulgar pre-

judices, and to distrust, more than they do, those reasonings of

which the premisses have only the sanction of popular belief.

Would that the time, which often is wasted in building elaborate

theories on the sandy ground of gratuitous assumptions, were em-

ployed as much as possible in building upon the rock of de-

monstrated truth.

THE END.
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